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INTRODUCTION 

Ever   wonder   what   the   word   Phygital,   Elan’trepreneur™   or   OccuPLAYtion™   mean? 

Or   that   the   acronym    CRM    has   more   than   one   meaning   when   it   comes   to 

marketing?   Such   as    Cause-related   Marketing    and    Customer   Relationship 

Management. 

The   Smart   Marketing   Dictionary   (formerly   known   as   the    self-marketing   dictionary ) 

contains   more   than   300   pages   �lled   with   little-known   and   evergreen   (timeless) 

words,   as   well   as   commonly   used   o�ine   and   o�ine   marketing   terms,   phrases 

and   acronyms. 

If   you   are   a   marketing   student,   a   marketing   maven   or   somewhere   in   between, 

this   resource   can   help   you   get   a   grasp   on   important   words   and   concepts   used   in 

marketing   today.   This   resource   was   created   in   order   for   you   to   increase   your 

expertise   and   knowledge   and   to   help   you   run   your   business   more   e�ectively.   It 

was   designed   to   accompany   the    Quirky   Marketing   Calendar 

www.quirkymarketingcalendar.com .  

Resources   used   to   compile   this   book   include   Wikipedia.com,   Trendwatching.com, 

Dictionary.com,   Miriam-Webster.com   as   well   as   social   media. 

Contact   Heidi   Richards   Mooney,   author   and   publisher   via   email 

heidi@redheadmarketinginc.com,   with   your   questions,   comments   and 

suggestions   for   inclusion   in   future   editions.   If   you   notice   that   there   are   words 

that   should   be   included   that   are   not   in   this   edition,   please   let   us   know. 
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AB   Split    -   when   the   list   is   divided   into   two   segments,   each   of   which   is   tested   for   di�erent   o�ers. 

ASP-   application   service   provider    -   a   software   solution   used   by   the   customer   where   the   solution 

itself   is   developed,   hosted   and   managed   by   an   outside   company...   generally   implies   a   lower 

implementation   cost. 

ABC   Account   Classi�cation    -   the   classi�cation   of   customer   accounts   within   a   sales   territory   or   region 

into   groups   according   to   their   size   and   potential,   and,   therefore,   their   importance;   the   classi�cation   is 

used   primarily   to   determine   call   frequency. 

ABC   Inventory   Analysis    -   the   classi�cation   of   goods   held   in   inventory   according   to   sales   volume;   the 

classi�cation   is   used   primarily   to   determine   stock   location   within   the   warehouse. 

Above-the-Fold    -   the   part   of   an   email   or   web   page   that   is   visible   without   scrolling.   It   is   generally   more 

desirable   placement   because   of   its   visibility.   The   section   of   a   Web   page   that   is   visible   without   scrolling. 

Above-the-Line   Advertising    -   advertising   which   employs   one   of   �ve   main   media   -   the   press, 

television,   radio,   cinema   and   posters.   See   Below-the-Line   Advertising. 

Absolute   Cost   Advantage    -   the   cost   advantage   one   company   has   over   another   if   it   has   a   cheaper 

source   of   raw   materials,   control   of   superior   knowledge   through   patents,   cheaper   manufacturing   or 

assembly   costs,   or   similar   bene�t. 

Absolute   Costs    -   the   minimum   costs   that   an   organization   must   bear   to   remain   in   business.   See 

Absolute   Cost   Advantage . 
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Absolute   Product   Failure    -   a   new   product   introduction   which   does   not   manage   to   recover   its 

production   and   marketing   costs;   the   company   incurs   a   �nancial   loss. 

Accelerated   Test   Marketing    -   market   testing   of   consumer   goods   using   a   simulated   store   technique 

rather   than   an   actual   test   market;   also   referred   to   as   Laboratory   Test   Markets   and   Purchase 

Laboratories. 

Accelerator   Principle    -   the   notion   that   an   increase   or   reduction   in   consumer   demand   will   a�ect 

several   layers   of   demand   in   organizational   markets.   See   Derived   Demand. 

Acceptable   Price   Range    -   an   expectation   in   the   minds   of   consumers   regarding   price   levels   for   a 

product   category;   consumers   are   reluctant   to   buy   below   the   acceptable   price   range   for   fear   that   the 

product   will   be   inferior,   or   above   it   because   the   expected   bene�t   of   the   product   is   not   worth   the   price. 

Access   Barriers    -   factors   such   as   tari�s   and   legal   restrictions,   which   reduce   the   size   of   a   market   by 

preventing   potential   customers   from   purchasing   a   particular   product. 

Accessibility    -   one   of   the   four   major   requirements   (with   action   ability,   measurability   and 

substantiality)   for   useful   market   segmentation;   accessibility   expresses   the   notion   that   the   segment 

targeted   must   be   able   to   be   reached   and   served   adequately   by   the   �rm’s   promotion   and   distribution 

system.   See   Action   ability,   Measurability,   Substantiality. 

Accessory   Equipmen t   -   goods   and   materials   purchased   by   organizations   for   use   in   production, 

administrative,   clerical   or   marketing   activities,   but   not   directly   in   the   manufacture   of   �nished 

products. 

Accordion   Insert    -   an   ad   inserted   in   a   magazine,   folded   with   an   accordion-style   fold. 

Account    -   a   customer,   usually   an   institution   or   another   organization,   that   purchases   a   company’s 

products   or   services. 

Account   Executive    -   see   Account   Manager. 

Account   Manager    -   a   sales   representative   responsible   for   a   major   customer   account   or   group   of 

major   accounts;   also   referred   to   as   an   account   executive. 
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Account   Objectives    -   the   speci�c   aims   and   sales   goals   to   be   achieved   within   a   speci�ed   period   by   a 

salesperson   for   an   account   for   which   he   or   she   is   responsible. 

Account   Penetration   Ratio    -   a   measure   used   to   evaluate   salespeople;   the   percentage   of   accounts 

from   which   orders   are   secured   is   calculated   to   provide   a   measure   of   whether   the   salesperson   is 

working   the   territory   in   a   systematic   way   or   simply   “milking”   major   accounts. 

Account   Representative    -   a   salesperson   with   direct   responsibility   for   one   speci�c   major   account   or   a 

group   of   major   accounts. 

Account   Strategies    -   broad   methods   employed   in   achieving   the   objectives   set   by   a   salesperson   for   a 

particular   account. 

Accountants’   Marketing    -   a   term   sometimes   used   to   describe   an   approach   to   marketing 

characterized   by   an   emphasis   on   short-term   sales   results   rather   than   on   long-term   survival   and 

growth,   and   by   a   lack   of   innovation. 

Acculturation    -   the   process   by   which   people   in   one   culture   or   subculture   learn   to   understand   and 

adapt   to   the   norms,   values,   lifestyles   and   behaviors   of   people   in   another   culture   or   subcultures.   For 

example,   acculturation   is   the   process   by   which   a   recent   immigrant   learns   the   way   of   life   of   the   new 

country. 

Accumulation    -   an   audience-counting   method,   where   each   person   exposed   to   a   speci�c   vehicle   is 

counted   once   within   a   certain   time   period. 

Acid-Test   Ratio    -   one   of   three   ratios   commonly   used   to   evaluate   a   �rm’s   liquidity;   calculated   by 

dividing   cash   by   current   liabilities.   See   Current   Ratio;   Quick   Ratio. 

Acquisition   Value    -   the   user’s   perception   of   the   relative   worth   of   a   product   or   service   to   them. 

Formally   de�ned   as   the   subjectively   weighted   di�erence   between   the   most   a   buyer   would   be   willing 

to   pay   for   the   product   or   service,   less   the   actual   price   of   the   item. 

Acquisition   versus   Retention    -   the   presentation   and   content   of   an   email   marketing   message   or 

campaign   often   depends   on   whether   the   objective   is   to   acquire   new   customers   or   encourage   loyalty 

and   repeat   purchases   from   existing   customers.   Acquisition   e�orts   are   more   likely   to   focus   on 

encouraging   action,   retention   e�orts   on   building   relationships. 
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Action   Plan    -   a   detailed   plan   showing   how   major   marketing   tasks   will   be   managed   and   implemented, 

who   will   do   them,   and   when;   also   called   an   Action   Plan. 

Actionability    -   one   of   the   major   requirements   (with   accessibility,   measurability   and   substantiality)   for 

useful   market   segmentation;   actionability   expresses   the   notion   that   the   segment   targeted   must   be   of 

an   appropriate   size   for   the   company’s   resources   to   handle.   See   Accessibility;   Measurability; 

Substantiality. 

Active   Listening    -   listening   that   is   more   than   passively   hearing   what   the   customer   is   saying;   implies 

the   need   for   a   salesperson   to   think   while   listening   and   to   evaluate   what   is   being   said. 

Activities,   Interests,   and   Opinions   (AIO) -   a   measurable   series   of   psychographic   (as   opposed   to 

demographic)   variables   involving   the   interests   and   beliefs   of   users.   Note,   because   psychographics   are 

usually   expensive   to   gather,   yet   o�er   a   more   precise   pro�le   of   users,   demographic   variables   are 

usually   relied   upon. 

Activity   Quota -   a   common   form   of   sales   assignment,   goal   or   target   used   to   measure   a   sales 

representative’s   performance   in   relation   to   his   or   her   selling   activities;   activities   used   in   this   way 

include   total   calls   made,   total   sales   made,   number   of   new   accounts   opened,   number   of   displays   set 

up,   and   soon.   Other   common   forms   of   sales   quotas   are   unit   volume   quotas,   dollar   volume   quotas, 

gross   margin   quotas   and   net   pro�t   quotas.   See   Sales   Quota. 

Activity   Reports    -   reports   requiring   salespeople   to   provide   details   (such   as   number   of   calls   made, 

new   accounts   opened,   displays   arranged,   dealer   sales   meetings   attended   and   so   on)   as   a   measure   of 

their   activity   in   a   given   period. 

Actual   Product    -   the   tangible   features   of   a   product,   including   styling,   quality   level,   features,   brand 

name   and   packaging;   also   called   the   Formal   Product   or   Tangible   Product.   See   Augmented   Product; 

Core   Product. 

Ad   Blocking    -   the   blocking   of   Web   advertisements,   typically   the   image   in   graphical   Web 

advertisements. 

Ad   copy    -   the   printed   text   or   spoken   words   in   an   advertisement. 
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Ad   Hoc   Marketing   Research    -   marketing   research   conducted   in   response   to   a   speci�c,   one-time-only 

need. 

Ad   clicks    -   number   of   times   users   click   on   an   ad   banner. 

Ad   Space    -   the   space   on   a   Web   page   available   for   advertisements. 

Adaptation   Approach   to   Pricing    -   an   approach   in   global   marketing   in   which   an   organization   allows 

an   a�liate   or   subsidiary   to   set   the   most   desirable   price,   provided   it   is   pro�table,   in   its   own   region; 

also   referred   to   as   the   Polycentric   Approach.   See   also   Extension   Approach;   Geocentric   Approach. 

Adaptive   Control   Budgeting    -   An   advertising   budget   method   whereby   the   advertiser   uses   test 

markets   to   examine   the   sales   level   and   pro�tability   of   advertising   spending   levels   that   are   higher   and 

lower   than   the   spending   level   currently   being   used   by   the   advertiser.   The   advertiser   may   decide   to 

adapt   to   either   a   higher   or   lower   spending   level   depending   on   test   market   results. 

Adaptive   Control   System    -   a   system   of   marketing   control   which   allows   for   changes   to   be   made   to 

marketing   objectives   during   a   planning   period   as   well   as   to   the   performance   to   meet   the   objectives;   a 

proactive   marketing   control   system.   See   After-the-Fact   Control   System;   Marketing   Control   System; 

Reactive   Marketing   Control   System;   Steering   Control   System. 

Adaptive   Selling    -   a   technique   in   selling   which   calls   for   the   salesperson   to   adapt   his   or   her   social   style 

to   that   of   the   buyer   in   order   to   maximize   e�ectiveness.   See   Social   Style. 

Adaptive   Strategies    -   domestic   marketing   tactics,   plans   and   methods   that   have   been   altered   to   suit 

local   conditions   in   foreign   markets. 

Adaptivising    -   a   planning   philosophy   implying   a   �rm’s   intention   to   continue   to   maintain,   and   expand, 

its   present   operations;   to   do   better   things   in   the   future   than   have   been   done   in   the   past.  

 

Added   Value    -   the   increased   worth   of   a   �rm’s   o�ering   as   a   result   of   marketing;   four   factors   which 

generate   the   additional   value   are   features,   quality,   customer   perception   (or   image)   and   exclusiveness. 

Address    –   a   unique   identi�er   for   a   computer   or   site   online,   usually   URL   for   a   website   or   marked   with 

an   @   for   an   e-mail   address.   This   is   how   your   computer   �nds   a   location   on   the   information 

super-highway. 
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ADI    -   Area   of   Dominant   In�uence   –   see   de�nition 

Adjacencies    -   time   periods   immediately   before   and   after   a   television   program,   normally   used   as   a 

commercial   break   between   programs. 

Administered   Channel   Arrangement    -   see   Administered   Vertical   Marketing   System. 

Administered   Prices    -   cost-oriented   pricing   in   which   a   �rm   bases   its   prices   on   considerations   within 

the   �rm   rather   than   on   customer   considerations. 

Administered   Vertical   Marketing   System    -   a   coordinated   system   of   distribution   channel 

organization   in   which   the   �ow   of   products   from   producer   to   end-user   is   controlled   by   the   power   and 

size   of   one   member   of   the   channel   system   rather   than   by   common   ownership   or   contractual   ties.   See 

Contractual   Vertical   Marketing   System;   Conventional   Marketing   System;   Corporate   Vertical   Marketing 

System;   Vertical   Marketing   System. 

Adnorm    -   a   measure   of   readership   averages   for   print   publications   over   a   two-year   period,   used   as   a 

baseline   for   comparing   speci�c   ads   to   an   average. 

Adopter   Category    -   the   ranking   into   which   adopters   of   a   new   product   fall   according   to   their 

willingness   and   speed   to   embrace   a   new   product;   adopter   categories   are   normally   listed   as 

innovators,   early   adopters,   early   majority,   late   majority   and   laggards.   Persons   or   agencies   that   adopt 

an   innovation   are   often   classi�ed   into   �ve   groups   according   to   the   sequence   of   their   adoption   of   it.   1) 

Innovators   (�rst   2-5%);   2)   Early   adopters   (10-15%)’   3)   Early   majority   (next   35%);   4)   Late   majority   (next 

35%);   5)   Laggards   (�nal   5-10%).   This   is   important   when   considering   how   long   it   may   take   for   the 

general   public   to   ‘adopt’   a   product   or   service.   See   Di�usion   of   Innovation. 

Adoption    -   the   choice   of   one   product   over   another. 

Adoption   of   Innovation   Curve    -   a   normal   distribution   curve   illustrating   the   fact   that   customers   vary 

widely   in   their   willingness   or   readiness   to   purchase   new   products.   See   Di�usion   of   Innovation. 

Adoption   Process    -   the   series   of   stages,   including   awareness,   interest,   evaluation,   trial   and   rejection 

or   adoption,   which   consumers   go   through   in   their   decision-making   process;   also   called   the   Adoption 

Sequence. 
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Adoption   Rate   Determinants    -   factors   that   in�uence   the   rate   of   adoption   of   a   new   product.   See 

Communicability;   Compatibility;   Complexity;   Divisibility;   Relative   Advantage. 

Adoption   Sequence    -   see   Adoption   Process. 

AdSense    –   a   text-based   advertisement   service   provided   by   Google.com. 

Ad   views   (impressions)    -   number   of   times   an   ad   banner   is   downloaded   and   presumably   seen   by 

visitors.   If   the   same   as   appears   on   multiple   pages   simultaneously,   this   statistic   may   understate   the 

number   of   ad   impressions,   due   to   browser   caching.   Corresponds   to   net   impressions   in   traditional 

media.   There   is   currently   no   way   of   knowing   whether   an   ad   was   actually   loaded.   Most   servers   record 

an   ad   as   severed   even   if   it   was   not. 

Advance   Premium -   a   premium   provided   to   a   consumer,   on   the   condition   of   some   later   purchase. 

Advantage    -   see   Competitive   Advantage. 

Advantage   Matrix    -   see   Boston   Consulting   Group   Advantage   Matrix. 

Adversarial   Shopper    -   a   consumer   whose   shopping   behavior   is   characterized   by   a   determination   to 

get   good   value   at   a   low   price;   a   bargain   hunter;   one   who   regards   all   prices   as   negotiable. 

Advertiser    -   the   manufacturer,   service   company,   retailer,   or   supplier   who   advertises   their   product   or 

service. 

Advertising    -   the   paid,   public,   non-personal   announcement   of   a   persuasive   message   by   an   identi�ed 

sponsor;   the   non-personal   presentation   or   promotion   by   a   �rm   of   its   products   to   its   existing   and 

potential   customers.   See   Promotion. 

Advertising   Agency    -   a   �rm   specializing   in   the   creation,   design   and   media   placement   of 

advertisements,   and   in   the   planning   and   execution   of   promotional   campaigns.   See   Full-Service 

Advertising   Agency;   Limited-Service   Advertising   Agency. 

Advertising   Allocation    -   see   Advertising   Budget. 
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Advertising   Allowance    -   a   discount   given   to   a   retailer   by   a   supplier   whose   brand   or   product   is 

featured   in   the   store’s   newspaper,   television   or   radio   advertising   or   in   catalogs,   �yers   or   similar 

promotional   pieces.   See   Allowances;   Discounts.   Money   provided   by   a   manufacturer   to   a   distributor 

for   the   purpose   of   advertising   a   speci�c   product   or   brand.   See,   also,   Cooperative   advertising. 

Advertising   Appropriation    -   see   Advertising   Budget. 

Advertising   Budget    -   the   sum   allocated   in   a   particular   accounting   period   for   expenditure   on 

advertising;   also   called   an   Advertising   Allocation   or   an   Advertising   Appropriation.   Money   set   aside   by 

the   advertiser   to   pay   for   advertising.   There   are   a   variety   of   methods   for   determining   the   most 

desirable   size   of   an   advertising   budget. 

Advertising   Budget   Determination    -   decisions   pertaining   to   the   amount   to   be   allocated   to 

advertising   expenditure   in   a   given   period;   common   approaches   to   advertising   budget   determination 

include   arbitrary   allocation,   percent   of   sales,   competitive   parity,   objective   and   task   and   budgeting 

models.   See   All-We-Can-A�ord   Method;   Percentage-of-Sales   Method;   Competitive   Parity   Budgeting; 

Objective   and   Task   Method   of   Budgeting;   Computer   Modelling. 

Advertising   Copy    -   the   content   and   context   of   a   message   contained   in   an   advertisement. 

Advertising   E�ectiveness    -   the   degree   to   which   the   objectives   of   an   advertisement   or   advertising 

campaign   have   been   achieved;   the   e�ectiveness   is   commonly   gauged   by   measuring   the   e�ect   on 

sales,   brand   awareness,   brand   preference,   etc.   See   Communication   E�ect   of   Advertising;   Sales   E�ect 

of   Advertising. 

Advertising   Elasticities    -   measurements   of   the   e�ect   on   other   marketing   variables   of   various   levels 

of   advertising   expenditure;   for   example,   measurement   of   the   e�ect   of   high   levels   of   advertising   on 

consumer   perceptions   of   price,   or   the   measurement   of   the   low   levels   of   advertising   on   consumer 

perceptions   of   product   quality.   The   relationship   between   a   change   in   advertising   budget   and   the 

resulting   change   in   product   sales. 

Advertising   Exposure    -   one   presentation   of   an   advertisement   to   an   audience;   advertising   managers 

must   decide   how   many   “exposures”   will   be   required   to   achieve   their   goal   or   objective. 

Advertising   Goal    -   a   particular   communication   task   to   be   accomplished   with   a   speci�c   target 

audience   in   a   given   period   of   time. 
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Advertising   Impact    -   see   Impact. 

Advertising   Media   or   Medium    -   outlets   or   vehicles   (for   instance,   newspapers   and   magazines, 

television,   radio,   cinema,   posters,   etc)   used   in   communication   between   advertisers   and   customers. 

Note   that   advertising   media   is   a   plural   term;   its   singular   form   is   advertising   medium. 

Advertising   Message    -   the   central,   underlying   idea   or   theme   within   an   advertisement. 

Advertising   Network    -   a   network   representing   many   Web   sites   in   selling   advertising,   allowing 

advertising   buyers   to   reach   broad   audiences   relatively   easily   through   run-of-category   and 

run-of-network   buys. 

Advertising   Objectives    -   speci�c   aims   or   intentions   of   an   advertisement   (for   example,   to   inform,   to 

persuade,   to   remind). 

Advertising   Page   Exposure    -   a   measure   of   the   opportunity   for   readers   to   see   a   particular   print 

advertisement,   whether   or   not   they   actually   look   at   the   ad. 

Advertising   Plan    -   an   explicit   outline   of   what   goals   an   advertising   campaign   should   achieve,   how   to 

accomplish   those   goals,   and   how   to   determine   whether   or   not   the   campaign   was   successful   in 

obtaining   those   goals. 

Advertising   Planning   Process    -   the   steps   or   stages   taken   in   planning   an   advertising   campaign;   the 

steps   include   identifying   the   target   market,   establishing   the   advertising   objectives,   developing   the 

advertising   budget,   developing   the   advertising   strategies,   selecting   the   appropriate   media,   and 

evaluating   the   advertising   e�ectiveness. 

Advertising   Platform    -   the   basic   issues   or   selling   points   that   a   company   wishes   to   have   included   in 

an   advertising   campaign. 

Advertising   Research    -   research   done   to   test   the   e�ectiveness   of   advertising;   this   may   include   the 

pre-testing   and   post-evaluating   of   speci�c   advertisements   and   campaigns.   Communication-e�ect 

research   attempts   to   measure   whether   the   advertising   communicates   e�ectively;   sales-e�ect 

research   attempts   to   measure   whether   it   produces   the   desired   level   of   sales.   Research   conducted   to 

improve   the   e�cacy   of   advertising. 
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Advertising   Specialty    -   a   product   imprinted   with,   or   otherwise   carrying,   a   logo   or   promotional 

message.   Also   called   a   promotional   product   or   “tchocthke”   (a   small   object   that   is   decorative   rather 

than   strictly   functional;   a   trinket.) 

Advertising   Target    -   the   entire   market,   or   some   part   of   it,   which   a   �rm   wishes   to   attract   with   its 

advertisement. 

Advertising-to-Editorial   Ratio    -   the   measure   of   the   proportion   of   advertising   space   to   editorial 

matter   in   a   newspaper   or   magazine. 

Advertising-to-Marketing   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine   whether   the 

amount   spent   on   advertising   in   a   given   period   was   excessive;   total   advertising   expenditure   is 

expressed   as   a   percentage   to   total   marketing   expenditure. 

Advertising-to-Editorial   Ratio    -   the   measure   of   the   proportion   of   advertising   space   to   editorial 

matter   in   a   newspaper   or   magazine. 

Advertising-to-Marketing   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine   whether   the 

amount   spent   on   advertising   in   a   given   period   was   excessive;   total   advertising   expenditure   is 

expressed   as   a   percentage   to   total   marketing   expenditure. 

Advertising-to-Sales   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine   whether   the   amount 

spent   on   advertising   in   a   given   period   was   excessive;   total   advertising   expenditure   is   expressed   as   a 

percentage   of   total   sales   revenue. 

Advertorial    -   advertising   in   which   the   sponsoring   organisation   declares   its   position   on   a   matter   of 

public   interest   (usually   of   a   controversial   nature).   See   Advocacy   Advertising.   An   advertisement   that 

has   the   appearance   of   a   news   article   or   editorial,   in   a   print   publication.   See   Infomercial,   below. 

Adviser   Approach    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   a   salesperson   speci�es   all   that   a   customer   will 

require   to   solve   the   problem   at   hand,   and   advises   (or   counsels)   that   the   o�er   be   accepted;   See   Close. 

Advertising   used   to   promote   a   position   on   a   political,   controversial   or   other   social   issue. 
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Advocacy   Advertising    -   a   paid,   overtly-sponsored   communication   or   message   which   presents 

information   or   a   point   of   view   on   a   controversial   public   issue,   idea   or   cause.   See   Advertorial 

Advertising. 

Advocate   Revenue    -   sales   in�uenced   by   word-of-mouth   advertising. 

Aesthetic   Needs    -   see   Self-Actualization   Needs. 

A�ordable   Method    -   see   All-We-Can-A�ord   Method. 

A�liate    -   the   publisher/salesperson   in   an   a�liate   marketing   relationship. 

A�liate   Directory    -   a   categorized   listing   of   a�liate   programs. 
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A�liate   Forum    -   an   online   community   where   visitors   may   read   and   post   topics   related   to   a�liate 

marketing. 

A�liate   Fraud    -   bogus   activity   generated   by   an   a�liate   in   an   attempt   to   generate   illegitimate, 

unearned   revenue. 

A�liate   Marketing    -   revenue   sharing   between   online   advertisers/merchants   and   online   publishers/ 

salespeople,   whereby   compensation   is   based   on   performance   measures,   typically   in   the   form   of   sales, 

clicks,   registrations,   or   a   hybrid   model.   Popular   among   startups   with   very   small   marketing   budgets. 

A�liate   Merchant    -   the   advertiser   in   an   a�liate   marketing   relationship. 

A�liate   Network -   a   value-added   intermediary   providing   services,   including   aggregation,   for   a�liate 

merchants   and   a�liates. 

A�liate   Program    -   An   a�liate   program   is   a   form   of   advertising,   on   the   web,   that   rewards   the 

a�liates   (self-selected   advertisers)   for   driving   tra�c   to   the   advertiser   or   for   subsequent   transactions   . 

An   a�liate   program   uses   a   multi-level   marketing   concept   where   consumers   (a�liates)   attract 

additional   consumers.   An   arrangement   in   which   a   company   pays   you   a   percentage   of   the   sale   for 

every   online   customer   they   get   through   a   link   from   your   website   to   yours.   Some   a�liate   programs   are 

multi-tiered,   thus   increasing   the   income   earning   opportunities   for   the   a�liates   (rewarded   for   their 

tra�c   and   the   tra�c   of   a�liates   they   recruit). 

A�liate   Software    -   software   that,   at   a   minimum,   provides   tracking   and   reporting   of 

commission-triggering   actions   (sales,   registrations,   or   clicks)   from   a�liate   links. 

A�liate   Marketing    -   revenue   sharing   between   online   advertisers/merchants   and   online   publishers/ 

salespeople,   whereby   compensation   is   based   on   performance   measures,   typically   in   the   form   of   sales, 

clicks,   registrations,   or   a   hybrid   model.   Popular   among   startups   with   very   small   marketing   budgets. 

A�liate   Merchant    -   the   advertiser   in   an   a�liate   marketing   relationship. 

A�liate   Network -   a   value-added   intermediary   providing   services,   including   aggregation,   for   a�liate 

merchants   and   a�liates. 

A�liate   Program    -   An   a�liate   program   is   a   form   of   advertising,   on   the   web,   that   rewards   the 

a�liates   (self-selected   advertisers)   for   driving   tra�c   to   the   advertiser   or   for   subsequent   transactions   . 
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An   a�liate   program   uses   a   multi-level   marketing   concept   where   consumers   (a�liates)   attract 

additional   consumers.   An   arrangement   in   which   a   company   pays   you   a   percentage   of   the   sale   for 

every   online   customer   they   get   through   a   link   from   your   website   to   yours.   Some   a�liate   programs   are 

multi-tiered,   thus   increasing   the   income   earning   opportunities   for   the   a�liates   (rewarded   for   their 

tra�c   and   the   tra�c   of   a�liates   they   recruit). 

A�liate   Software    -   software   that,   at   a   minimum,   provides   tracking   and   reporting   of   commission- 

triggering   actions   (sales,   registrations,   or   clicks)   from   a�liate   links. 

A�nity   Marketing    -   marketing   e�orts   -   including   e-mail   promotions,   banners,   or   o�ine   media   - 

aimed   at   consumers   on   the   basis   of   establishing   buying   patterns.   (For   example,   “Dear   Cowpoke,   as   a 

valued   cattle-restraint   equipment   customer,   you’re   invited   to   a   special   Webcast   sneak   peek   of   our 

newest   product:   the   Heifer   Holder.   Act   now!”) 

A�rmative   disclosure    -   a   disclosure   of   information   in   an   advertisement,   required   by   the   Federal 

Trade   Commission   or   other   authority,   that   may   not   be   desired   by   the   advertiser.   This   information 

frequently   admits   to   some   limitation   in   the   product   or   the   o�er   made   in   the   advertisement. 

Aftermarket    -   the   market   for   parts   and   supplies   for   machines,   equipment,   etc   after   they   have   been 

purchased. 

After-the-Fact   Control   System    -   a   system   of   marketing   control   in   which   corrective   action   is   taken   at 

the   end   of   a   planning   period   when   marketing   performance   does   not   meet   expectations;   changes   are 

made   in   an   attempt   to   rectify   the   situation   for   the   next   planning   period.   See   Adaptive   Control   System; 

Marketing   Control   System;   Reactive   Marketing   Control   System;   Steering   Control   System. 

Agate   line    -   a   measure   of   newspaper   advertising   space,   one   column   wide   and   1/14th   inch   deep. 

Agency   Commission    -   the   agency’s   fee   for   designing   and   placing   advertisements.   Historically,   this 

was   calculated   as   15   percent   of   the   amount   spent   to   purchase   space   or   time   in   the   various   media 

used   for   the   advertising.   In   recent   years   the   commission   has,   in   many   cases,   become   negotiable,   and 

may   even   be   based   on   some   measure   of   the   campaign’s   success. 

Agent    -   an   intermediary   or   middleman   who   facilitates   the   �ow   of   goods   and   services   from   producer 

to   end-user,   but   who,   unlike   other   members   of   the   distribution   channel,   does   not   take   title   to   them. 

Aggregation    -   a   concept   of   market   segmentation   that   assumes   that   most   consumers   are   alike. 
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Aging    -   the   length   of   time   merchandise   has   been   in   stock. 

AIDA   Concept    -   a   formula   used   in   selling   to   produce   a   favorable   response   from   a   customer.   The 

assumption   is   that   the   salesperson   must   �rst   make   the   potential   customer   aware   of   a   product;   foster 

interest;   stimulate   desire;   and,   �nally,   encourage   action   (to   purchase).   See   Formula   Selling.   Stands   for 

Attention,   Interest,   Desire,   and   Action.   This   is   a   historical   model   of   how   advertising   works,   by   �rst 

getting   the   consumer’s   attention,   then   their   interest,   etc. 

AIDAS    -   “Attention,   Interest,   Desire,   Action,   Satisfaction”   -   elements   of   a   sales   campaign   that   establish 

and   sustain   the   prospect’s   momentum   from   initial   contact   up   to   and   beyond   the   “close.” 

AIDCA    -   acronym   for   Awareness,   Interest,   Desire,   Conviction,   Action;   mental   states   which   supposedly 

lead   a   potential   customer   to   a   buying   decision.   See   Formula   Selling. 

Aided   Recall   Test    -   a   method   of   post-testing   the   e�ectiveness   of   an   advertisement   or   advertising 

campaign;   respondents   are   shown   products,   brand   names,   trademarks,   etc   to   assist   their   memories. 

See   Unaided   Recall   Test. 

AIO   Statements    -   expressions   of   a   person’s   attitudes   towards,   interests   in,   and   opinions   of,   a 

product.   See   Psychographics. 

Ala   Carte   Services    -   rather   than   provide   all   advertising   services   for   one   price,   an   agency   may   provide 

only   the   services   that   a   client   wishes   to   purchase. 

All-We-Can-A�ord   Method    -   a   simple   method   of   determining   a   budget   (for   advertising,   etc)   in   which 

the   amount   allocated   is   the   amount   that   can   be   a�orded;   also   called   the   What-We-Can   A�ord 

Method,   the   A�ordable   Method   and   the   Arbitrary   Method.   See   Advertising   Budget   Determination. 

All-You-Can-A�ord   Budgeting    -   an   approach   to   the   advertising   budget   that   establishes   the   amount 

to   be   spent   on   advertising   as   the   funds   remaining   after   all   other   necessary   expenditures   and 

investment   are   covered. 

Alliance    -   an   agreement   between   one   or   more   �rms   to   cooperate   in   some   business   venture   or   to 

work   together   to   achieve   certain   goals 

Allowances    -   amounts   deducted   from   an   invoice   in   return   for   prompt   payment,   large   quantity 

purchase,   special   promotions   etc   of   goods   and   services   supplied.   See   Discount. 
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Alpha/Beta    -   The   terms   alpha   and   beta   refer   to   releases   of   software   that   are   typically   not   ready   for 

commercial   use.   Alpha   refers   to   the   very   early   release,   which   is   typically   very   “buggy”   and   only 

released   to   few   people   internal   to   the   organization.   It   is   helpful,   in   development,   to   get   feedback   very 

quickly   from   the   hacker   community,   or   potential   customers   with   the   beta   version.   Releasing   a   beta 

version   has   become   standard   practice   with   the   evolution   of   the   internet   as   a   mode   of   distribution   for 

the   software. 

AltaVista    -   search   engine   originally   located   at     www.altavista.com   (now   owned   by   Yahoo.com) 

Alternative   Advertising    -   advertising   which   uses   media   other   than   the   traditional   media;   examples 

of   alternative   advertising   include   advertising   signs   on   parking   meters   and   supermarket   shopping 

trolleys,   in-store   video   screens,   etc. 

Alternative   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   a   salesperson   presents   two   alternatives   in   an 

attempt   to   get   a   commitment   from   the   buyer   to   one,   (eg.   “The   red   or   the   black?”,   “Cash   or   card?”)   See 

Close. 

Alternative   Media    -   media   vehicles,   apart   from   the   traditional   ones,   which   are   available   for 

promotional   purposes;   examples   of   newer   alternative   media   are   video   catalogs   and   audiotext.   See 

Video   Catalog;   Audiotext. 

Ambiance    -   an   overall   feeling   or   mood   projected   by   a   store   through   its   aesthetic   appeal   to   human 

senses. 

Ambush   Marketing    -   the   act   of   marketing   a   product   or   service   in   conjunction   with   an   event   or   other 

brand   without   paying   for   the   right...   typically   used   when   an   o�cial   sponsorship   opportunity   is 

available   but   a   company   doesn’t   wish   to   pay   the   fee   for   the   sponsorship   or   another   company   has 

already   purchased   the   sponsorship. 

Amiable   (Social   Style)    -   one   of   four   social   styles   (with   Analytical,   Driver   and   Expressive)   commonly 

used   to   classify   salespeople   and   their   customers   in   terms   of   their   communication   approach;   Amiables 

are   characterized   by   high   responsiveness   and   low   assertiveness.   See   Analytical;   Driver;   Expressive; 

Assertiveness;   Responsiveness;   Social   Style. 

Analysis    -   In   marketing   and   other   social   science   disciplines,   a   variety   of   statistical   and   non-statistical 

methods   are   used   to   analyze   data,   instead   of   sheer   intuition,   or   simple   descriptive   statistics. 
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Analytical   (Social   Style)    -   one   of   four   social   styles   (with   Amiable,   Driver   and   Expressive)   commonly 

used   to   classify   salespeople   and   their   customers   in   terms   of   their   communication   approach; 

Analyticals   are   characterized   by   low   responsiveness   and   low   assertiveness.   See   Amiable;   Driver; 

Expressive;   Assertiveness;   Responsiveness;   Social   Style. 

Anchor    -   a   word,   phrase,   or   graphic   image,   in   hypertext,   it   is   the   object   that   is   highlighted,   underlined, 

or   “clickable”   that   links   to   another   site. 

Anchor   Store    -   a   popular,   major   retailer   located   within   a   shopping   mall   to   attract   mall   patronage. 

Animated   GIF    -   a   graphic   in   the   GIF89a   �le   format   that   creates   the   e�ect   of   animation   by   rotating 

through   a   series   of   static   images. 

Anso�   Matrix    -   a   tool,   devised   by   Igor   Anso�,   to   provide   a   logical   framework   for   the   understanding 

and   development   of   marketing   objectives;   the   basis   of   the   matrix   is   the   degree   of   newness   of   the 

products   to   be   sold   and   of   the   markets   to   be   targeted. 

Answer   print    -   the   �nal   edited   version   (print)   of   a   television   commercial,   for   approval   by   the   client. 

Anticipatory   Pricing    -   the   practice   of   setting   a   somewhat   higher   price   than   would   otherwise   have 

been   chosen   in   expectation   of   cost   in�ation,   government   price   control,   or   similar   environmental 

circumstance. 

API    -   API   refers   to   Application   Programming   Interface.   It   is   the   interface   that   gives   program 

developers   access   to   develop   programs   that   work   on   a   particular   platform. 

Appeal    -   the   advertisement’s   selling   message. 

Applet    -   an   application   program   written   in   Java   that   allows   viewing   of   simple   animations   on   Web 

pages. 

Application   Service   Provider    -   provider   of   applications/services   that   are   distributed   through   a 

network   to   many   customers   in   exchange   for   a   stream   of   smaller   payments   as   opposed   to   one   �xed, 

upfront   price. 

Approach    -   the   stage   in   the   selling   process   in   which   a   salesperson   contacts   a   potential   customer   to 

make   an   appointment   or   to   present   a   product. 
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Arbitrary   Method    -   see   All-We-Can-A�ord   Method. 

Arbitron    -   former   television   and   rating   service   that   published   regular   reports   for   selected   markets. 

Now   part   of   the   Nielsen   Radio   Ratings. 

Area   Market   Potential    -   an   estimate   of   the   amount   of   sales,   in   units   and   dollars,   that   might   be 

possible   in   a   given   territory   or   region   under   a   given   level   of   industry   marketing   e�ort   under   given 

environmental   conditions. 

Area   Market   Specialist    -   a   marketing   manager,   with   good   local   knowledge,   located   in   a   high-volume, 

distinctive   market   to   support   the   sales   e�ort. 

ADI    -   Area   of   Dominant   In�uence   -   the   geographic   region   covered   by   a   particular   television   station; 

also   referred   to   as   the   station’s   Designated   Marketing   Area   (DMA).   A   geographic   designation,   used   by 

Arbitron,   that   speci�es   which   counties   fall   into   a   speci�c   television   market.   See,   also,   Designated 

Market   Area. 

AIO   Statements    -   expressions   of   a   person's   attitudes   towards,   interests   in,   and   opinions   of,   a 

product. 

Arm’s-Length   Price    -   the   price   which   various   governments   force   companies   to   charge   to   discourage 

“dumping”   abuses;   the   arm’s   length   price   is   the   price   charged   by   competitors   for   the   same   or   similar 

Product. 

Arousal    -   an   internal   state   of   tension   which   motivates   a   consumer,   providing   the   energy   to   act;   a 

drive. 

ARPA    (Advanced   Research   Project   Agency)   -   the   U.   S.   Department   of   Defense   agency   that,   in 

conjunction   with   leading   universities,   created   ARPAnet,   the   precursor   of   the   Internet. 

Art   proof    -   the   artwork   for   an   ad,   to   be   submitted   for   client   approval. 

Artwork    -   the   visual   components   of   an   ad,   not   including   the   typeset   text. 

Asch   Phenomenon    -   a   tendency,   �rst   recorded   by   the   psychologist   S.E.Asch,   for   an   individual’s 

purchase   decisions   to   be   in�uenced   highly   by   reference   groups   and   group   norms.   See   Group 

In�uences;   Reference   Group. 
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Aseptic   Packaging    -   a   packaging   method   developed   in   Sweden   in   the   1950s;   made   of   paper,   foil   and 

plastic   aseptic   packaging   keeps   foods   bacteria-free   for   months   without   refrigeration.   See   Packaging; 

Primary   Packaging;   Secondary   Packaging;   Shipping   Packaging. 

ASP    (application   server   provider)   -   third-party   vendors   that   develop   and   host   Internet   and   intranet 

applications   for   customers,   tailoring   the   applications   to   the   customer’s   business   requirements   and 

process. 

Aspirational   Group    -   a   sub-category   of   a   reference   group,   consisting   of   individuals   (not   necessarily 

known   personally)   with   whom   a   person   desires   to   be   associated.   See   Contactual   Reference   Group; 

Dissociative   Reference   Group;   Membership   Group;   Reference   Groups. 

Assertiveness    -   the   human   characteristic   or   quality   which   determines   the   degree   to   which   individuals 

are   directive   and   competitive   in   manner   as   opposed   to   non-directive   and   co-operative.   See   Social 

Style. 

Asset   Turnover    -   a   ratio   used   to   evaluate   the   pro�tability   of   a   �rm;   net   sales   in   a   given   period   are 

divided   by   total   assets. 

Asset-Based   Marketing    -   a   marketing   approach   which   uses   the   knowledge   and   skills   a   company   has 

already   developed   as   the   basis   for   growth. 

Assortment   Strategies    -   options   available   to   a   reseller   in   determining   the   assortment   of   products 

and   services   to   be   carried.   See   Broad   Assortment;   Deep   Assortment;   Exclusive   Assortment;   Scrambled 

Assortment. 

Assumptive   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   a   salesperson   simply   assumes   that   the   purchaser 

has   agreed   to   buy   the   product,   and   proceeds   to   write   up   the   order,   wrap   the   merchandise,   etc.   See 

Close.  

Asynchronous/Synchronous   Communication    -   Direct   communication,   where   all   parties   involved   in 

the   communication   are   present   at   the   same   time   (an   event)   is   a   form   of   synchronous   communication. 

Examples   include   a   telephone   conversation,   a   company   board   meeting   a   chat   room   event   and   instant 

messaging.   Asynchronous   communication   does   not   require   that   all   parties   involved   in   the 

communication   need   to   be   present   and   available   at   the   same   time. 
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At-Home   TV   Shopping    -   a   form   of   non-store   retailing   in   which   products   are   shown   on   a   television 

screen   and   presented   enthusiastically   by   an   announcer   to   stimulate   impulse   purchasing   using   credit 

card   and   telephone.   See   Non-Store   Retailing. 

ATC    -   See   Average   Total   Cost. 

Atmospherics    -   the   combination   of   store   decor,   physical   characteristics   and   amenities   provided   by   a 

retailer   to   develop   a   particular   image   and   attract   customers. 

Atomistic   Competition    -   see   Pure   Competition. 

Attitudes    -   enduring   favorable   or   unfavorable   feelings,   emotions   and   action   tendencies   towards   a 

issue   or   subject.   Enduring   systems   of   positive   or   negative   evaluations,   emotional   feelings,   and   action 

tendencies   with   respect   to   an   object.   Consumer’s   overall   liking   or   preference   for   an   object.   (Assael) 

Attitude   Tracking    -   measuring   the   degree   of   satisfaction   with   a   product   through   an   on-going   study   of 

consumer   attitudes   towards   it. 

Attributes    -   see   Features. 

Auction   Pricing   System    -   Using   an   auction   pricing   system,   sellers   are   not   constrained   by   having   to   �x 

a   price   without   knowing   what   the   market   will   bare   (traditional   pricing   methodology).   If   a   seller   sets   a 

price   too   low,   using   a   classi�ed   advertisement   for   example,   the   demand   will   be   high   and   the   product 

will   be   purchased.   The   seller,   however,   will   not   get   the   most   revenue   the   market   would   have   paid,   if 

the   buyers   had   had   to   compete   for   the   purchase.   The   buyer   who   wanted   the   product   most   (willing   to 

pay   the   highest   price)   would   not   automatically   receive   the   product. 

Audience    -   the   intended   receivers   of   an   advertiser’s   message.   The   number   and/or   characteristics   of 

the   persons   or   households   who   are   exposed   to   a   particular   type   of   advertising   media   or   media 

vehicle. 

Audience   Attention   Probability    -   the   degree   to   which   a   target   consumer   is   likely   to   pay   attention   to 

an   advertisement   in   a   particular   media   outlet;   for   example,   the   audience   attention   probability   of   an 

advertisement   for   a   new   shampoo   is   likely   to   be   greater   in   a   women’s   magazine   than   in   a   daily 

newspaper. 
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Audience   Duplication    -   the   number   of   people   who   saw   or   heard   more   than   one   of   the   programs   or 

publications   in   which   an   ad   was   placed. 

ATM   (asynchronous   transfer   mode)    -   a   high-speed   switching   technique   that   uses   �xed-size   cells   to 

transmit   voice,   data   and   video.   Also   a   machine   where   you   get   money. 

Audience   Pro�le    -   a   measure   of   the   kind   and   quality   of   the   target   consumers   likely   to   be   exposed   to 

the   advertisement. 

Audience   Quality    -   a   measure   of   the   kind   and   quality   of   the   target   consumers   likely   to   be   exposed   to 

the   advertisement. 

Audience   Tune-Out    -   a   phenomenon   which   occurs   when   relatively   large   groups   of   a   radio   or   TV 

audience   drop   concentration,   or   stop   listening   altogether,   for   a   period;   audience   tune-out   may   result 

from   high   clutter   levels   of   commercial   advertising   or   station   or   channel   promotions   in   the 

non-programming   time.   See   Clutter;   Clutter   Level. 

Audiolog    -   a   diary   kept   by   selected   audience   members   to   record   which   television   programs   they 

watched,   as   a   means   of   rating   television   shows.   Used   by   A.C.   Nielsen. 

Audimeter    -   a   mechanical   instrument   or   device   for   monitoring   television   usage   and   program   choice 

(for   ratings   surveys,   etc);   colloquially   called   a   people-meter   or   black   box.   An   electronic   recording 

device   used   by   A.C.   Nielsen   to   track   when   a   television   set   is   in   use,   and   to   what   station   it   is   set;      an 

electronic   device   to   record   which   particular   television   channel   is   tuned   to   by   a   household;   marketing 

research   �rms   use   audimeters   attached   to   a   sample   of   TV   sets   to   measure   national   exposure   to   TV 

advertisements;   commonly   referred   to   as   a   “peoplemeter”   or   “black   box”.   See   Advertising 

E�ectiveness,      Single   Source   Data.. 

Audiotext    -   a   relatively   new,   alternative   promotional   medium   in   which   an   advertiser’s   recorded 

message   is   reached   by   an   interested   potential   purchaser   by   telephone.   See   Alternative   Media. 

Auditor    -   third-party   company   that   tracks   counts   and   veri�es   ad   banner   requests   or   veri�es   a 

website’s      reporting   system. 

Augmented   Product    -   a   product   enhanced   by   the   addition   of   related   services   and   bene�ts,   eg. 

installation,   warranty,   maintenance   and   repair   services,   etc.   See   Core   Product;   Tangible   Product. 
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Augmented   Reality    -    a   technology   that   superimposes   a   computer-generated   image   on   a   user's   view 

of   the   real   world,   thus   providing   a   composite   view. 

Authorization    -   see   Brand   Authorization. 

Automatic   Merchandising    -   the   selling   of   goods   by   use   of   vending   machines. 

Automatic   Response   Behavior    -   see   Routine   Response   Behavior. 

Autonomic   Decision    -   a   purchase   decision   made   by   either   spouse   independently.   See   Syncratic 

Decision. 

Autoresponder    -   [aut]   Autoresponders   are   used   to   send   an   automatic   e-mail   in   response   to   an 

incoming   e-mail   message.   They   might   include: 

•   Other   alternate   means   to   �nd   information 

•   A   response   timeframe 

•   Additional   marketing   material   Note:   In   some   cases,   an   autoresponder   can   be   used   to   distribute   a 

digital   product,   as   a   response   to   an   e-mail   request. 

Available   Market    -   that   part   of   the   total   market   that   professes   an   interest   in   a   product,   can   a�ord   to 

purchase   it,   and   is   not   prevented   by   access   barriers   from   reaching   it.   See   Access   Barriers;   Market 

Entry   Barriers. 

Availability    -   advertising   time   on   radio   or   television   that   is   available   for   purchase,   at   a   speci�c   time. 

Avatar    -   a   digital   representation   of   a   user   in   virtual   reality   site. 

Average   Audience   (AA)    -   the   number   of   homes   or   persons   tuned   to   a   television   program   during   an 

average   minute,   or   the   number   of   persons   who   viewed   an   average   issue   of   a   print   publication. 

Average   Cost    -   the   average   cost   per   unit   of   production   of   a   set   or   group   of   products;   the   total   cost   of 

production   divided   by   the   total   number   produced;   the   Unit   Cost.   See   Long-Run   Average   Cost; 

Short-Run   Average   Cost. 

Average   Cost   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   a   markup   for   pro�t   is   added   to   the   average   cost   of 

production.   See   Cost-Plus   Pricing. 
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Average   Fixed   Cost    -   a   measure   of   cost   control,   calculated   by   dividing   the   total   �xed   cost   of   the 

goods   produced   by   the   number   of   units   sold. 

Average   Revenue    -   a   measure   used   in   price   setting,   calculated   by   dividing   the   total   revenue   by   the 

number   of   units   sold. 

Average   Total   Cost    -   a   measure   of   cost   control,   calculated   by   dividing   the   total   cost   of   the   goods 

produced   by   the   number   of   units   sold. 

Average   Variable   Cost    -   a   measure   of   cost   control,   calculated   by   dividing   the   total   variable   cost   of   the 

goods   produced   by   the   number   of   units   sold. 

Aversive   Factors    -   qualities   about   people   that   turn   others   against   them   and   may   prevent   the 

development   of   successful   working   relationships. 

Awareness   Set    -   the   brands   of   which   a   consumer   is   aware;   normally,   the   awareness   set   will   be   less 

than   the   total   set   of   brands.   See   Choice   Set;   Evoked   Set;   Inept   Set;   Inert   Set 

Autonomation:    boring,   time-consuming   activities   intelligent   software   completes   on   the   customer's 

behalf 

Autoresponder    –   a   program   that   sends   an   automatic   form   response   to   incoming   emails. 

 

B2B    -   business   that   sells   products   or   provides   services   to   other   businesses. 

B2C    -   business   that   sells   products   or   provides   services   to   the   end-user   consumers.  

Baby   Boomers    -   the   generation   of   people   born   between   1946   and   1959,   a   period   of   explosive 

population   growth   in   America.  
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Baby   Bouncers    -   the   generation   of   people   who   are   the   children   of   the   “baby   boomers”;   also   referred 

to   as   Yuppie   Puppies.   See   Baby   Boomers.  

Backbone    -   a   high-speed   line   or   series   of   connections   that   forms   a   large   pathway   within   a   network. 

The   term   is   relative   to   the   size   of   network   it   is   serving.   A   backbone   in   a   small   network   would   probably 

be   much   smaller   than   many   non-backbone   lines   in   a   large   network.  

Backgrounder   Sheet    -   A   brief   review   of   an   organization’s   history,   mission,   �nancial   support,   or   other 

information   provided   to   the   media   with   other   publicity   materials   in   order   to   supply   basic   information 

that   may   be   used   in   a   news   story.   It   is   also   known   as   a   fact   sheet.  

Backlinks    -   the   number   of   web   pages   that   contain   a   link   or   links   to   a   given   page.   Search   engines   that 

locate   backlinks   to   measure   the   value   of   web   pages   include:   AllTheWeb   (Fast),   Google   (includes   AOL 

and   Yahoo),   Altavista,   MSN   and   Hotbot.  

Back   of   the   Room   Sales    –   The   availability   of   books,   tapes,   reports   and   other   products   for   sale   at   the 

“back   of   the   room”   generally   after   a   seminar,   workshop   or   speech,   an   additional   source   of   revenue   for 

such   programs.  

Back   of   the   Site   Sales    –   the   selling   you   do   after   the   �rst   sale,   oftentimes   the   real   pro�t   comes   from 

the   repeat   business   rather   than   from   the   initial   (�rst   order)   sale   of   your   product   or   service   on   the 

Internet.  

Back   to   Back -   running   more   than   one   commercial,   with   one   following   immediately   after   another.  

Backward   Integration    -   a   strategy   for   growth   in   which   a   company   seeks   ownership   of,   or   some 

measure   of   control   over,   its   suppliers.   See   Forward   Integration;   Horizontal   Integration.  

Backward   Invention    -   a   product   strategy   in   international   marketing   in   which   a   company   produces   a 

less   complex   version   of   its   domestic   product   for   developing   and   less-developed   countries.  

Backward   Marketing   Channel    -   see   Reverse   Marketing   Channel.  

Bait   Advertising    -   an   advertising   practice,   now   illegal   in   Australia,   in   which   attractive,   low-priced 

goods,   few   or   any   of   which   are   actually   in   stock,   are   advertised   to   attract   purchasers   to   a   store   or 

selling   place.   Advertising   a   product   at   a   very   low   price,   when   it   is   di�cult   or   even   impossible   to   obtain 

the   product   for   the   price   advertised.  
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Bait   and   Switch   Pricing    -   advertising   an   item   at   an   unrealistically   low   price   as   “bait”   to   lure   customers 

to   a   store   or   selling   place   and   then   attempting   to   steer   them   to   a   higher-priced   item.  

Bait   Pricing    -   advertising   an   item   at   an   unrealistically   low   price   as   “bait”   to   lure   customers   to   a   store 

or   selling   place.   See   Bait   and   Switch   Pricing.  

Balanced   Stock    -   the   composition   of   merchandise   inventory   in   the   colors,   sizes,   styles   and   other 

assortment   characteristics   that   will   satisfy   user   wants. 

Balanced   Product   Portfolio    -   a   product   strategy   in   which   a   �rm   maintains   an   even   combination   of 

new,   growing   and   mature   products.   See   Product   Life   Cycle.  

Balance   of   Payments    -   the   di�erence   between   the   payments   made   to   foreign   nations   and   the 

receipts   from   foreign   nations   in   a   given   period.  

Balance   of   Trade    -   the   di�erence   between   the   value   of   the   goods   and   services   sold   to   foreign   nations 

(exports)   and   the   value   of   the   goods   and   services   bought   from   foreign   nations   (imports)   in   a   given 

period.  

Balance   Sheet   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   the   salesperson   assists   an   indecisive   prospect   to 

list   on   paper   the   “arguments   for”   and   “arguments   against”   a   particular   product   choice.   Also   known   as 

the   Benjamin   Franklin   Close.   See   Close.  

Banded   Pack   (o�ers)    -   a   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   two   related   product   items   are   banded 

together   and   sold   at   a   special   price.   See   Price   Packs.  

Bandwidth    -   how   much   information   (text,   images,   video,   sound)   can   be   sent   through   a   connection. 

Usually   measured   in   bits   per   second.   A   full   page   of   text   is   about   16,000   bits.   A   fast   modem   can   move 

approximately   15,000   bits   in   one   second.   Full-motions   full-screen   video   requires   about   10,000,000   bits 

per   second,   depending   on   compression.  

Banner   Ad    -   a   banner   is   the   small   boxed   message   that   appears   atop   commercial   websites   (usually 

the   home   page)   -   or   on   the   �rst   page   of   an   e-zine   -   and   are   usually   hotlinked   to   the   advertiser’s   site.   A 

graphical   web   advertising   unit,   typically   measuring   468   pixels   wide   and   60   pixels   tall   (i.e.   468x60).  

Banner   Blindness    -   the   tendency   of   web   visitors   to   ignore   banner   ads,   even   when   the   banner   ads 

contain   information   visitors   are   actively   looking   for.  
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Banner   Exchange    -   network   where   participating   sites   display   banner   ads   in   exchange   for   credits 

which   are   converted   (using   a   predetermined   exchange   rate)   into   ads   to   be   displayed   on   other   sites.  

Banners    -   Banners   are   the   primary   form   of   advertisements   on   the   web.   The   standard   banner   usually 

appears   at   the   top   of   a   web   page,   and   will   link   to   a   target   web   page,   that   may   be   the   homepage   of   the 

advertiser   or   a   target   page   developed   by   the   advertiser   that   is   more   directly   relevant   to   the   message 

of   the   banner   (a   better   use).   Web   advertising   can   also   come   in   the   form   of   buttons   (smaller,   usually   in 

the   left   hand   column),   interstitial   pages,   pop-up   pages   or   text   advertisements.  

Bar   Code    -   an   arrangement   of   lines   and   spaces   in   code   form   used   to   identify   a   product   by   style,   size, 

price,   quality,   quantity,   etc.   The   code,   read   by   a   scanning   device,   is   used   in   marketing   decision-making, 

including   stock   control   and   inventory   level   adjustment.   An   information   technology   application   that 

uniquely   identi�es   various   aspects   of   product   characteristics,   increasing   speed,   accuracy,   and 

productivity   of   distribution   process.  

Bar   Code    Scanners   -   see   Scanner   Systems.  

Bargaining   Power    -   the   strength   or   in�uence   one   party   has   in   a   business   negotiation;   the   capacity   of 

one   party   to   dominate   by   virtue   of   its   size   or   position   or   by   a   combination   of   personality   and 

negotiating   tactics.  

Barriers   to   Entry    -   see   Access   Barriers;   Market   Entry   Barrier.  

Barter,   Bartering    -   an   exchange   in   which   one   good   is   traded   for   another;   money   is   not   involved.   To 

exchange   goods   or   services   directly   without   the   use   of   money.   Exchanging   merchandise,   or 

something   other   than   money,   for   advertising   time   or   space.  

Base-Point   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   customers   are   charged   freight   costs   from   a   base 

point;   the   base-point   may   be   chosen   arbitrarily,   but   the   location   of   one   of   the   company’s 

manufacturing   plants   is   commonly   used.   Also   called   Basing-Point   Pricing.   See   Delivered   Pricing; 

Phantom   Freight.  

Base   Salary    or   “Base”   -   the   guaranteed   portion   of   a   salesperson’s   monetary   compensation...   not 

always   a   part   of   a   salesperson’s   compensation.  
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Basic   Accounting   Equation    -   the   balancing   relationship   between   a   �rm’s   assets   and   the   sum   of   its 

liabilities   and   equity.  

Basic   Stock    -   the   level   of   inventory   required   to   meet   the   desired   service   standard   taking   into   account 

the   expected   rate   of   depletion   and   the   order   lead   time.  

Battle   of   the   Brands    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   often   intense   competition   between 

manufacturers’   brands,   wholesalers’   brands   and   retailers’   brands.   See   Distributor’s   Brand; 

Manufacturer’s   Brand.  

Behavioristic   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   market   into   groups   according   to   their   knowledge   of, 

and   behavior   towards,   a   particular   product.   Behavioral   dimensions   commonly   used   to   segment 

markets   include   bene�ts   sought,   user   status,   usage   rate,   loyalty   status   and   buyer   readiness   stage.   See 

Segmentation   Bases.  

Bells   and   Whistles    -   the   optional   features   built   into   a   basic   product   to   satisfy   or   impress   as   large   as 

possible   a   number   of   buyers;   the   term   “plain   vanilla”   is   an   equivalent   slang   term   used   to   describe   a 

product   with   only   the   most   basic   features.  

Belongingness   and   Love   Needs    –   according   to   Maslow’s   Hierarchy   of   Human   Needs:   the   desire   for 

love   and   a�ection   from   others.  

Below-the-Line   Advertising    -   all   advertising   by   means   other   than   the   �ve   major   media   -   the   press, 

television,   radio,   cinema   and   outdoors;   below-the-line   advertising   employs   a   variety   of   methods   - 

direct   mail,   sponsorship,   merchandising,   trade   shows,   exhibitions,   sales   literature   and   catalogues,   and 

so   on.   See   Above-the-Line   Advertising.  

Below-the-line   cost    -   Any   cost   in   the   advertising   production   process   that   is   not   speci�cally   itemized 

in   the   production   budget.  

Benchmark    –   Standards   or   averages   by   which   similar   items   can   be   compared.   Bene�t   -   the   value 

experienced   by   the   customer.  

Bene�t   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   market   into   groups   or   segments   on   the   basis   of   the 

particular   bene�t   sought   by   each   group   from   a   product.   See   Behavioristic   Segmentation.   The   process 
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of   grouping   users   into   market   segments   on   the   basis   of   the   desirable   consequences   sought   from   the 

product.   Each   is   receiving   a   bene�t   from   the   product   or   service.  

Bene�ts   Sought    -   the   speci�c   advantages   looked   for   in   products   when   buyers   purchase   them.   See 

Behavioristic   Segmentation.  

Bene�ts   versus   Features    -   bene�ts   address   a   prospect’s   emotional   needs   and   communicate   how   the 

product   or   service   will   improve   his/her   quality   of   life   or   make   him/her   feel   better.   Features   address 

the   attributes   of   the   product   or   service.   Bene�ts   are   more   e�ective   in   driving   action.  

BEP    -   Break-Even   Point.  

Beta    -   this   term   has   migrated   from   computer   and   software   development,   and   is   usually   used   as   “beta 

site.”   It   means   test   site   or   test   version.   Beta   is   not   the   �nal   version   of   a   product   or   website,   but   it’s 

close   enough   to   show   in   public   and   work   the   bugs   out.  

Better   Mousetrap   Fallacy    -   the   mistaken   notion   that   if   a   company   produces   a   technically   better 

product   than   its   competitors   it   will   be   more   successful   in   the   marketplace.  

Beyond   the   Banner    -   online   advertising   not   involving   standard   GIF   and   JPEG   banner   ads.  

Bias    -   see   Interviewer   Bias.  

Bidding    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   selling   organizations   bid   for   a   buyer’s   custom;   the   bid   is   the 

seller’s   price   o�er.  

BIG   BRAND   REDEMPTION    -      Big   brands   seek   REDEMPTION   by   leveraging   their   vast   scale,   resources 

and   expertise   to   tackle   the   challenges   that   no   one   else   can,   and   build   a   better   world! 

Billboard    -   (1)   An   outdoor   sign   or   poster;   (2)   Sponsor   identi�cation   at   the   beginning   or   end   of   a 

television   show.  

Billings    -   the   amount   of   money   spent   on   media   buying   by   advertising   agencies   on   behalf   of   clients. 

Total   amount   charged   to   clients,   including   the   agency   commission,   media   costs,   production   costs,   etc. 

bing    –   Microsoft’s   search   engine,   which   replaced   live.com   in   June   2009  

Bird   Dogs    -   individuals,   sometimes   junior   salespeople,   who   seek   out   sales   leads   and   prospects   for 

more   experienced   salespeople.   See   Prospects;   Sales   Leads;   Spotters.  
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Black   Box   Model    (of   Consumer   Behavior)   -   a   model   used   in   the   study   of   the   buying   behavior   of 

consumers;   the   model   assumes   that   what   takes   place   in   the   consumer’s   “black   box”   of   the   consumer’s 

mind   can   be   inferred   from   a   study   of   observed   stimuli   and   responses.  

Black   Friday    -   a   retail   sales   term   used   to   describe   the   Friday   after   Thanksgiving...   traditionally   a   big 

selling   day   for   the   retail   world...   originated   as   a   description   of   the   day   in   the   year   when   a   retailer 

begins   to   pro�t   or   “be   in   the   black”.  

Blanket   Branding    -   see   Family   Brand.  

Blanket   Contract    -   see   Blanket   Purchase   Order.  

Blanket   Purchase   Order    -   a   purchase   arrangement   in   which   a   buyer   contracts   with   a   supplier   to   take 

delivery   of   an   agreed   quantity   of   goods   at   a   speci�ed   price   over   a   �xed   period   of   time;   also   called   a 

Blanket   Contract.  

Blocked   Markets    -   markets,   especially   in   foreign   countries,   to   which   entry   permission   is   refused,   or   in 

which   it   is   not   possible   to   compete   on   reasonable   terms. 

Blocking    -   e-mails   that   are   blocked   are   not   processed   through   the   ISP   and   are   essentially   prevented 

from   reaching   their   addressed   destination.  

BLOG    –   Blog   or   Weblog   -   which   is   usually   shortened   to   blog,   is   a   type   of   website   where   entries   are 

made   (such   as   in   a   journal   or   diary),   displayed   in   a   reverse   chronological   order.   A   typical   blog 

combines   text,   images,   and   links   to   other   blogs,   web   pages,   and   other   media   related   to   its   topic.   A 

frequent,   chronological   publication   of   personal   thoughts   on   the   Web.   A   blog   is   often   a   mixture   of 

what   is   happening   on   the   Web   and   what   is   happening   in   a   person’s   life.   It   is   also   used   as   a   guide   site 

to   give   people   information   the   blog   creator   has   found   useful,   some   of   which   is   of   a   commercial 

nature.  

Blow-in   card    -   an   advertisement,   subscription   request,   or   other   printed   card   “blown”   into   a   print 

publication   rather   than   bound   into   it.  

Blue   Line    -   a   blue   line   drawn   on   a   mechanical   to   indicate   where   a   page   will   be   cut.  

Blue   Sky   Laws    -   legislation   intended   to   prevent   sales   to   gullible   investors.  
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Body   Copy    -   the   descriptive   paragraphs   in   a   print   advertisement   (as   opposed   to   the   headlines.   The 

text   of   a   print   ad,   not   including   the   headline,   logo,   or   subscript   material.  

Body   Language    -   a   nonverbal   form   of   communication   in   which   posture,   facial   expressions,   hand 

movements,   etc,   convey   a   message   from   sender   to   receiver.   See   Nonverbal   Communication;   Kinesic 

Communication;   Proxemic   Communication;   Tactile   Communication.   The   nonverbal   signals 

communicated   in   interactions   through   facial   expressions,   arms,   legs   and   hands—or   nonverbal 

communication.   This   can   be   positive   (a   smile)   or   negative   (a   frown.)  

Bonus   Plan    -   a   scheme   for   additional   payments   to   salespeople   to   be   made   at   the   discretion   of 

management   for   a   particular   sales   achievement.  

Bookmark    -   a   bookmark   is   an   easy   way   to   �nd   your   way   back   to   a   website   -   just   like   a   bookmark 

helps   you   keep   your   place   in   a   book   you   are   reading.  

Boomerang   Method    -   hurling   a   buyer’s   objection   back   as   a   reason   for   buying.   If,   for   example,   a   buyer 

objects   that   he   or   she   cannot   a�ord   the   item,   a   salesperson   might   answer,   “Yes,   but   can   you   a�ord 

not   to   buy   it?”   sometimes   referred   to   as   the   Translation   Method.   See   Objections.  

Boredom   Avoidance    -   a   term   used   to   describe   an   approach   to   new   product   introduction   or   product 

di�erentiation;   that   is,   a   new   variety   of   a   product   may   be   introduced   merely   to   give   consumers   more 

choice;   useful   when   the   cost   of   introducing   a   new   product   is   low.  

Boston   Consulting   Group   Advantage   Matrix    -   a   marketing   planning   tool   devised   by   the 

Harvard-based   Boston   Consulting   Group;   taking   as   its   axes   economies   of   scale   and   opportunities   for 

di�erentiation,   it   indicates   an   organization’s   optimal   competitive   strategy.  

Bots    -   Bots   are   software   programs   developed   to   help   the   user   search   the   web   to   identify   and 

compare   products   for   purchase.  

Bottom   Line    -   a   colloquial   term   meaning   “pro�ts”.  

Bottom   of   the   Funnel    -   the   “purchase”   stage   of   the   online   buying   process,   as   a   result   of   responses   to 

web   marketing. 
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Bottom-Up   Approach   to   Planning    -   a   participative   approach   to   planning   in   which   there   is 

involvement   at   all   levels;   plans   are   developed   at   the   lower   levels   of   an   organization   and   funnelled   up 

through   consecutive   levels   until   they   reach   top   management.   See   Top-Down   Approach   to   Planning.  

Bottom-Up   Approach   to   Promotion   Budgeting    -   an   approach   to   promotion   budgeting   which   takes 

as   its   basis   the   tasks   that   are   thought   to   be   necessary   to   achieve   the   speci�ed   promotion   objectives; 

See   Objective   and   Task   Budgeting;   Top-Down   Approach   to   Promotion   Budgeting.  

Bottom-Up   Approach   to   Sales   Forecasting    -   an   approach   to   sales   forecasting   that   takes   market 

conditions   rather   than   the   company’s   objectives   as   its   basis;   sometimes   referred   to   as   the   “build-up” 

method.   See   Top-Down   Approach   to   Sales   Forecasting.  

Bounce    -   this   is   what   happens   when   an   e-mail   returns   as   undeliverable.  

Bounce   Rate    -   The   percentage   of   people   who   land   on   a   page   on   your   website   and   then   leave   without 

clicking   on   anything   else   or   navigating   to   any   other   pages   on   your   site 

Boundary-Spanning   Role    -   the   di�cult   dual   role-played   by   sales   managers   and   senior   account 

managers   who,   in   developing   close   relationships   with   clients,   must   provide   the   link   between   company 

and   customer.  

Boutique    -   an   agency   that   provides   a   limited   service,   such   as   one   that   does   creative   work   but   does 

not   provide   media   planning,   research,   etc.   Usually,   this   refers   to   a   relatively   small   company.  

Boxplot    -         a   convenient   way   of   graphically   depicting   groups   of   numerical   data   through   their   quartiles. 

Box   plots   may   also   have   lines   extending   vertically   from   the   boxes   (whiskers)   indicating   variability 

outside   the   upper   and   lower   quartiles,   hence   the   terms   box-and-whisker   plot   and   box-and-whisker 

diagram.   Outliers   may   be   plotted   as   individual   points. 

Brainstorming    -      idea-generating   process   commonly   used   in   new   product   development;   the   process 

encourages   open   communication   and   full   participation   by   group   members,   while   withholding   any 

criticism.   Evaluation   takes   place   after   all   ideas   have   been   expressed.   See   Idea   Generation;   New 

Product   Development.  
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Brand    -   a   name,   sign,   symbol   or   design,   or   some   combination   of   these,   used   to   identify   a   product   and 

to   di�erentiate   it   from   competitors’   products.   A   name,   term,   design,   symbol,   or   any   other   feature   that 

identi�es   one   seller’s   good   or   service   as   distinct   from   those   of   other   sellers.  

The   legal   term   for   brand   is   trademark.   A   brand   may   identify   one   item,   a   family   of   items,   or   all   items   of 

that   seller.   If   used   for   the   �rm   as   a   whole,   the   preferred   term   is   trade   name.  

Brand   Acceptance    -    the   extent   to   which   consumers   are   familiar   with   the   distinctive   qualities   or   image   of   a 

particular   brand   of   goods   or   services.  

Brand   Advertising    -   the   featuring   of   a   particular   brand   in   media   vehicles   in   order   to   build   strong, 

long-term   consumer   attitudes   towards   it.  

Brand   Authorization    -   the   obtaining   of   distribution   and   display,   usually   of   a   consumer   packaged 

good,   through   a   retail   outlet.  

Brand   Awareness    -   see   Brand   Familiarity.  

Brand   Choice    -   The   selection   of   one   brand   from   a   set   of   alternative   brands.  

Brand   Competitors    -   competing   brands   of   products   that   can   satisfy   a   consumer’s   wants   almost 

equally   as   well   as   each   other.   See   Competitors.  

Brand   Concept    -   the   image   that   the   brand   sponsor   wants   a   particular   brand   to   have;   the   desired 

positioning   of   the   brand   in   the   market   and   in   the   minds   of   consumers.  

Brand   Conviction    -   the   strong   attitude   or   attachment   consumers   have   towards   a   particular   brand.  

Brand   Development   Index    -   a   ratio   of   brand   consumption   intensity   to   population   intensity   by 

country,   state,   city,   region,   etc.  

Brand   Equity    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   value   of   a   well-known   brand;   brand   equity   can   greatly 

a�ect   the   buyout   price   of   a   company.  

Brand   Establishment    -   the   building-up   of   a   brand   in   the   introductory   stage   of   the   product’s   life   cycle; 

brand   establishment   involves   developing   an   e�ective   distribution   network   for   the   product   and 

convincing   consumers   to   buy   it.   See   Introductory   Stage   of   the   Product   Life   Cycle.  
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Brand   Extension    -   the   use   of   a   well-known   brand   name   to   launch   a   new   product,   of   an   unrelated 

category,   into   the   market;   also   called   Franchise   Extension.  

Brand   Familiarity    -   the   awareness   consumers   have   of   a   particular   brand.  

Brand   Family    -   See   Family   Brand.  

Brand   Franchise    -   the   loyalty   that   attaches   to   a   well-managed   brand.   See   Brand   Extension.  

Brand   Harvesting    -   decreasing   marketing   expenditure   on   a   brand   to   zero,   or   to   a   minimal   level, 

when   sales   and   pro�ts   begin   to   decline,   relying   on   its   purchase   by   loyal   customers   to   sustain   it;   brand 

harvesting   (which   often   precedes   total   elimination   of   the   brand)   is   usually   undertaken   to   free   up   cash 

with   which   to   pursue   new   market   opportunities.  

Brand   Image    -   the   feelings,   moods,   emotions   and   connotations   evoked   by   a   brand.  

Brand   Insistence    -   the   stage   of   brand   loyalty   where   the   buyer   will   accept   no   alternative   and   will 

search   extensively   for   the   required   brand.   See   Brand   Preference;   Brand   Recognition.  

Brand   Label    -   a   label   that   gives   the   brand   name   of   the   product.  

Brand   Leveraging    -   broadening   a   company’s   product   range   by   introducing   additional   forms   or   types 

of   products   under   a   brand   name   that   is   already   successful   in   another   category.   Also   called   Product 

Leveraging,   Brand   Extension   and   Franchise   Extension.  

Brand   Licensing    -   the   leasing   of   the   use   of   a   brand   to   another   company.  

Brand   Life   Cycle    -   a   concept,   building   on   the   product   life   cycle   concept,   which   states   that   brands   also 

have   a   life   cycle   -   introduction,   growth,   maturity,   decline   -   and   that   particular   brand   management 

strategies   are   appropriate   at   each   stage.   See   Product   Life   Cycle.  

Brand   Loyalists    -   consumers   who   remain   loyal   to   a   brand   over   a   long   period   of   time.   See   Brand 

Loyalty;   Brand   Promiscuity;   Brand   Switching.  

Brand   Loyalty    -   a   measure   of   the   degree   to   which   a   buyer   recognizes,   prefers   and   insists   upon   a 

particular   brand;   brand   loyalty   results   from   continued   satisfaction   with   a   product   considered 

important   and   gives   rise   to   repeat   purchases   of   products   with   little   thought   but   with 

high-involvement.   See   High   Involvement   Products.  
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Brand   Manager    -   an   individual   given   responsibility   for   planning   and   coordinating   the   �rm’s   marketing 

activities   related   to   a   single   brand.   Person   who   has   marketing   responsibilities   for   a   speci�c   brand.  

Brand   Map    -   see   Perceptual   Mapping.  

Brand   Mark    -   the   part   of   a   brand   that   can   be   seen   but   not   spoken;   the   logo,   symbol   or   design   that 

forms   part   of   the   brand.   See   Brand   Name.  

Brand   Monopoly    -   a   circumstance   in   which   a   particular   brand   dominates   a   market.  

Brand   Name    -   the   part   of   a   brand   that   can   be   spoken.   It   may   include   words,   letters   or   numbers.   See 

Brand   Mark.   Name   used   to   distinguish   one   product   from   its   competitors.   It   can   apply   to   a   single 

product,   an   entire   product   line,   or   even   a   company.  

Brand   Personality    -   the   feeling   that   people   have   about   a   brand   as   distinct   from   what   the   product   can 

actually   do.  

Brand   Power    -   the   force   a   particular   brand   has   to   dominate   its   category   through   the   magnitude   of   its 

recognition.  

Brand   Preference    -   the   stage   of   brand   loyalty   at   which   a   buyer   will   select   a   particular   brand   but   will 

choose   a   competitor’s   brand   if   the   preferred   brand   is   unavailable.   See   Brand   Insistence;   Brand 

Recognition.  

Brand   Promiscuity    -   consumer   buying   behavior   marked   by   an   absence   of   brand   loyalty.   See   Brand 

Loyalty.  

Brand   Protection    -   legislation   forbidding   other   �rms   from   using   a   company’s   registered   brand   names 

or   brand   marks   without   permission.  

Brand   Recognition    -   the   stage   of   brand   loyalty   at   which   the   buyer   is   aware   of   the   existence   of   a 

particular   brand   but   has   no   preference   for   it.   See   Brand   Insistence;   Brand   Preference.  

Brand   Reinforcement    -   activity   associated   with   getting   consumers   who   have   tried   a   particular   brand 

to   become   repeat   purchasers   and   with   attracting   new   users;   brand   reinforcement   is   a   key   objective   of 

the   growth   stage   of   the   product’s   life   cycle.   See   Growth   Stage   of   the   Product   Life   Cycle.  
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Brand   Repositioning    -   changing   the   appeal   of   a   brand   in   order   for   it   to   attract   new   market   segments; 

brand   repositioning   may   or   may   not   involve   modifying   the   product.  

Brand   Revitalization    -   strategy   employed   when   a   brand   has   reached   maturity   and   pro�ts   begin   to 

decline;   approaches   to   revitalization   may   include   one   or   all   of   market   expansion,   product   modi�cation 

or   brand   repositioning.  

Brand   Revival    -   the   resurrection   of   a   brand   that   is   being   harvested   or   which   has   previously   been 

eliminated;   brand   revival,   where   the   brand   name   is   still   strong,   is   often   a   less   costly   strategy   than   the 

creation   of   a   new   brand   and   may   provide   a   �rm   with   a   signi�cant   advantage   in   a   mature   market.  

Brand   Scape    -   The   range   of   brands   available   in   the   market,   or   a   speci�c   segment   thereof,   especially 

considered   collectively   as   a   cultural   phenomenon. 

Brandscaping    -   the   first   marketing   methodology   to   take   advantage   of   the   monumental   shifts   in   the 

media   industry,   social   media,   publishing,   advertising,   and   PR;   creating   relevant   partnerships   with 

other   brands   for   content   marketing   to   drive   consideration,   increase   demand   and   add   to   revenue.   It 

relies   on   creating   relevant   and   compelling   content   and   delivering   it   frequently   to   inform,   inspire   and 

engage   the   audience,   just   like   media   companies.  

Brand   Sponsor    -   the   manufacturer,   wholesaler   or   retailer   who   owns   the   brand.   See   Distributor’s 

Brand;   Generic   Brand;   Manufacturer’s   Brand.  

Brand   Stacking    -   Multiple   page   one   listings   from   a   single   domain. 

Brand   Strategies    -   decision-making   for   the   e�ective   handling   of   brands;   three   general   branding 

strategies   are   available   -   a   single   brand   for   all   of   the   organization’s   products,   family   branding,   or   the 

use   of   individual   brand   names   for   all   products.   See   Corporate   Branding;   Family   Brand;   Individual 

Brand   Name.  

Brand   Switching    -   the   changing   of   support   and   conviction   for   one   brand   to   a   competing   brand.   See 

Brand   Loyalty.  

Branding    -   a   school   of   advertising   that   says,   “If   the   customer   has   heard   of   us,   we’ve   done   our   job.” 

Fortunately   for   agencies,   rand   value   is   extremely   di�cult   to   measure,   so   branding   campaigns   can   be 

easily   defended   with   grandiose   predictions   of   future   glory.  
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Breadth   of   Product   Line    -   see   Width   of   Product   Line.  

Break-Even    -   the   point   at   which   total   revenue   is   equal   to   total   cost.  

Break-Even   Analysis    -   a   method   of   determining   the   number   of   units   of   a   product   that   must   be   sold 

at   a   given   price   in   order   to   recover   the   total   cost   of   production.  

Breakthrough   Opportunities    -   opportunities   that   are   seen   by   innovative   �rms   which   develop 

hard-to-imitate   marketing   strategies   that   are   very   pro�table   for   a   long   time;   less   creative   �rms   adopt 

risk-avoiding   “me-too”   strategies.   See   Follow-the-Leader   Strategy.  

Bridge    -   transition   from   one   scene   to   another,   in   a   commercial   or   program.  

Brinkmanship    -   a   term   used   in   negotiating   in   which   one   party   blu�s   or   pushes   the   other   to   the   very 

limit   on   price,   terms,   conditions,   etc   and   refuses   to   concede   further;   the   second   party   must   call   the 

blu�   at   the   risk   of   losing   the   business.  

Broad   Assortment    -   an   assortment   strategy   in   which   a   reseller   decides   to   carry   a   wide   range   of 

related   product   lines.   See   Assortment   Strategies;   Deep   Assortment;   Exclusive   Assortment;   Scrambled 

Assortment.  

Broadening   Concept    -   the   extension   of   marketing   as   a   business   philosophy   to   encompass   the 

marketing   activities   of   nonpro�t   organizations.   See   Non-Pro�t   Marketing.  

Broadside    -   a   promotion   that   is   printed   on   a   single   large   sheet   of   paper,   usually   on   only   one   side   of 

the   paper,   as   opposed   to   a   tabloid   or   other   o�-size   newspaper.  

Broker    -   a   person   who   acts   on   behalf   of   a   company   to   sell   its   products   or   services...   a   broker   is 

typically   compensated   on   a   commission   only   basis...   also   see   agent.  

Browser    -   an   application   used   to   view   information   from   the   Internet.   Browsers   provide   a   user-friendly 

interface   for   navigating   through   and   accessing   the   vast   amount   of   information   on   the   Internet.  

Browser   caching    -   to   speed   sur�ng,   browsers   store   recently   used   pages   on   a   user’s   disk.   If   a   site   is 

revisited,   browsers   display   pages   from   the   disk   instead   of   requesting   them   from   the   server.   As   a 

result,   servers   undercount   the   number   of   times   a   page   is   viewed.  

Browsing    -   a   term   that   refers   to   exploring   an   online   area,   usually   on   the   World   Wide   Web.  
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Buddy   System    -   an   on-the-job   sales   training   method   in   which   an   experienced   salesperson   is 

responsible   for   the   training   of   a   new   salesperson.   See   Curbside   Training;   Formal   Training;   On-the-Job 

Training.  

Budget    -   the   detailed   �nancial   component   of   the   strategic   plan   that   guides   the   allocation   of   resources 

and   provides   a   mechanism   for   identifying   deviations   of   actual   from   desired   performance   so   corrective 

action   can   be   taken.   A   budget   assigns   a   dollar   �gure   to   each   revenue   and   expense   related   activity.   A 

budget   is   usually   prepared   for   a   period   of   one   year   by   each   component   of   an   organization.  

Budget   Determination    -   see   Advertising   Budget   Determination.  

Budgeting    -   the   process   of   �nancial   planning   of   income   and   expenditure   for   the   �rm’s   various 

activities   -   marketing,   promotion,   advertising,   personal   selling,   etc.  

Budgeting   Models    -   see   Computer   Modelling.  

Build   Strategy    -   decision-making   aimed   at   increasing   market   penetration   of   existing   products   into 

existing   markets   or   new   markets   or   both.  

Bulldog   Edition    -   an   edition   of   a   print   publication   that   is   available   earlier   than   other   editions.   Usually, 

this   is   the   early   edition   of   a   large   circulation   newspaper.  

Bundled   Pricing    -   see   Bundling.  

Bundling    -   the   practice   of   o�ering   two   or   more   products   or   services   as   a   single   package   at   a   special 

price;   also   referred   to   as   Bundled   Pricing.   See   Unbundling.  

Bureaucratic   Organization    -   o�cial   decision   making   is   circumscribed   by   laws,   rules,   and   regulations 

that   often   result   in   in�exibility,   “red   tape”   and   slowness   to   act.   A   hierarchical   business   structure, 

unlike   business   that   operates   in   a   competitive   environment   that   does   not   reward   slow   decision 

making   if   it   results   in   poor   sales   or   customer   service.  

Buried   position    -   placing   an   ad   between   other   ads   in   a   print   publication,   so   that   readers   are   less 

likely   to   see   it.  

Burn-Rate    -   Burn-rate   refers   to   the   amount   of   money   a   company   spends   from   month   to   month 

(money   burnt)   in   order   to   survive.   Thus   a   burn-rate   of   $50,000   would   mean   the   company   spends 
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$50,000   a   month   above   any   incoming   cash   �ow   to   sustain   its   business.   Entrepreneurial   companies 

will   calculate   their   burn-rate   in   order   to   understand   how   much   time   they   have   before   they   need   to 

raise   more   money,   or   show   a   positive   cash   �ow.  

Burst   Advertising   Expenditure    -   a   concentration   of   advertising   expenditure   over   a   limited   time 

period.   -   See   Drip   Advertising   Expenditure.  

Business   Analysis    -   a   stage   in   the   new   product   development   process   in   which   the   information 

gathered   in   the   screening,   concept   development   and   testing   and   marketing   planning   stages   is   used   to 

produce   break-even   and   return-on-investment   projections.   See   New   Product   Development.  

Business-to-business   Advertising    -   An   area   of   advertising   for   products,   services,   resources, 

materials,   and   supplies   purchased   and   used   by   businesses.   This   area   includes:   (1)   industrial 

advertising   -   which   involves   goods,   services,   resources,   and   supplies   used   in   the   production   of   other 

goods   and   services;   (2)   trade   advertising   -   which   is   directed   to   wholesalers   and   retailers   who   buy   the 

advertising   product   for   resale   to   consumers;   (3)   professional   advertising   -   which   is   directed   to 

members   of   various   professions   who   might   use   or   recommend   the   advertised   product. 
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Business   Blogging    -   is   a   blog   that   is   published   and   used   by   a   business   or   organization   etc.   for 

communicating   with   customers   or   employees   to   share   knowledge   and   expertise   and   promote   its 

brand. 

Business   Cycles    -   historical   patterns   of   prevailing   economic   conditions;   prosperity,   recession, 

depression   and   recovery.  

Business   Guides    -   journals,   periodicals,   magazines   etc.   containing   information   about   the   size, 

product   range,   personnel,   etc.   of   companies.  

Business   Mix    -   the   combination   of   businesses   in   which   a   �rm   is   engaged.  

Business   Plan    -   a   blueprint   for   building   a   company,   containing   a   de�nition   of   the   company’s   mission, 

identi�ed   opportunities,   objectives,   strategies   and   action   plans   and   control   and   evaluation   measures.  
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Business   Portfolio   Analysis   Matrix    -   a   tool   used   in   business   analysis   as   a   means   of   classifying   a 

�rm’s   products   or   business   units   for   strategic   planning   purposes.   See   Boston   Consulting   Group 

Portfolio   Analysis   Matrix;   General   Electric   Strategic   Business   Portfolio   Planning   Grid.  

Business   Strength    -   a   measure   of   the   ability   a   �rm   has   to   compete   successfully   in   a   particular 

market.  

Business-To-Business   Marketing    -   see   Industrial   Marketing.   Advertising   directed   to   other 

businesses,   rather   than   to   consumers.  

Button   Ad    -   a   graphical   advertising   unit,   smaller   than   a   banner   ad.  

Button   Exchange    -   network   where   participating   sites   display   button   ads   in   exchange   for   credits   that 

are   converted   (using   a   predetermined   exchange   rate)   into   ads   to   be   displayed   on   other   sites.  

Buttons    -   Objects   that,   when   clicked   once,   cause   something   to   happen.  

Buy   Classes    -   buying   situations   categorized   according   to   the   prior   experience   of   the   buyer   with   the 

product   and   supplier;   buy   classes   can   be   classi�ed   as   straight   rebuys,   modi�ed   rebuys   and   new   tasks. 

See   Modi�ed   Rebuy;   New   Task   Buying;   Straight   Rebuy.  

Buyer    -   the   individual   who   handles   the   actual   purchase   in   a   buying   decision;   a   purchasing   o�cer.   See 

Buying   Center.  

Buyer   Action   Theory    -   a   traditional   point   of   view   holding   that   a   prospect   buys   after   being   guided 

through   certain   mental   processes   by   a   salesperson.   See   AIDA   Concept;   Buyer   Resolution   Theory; 

Formula   Approach.  

Buyer   Behavior    -   the   study   of   consumers   and   organizations   in   relation   to   their   purchase   decisions. 

See   Consumer   Behavior;   Organizational   Buying   Behavior.  

Buyer   Dissonance    -   see   Cognitive   Dissonance.  

Buyer   Intention   Forecast    -   a   method   of   predicting   future   demand   for   a   product   by   asking   potential 

buyers   for   their   likely   requirements.  

Buyer   Involvement    -   a   measure   of   the   time   and   e�ort   a   buyer   is   prepared   to   devote   to   the   purchase 

of   a   particular   item.   See   High-Involvement   Products;   Low-Involvement   Products.  
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Buyer   Persona    -   research-based   representation   of   the   ideal   customer   for   a   company;   semi-�ctional 

representation   of   your   ideal   customer   based   on   market   research   and   real   data   about   your   existing 

customers. 

Buyer   Readiness   Stage    -   the   state   of   preparedness   or   willingness   in   which   an   individual   consumer 

may   be   in   regard   to   the   purchase   of   a   particular   product;   the   stages   are   commonly   listed   as 

awareness;   knowledge;   liking;   preference;   conviction   and   purchase.  

Buyer   Resolution   Theory    -   the   idea   that   a   buyer   decides   to   purchase   only   after   mentally   resolving 

�ve   speci�c   issues   -   need,   product,   source,   price,   and   timing.  

Buyer’s   Market    -   a   market   in   which   there   is   an   abundance   of   a   particular   good   or   service   for   sale.  

Buyer-Seller   Dyad    -   the   two-way   �ow   of   communication   between   buyer   and   seller.  

Buyer-Seller   Interdependence    -   the   close   relationship   between   buyers   and   sellers,   especially   in 

organizational   markets,   where   buyers   become   highly   dependent   on   sellers   for   assured   supply   and 

delivery.  

Buying   Allowance    -   a   trade   sales   promotion   in   which   buyers   are   o�ered   a   price   reduction   for   each 

carton,   case,   etc.   purchased   during   the   period   of   the   promotion.   See   Allowances.  

Buying   Center    -   everyone   within   an   organization   who   participates   in   a   buying   decision;   categories   of 

participants   within   the   buying   center   are   commonly   referred   to   as   users,   in�uencers,   deciders,   buyers 

and   gatekeepers.   See   Buyers;   Deciders;   Gatekeepers;   In�uencers;   Users.  

Buying   Committee    -   a   group   within   a   retailing   organization   or   chain   that   has   responsibility   for   the 

purchase   of   merchandise   for   resale.  

Buying   Cycle    -   the   time   taken   by   an   organization   to   complete   its   decision   to   buy.  

Buying   Power    -   the   resources,   especially   �nancial,   that   customers   have   at   a   given   time.  

Buying   Signals    -   a   communication   from   a   prospect   or   customer   that   indicates   she/he   is   or   is   strongly 

considering   making   a   purchase...   typically   delivered   in   the   form   of   a   question.  

Buying   Situations    -   see   Buy   Classes.  

Buzzword    -   a   trendy   word   or   phrase   that   is   used   more   to   impress   than   explain.  
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By-Product    -   a   secondary   product   produced   during   the   process   of   manufacturing   another.  

By-Product   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   used   in   situations   where   a   saleable   by-product   results   in   the 

manufacturing   process.   If   the   by-product   has   little   value,   and   is   costly   to   dispose   of,   it   will   probably 

not   a�ect   the   pricing   of   the   main   product;   if,   on   the   other   hand,   the   by-product   has   signi�cant   value, 

the   manufacturer   may   derive   a   competitive   advantage   by   charging   a   lower   price   for   its   main   product. 

 

CRM    -   Customer   Relationship   Management...   term   generally   used   to   describe   a   comprehensive 

software   solution   that   helps   companies   manage   their   relationships   with   their   prospects   and 

customers.  

CRM    -   Cause-Related   Marketing   refers   to   a   commercial   activity   in   which   a   non   pro�t   organization   and 

a   company   form   an   alliance   to   market   an   image,   product   or   service   for   mutual   bene�t. 

C-Type   Response    -   a   response   to   an   advertisement   or   an   advertising   campaign   that   is   immediately 

obvious.   See   S-Type   Response. 

Cable   Television    -   a   method   of   distributing   television   signals   by   means   of   coaxial   or   �ber-optic 

cables.   Some   libraries   have   programs   on   public   access   channels.  

Cache    -   a   storage   area   for   frequently   accessed   information.   Retrieval   of   the   information   is   faster   from 

the   cache   than   from   the   original   source.   There   are   many   types   of   cache,   including   RAM   cache, 

secondary   cache,   and   cache   memory,   to   name   a   few.  

Caching    -   the   storage   of   Web   �les   for   later   reuse   at   a   point   more   quickly   accessed   by   the   end   user.  
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Call    -   a   visit   to   a   client   or   prospective   buyer   by   a   sales   representative   to   gather   information,   make   a 

sales   presentation,   secure   an   order,   etc.  

Call   Back   Approach    -   making   a   second   or   subsequent   attempt   to   sell   to   a   particular   buyer,   usually 

presenting   the   product   from   an   entirely   new   angle.   See   Call.  

CALL   PLAN    -   an   interactive   computer   program   for   determining   the   optimal   number   of   calls   to   be 

made   on   each   of   a   salesperson’s   accounts.   See   Call.  

Call   Planning    -   the   arrangement   of   a   sales   representative’s   visits   to   buyers   into   an   orderly   sequence, 

the   setting   of   objectives,   and   the   formulation   of   strategies   for   each   call.  

Call   Report    -   a   written   record   of   sales   calls   made   by   a   representative   for   submission   to   a   supervisor. 

See   Call.  

Call   System    -   A   system   of   equalizing   sales   opportunities   among   salespeople   -   e.g.,   some   stores   rotate 

salespeople,   giving   each   an   equal   opportunity   to   meet   arriving   customers.  

Call   to   Action    (see   also   Point   of   Action   -   POA)   -   words   that   o�er   the   opportunity   and   encourage   the 

prospect   to   take   action.   For   example,   “Click   here   to   see   CM3’s   new   designer   colors”   or   “Add   this 

product   to   your   wish   list.”  

Camera-Ready   Art    -   artwork   that   is   in   su�ciently   �nished   form   to   be   photographed   for   printing. 

Campaign   -   a   coordinated   set   of   individual   email   marketing   messages   delivered   at   intervals   and   with 

an   overall   objective   in   mind.   A   campaign   allows   each   new   message   to   build   on   previous   success.  

Candid   Consumption    -   institutions   and   brands   will   undergo   the   African   Inquisition,   as   increasingly 

agitated   consumers   across   the   continent   demand   total   accountability,   transparency   and   information. 

Canned   Approach    -   see   Stimulus-Response   Approach.  

Cannibalization    -   the   loss   of   sales   of   an   existing   product   to   a   new   o�ering   in   the   product   line.   See 

Planned   Cannibalization;   Unplanned   Cannibalization.  
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Can-Spam    -   a   direct   response   of   the   growing   number   of   complaints   over   spam   e-mails,     de�nes   a 

" commercial   electronic   mail   message "   as   " any   electronic   mail   message   the   primary   purpose   of   which   is   the 

commercial   advertisement   or   promotion   of   a   commercial   product   or   service   (including   content   on   an 

Internet   website   operated   for   a   commercial   purpose). "  

Canvas    -   another   word   for   the   activity   of   prospecting...   typically   used   when   referring   to   prospecting 

that   involves   prospecting   that’s   done   in   person   rather   than   over   the   phone.  

Capital   Items    -   long-lived   business   assets   (buildings,   plant   and   equipment,   etc)   of   a   �rm.  

Capitalist   System    -   see   Free   Market   System.  

Caption    -   (1)   An   advertisement’s   headline;   (2)   The   text   accompanying   an   illustration   or   photograph.  

Captioned   Photograph    -   a   photograph   with   a   brief   description   of   its   contents,   frequently   issued   by 

public   relations   personnel   with   news   releases   or   feature   articles.  

Captive   Market    -   A   captive   market   is   a   group   of   consumers   who   have   limited   choice   in   terms 

of   the   products   they   can   select/purchase   (no   choice)!   This   type   of   market   was   common   during 

the   production   era   when   there   was   a   limited   supply   of   goods   (and   great   demand).  

Captive   Product    -   a   product   made   speci�cally   to   be   used   with   another,   such   as   a   re�ll   with   a 

ballpoint   pen,   a   blade   with   a   razor,   a   battery   with   a   torch,   etc.  

Car   Card    -   a   poster   placed   in   buses,   subways,   etc.   Also   called   a   Bus   card.  

Card   Rate    -   media   rates   published   by   a   broadcast   station   or   print   publication   on   a   “rate   card.” 

This   is   typically   the   highest   rate   charged   by   a   vehicle.  

Carrying   Costs    -   costs   associated   with   maintaining   inventory,   such   as   �nancing,   storage, 

insurance   and   obsolescence.  

Carryover   E�ect   in   Advertising    -   the   rate   at   which   the   e�ectiveness   of   an   advertising 

campaign   diminishes   with   the   passing   of   time;   for   example,   an   advertising   campaign   this 

month   may   have   a   carryover   e�ect   of   .50   next   month.  
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Cartel    -   a   group   of   �rms   (or   nations)   attempting   to   act   as   a   monopoly   to   control   the   market 

price.  

Case   Allowance    -   discount   allowed   on   products   sold   to   retailers   to   encourage   them   to 

purchase   in   larger   quantities.   See   Allowances.  

Cash   Cows    -   products   or   strategic   business   units   within   the   organization’s   mix   which   are 

characterized   by   high   market   share   and   low   market   growth;   Cash   Cows   produce   the   revenue 

required   to   develop   and   support   less   successful   or   newer   products.  

Cash   Discount    -   a   reduction   in   price   o�ered   to   a   buyer   in   return   for   prompt   settlement   of 

account.   See   Discount.  

Cash   Flow    -   the   money   required   by   a   company   to   meet   expenses   in   a   given   period.  

Cash   Rebate    -   money   refunded   to   customers   who   buy   merchandise   from   retailers   within   a 

speci�ed   time;   the   rebate   allows   dealers   to   clear   inventories   without   cutting   list   price.  

Casual   Product   Classes    -   broad   classi�cations   of   products   used   to   describe   markets   in 

everyday   terms,   eg.   the   pet   food   market,   the   photocopier   market,   the   breakfast   foods   market, 

etc.   See   Standard   Product   Classes.  

Casual   Research    -   A   research   design   in   which   the   major   emphasis   is   on   determining   a 

cause-and   e�ect   relationship.   (See   also   descriptive   research   and   exploratory   research.)  

Catalogue   Marketing    -   a   form   of   direct   marketing   in   which   customers   order   from   catalogues 

which   are   sent   to   them   by   mail;   the   ordered   goods   are   shipped   directly   to   them.  

Catalogue   Showroom    -   see   Catalogue   Retailer.  

Catalogue   Retailer    -   retailers   who   mail   catalogues   to   their   customers   and   maintain 

showrooms   where   samples   of   the   products   for   sale   are   displayed;   orders   are   �lled   from 

back-room   warehouses.   Also   called   Mail   Order   House.  
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CDI    -   Category   Development   Index   -   a   comparison   of   the   percent   of   sales   of   a   product 

category   in   a   market,   to   the   percent   of   population   in   that   market.  

Category   Manager    -   an   individual   responsible   for   the   marketing   strategies   of   all   the   brands   in 

a   product   line;   also   referred   to   as   a   Product   Line   Manager.  

Category   Signage    -   A   signage   system   that   is   used   to   call   out   and   locate   speci�c   merchandise 

categories   in   a   store.  

Causal   Research    -   marketing   research   that   examines   the   cause-and-e�ect   relationship 

among   variables.  

Cause-Related   Marketing    –   association   of   a   for-pro�t   company   with   a   nonpro�t 

organization,   intended   to   promote   the   company’s   product   or   service   and   to   raise   money   for 

the   nonpro�t.  

Caveat   Emptor    -   a   Latin   term   meaning   “let   the   buyer   beware”.   The   term   implies   that   it   is   the 

customer’s   responsibility   rather   than   the   seller’s   to   ensure   that   the   goods   or   services   o�ered 

for   sale   are   able   to   deliver   the   desired   satisfactions.   Caveat   Emptor   is   totally   contrary   to   the 

marketing   concept.   See   Caveat   Vendor.  

CD-ROM    ;   Compact   Disk-Read   Only   memory,   a   storage   medium   popular   in   modern 

computers.   One   CD-ROM   can   hold   600   MB   of   data.  

Cease-And-Desist   Order    -   an   order   by   the   Federal   Trade   Commission   requiring   an   advertiser 

to   stop   running   a   deceptive   or   unfair   advertisement,   campaign,   or   claim.  

Ceiling   Price    -   see   Price   Ceiling.   Celebrity   Endorsements,   Testimonials   -   advertisements 

featuring   endorsements   of   products   by   well-known   personalities   from   the   �eld   of 

entertainment,   sport,   politics,   etc.  

Cell   Testing    -   when   the   list   is   divided   into   a   number   of   discrete   cells   to   allow   for   a   robust   test 

across   multiple   variables.   To   determine   optimum   response,   conversion   rate   is   measured   for 

each   cell.  
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Census    -   the   collection   of   data   from   all   possible   sources   in   a   population.  

Census   Block -   usually   a   well-de�ned   rectangular   area   bounded   by   streets   or   roads.   It   may   be 

irregular   in   shape   and   may   be   bounded   by   physical   features   such   as   railroads   or   streams. 

Census   block   do   not   cross   boundaries   of   countries,   tracts,   or   block   numbering   areas.  

Census   Tract -   a   small,   relatively   permanent   area   (US)   into   which   metropolitan   statistical   areas 

(MSAs)   and   certain   other   area   are   divided   for   the   purpose   of   providing   statistics   for   small 

areas.   When   census   tracts   are   established   they   are   designed   to   be   homogeneous   with   respect 

to   population   characteristics,   economic   status   and   living   conditions.   Census   tracts   generally 

have   between   2,500   and   8,000   residents.  

Center-of-In�uence   Method    -   a   prospecting   method   based   on   referrals;   a   salesperson   uses 

in�uential   people   (bankers,   solicitors,   consultants,   etc)   to   obtain   leads   to   potential   buyers.   See 

Key   In�uence   People.  

Central   Business   District    -   the   region   of   a   city   where   retail   and   other   businesses   are 

concentrated,   with   a   consequent   high   volume   of   tra�c.  

Centrex    -   a   central   o�ce-based   business   communications   system   that   provides   direct   dialing 

capability   and   advanced   calling   features   normally   found   only   on   an   onsite   PBX.  

Cents-O�   Deal    -   see   Price   Packs.  

Chain   Break -   a   pause   for   station   identi�cation,   and   commercials,   during   a   network   telecast.  

Chain   Store    -   a   group   of   retail   stores,   centrally   owned   and   managed,   generally   carrying   the 

same   kind   of   merchandise.   A   groups   of   retail   stores   of   essentially   the   same   type,   centrally 

owned   and   with   some   degree   of   centralized   control   of   operation.  

Champion    –   a   very   satis�ed   customer   who   does   business   with   a   particular   company,   and 

refers   others   to   the   company   on   a   regular   basis.  
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Channel    -   the   means   used   by   companies   to   make   their   products   and   services   available   to 

their   target   market...   examples   include   direct   channel   (sold   by   the   company’s   sales   force), 

distributors,   retail   stores,   manufacturers’   reps   and   value   added   resellers.  

Channel   Captain    -   a   member   of   a   marketing   channel   assuming   a   leadership   role   in 

organising   the   system   in   order   to   lessen   con�ict,   achieve   economies   of   scale   and   maximise 

business   impact.   See   Marketing   Channels.  

Channel   Con�ict    -   discord   among   members   in   a   marketing   channel.   See   Horizontal   Channel 

Con�ict;   Inter-type   Channel   Con�ict;   Marketing   Channels;   Vertical   Channel   Con�ict.  

Channel   Flows    -   the   �ow   of   physical   goods   and   services,   title,   promotion,   information   and 

payment   along   a   channel   of   distribution.   See   Marketing   Channels.  

Channel   Leadership    -   see   Channel   Captain.  

Channel   Length    -   the   number   of   levels   of   marketing   intermediaries   used   in   the   channel   of 

distribution.   See   Direct   Marketing   Channel;   One   Level   Channel;   Two   Level   Channel;   Zero   Level 

Channel.  

Channel   Levels    -   see   Channel   Length.  

Channel   Mix    -   the   degree   of   intensity   selected   for   the   distribution   of   a   product.   See   Exclusive 

Distribution;   Intensive   Distribution;   Selective   Distribution.  

Channel   of   Distribution    -   An   organized   network   of   agencies   and   institutions   which   in 

combination   perform   all   the   functions   required   to   link   producers   with   end   customers   to 

accomplish   the   marketing   task.   See   Marketing   Channels.   The   routes   used   by   a   company   to 

distribute   its   products,   e.g.,   through   wholesalers,   retailers,   mail   order,   etc.  

Channel   Power    -   the   circumstances   -   economic   or   social   -   that   allow   one   channel   member   to 

control   another.   See   Channel   Captain.  

Channel   Strategy    -   decision-making   related   to   the   selection   of   the   most   appropriate   method 

of   controlling   the   �ow   of   goods   or   services   from   producer   to   end-user.  
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Channel   System    -   a   method   of   linking   customers   and   intermediaries   by   means   of   an 

integrated   communication   network,   providing   instant   ordering,   better   cost   analysis,   better 

inventory   control,   etc.  

Chat   Room    -   an   area   online   where   you   can   chat   with   other   members   in   real   time.   Choice   Set   - 

the   �nal   set   of   brands   from   which   a   consumer   makes   a   purchase   choice   after   some   brands   in 

the   awareness   set   have   been   considered   and   rejected.   See   Awareness   Set.

 

Churn   Rate    -   the   annual   percentage   rate   at   which   customers   stop   subscribing   to   a   service   or 

employees   leave   a   job.   A   metric   that   measures   how   many   customers   you   retain   and   at   what 

value. 

CIF   Pricing    -   see   Cost-Insurance-Freight   Pricing.  
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Citizen   Action   Public    -   one   of   the   several   types   of   public   which   may   in�uence   an 

organization’s   decision-making;   a   group   within   a   community   which   may   exert   pressure   on   an 

organization   to   act   in   a   certain   way;   pressure   groups.   See   Pressure   Group;   Publics.  

Circulation    -   the   number   of   copies   of   a   print   advertising   medium   that   are   distributed.   For   the 

library   �eld,   this   is   numbers   of   items   checked   out   by   users.   Of   a   print   publication,   the   average 

number   of   copies   distributed.   For   outdoor   advertising   this   refers   to   the   total   number   of 

people   who   have   an   opportunity   to   observe   a   billboard   or   poster.   This   term   sometimes   is 

used   for   broadcast,   as   well,   but   the   term   “audience”   is   used   more   frequently.  

Class   Rate    -   the   standard   charge   for   the   shipment   of   goods   by   a   carrier.  

Classic   Merchandise    -   the   merchandise   that   is   not   in�uenced   by   style   changes   for   which   a 

demand   virtually   always   exists.   For   the   library   this   might   be   print   encyclopedias,   indexes, 

classical   literary   works.  

Classi�ed   Advertising    -   print   media   advertising   in   which   similar   goods   and   services   are 

grouped   together   in   categories   under   appropriate   headings.   Print   advertising   that   is   limited   to 

certain   classes   of   goods   and   services,   and   usually   limited   in   size   and   content.  

Clearance    -   the   process   by   which   a   vehicle   reviews   an   advertisement   for   legal,   ethical,   and 

taste   standards,   before   accepting   the   ad   for   publication.  

Click    -   the   opportunity   for   a   visitor   to   be   transferred   to   a   location   by   clicking   on   an   ad,   as 

recorded   by   the   server.  

Click-Through    -   when   a   prospect   takes   an   action   and   clicks   on   a   link.   To   determine   the 

click-through   rate,   divide   the   number   of   responses   by   the   number   of   emails   opened   (multiple 

this   number   by   100   to   express   the   result   as   a   percentage).   The   process   of   clicking   through   an 

online   advertisement   to   the   advertiser’s   destination.  

Click-Through   Rate    -The   average   number   of   click-throughs   per   hundred   ad   impressions, 

expressed   as   a   percentage.  
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Client    -   the   ad   agency’s   term   for   the   advertisers   it   represents.  

Clincher    -   an   additional   inducement   o�ered   to   a   potential   buyer   by   a   salesperson   in   order   to 

close   a   sale;   inducements   might   include   price   discounts,   rebates,   extended   credit,   reduced 

delivery   charges,   etc.  

Close    -   part   of   the   sales   process...   as   a   noun...   the   point   at   which   the   prospect   makes   a 

commitment   to   purchase   a   particular   product   or   service.   as   a   verb...   the   point   at   which   the 

salesperson   asks   or   encourages   the   prospect   to   make   a   commitment   to   purchase   a   particular 

product   or   service.  

Close   out    -   An   o�er   at   a   reduced   price   to   clear   slow-moving   or   incomplete   stock.   It   is   also   an 

incomplete   assortment,   the   remainder   of   a   line   of   merchandise   that   is   to   be   discontinued, 

o�ered   at   a   low   price   to   ensure   immediate   sale.  

Closed   Loop   Marketing    -      a   highly   e�ective   method   of   collecting   and   analyzing   customer   data 

from   multiple   channels   and   using   the   information   to   create   targeted   content   for   groups   of 

customers.   See   also   Targeted   Marketing 

Closed   Promotion    -   a   sales   promotion   which   is   available   only   to   a   speci�c,   high-potential 

target;   for   example,   a   bank   might   wish   to   target   graduating   university   students   and   send 

coupons   to   them   by   mail.   See   Open   Promotion.  

Closed   Territory    -   an   exclusive   territory   assigned   to   a   reseller   by   a   manufacturer;   the   reseller 

is   required   to   sell   only   to   customers   within   the   territory.   Closed   territories   are   generally   illegal 

under   the   Trade   Practices   Act.  

Closed-End   Question    -   a   question   that   allows   a   respondent   to   choose   an   answer   from   a   given 

list.   See   Open-End   Question.  

Closing    -   the   act   of   gaining   a   commitment   to   purchase   from   a   buyer;   getting   an   order.  

Closing   Date    -   the   day   �nal   copy   and   other   materials   must   be   at   the   vehicle   in   order   to 

appear   in   a   speci�c   issue   or   time   slot.  
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Closing   Sentence    -   the   last   sentence   of   the   communication,   which   must   reinforce   desire   to 

take   action.   Closing   Signals   -   see   Buying   Signals.  

Closing   Skill    -   the   ability   of   a   salesperson   to   obtain   the   buyer’s   commitment   to   the   purchase.  

Closing   Techniques    -   methods   employed   by   a   salesperson   when   asking   for   an   order   and 

aimed   at   obtaining   a   favorable   response   from   a   buyer.  

Clustering    -   a   statistical   method   of   forming   natural   groupings   in   which   a   number   of   important 

characteristics   of   a   large   diverse   group   are   identi�ed   in   order   to   de�ne   target   markets.  

Cluster   Analysis    -   a   multivariate   statistical   technique   used   to   identify   entities   with   similar 

characteristics   from   those   without   them.  

Cluster   Sample    -   a   form   of   probability   sample   where   respondents   are   drawn   from   a   random 

sample   of   mutually   exclusive   groups   (usually   geographic   areas)   within   a   total   population;   also 

called   an   area   sample.   See   Strati�ed   Sample.  

Clutter    -   All   non-programming   time   on   radio   and   TV;   this   includes   time   given   to   advertising 

commercials,   station   or   channel   promotions,   station   or   channel   identi�cations   and   program 

credits.   Excessively   high   clutter   levels   may   result   in   audience   tune-out.   See   Clutter   Level; 

Audience   Tune-Out.   When   an   advertisement   is   surrounded   by   other   ads,   thereby   forcing   it   to 

compete   for   the   viewer’s   or   listener’s   attention.  

Cognitive   Dissonance    -   a   doubt   that   surfaces   when   a   buyer   becomes   aware   that   an 

alternative   product   may   o�er   more   desirable   bene�ts   than   the   one   purchased.   The   buyer 

wonders   whether   the   right   choice   has   been   made.  

Cold   Call    -   a   sales   call   where   the   salesperson   doesn’t   personally   know   the   company   and/   or 

contact   s/   he   is   calling   on   and/   or   a   sales   call   where   no   known   need,   by   the   prospect   or 

salesperson,   exists.  

Cold   Calling    -   making   a   sales   call   on   a   client   without   an   appointment.  
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Cold   Canvassing    -   A   method   of   prospecting   under   which   a   salesperson   calls   on   totally 

unfamiliar   organizations   and   prospects.   (See   also   centre   of   in�uence   method,   curiosity 

approach,   endless   chain   method,   introduction   approach,   product   approach,   and   referral 

approach.  

Collusion    -   agreement   between   a   group   of   companies   to   �x   a   common   price.   See   Cartel.  

 

C O L O R    PSYCHOLOGY    The   Study   of      of   how   COLOR   a�ects   Human   Behavior.      Many   marketers 

see   color   as   an   important   part   of   marketing   because   of   the   way   it   can   be   used   to   in�uence 

consumers'   emotions   and   perceptions   of   goods   and   services.    Color   is   85%   of   the   reason   we 

purchase   a   speci�c   product. 
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Color   Theory    -   a   body   of   knowledge   concerning   the   ability   of   color   to   help   create   an 

appropriate   psychological   state   and   present   information   most   e�ectively,   in   addition   to 

engaging   prospects   and   directing   their   progress   through   the   process. 

Combination   Branding    -   emphasizing   a   corporate   or   family   name   as   well   as   an   individual 

brand   name   in   product   marketing.   See   Corporate   Branding;   Family   Brand.  

Comfort   Zone   Challenge    -   an   activity   in   which   one   engages   in   order   to   push   one’s   envelope 

where   one   has   relatively   little   experience   and/   or   comfort.  

Command   System    -   see   Planned   Economy;   Controlled   Allocation   System.  

Commercial    -   The   name   used   to   indicate   an   advertising   message   in   the   radio,   broadcast 

television,   and   cable   television   media.  

Commercialization    -   the   �nal   stage   of   the   new   product   development   process   in   which   the 

decision   is   made   to   put   the   new   product   into   full-scale   production   and   to   launch   it;       a 

marketing   strategy   consisting   of   a   carefully   planned   and   scheduled   sequence   of   events   with 

the   goal   to   make   a   big   occasion   of   the   release   and,   of   course,   sell   as   much   as   possible   in   a 

short   time   span.   To   accomplish   this   the    launch    is   scheduled   to   a   speci�c   date   and   time. See 

New   Product   Development;   Product   Launch.  

Commission    -   compensation   paid   to   a   salesperson   following   the   successful   completion   of   a 

sale   to   a   customer...   typically   a   percentage   of   the   gross   sales   revenue   but   can   be   linked   to 

units   or   margin   as   well.  

Commission   Override    -   a   commission   paid   to   a   sales   manager   based   on   a   percentage   of   his 

or   her   salespeople’s   commissions.  

Commodity   Markets    -   markets   typi�ed   by   the   homogeneity   of   products   and   a   virtual 

irrelevance   of   branding.  

Commodity   Product    -   a   product   that   cannot   be   signi�cantly   di�erentiated   from   competitors’ 

products.  
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Commodity   Rate    -   a   rate   which   is   applied   in   any   situation   where   freight   is   product   speci�c 

rather   than   based   on   volume   or   weight;   also   called   a   Special   Rate.  

Common   Carrier    -   regular   scheduled   transportation   services   such   as   railways,   airlines   and 

trucking   lines,   available   to   all   users.  

Common   Gateway   Interface    (CGI)   -   An   interface-creation   scripting   program   that   allows   Web 

pages   to   be   made   on   the   �y   based   on   information   from   buttons,   checkboxes,   text   input,   and 

so   on.  

Common   Market    -   a   group   of   geographically   associated   countries   limiting   trade   barriers 

among   member   nations   and   applying   common   tari�s   to   products   from   non-members;   also 

known   as   regional   trading   blocks.   See   European   Common   Market.  

Communicability    -   the   extent   to   which   the   bene�ts   of   a   new   product   are   likely   to   be   noticed 

and   discussed   by   consumers;   a   major   determinant   of   the   rate   of   new   product   adoption.  

Communication    -   A   method   of   data   collection   involving   questioning   of   respondents   to   secure 

the   desired   information   using   a   data   collection   instrument   called   a   questionnaire.  

Communication   E�ect   of   Advertising    -   the   in�uence   that   an   advertisement   or   some   other 

form   of   promotional   activity   might   have,   is   having,   or   has   had,   on   consumers   or   on   the   usage 

of   a   product   advertised.   See   Advertising   E�ectiveness.  

Communication   Process    -   the   process   by   which   a   message,   encoded   by   a   sender,   is 

transmitted   through   a   medium   to   a   receiver,   who   encodes   the   message   and   provides 

feedback.  

Community   Analysis    -   a   market   research   exercise   reviewing   company   statistics,   population 

served   characteristics,   users   and   other   stakeholders   in   the   company   characteristics   to   better 

pro�le   the   company’s   market   area.  
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Community   Relations    -   the   company’s   interactions   with   the   locality   in   which   it   operates,   with 

emphasis   on   disseminating   company-related   information   to   foster   trust   in   the   company   or 

information   organization’s   activities.  

Company   Mission    -   see   Corporate   Mission.  

Comparative   Advantage    -   1.   (global   marketing   de�nition)   A   theory   that   holds   that   a   country 

can   gain   from   trade   even   if   it   has   an   absolute   disadvantage   in   the   production   of   all   goods,   or, 

that   it   can   gain   from   trade   even   if   it   has   an   absolute   advantage   in   the   production   of   all   goods. 

(See   also   absolute   advantage   and   competitive   advantage.)   2.   (economic   de�nition)   A   term   that 

relates   to   both   the   greater   absolute   advantages   or   the   smaller   absolute   disadvantages   that   a 

country   has   in   economic   activities   as   compared   with   other   countries.  

Comparative   Advertising    -   advertising   in   which   a   �rm   names   a   competitor’s   product   and 

compares   it   with   its   own;   also   called   Comparison   Advertising.   See   Competitive   Advertising.  

Comparative   In�uence    -   one   of   three   types   of   in�uence   exerted   on   consumers   (with 

informational   in�uence   and   normative   in�uence)   by   reference   groups;   comparative   in�uence 

occurs   when   the   reference   group   provides   the   means   by   which   consumers   compare   their 

beliefs,   attitudes   and   behavior   -   the   more   similarity   there   is   between   a   consumer’s   opinions 

and   those   of   his   or   her   reference   group,   the   greater   the   comparative   in�uence   of   that   group. 

See   Reference   Group;   Informative   In�uence;  

Comparison   Advertising    -   see   Comparative   Advertising.  

Comparison   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   the   price   for   a   new   product   is   set   by 

comparing   the   bene�ts   it   o�ers   to   those   of   other   products   in   the   same   category.  

Compatibility    -   the   extent   to   which   a   new   product   requires   consumers   to   adjust   to   unfamiliar 

methods   of   use;   a   major   determinant   of   the   rate   of   new   product   adoption.   See   Adoption   Rate 

Determinants.  

Compensation    -   remuneration   for   work   done   on   behalf   of   another.  
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Compensation   Method    -   handling   a   buyer’s   objection   by   admitting   the   validity   of   the 

objection   but   pointing   out   some   advantage   that   compensates   for   it.   See   Objections.  

Compensation   Systems    -   schemes   for   remunerating   salespeople   for   tasks   performed; 

commonly   used   systems   include   straight   salary,   straight   commission,   and   a   combination   of 

salary   and   incentives.  

Competition    -   the   rivalry   among   sellers   trying   to   achieve   such   goals   as   increasing   pro�ts, 

market   share   and   sales   volume   by   varying   the   elements   of   the   marketing   mix:   price,   product, 

distribution   and   promotion.   The   agency   changes   to   better   meet   consumer   wants   and   needs.  

Competition-Oriented   Pricing    -   a   method   of   pricing   in   which   a   manufacturer’s   price   is 

determined   more   by   the   price   of   a   similar   product   sold   by   a   powerful   competitor   than   by 

considerations   of   consumer   demand   and   cost   of   production.   See   Cost-Plus   Pricing;   Target 

Return   Pricing;   Value   Pricing.  

Competitive   Advantage    -   that   which   one   �rm   can   do   better   than   another   to   satisfy 

consumer   needs   and   wants.  

Competitive   Advertising    -   advertising   which   points   out   features   of   a   brand   which   may   not   be 

available   in   other   brands   but   does   not   directly   name   a   competitor.   See   Comparative 

Advertising.  

Competitive   Analysis    -   the   assessment   of   the   strengths   and   weaknesses   of   competing   �rms.  

Competitive   Attack   Strategies    -   options   available   for   attacking   a   competitor;   these   include   a 

frontal   attack   (head-on),   a   �anking   attack   (attack   at   a   point   of   weakness),   an   encirclement 

attack   (attack   on   several   fronts   at   once),   a   bypass   attack   (attack   by   diversifying   into   new 

territories,   products   or   technologies)   and   a   guerilla   attack   (attack   by   waging   small,   intermittent 

skirmishes).  

Competitive   Bidding    -   a   process   in   which   buyers   request   potential   suppliers   to   submit 

quotations   or   tenders   for   a   proposed   purchase   or   contract.  
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Competitive   Depositioning    -   attempting   to   change   the   beliefs   of   buyers   about   the   attributes 

of   a   competitor’s   product;   the   attempt   may   be   especially   useful   in   cases   where   buyers 

generally   have   an   in�ated   perception   of   the   quality   of   a   competitor’s   product.   See   Market 

Positioning.  

Competitive   Environment    -   that   part   of   the   company’s   external   environment   that   consists   of 

other   �rms   vying   for   patronage   of   the   same   market.  

Competitive   Equilibrium    -   a   market   situation   of   relatively   stable   competitive   position   and 

activity.   Competitive   Myopia   -   marketing   short-sightedness   in   regard   to   the   activity   of 

competitors.  

Competitive   Intelligence    -   the   action   of   de�ning,   gathering,   analyzing,   and   distributing 

intelligence   about   products,   customers,   competitors,   and   any   aspect   of   the   environment 

needed   to   support   executives   and   managers   making   strategic   decisions   for   an   organization. 

Competitive   Niche    -   a   segment   in   a   market   in   which   a   company   can   compete   e�ectively.  

Competitive   Parity   Budgeting    -   a   method   of   allocating   a   promotion   budget   based   on 

matching   the   activity   of   a   major   competitor.  

Competitive   Position    -   an   organization’s   ranking   in   its   industry   by   size   and   business   strength; 

hypothetically,   each   competitor   may   be   classi�ed   as   a   market   leader,   market   challenger, 

market   follower,   or   market   nicher,   according   to   the   market   share   it   holds. 

Competitive   Scope    -   the   breadth   or   narrowness   of   an   organization’s   focus   as   measured 

horizontally   by   the   range   of   industries,   market   segments,   or   geographical   regions   it   targets,   or 

vertically   by   the   degree   to   which   it   is   integrated.  

Competitive   Situation    -   the   standing   of   an   organization   in   its   markets,   relative   to   its 

competitors,   when   all   players   are   described   in   terms   of   their   size,   resources,   capabilities, 

product   range   and   quality,   marketing   strategies,   opportunities,   goals,   intentions,   behavior   and 

similar   variables.   See   Competitive   Position.  
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Competitive   Strategy    -   planning   intended   to   give   a   company   a   competitive   advantage   over 

its   competitors.  

Competitors    -   �rms   vying   for   patronage   of   the   same   market.   See   Brand   Competitors; 

Enterprise   Competitors;   Generic   Competitors;   Product   Form   Competitors;   Service   Form 

Competitors.  

Complementary   Product   Pricing    -   the   pricing   of   one   product   at   the   optimum   level, 

regardless   of   cost   or   pro�t   considerations,   so   that   the   demand   for   another   product   which   is 

used   with   it   will   increase   and   so   maximize   the   pro�ts   from   both   products   together.  

Complete   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   market   into   segments   consisting   of   individual 

customers   and   tailoring   a   product   and   marketing   program   for   each.   See   Custom   Marketing; 

Customized   Marketing   Mix;   Disaggregated   Market.  

Complex   Decision   Making    -   in   consumer   behavior,   buying   which   is   associated   with   the 

purchasing   of   high-involvement   products,   important   to   the   consumer   and   therefore   require 

considerable   thought   and   e�ort.   Also   referred   to   as   Extensive   Problem   Solving.   See 

High-Involvement   Products. 

Complexity    -   the   degree   of   di�culty   that   a   purchaser   of   a   new   product   has   in   understanding 

it;   a   major   determinant   of   the   rate   of   new   product   adoption.   See   Adoption   Rate   Determinants.  

Computer   Modelling    -   constructing   and   manipulating   computer-based   simulations   of 

marketing   situations   to   examine   the   consequences   of   alternative   courses   of   action;   computer 

models,   often   developed   from   an   analysis   of   historical   data,   may   be   used   to   determine   the 

optimum   level   of   advertising   and   other   promotional   expenditure,   etc.   See   Advertising   Budget 

Determination.  

Concentrated   Marketing    -   a   marketing   segmentation   strategy   in   which   the   �rm   concentrates 

its   entire   e�orts   and   resources   on   serving   one   segment   of   the   market;   also   called   Niche 

Marketing.  
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Concentrated   Segmentation   Strategy    -   one   of   four   possible   segmentation   strategies   (with 

market   segment   expansion   strategy,   product   line   expansion   strategy   and   di�erentiated 

segmentation   strategy);   in   a   concentrated   segmentation   strategy   a   �rm   targets   one   product   to 

one   segment   of   the   market.   See   Segmentation   Strategies;   Market   Segment   Expansion 

Strategy;   Product   Line   Expansion   Strategy;   Di�erentiated   Segmentation.  

Concentric   Diversi�cation    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   a   company   seeks   to   develop   by 

adding   new   products,   also   called   convergent   diversi�cation,   to   its   existing   product   lines   to 

attract   new   customers.   See   Conglomerate   Diversi�cation;   Horizontal   Diversi�cation.  

Concept    -   A   brie�y   stated   idea   or   theme   for   possible   use   as   the   organizing   idea   for   an 

advertisement   or   advertising   campaign.  

Concept   Development   and   Testing    -   a   two-phase   stage   in   the   development   of   a   new 

product   in   which   potential   buyers   are   presented   �rst   with   the   idea   or   description   of   the   new 

product   (concept   testing)   and   later   with   the   product   itself   in   �nal   or   prototype   form   (product 

testing),   in   order   to   obtain   their   reaction.   See   Product   Testing;   New   Product   Development.  

Conscious   Capitalism    -   a   way   of   thinking   about   capitalism   and   business   that   better   re�ects 

where   we   are   in   the   human   journey,   the   state   of   our   world   today,   and   the   innate   potential   of 

business   to   make   a   positive   impact   on   the   world;   builds   on   the   foundations   of   Capitalism; 

voluntary   exchange,   entrepreneurship,   competition,   freedom   to   trade   and   the   rule   of   law. 

Conference   Selling    -   a   selling   situation   in   which   a   salesperson   enlists   the   assistance   of   other 

people   in   the   company   (technicians,   engineers,   etc.)   in   meeting   with   a   group   of   buyers   from 

di�erent   �rms   to   explain   a   new   product   or   discuss   problems   and   opportunities.   See   Group 

Selling;   Team   Selling.  

Conglomerate   Diversi�cation    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   a   company   seeks   to   develop   by 

adding   totally   unrelated   products   and   markets   to   its   existing   business.   See   Concentric 

Diversi�cation;   Horizontal   Diversi�cation.  
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Conjunctive   Model    (of   Brand   Evaluation)   -   the   idea   that   consumers   establish   minimum 

attribute   levels   which   acceptable   brands   must   possess;   when   about   to   make   a   purchase,   they 

will   consider   only   those   brands   that   exhibit   a   conjunction   of   all   the   minimum   requirements. 

Connectivity    -   Being   seen   or   heard;   the   quality   or   condition   of   being   connected   or 

connective;   the   ability   of   the   social   media   to   accumulate   economic   capital   from   the   users 

connections   and   activities  

Consequence   Probes    -   verbal   tactics   used   by   a   salesperson   to   illustrate   the   disadvantages   to 

a   buyer   of   not   making   a   particular   purchase.  

Consumer   Trend   Canvas    -   An   easy-to-follow   framework   that   will   help   you   not   only   unpack 

and   understand   any   consumer   trend,   but   also   help   you   apply   it   to   launch   successful 

consumer-facing   innovations   of   your   own. 

Consultative   Selling    -   an   approach   to   personal   selling   emphasizing   the   role   of   the 

salesperson   as   consultant;   the   salesperson   assists   the   buyer   to   identify   needs   and   �nd 

need-satisfactions   in   the   product   range,   seeking   to   build   long-term   customer   relationships 

leading   to   repeat   business.   See   Relationship   Selling.  

Consumables    -   see   Consumer   Non-Durables.  

Consumer    -   the   ultimate   user   of   goods,   ideas   or   services.   Also   the   buyer   or   decision   maker, 

for   example,   the   parent   selecting   children’s   books   is   the   consumer.  

Consumer   Behavior    -   the   behavior   of   individuals   when   buying   goods   and   services   for   their 

own   use   or   for   private   consumption.  

Consumer   Characteristics    -   the   demographic,   lifestyle   and   personality   characteristics   of   the 

consumer.  

Consumer   Credit    -   �nance   made   available   by   leading   companies   to   consumers   for   purchases 

with   arrangements   having   been   made   for   the   loan   to   be   repaid   with   interest.  
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Consumer   Durables    -   a   classi�cation   of   consumer   products   consisting   of   goods   with   a   long 

useful   life,   such   as   cars,   electrical   appliances   and   furniture.   See   Consumer   Non-Durables.  

Consumer   Franchise    -   the   understanding   consumers   have   of   a   brand.   See   Franchise-Building 

Sales   Promotions.  

Consumer   Goods    -   items   purchased   by   consumers   for   personal   and   household   use; 

consumer   goods   are   classi�ed   as   durables   and   non-durables.   See   Convenience   Goods; 

Shopping   Goods;   Specialty   Goods;   Unsought   Goods.  

Consumer   Market    -   buyers   and   potential   buyers   of   goods   and   services   for   personal   and 

household   use.  

Consumer   Needs    -   Forces   directed   to   speci�c   goals   that   can   be   achieved   by   purchase 

behavior.  

Consumer   Non-Durables    -   a   classi�cation   of   frequently   purchased   consumer   goods; 

non-durables   are   items   which   are   consumed   in   one   use   or   a   few   uses;   expendables. 

Consumer   non-durables   are   further   subdivided   into   packaged   and   non-packaged   goods.   See 

Consumer   Durables;   Packaged   Goods;   Non-Packaged   Goods.  

Consumer   Product   Classes    -   categories   of   goods   and   services   bought   by   consumers   for   their 

personal   use;   classes   include   convenience   goods,   shopping   goods,   specialty   goods,   unsought 

goods,   and   services.  

Consumer   Purchasing   Process    -   The   purchasing   process   refers   to   the   entire   process   a 

consumer   will   go   through   before   making   a   purchase.   A   simple   model   follows:   1.   Consumer 

Awareness   (understands   there   is   such   a   market/product)   2.   Interest   (consumer   learns   more 

about   the   value   of   the   product)   3.   Desire   (consumer   understands   the   need   for   the   product)   4. 

Action   (consumer   makes   a   decision   to   purchase   a   product)   The   Consumer   Purchasing   Process 

contrasts   to   the   Business   to   Business   Process   that   requires   the   following   stages:   Problem 

Recognition;   General   Need   Description;   Product   Speci�cation;   Supplier   Search;   Proposal 
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Solicitation;   Supplier   Selection;   Order   Routine   Speci�cation;   Performance   Review,   and   also 

requires   many   people   involved   in   the   decision   making   process.  

Consumer   Research    -   marketing   research   into   the   requirements,   opinions,   attitudes,   etc.   of 

consumers.  

Consumer   Rights    -   fair   entitlements   due   to   consumers,   when   buying   from   producers   and 

resellers.  

Consumer   Sales   Promotion    -   promotional   activity   -   excluding   advertising,   personal   selling 

and   publicity   -   intended   to   motivate   potential   purchasers   of   personal   and   household   products 

to   buy.  

Consumer   Satisfaction    -   the   degree   to   which   a   consumer’s   expectations   are   ful�lled   or 

surpassed   by   a   product.  

Consumer   Wearout    -   a   decrease   in   the   e�ectiveness   of   an   advertisement   or   promotional 

campaign   due   to   boredom   and   familiarity.  

Consumerism    -   a   social   movement   intended   to   safeguard   the   rights   of   consumers.  

Contact   Manager    -   a   method   or   system   for   managing   contact   information,   priorities   and 

checklists...   typically   used   to   describe   a   software   solution   that   partially   automates   contact 

management   functions.  

Contactual   Reference   Group    -   a   group   with   which   an   individual   has   contact   and   which 

in�uences   the   individual’s   purchase   decisions.   See   Aspirational   Group;   Dissociative   Reference 

Group;   Membership   Group;   Reference   Groups.  

Content    -   all   the   copy,   graphics   and   images   that   go   into   the   presentation.   E�ective   content   is 

engaging,   useful,   informative,   educational,   professional   and   entertaining;   information   that 

exists   for   the   purpose   of   being   digested   (not   literally),   engaged   with,   and   shared.   Content 

typically   comes   in   the   form   of   written   work   such   as   an   article,   book,   report,   etc   as   well   as   a 

blog   post,   video,   social   media   post,   photo,   slideshow   or   podcast   and   more. 
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Content   analysis    -   The   analysis   of   articles   and   news   stories   in   various   media   used   as   a 

method   of   identifying   positive   and   negative   mentions   about   an   organization,   product,   service, 

or   issue.   It   is   a   method   used   to   measure   impact   of   publicity   and   other   promotional   and   public 

relations   e�orts.  

Content   Splintering    -   The   process   of   breaking   o�   bits   and   pieces   of   your   content   and   sharing 

them   on   your   own. 

Contests    -   a   form   of   sales   promotion   in   which   consumers   are   induced   to   buy   earlier,   or   in 

greater   quantity,   by   the   o�er   of   prizes   of   cash   or   merchandise   to   be   won   in   a   competition.   See 

Sales   Promotion.  

Contextual   Marketing    -   Contextual   marketing   is   marketing   that   occurs   in   the   context   of 

when   a   person   is   more   likely   to   be   interested   in   the   product/industry.   Thus,   a   page 

sponsorship   can   be   considered   contextual,   as   the   viewer   has   elected   to   view   the   page,   and 

assuming   the   sponsorship   is   for   a   product   that   is   related   to   the   content   of   the   page,   the 

product   has   the   right   context   (the   viewer   self-selected   to   view   the   content).  

Contextual   Omnipresence    -   being   in   the   right   place   at   the   right   time. 

Contingency   Planning    -   developing   plans   to   provide   alternative   plans   to   the   main   plan.   This 

is   proactive   management   that   deals   with   events   considered   unlikely   to   occur.   For   example, 

while   a   library   budget   may   appear   to   be   adequate   and   stable,   a   contingency   plan   should   be   in 

place   in   case   of   cutbacks   in   funding.  

Contingent   Method    -   see   “What   if...”   Method   (of   handling   sales   objections.)  

Continuity    -   the   scheduling   of   media   exposures   of   a   particular   advertisement   or   campaign 

evenly   within   a   given   period.   See   Flighting;   Pulsing.  

Continuity   Plan    -   Any   type   of   consumer   sales   promotion   technique   that   encourages 

customers   to   purchase   products   on   a   continuing   basis   or   over   time.   The   plan   often   is   based 

on   some   sort   of   saving   or   accumulation   scheme   such   as   trading   stamps,   points,   coupons,   or 

the   like.  
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Continuous   Marketing   Research    -   ongoing   marketing   research   (as   opposed   to   that 

conducted   for   a   speci�c   purpose.)   See   Ad   Hoc   Marketing   Research.  

Continuum   of   Planning    -   the   idea   that   planning   is   a   multi-level   process,   beginning   at   the   top 

with   corporate   planning   and   going   downwards   through   all   divisions   of   the   �rm,   with   each 

subsequent   level   linked   to   the   one   above   it   by   the   over-riding   mission   and   objectives   of   the 

corporation.  

Contract   Manufacturing    -   the   production   and   marketing   by   agreement   of   a   company’s 

product   by   an   overseas   �rm.  

Contract   Rate    -   a   charge   negotiated   between   carrier   and   shipper   for   the   transportation   of   a 

commodity;   sometimes   called   a   Negotiated   Rate.  

Contractual   Sales   Force    -   salespeople   who   are   not   full   or   part-time   paid   representatives   of   a 

company   but   who   sell   for   it   on   a   commission   basis.  

Contractual   Vertical   Marketing   System    -   a   form   of   vertical   marketing   system   in   which 

independent   �rms   at   di�erent   levels   of   distribution   are   tied   together   by   contract   to   achieve 

economies   of   scale   and   greater   sales   impact.   See   Administered   Vertical   Marketing   System; 

Corporate   Vertical   Marketing   System;   Vertical   Marketing   System.  

Contribution   Margins    -   Contribution   margins   (or   margins)   refer   to   the   amount   of   revenue 

per   product   that   is   available   to   “contribute”   towards   the   �xed   costs   and   the   pro�t   of   the 

company.  

Control-Oriented   Pricing    -   a   system   of   pricing   in   which   a   product’s   price   is   controlled   by 

government   or   by   some   regulating   body.  

Controlled   Allocation   System    -   see   Planned   Economy;   Command   System.  

Convenience   Goods    -   a   category   of   consumer   goods   which   are   bought   frequently,   quickly 

and   with   a   minimum   of   emotional   involvement;   the   category   includes   staples,   impulse   goods 

and   emergency   goods.   See   Consumer   Product;   Emergency   Goods;   Impulse   Goods;   Staples.  
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Convenience   Product    -   a   category   of   consumer   product   purchased   frequently   and   with   little 

thought   and   e�ort.   A   consumer   good   and/or   service   (such   as   soap,   candy   bar,   and   shoe   shine) 

that   is   bought   frequently,   with   little   time   e�ort   spent   on   the   buying   process.   A   convenience 

product   usually   is   low-priced   and   is   widely   available.  

Convenience   Sample    -   a   form   of   nonprobability   sample   in   which   the   researcher   selects 

readily   available   respondents.   A   nonprobability   sample   of   individuals   who   just   happen   to   be 

where   the   study   is   being   conducted   when   it   is   being   conducted.  

Convenience   Store    -   a   neighborhood   store   which   stocks   frequently   purchased   items   such   as 

milk,   bread   and   cigarettes.  

Convergent   Diversi�cation    -   Diversi�cation   into   related   businesses.   See   Concentric 

Diversi�cation;   Divergent   Acquisition;   Diversi�cation.  

Conversion   Rate    -   the   key   metric   to   evaluate   the   e�ectiveness   of   a   conversion   (often,   sales) 

e�ort,   re�ecting   the   percentage   of   people   converted   into   buyers   (or   subscribers,   or   whatever 

action   is   desired)   out   of   the   total   population   exposed   to   the   conversion   e�ort.   For   websites, 

the   conversion   rate   is   the   number   of   visitors   who   took   the   desired   action   divided   by   the   total 

number   of   visitors   in   a   given   time   period   (typically,   per   month).  

For   email   marketing,   the   conversion   rate   is   the   number   of   people   who   take   an   action   divided 

by   the   total   number   of   people   who   received   the   email.   (Multiply   these   numbers   by   100   to 

express   the   results   as   percentages.)   The   percentage   of   visitors   who   take   a   desired   action.  

Conversional   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   get   people   to   change   their   ideas 

and   attitudes   about   something   they   dislike.  

Cookie    -   a   �le   on   your   computer   that   records   information   where   you   have   been   on   the   World 

Wide   Web.   The   browser   stores   this   information,   which   allows   a   site   to   remember   the   browser 

in   future   transactions   or   requests.   Since   the   Web’s   protocol   has   no   way   to   remember 

requests,   cookies   read   and   record   a   user’s   browser   type   and   IP   address,   and   store   this 

information   on   the   user’s   own   computer.  
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The   cookie   can   be   read   only   by   a   server   in   the   domain   that   stored   it.   Visitors   can   accept   or 

deny   cookies   by   changing   a   setting   in   their   browser   preferences.  

Cooling-O�   Period    -   a   short   period   of   time,   usually   a   few   days,   in   which   purchasers   of   a 

product   may   void   a   sale   contract   if   they   change   their   minds   about   purchasing   the   goods 

o�ered.  

Cooperative   Advertising    -   advertising   sponsored   by   two   or   more   organizations   to   promote 

the   goods   or   services   of   each.  

Copycat   Product    -   a   product   that   has   been   designed,   branded   or   packaged   to   look   exactly 

like   that   of   a   well-established   competitor;   a   cheap   imitation.  

Copy   Research    -   The   testing   of   audience   reactions   to   advertising   messages   while   the 

advertising   is   being   developed   (called   pre-testing)   or   after   the   advertising   has   been   produced 

in   �nal   form   (called   post-testing). 

Copyright    -   protection   in   law   a�orded   to   authors,   musicians,   artists,   etc.   in   respect   to   the 

works   they   have   created.   A   copyright   o�ers   the   owner   of   original   work   that   can   be   printed, 

recorded   or   “�xed”   in   any   manner   the   sole   right   to   reproduce   and   distribute   the   work,   to 

display   or   perform   it   and   to   authorize   others   to   do   so.,   during   the   author’s   lifetime   and   for 

�fty   years   thereafter.  

Copy   Strategy   Statement    -   a   document   prepared   by   advertising   agency   executives   as   a 

guide   for   their   creative   sta�   in   the   preparation   and   execution   of   an   advertisement;   the   copy 

strategy   statement   describes   the   objectives,   content,   support   and   tone   of   the   desired 

advertisement.  

Copy   Testing    -   the   pre-testing   of   advertising   copy   for   print   advertisements,   usually   by   giving 

respondents   a   portfolio   of   dummy   advertisements   in   a   magazine   format   and   asking   them   to 

recall   copy   points;   or   the   post-testing   of   advertising   copy,   usually   by   asking   respondents   to 

look   through   an   actual   magazine   and   then   comment   on   advertisements   they   remember.  
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Core   Product    -   the   intangible   bene�t   or   service   o�ered   by   a   product;   for   example,   the   core 

product   o�ered   to   a   purchaser   of   shampoo   is   clean,   healthy   hair.   See   Actual   Product; 

Augmented   Product.  

Corporate   Advertising    -   a   form   of   institutional   advertising,   focussing   not   on   a   particular 

product   or   product   range   but   on   the   organization   itself;   the   objective   of   corporate   advertising 

may   be   patronage,   image   or   issue.   See   Corporate   Image   Advertising;   Corporate   Issue 

Advertising;   Corporate   Patronage   Advertising;   Institutional   Advertising.  

Corporate   Branding    -   associating   the   name   of   a   corporation   with   the   individual   brand   name 

in   product   marketing,   usually   to   ensure   that   new   product   introductions   will   be   more   readily 

accepted;   di�ers   from   family   branding   in   that   corporate   branding   is   used   for   all   products   of 

the   company   or   division   rather   than   merely   for   a   family   of   brands.   See   Family   Brand; 

Individual   Brand;   Individual   Brand   Name;   Product   Line   Brand   Name;   Single   Brand   Name.  

Corporate   Culture    -   the   particular   strategies,   style,   systems,   environment   and   shared   values 

within   an   organization   that   contribute   to   its   individuality.  

Corporate   Image    -   the   identity   or   perception   of   itself   that   an   organization   attempts   to   convey 

to   its   publics,   usually   through   corporate   advertising.   See   Corporate   Advertising;   Corporate 

Image   Advertising.  

Corporate-Image   Advertising    -   advertising   aimed   at   establishing   an   identity   for   a   �rm   in   the 

public   mind.   See   Corporate   Advertising;   Corporate   Image.  

Corporate-Issue   Advertising    -   advertising   in   which   an   organization   states   publicly   its   position 

on   a   controversial   issue.   See   Advocacy   Advertising;   Corporate   Advertising.  

Corporate   Logo    -   a   mark,   design,   symbol,   etc.   used   to   identify,   and   re�ect   an   appropriate 

image   of   a   company   or   organization;   a   form   of   institutional   reminder   advertising.  

Corporate   Mission   Statement    -   the   answer   to   the   question   “What   business   are   we   in?”;   the 

corporate   mission   statement,   with   a   broad   focus   and   a   customer   orientation,   provides 

management   with   a   sense   of   purpose.  
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Corporate   Objectives    -   speci�c,   realistic   and   measurable   goals   which   an   organization   plans 

to   achieve   within   a   given   period   of   time.  

Corporate   Planning    -   planning   at   the   highest   level   in   an   organization,   involving   an   analysis   of 

the   current   situation,   the   setting   of   objectives,   the   formulation   of   strategies   and   tactics, 

implementation   and   evaluation.   See   Strategic   Planning.  

Corporate   Purpose    -   The   raison   d’être   of   a   �rm   that   describes   the   scope   of   the   �rm   and   its 

dominant   emphasis   and   values.   The   purpose   (or   mission)   of   an   organization   is   a   function   of 

�ve   elements:   (1)   the   history   of   the   organization;   (2)   the   current   preferences   of   the 

management   and/or   owners;   (3)   environmental   considerations;   (4)   the   resources   of   the 

organization;   and   (5)   the   distinctive   competencies   of   the   organization.  

Corporate   Sponsorship    -   a   form   of   below-the-line   advertising   in   which   a   corporation   o�ers 

funding   to   a   group,   association,   sporting   body,   etc.   in   return   for   a   range   of   promotional 

opportunities.   See   Below   the-Line   Advertising.  

Corporate   Strategy    -   The   overall   plan   that   integrates   the   strategies   of   all   the   businesses 

within   the   corporation.   It   usually   describes   the   overall   mission,   the   �nancial   and   human 

resource   strategies   and   policies   that   a�ect   all   businesses   within   the   corporation,   the 

organization   structure,   the   management   of   the   interdependencies   among   businesses,   and 

major   initiatives   to   change   the   scope   of   the   �rm   such   as   acquisitions   and   divestments.  

Corporate   Umbrella    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   use   made   of   the   corporate   name   and 

corporate   image   as   a   shield   for   new   product   introductions,   etc.  

Corporate   Vertical   Marketing   System    -   a   system   of   distribution   channel   organisation   in 

which   the   orderly   �ow   of   products   from   producer   to   end-user   is   controlled   by   common 

ownership   of   the   di�erent   levels   of   the   system.   See   Administered   Vertical   Marketing   System; 

Contractual   Vertical   Marketing   System;   Vertical   Marketing   System.  

Corrective   Advertising    -   advertising   to   correct   erroneous   claims   or   misleading   messages   in 

previous   promotional   announcements.  
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Correlation   Techniques    -   a   range   of   statistical   techniques   used   to   discover   relationships 

between   diverse   elements   in   a   marketing   situation. 

Powerful   backup   keeps   your   business 

moving   forward   –   Protect   the   business   you’ve   built   with   reliable,   automatic   cloud   backup   from 

Carbonite . 

Cost   Advantage    -   the   competitive   edge   which   can   be   gained   by   one   company   over   another   by 

reducing   production   or   marketing   costs   or   both   so   that   it   can   o�er   cheaper   prices   or   use 

excess   pro�ts   to   bolster   promotion   or   distribution.   See   Absolute   Cost   Advantage;   Marketing 

Advantage.  

Cost   of   Acquisition    (COA)   -   the   cost   associated   with   acquiring   a   new   customer.  

Cost   of   Goods   Sold    -   the   price   paid   by   a   company   for   the   goods   it   sells   to   its   customers.  

Cost-Insurance-Freight   Pricing    -   a   pricing   approach   common   in   exporting;   the   price   quoted 

to   the   buyer   includes   “cost,   insurance   and   freight”.  

Cost   Per   Action    (CPA)   -   online   advertising   payment   model   in   which   payment   is   based   solely 

on   qualifying   actions   such   as   sales   or   registrations.  

Cost   Per   Click    (CPC)   -   the   cost   or   cost-equivalent   paid   per   click-through.  

Cost   Per   Lead    (CPL)   -   the   price   of   placing   an   ad   on   a   site   based   on   how   many   leads   the   ad 

generates.   Cost   Per   Targeted   Thousand   Transactions   (CPTTT)   -   This   is   a   standard 

measurement   used   for   determining   the   cost   e�ectiveness   for   a   speci�c   medium.   It   compares 

the   cost   of   the   advertisement   to   the   number   of   impressions   to   your   target   audience.  

Cost-Per-Thousand   Criterion    -   a   measure   for   comparing   the   cost   e�ectiveness   of   media 

vehicles,   calculated   by   dividing   the   cost   of   an   advertisement   in   a   particular   medium   by   the 

number   of   thousands   of   its   circulation.  
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Cost   per   transaction    (CPT)   -   A   �nancial   measure   that   is   typically   used   to   compare   overall 

operating   costs   among   applications,   database   servers,   or   hardware   platforms.  

Cost-Plus   Pricing    -   a   simple   method   of   pricing   in   which   a   speci�ed   amount   or   percentage, 

known   as   the   standard   markup,   is   added   to   the   unit   cost   of   production   of   an   item   to 

determine   its   selling   price.   See   Competition-Oriented   Pricing;   Target   Return   Pricing;   Value 

Pricing.  

Cost/Pro�t   Analysis    -   a   sales   management   control   measure   involving   the   calculation   of 

expenditure   incurred   in   making   sales;   pro�tability   analysis.  

Counter   Advertising    -   advertising   sponsored   by   pressure   groups   in   opposition   to   certain 

products.  

Counterfeiting    -   the   copying   of   a   competitor’s   well-known   products.   Some   counterfeit 

products   are   intended   to   look   as   much   like   the   original   as   possible,   including   the   brand   name; 

others   are   close,   but   not   exact,   copies;   still   others   are   cheap   and   unconvincing   imitations. 

Counterfeiting   is   generally   illegal.  

Counter-marketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   abolish   interest   in,   and   demand   for,   a 

product.  

Countertrade    -   a   system   of   international   trade   based   on   bartering;   such   transactions   may   or 

may   not   involve   cash   payments.  

Coupon    -   a   popular   form   of   sales   promotion,   distributed   on   the   package   of   the   product,   by 

direct   mail,   or   in   newspaper   and   magazine   advertisements;   the   consumer   is   usually   o�ered 

“cents-o�”   the   next   purchase   upon   presentation   of   the   coupon.  

Coverage    -   the   percentage   of   a   population   group   covered   by   the   Internet.  

CPA    -   Critical   Path   Analysis.   A   payment   model   in   which   payment   is   based   solely   on   qualifying 

actions   such   as   sales   or   registrations.  
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CPM    -   (or   Cost   per   thousand)   -   in   e-mail   marketing,   CPM   commonly   refers   to   the   cost   per   1000 

names   on   a   given   rental   list.   For   example,   a   rental   list   priced   at   $250   CPM   would   mean   that 

the   list   owner   charges   $.25   per   e-mail   address.   Cost   per   thousand   impressions.  

CPU    (Central   Processing   Unit)   -   the   central   processing   unit   I   the   main   “brain”   of   the   computer, 

where   the   information   is   processed   and   calculations   are   done.  

CRM    -   (Customer   Relationship   Management)   is   a   business   strategy   built   around   the   concept 

of   being   customer-centric.   The   main   goals   are   to   optimize   revenue   through   improved 

customer   satisfaction   via   improved   interactions   at   each   customer   touch   point.   This   can   be 

accomplished   by   a   better   understanding   of   customers,   based   on   their   purchasing   patterns 

and   demographics,   and   better   information   empowerment   at   all   customer   touch   points, 

whether   with   employees   or   other   media   interfaces.  

Creative    -   the   technology   used   to   create   or   develop   an   ad   unit.   The   most   common   creative 

technology   for   banners   is   GIF   or   JPEG   images.   Other   creative   technologies   include   Java,   HTML, 

or   streaming   audio   or   video.   These   are   commonly   referred   to   as   rich-media   banners.  

Creative   Selling    -   an   approach   to   selling   in   which   salespeople   aggressively   seek   out 

customers   and   use   well-planned   strategies   to   secure   orders.  

Credit    -   the   allowance   of   time   in   which   to   pay   for   a   purchase.   See   Consumer   Credit.  

Credit   Card    -   a   small   card,   usually   of   plastic,   used   to   obtain   consumer   products   without 

immediate   payment;   the   card   is   issued   by   a   �nancial   institution   on   the   understanding   that   the 

consumer   repays   sums   spent   against   the   card   with   interest.  

Credit   Terms    -   conditions   negotiated   between   seller   and   buyer   relating   to   the   time   within 

which   the   buyer   is   obliged   to   pay   for   the   products   purchased   and   any   discounts   to   be   allowed 

by   the   seller   for   earlier   payment   or   additional   services   performed.  

Critical-Path   Analysis    -   a   planning   technique   used   to   keep   projects   on   schedule;   a   �owchart 

shows   time   allotments   and   priorities   for   each   activity.  
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Cross   Demographic   Fertilization    -   Shared   taste   and   aspiration   mean   the   opportunities   to 

transfer   innovations   from   a   core   demographic   to   another   have   never   been   greater. 

Cross   Elasticity   of   Demand    -   a   measure   of   the   e�ect   a   change   in   the   price   of   one   product   will 

have   on   the   demand   for   a   substitute   or   complementary   product.   See   Elasticity   of   Demand.  

Cross   Platform   -   software   that   can   run   on   multiple   types   of   computer   systems.  

Cross-Selling    -   selling   by   a   salesperson   of   some   part   of   the   company’s   total   product   range   for 

which   another   division   or   salesperson   has   prime   responsibility.  

Crowdsource    -   The   process   of   obtaining   needed   services,   ideas,   or   content   by   soliciting 

contributions   from   a   large   group   of   people,   and   especially   from   your   online   community, 

rather   than   from   traditional   employee   or   suppliers.  

CTR    (Click-Through   Rate)   -   is   the   number   of   times   an   advertisement   is   clicked   upon   over   the 

number   of   times   the   advertisement   is   served.   Typical   click-through   rates   have   been   declining 

(a   click   through   rate   of   1%   would   be   very   high).   The   click-through   rate   will   determine   the   cost 

of   an   advertising   campaign   that   was   based   on   CPC   and   CPA.  

Cues    -   an   environmental   entity   (advertisement,   sign,   store   display,   etc)   which   results   in   a 

speci�c   response   to   satisfy   a   drive.   See   Learning.  

Cultural   Diversity    -   the   range   of   di�erent   value   systems   existing   in   a   multicultural   society.  

Cultural   Values    -   ideas,   beliefs,   attitudes,   opinions,   principles,   etc   long   cherished   by   members 

of   a   society.  

Culture    -   the   basic   beliefs   and   values   cherished   by   a   society   as   a   whole   and   handed   down 

from   one   generation   to   the   next.   The   set   of   learned   values,   norms,   and   behaviors   that   are 

shared   by   a   society   and   are   designed   to   increase   the   probability   of   the   society’s   survival. 

These   include   shared   superstitions,   myths,   folkways,   mores   and   behavior   patterns   that   are 

rewarded   or   punished.   For   libraries,   the   understanding   of   di�erent   cultures,   as   new 
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immigrant   groups   move   into   the   market   area   is   extremely   important   to   take   into 

consideration,   in   order   to   provide   the   needed   materials   and   services.  

Cumulative   Quantity   Discount    -   a   price   reduction   o�ered   to   a   purchaser   in   which   the 

amount   of   the   discount   increases   over   time   with   the   volume   purchased.   See   Non-Cumulative 

Quantity   Discount. 

Curate,   Curation    -   gathering   and   �ltering   content.  

Curbside   Sales   Training    -   informal   coaching   or   training   of   a   sales   representative   by   a 

supervisor   in   the   �eld.   See   Buddy   System;   Formal   Training;   On-the-Job   Training.  

Current   Ratio    -   the   commonest   of   three   �nancial   ratios   used   to   evaluate   a   �rm’s   liquidity; 

current   assets   are   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   current   liabilities.   See   Acid-Test   Ratio;   Quick 

Ratio.  

Curve   Fitting    -   a   method   of   analyzing   associative   data   in   which   a   number   of   possible   curve 

shapes   -   straight   lines,   concave,   convex,   s-shaped   etc   -   are   used   with   historical   data   to 

discover   trends   or   relationships.  

Custom   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   in   which   a   company   attempts   to   satisfy   the   unique 

needs   of   every   customer;   also   called   Market   Atomization   Strategy.   See   Disaggregated   Market; 

Complete   Segmentation;   Customized   Marketing   Mix.  

Custom   Publishing    -   the   publishing   of   a   magazine   by   an   organisation   wishing   to   strengthen 

its   bonds   with   its   customers   and   to   exercise   greater   control   over   the   editorial   environment   in 

which   its   advertisements   appear;   a   custom   published   magazine   will   usually   carry   outside 

advertisements   as   well   in   order   to   defray   the   cost   of   the   launch   and   lend   an   air   of   legitimacy.  

Customary   Price    -   the   traditional   price;   the   price   that   consumers   expect   to   pay   for   a   certain 

product.  

Customer    -   a   person   who   has   paid   for   the   product   or   service.  

Customer   Acquisition   Cost    -   the   cost   associated   with   acquiring   a   new   customer.  
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Customer   Experience    -   the   customer’s   (possibly   only   the   prospect’s)   overall   experience   of 

pleasure   during   the   sales   encounter.  

Customer   Orientation    -   The   actual   or   prospective   purchaser   of   products   or   services.   The 

library   user   is   the   library’s   customer.   See   Customer-Oriented   Management.  

Customer   Record    -   a   card,   slip   or   computer   �le   on   which   is   recorded   pertinent   facts   about   a 

prospect   or   customer   (name,   address,   account   history,   etc.)   as   an   aid   to   making   a   sale   when 

next   contacted   by   a   salesperson.  

Customer   Relations   Department    -   a   division   of   an   organization   with   responsibility   for 

ensuring   that   customers   are   satis�ed   with   the   goods   or   services   they   have   purchased   and 

with   the   way   the   organization   has   served   them.  

Customer   Retention    -   maintaining   the   existing   customer   base   by   establishing   good   relations 

with   all   who   buy   the   company’s   product.   Aggressive   branding   and   promotions   are   other 

tactics   used   by   sellers   adopting   the   traditional   marketing   approach.   Retention   has   more 

impact   on   pro�ts   than   does   market   share.  

Customer   Service    -   a   wide   variety   of   activities   intended   to   ensure   that   customers   receive   the 

goods   and   services   they   require   to   satisfy   their   needs   or   wants   in   the   most   e�ective   and 

e�cient   manner   possible.  

Customer-Driven   Distribution   Systems    -   a   system   of   distribution   designed   with   customer 

requirements   rather   than   a   company’s   convenience   in   mind.  

Customer-Oriented   Management    -   a   management   philosophy   or   state-of-mind   in   which   it   is 

recognized   that   the   e�ective   and   e�cient   satisfaction   of   customer   needs   and   wants   provides 

the   surest   means   of   achieving   the   organization’s   own   goals.  

Customer   Retention   Strategy    –   is   to   predict   a   customer’s   “defection”   possibility   and   take 

actions   in   advance   before   a   customer   leaves   a   company.  
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Customer   Training    -   training   in   the   proper   and   e�cient   use   of   equipment   given   by   a   vendor 

to   its   customer’s   employees;   provision   of   training   by   the   vendor   not   only   adds   value   to   the 

product   but   also   o�ers   the   vendor   a   means   of   di�erentiating   itself   from   suppliers   of   the   same 

or   similar   equipment.  

Customer   Value   Analysis    -   an   organization’s   rating   of   the   value   it   provides   to   its   customers 

relative   to   that   provided   by   its   competitors.  

Customized   Marketing   Mix    -   in   international   marketing,   a   marketing   program   uniquely 

designed   for   a   particular   country.   See   Complete   Segmentation;   Custom   Marketing; 

Disaggregated   Market;   Market   Atomization   Strategy.  

Cyber   Monday    -   is   a   marketing   term   for   the   Monday   after   the   Thanksgiving   holiday   in   the 

United   States.   The   term   "Cyber   Monday"   was   created   by   marketing   companies   to   persuade 

people   to   shop   online. 

Cyberspace    -   Coined   by   author   William   Gibson   in   his   1984   novel   Neuromancer   ,   cyberspace   is 

now   used   to   describe   all   of   the   information   available   through   computer   networks. 

 

 

DAGMAR    -   acronym   for   De�ning   Advertising   Goals   for   Measured   Advertising   Results,   after   the 

title   of   a   book   by   Russell   H.   Colley   (New   York:   Association   of   National   Advertisers,   1961).   See 

DAGMAR   Approach.  
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DAGMAR   Approach    -   an   approach   to   measuring   advertising   e�ectiveness   in   which 

advertising   objectives   are   turned   into   speci�c   measurable   goals.  

Daily   Activities   Report    -   a   record   of   a   salesperson’s   activities   on   a   day-by-day   basis,   showing 

clients   visited,   products   presented   and   results;   it   may   also   include   reasons   for   the   failure   to 

sell.  

Daily   Sales   Plan    -   a   record   of   a   salesperson’s   intended   sales   calls   on   a   day-by-day   basis, 

listing   the   clients   to   be   visited,   the   objectives   of   each   call,   and   the   anticipated   outcomes.  

Data    -   facts   or   information   gathered   in   a   marketing   research   study.   See   Primary   Research; 

Secondary   Research.  

Data   Analysis    -   the   processing   of   marketing   research   �ndings   to   summarise   a   situation, 

discover   relationships   between   elements   of   the   information,   or   to   draw   conclusions   from 

them.   See   Marketing   Research.  

Data   Collection    -   the   activity   of   gathering   facts   or   information   about   a   subject   in   a   marketing 

research   study.   See   Marketing   Research.  

Database    -   information   arranged   in   such   a   way   that   it   can   be   stored   in,   and   processed   by,   a 

computer.   A   compendium   of   information   on   current   and   prospective   users   that   usually 

includes   demographic   data   as   well   as   use   data,   volume   and   content.   See   Database   Marketing.  

Database   Marketing    -   the   use   of   large   collections   of   computer-based   information   in 

marketing;   the   database   listings   may   be   reference   databases   containing   information   on 

speci�c   topics;   full   databases   which   contain   full   transcripts   of   documents   or   articles   being 

sought;   or   source   databases   which   contain   listings   of   names   and   addresses,   etc   of   prospective 

customers.  

Date   Code    -   a   date   on   a   package   indicating   either   the   date   by   which   the   product   should   be 

used   or   the   date   the   product   was   packed.   See   Date   Stamping.  

Date   Stamping    -   See   Open   Dating.  
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Day   Parting    -   setting   up   your   ads   to   display   only   at   certain   times   of   the   day   and/or   week. 

Dealer   Listing    -   the   naming   in   a   product   advertisement   of   certain   retailers   who   have   stocks; 

the   naming   of   dealers   is   done   as   a   convenience   to   consumers   and   to   encourage   the   retailers 

to   carry   higher   stock   levels.   Also   referred   to   as   Tagging.  

Dealer   Loader    -   a   gift   given   to   a   retailer   who   purchases   a   speci�ed   quantity   of   a   product 

during   a   trade   sales   promotion.   See   Trade   Sales   Promotion.  

Death   of   a   Salesman    -   a   play   by   the   U.S.   playwright,   Arthur   Miller,   set   in   the   1930s,   the   era   of 

the   “selling   concept”;   the   play   and   its   central   character,   Willy   Loman,   a   salesman,   are   often 

referred   to   in   sales   training   material.  

Decennial   Census    -   in   the   U.S.   this   is   a   complete   count   of   the   population   every   ten   years.   For 

example   the   next   count   is   the   year   2000,   and   previous   years   1990,   1908,   etc.   There   is   also   a 

sample   census   that   is   taken   for   hundreds   of   other   population   descriptive   characteristics.  

Decentralized   Exchange   System    -   any   system   for   the   exchange   of   goods   or   services   which 

does   not   utilize   a   central   marketplace.   See   Centralized   Exchange   System.  

Decentralized   Sales   Organization    -   In   this   organization,   each   division   has   its   own   sales   force. 

This   is   appropriate   when   the   company   divisions   sell   di�erent   products   to   di�erent   markets 

through   di�erent   channels,   and   when   the   divisions   are   large   enough   to   a�ord   their   own   sales 

forces.  

Deceptive   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   deceive   consumers   with   false   or   misleading 

claims.  

Deceptive   Packaging    -   packaging   intended   to   deceive   the   purchaser;   excessive   ullage   creates 

the   impression   that   the   volume   of   the   contents   is   greater   than   it   actually   is.   See   Ullage.  

Deceptive   Pricing    -   the   pricing   of   goods   and   services   in   such   a   way   as   to   cause   a   customer   to 

be   misled;   an   example   of   deceptive   pricing   is   bait-and-switch   pricing.   See   Bait-and-Switch 

Pricing.  
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Deciders    -   those   who   actually   make   the   decision   in   the   organisational   buying   process;   the 

deciders   are   often   di�cult   to   identify   because   they   may   not   necessarily   have   the   formal 

authority   to   buy.   See   Buying   Center.  

Decision   Calculus   Models    -   The   quantitative   models   of   a   process   that   are   calibrated   by 

examining   subjective   judgments   about   outcomes   of   the   process   (e.g.   market   share   or   sales   of 

a   �rm)   under   a   variety   of   hypothetical   scenarios   (e.g.   advertising   spending   level,   promotion 

expenditures).   Once   the   model   linking   process   outcomes   to   marketing   decision   variables   has 

been   calibrated,   it   is   possible   to   derive   an   optimal   marketing   recommendation   Examples   for 

advertising   decisions   include   ADBUDG,   ADMOD,   and   MEDIAC.   Examples   for   overall 

brand/products   decisions   are   BRANDAID   and   STRATPORT.   Examples   for   sales   force   decisions 

include   CALLPLAN   and   DETAILER.  

Decision   Making    -   choosing   between   alternative   courses   of   action   using   cognitive   processes   - 

memory,   thinking,   evaluation,   etc;   also   called   Problem   Solving.  

Decision   Matrix    -   a   tool   used   in   decision   making   in   which   the   various   dimensions   of   a 

problem   are   listed   and   rated   to   determine   the   most   appropriate   alternative   in   a   particular 

situation.  

Decision   Support   System    -   any   computerized   system   of   changing   raw   data   (sales,   stock 

levels,   etc)   into   information   that   can   be   used   by   management   in   decision   making.   A   decision 

support   system   is   a   systematic   collection   of   data,   techniques   and   supporting   software   and 

hardware   by   which   an   organization   gathers   and   interprets   relevant   information   from   business 

and   the   environment   and   turns   it   into   a   basis   for   making   management   decisions.   A   DSS 

di�ers   from   a   management   information   system   in   that   it   is   designed   to   answer   precise 

questions   and   what/if   questions.  

Decision   Tree    -   a   decision-making   tool   in   which   alternative   options   are   portrayed   graphically 

as   branches   on   a   tree;   also   referred   to   as   a   Decision   Flow   Diagram.  

Decision   Variables,   Marketing    -   These   correspond   to   the   major   marketing   functions   that 

in�uence   revenue   and   pro�t.   They   are   summarized   in   the   well   known   four   P’s:   product,   price, 
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promotion,   and   place   (distribution).   Other   marketing   decision   variables   may   include   service 

policies,   credit,   and   so   forth.  

Decline   Stage    -   the   �nal   stage   of   the   product   life   cycle   (after   introductory   stage,   growth   stage 

and   maturity   stage)   when   sales   are   dropping   because   the   original   need   and   want   have 

diminished   or   because   another   product   innovation   has   been   introduced.   See   Product   Life 

Cycle;   Introductory   Stage;   Growth   Stage;   Maturity   Stage.  

Decoding    -   the   step   in   the   communication   process   in   which   the   receiver   accepts   and 

interprets   the   message.   See   Communication   Process;   Encoding.  

Deep   Assortment    -   an   assortment   strategy   in   which   a   reseller   decides   to   carry   many   variants 

of   each   product   in   the   range.   See   Assortment   Strategies;   Broad   Assortment;   Exclusive 

Assortment;   Scrambled   Assortment.  

Deep   Linking    -   linking   to   a   web   page   other   than   a   site’s   home   page.   Defensive   Advertising   - 

advertising   intended   to   combat   the   e�ects   of   a   competitor’s   promotion.  

Deferred   Billing    -   A   billing   method   that   enables   customers   to   buy   merchandise   and   not   pay 

for   it   for   several   months,   with   no   interest   charge.  

De�ation    -   a   slowing   of   the   economy   characterized   by   falling   prices   and   wages;   the   reverse   of 

in�ation.  

Delayed   Quotation   Pricing    -   an   industrial   pricing   method   in   which   the   seller   delays   quoting   a 

price   until   delivery;   the   method   protects   the   seller   against   cost   overruns   and   production 

delays.  

Delight   Factor    -   a   person’s   overall   experience   of   delight   -   or   the   absence   of   it   -   during   the 

conversion   encounter.  

Delisting    –   When   pages   or   whole   websites   are   removed   from   a   search   engine’s   index.  

Delivered   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   the   �nal   price   to   the   buyer   is   adjusted   to 

include   transportation   costs;   the   seller   takes   responsibility   for   arranging   delivery   but   adds   the 
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cost   to   the   quoted   price.   Four   widely   used   methods   of   delivered   pricing   are   single-zone 

pricing,   multiple-zone   pricing,   base-point   pricing   and   freight-absorption   pricing.   See 

Base-Point   Pricing;   Freight-Absorption   Pricing;   Multiple-Zone   Pricing;   Single-Zone   Pricing.  

Delivery   Period    -   The   normal   time   between   the   placing   of   an   order   and   the   receipt   of   stock.  

Delphi   Technique    -   a   forecasting   method   in   which   a   coordinator   seeks   predictions   from 

experts   who   revise   their   opinions   in   light   of   the   opinions   of   the   others   until   some   degree   of 

consensus   is   reached.   A   frequently   used   method   in   futures   research   to   gain   consensus 

opinion   among   experts   about   likely   future   events,   through   a   series   of   questionnaires.  

Demand    -   a   measure   of   those   in   a   market   who   wish   to   buy   a   product   and   can   a�ord   to   do   so. 

The   number   of   units   of   a   product   sold   in   a   market   over   a   period   of   time.   For   example,   six 

thousand   library   books   were   circulated   in   Branch   X’s   market   area   last   year.  

Demand   Backward   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   an   estimation   is   made   of   the   price 

that   customers   are   willing   to   pay   for   a   given   product;   this   price   is   then   compared   to   the   per 

unit   cost   to   see   if   it   meets   the   �rm’s   pro�t   objectives.  

Demand   Curve    -   a   line   drawn   on   a   graph   to   represent   the   number   of   units   of   a   product   which 

will   be   purchased   at   any   particular   price   point.  

Demand   Density    -   A   measure   of   the   extent   to   which   potential   demand   for   the   retailer’s 

goods   and   services   is   concentrated   in   certain   census   tracts,   ZIP   codes,   or   other   geographic 

parts   of   the   community.  

Demand   Elasticity    -   see   Elasticity   of   Demand.  

Demand   Inelasticity    -   see   Inelasticity   of   Demand.  

Demand   Factors    -   The   elements   that   determine   the   consumer’s   willingness   and   ability   to   pay 

for   products.  
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Demand-Oriented   pricing    -   A   method   of   pricing   in   which   the   seller   attempts   to   set   price   at 

the   level   that   the   intended   buyers   are   willing   to   pay.   It   is   also   called   value-in-use   pricing   or 

value-oriented   pricing.  

Demand-Pull   Approach    -   developing   new   products   on   the   basis   of   market   demand   rather 

than   on   that   of   company-generated   ideas.   See   Product-Push   Approach.  

Demarketing    -   marketing   aimed   at   limiting   growth;   practiced,   for   example,   by   governments 

to   conserve   natural   resources,   or   by   companies   unable   to   serve   adequately   the   needs   of   all 

potential   customers.   The   process   of   reducing   the   demand   for   a   product—or   decreasing 

consumption.  

Demographic   Characteristics    -   variables   within   a   nation’s   population,   such   as   age,   gender, 

income   level,   marital   status,   ethnic   origin   and   education   level.  

Demographic   Environment    -   The   human   population   characteristics   that   surround   a   �rm   or 

nation   and   that   greatly   a�ect   markets.   The   demographic   environment   includes   such   factors 

as   age   distributions,   births,   deaths,   immigration,   marital   status,   sex,   education,   religious 

a�liations,   and   geographic   dispersion   -   characteristics   that   are   often   used   for   segmentation 

purposes.  

Demographic   Overlay    -   adding   demographic   data   to   a   prospect   or   customer   list   running   it 

through   the   computer   and   matching   it   against   other   lists   that   already   contain   the   data.  

Demographic   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   the   heterogeneous   population   of   a   country   into 

relatively   homogeneous   groups   on   the   basis   of   variables   within   the   population   mix; 

sometimes   called   State-of-Being   Segmentation.   See   Segmentation   Bases.  

Demographic   Variables    -   see   Demographic   Characteristics.  

Demography    -   the   study   of   the   range   of   physical,   social   and   economic   characteristics   that 

exist   within   a   population.  
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Departmentalizing    -   The   process   of   classifying   merchandise   into   somewhat   homogeneous 

groups   known   as   departments.  

Departmental   Signage    -   a   signage   system   that   helps   guide   the   library   user   through   the 

library   and   locate   speci�c   departments   of   interest.  

Department   Store    -   a   large   retail   store   o�ering   a   wide   variety   of   goods   in   di�erent 

departments.   See   Full-Line   Department   Store;   Limited-Line   Department   Store.  

Dependent   Variables    -   the   variables   in   a   research   experiment   which   are   a�ected   by 

manipulation   of   the   explanatory   or   experimental   variables.   See   Experimental   Variables.  

Deployment    -   the   con�guration   or   arrangement   of   a   sales   force   into   territories   on   some 

logical   basis.  

Depreciation    -   an   allowance   made   in   a   balance   sheet   for   wear   and   tear;   a   measure   of   the   loss 

of   value   of   a   �xed   asset   because   of   use   or   obsolescence.  

Depth   Interviews    -   a   qualitative   marketing   research   approach   in   which   interviews   are 

conducted   by   a   trained   moderator   with   individuals,   rather   than   with   groups,   to   obtain 

information   about   a   product   or   brand.   See   Focus   Group.  

Depth   of   Product   Line    -   see   Product   Line   Length.   Depth   Selling   -   see   Problem-Solving 

Approach.  

Deregulation    -   the   complete   or   partial   removal   of   government   control   and   restrictions 

relating   to   a   speci�c   business   activity   or   industry.  

Derived   Demand    -   demand   for   raw   materials   in   a   producer   market   which   is   based   on   the 

demand   for   consumer   products.   See   Primary   Demand.  

Descriptive   Label    -   a   label   on   a   product   which   announces   the   size,   net   weight,   ingredients, 

composition,   nutritional   value,   etc.   See   Label.  
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Destination   Merchandise    -   a   type   of   merchandise   that   motivates   or   triggers   a   trip   to   a 

speci�c   store.   A   library’s   special   collection   on   African   history   is   an   example.   This   is   also   a 

‘specialty   good.  

Designated   Marketing   Area    -   The   geographic   area   surrounding   a   city   in   which   the 

broadcasting   stations   based   in   that   city   account   for   a   greater   share   of   the   listening   or   viewing 

households   than   do   broadcasting   stations   based   in   other   nearby   cities.   It   also   is   the   speci�c 

geographic   area   to   which   a   county   in   the   United   States   is   exclusively   assigned   on   the   basis   of 

the   television   viewing   habits   of   the   people   residing   in   the   county.  

Desire   Competitors    -   all   companies   and   organizations   o�ering   a   product   that   the   consumer 

desires   immediately.   See   Competitors.  

Desk   Research    -   see   Secondary   Research.  

Desk-to-Desk   Direct   Marketing    -   a   form   of   business-to-business   selling   in   which   �rms 

purchase   and   use   computer   databases   to   locate   potential   customers;   typically,   the   databases 

are   compiled   by   list   brokers   and   are   organized   according   to   business   type,   sales   revenue, 

number   of   employees,   location   and   telephone   area   code.  

Detailer    -   a   salesperson,   especially   in   the   pharmaceutical   drug   industry,   whose   primary   task 

is   to   inform   clients   about   new   products.   See   Missionary   Selling.  

Determinance   Model    (of   Brand   Evaluation)   -   a   model   used   in   the   study   of   consumer   decision 

processes   to   evaluate   alternative   brands.   The   idea   that   consumers,   about   to   make   a   purchase, 

will   not   be   swayed   in   their   product   choice   by   any   one   product   attribute,   no   matter   how 

important,   if   all   products   possess   the   same   amount   of   the   attribute.   Thus,   the   decision   is 

made   on   the   basis   of   a   less   important   attribute.   Other   models   of   brand   evaluation   include   the 

expectancy-value   model,   ideal   brand   model,   conjunctive   model,   lexicographic   model   and 

determinance   model.  
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Deterministic   Models    -   a   statistical   tool   used   in   sales   forecasting   in   which   marketing 

variables,   such   as   price   levels,   advertising   expenditures   and   sales   promotion   expenses,   are 

used   to   predict   market   share   or   sales.  

Developing   Country    -   characteristics   -   1)   more   than   33%   of   the   population   is   engaged   in 

agriculture,   less   than   30%   of   population   is   urban;   2)   at   least   50%   of   population   is   literate;   and 

3)   highly   developed   industrial   sectors   and   consumer   markets   of   signi�cant   per   capita   size.  

Development   Time    -   The   time   it   takes   to   develop   a   new   product,   usually   expressed   in 

months.   Development   time   is   a   function   of   several   factors,   such   as   product   complexity, 

newness,   clarity   of   customer   requirements,   e�ectiveness   of   new   product   development 

process,   prototyping   quality,   highly   e�ective   development   leadership,   priority,   and   prior 

experience.  

Developmental   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   increase   demand   for   a   product 

that   appears   to   meet   an   evident   market   need.  

Dichotomous   Question    -   a   closed-ended   question   in   a   marketing   research   questionnaire   in 

which   the   respondent   must   choose   one   of   only   two   possible   responses.   See   Multichotomous 

Question.  

Di�erential   Advantage    -   the   element   or   factor   in   a   �rm’s   product   or   strategy   that   makes   it 

superior   to   that   of   a   competitor.  

Di�erential   Pricing    -   a   pricing   strategy   in   which   a   company   sets   di�erent   prices   for   the   same 

product   on   the   basis   of   di�ering   customer   type,   time   of   purchase,   etc;   also   called 

Discriminatory   Pricing,   Flexible   Pricing,   Multiple   Pricing,   Variable   Pricing.   See   One-Price   Policy.  

Di�erentiate    -   to   communicate   speci�c   and   valuable   bene�ts   of   a   product   or   service   that   a 

prospect   or   customer   cannot   experience   elsewhere.   Di�erentiation   in   marketing   means   that   a 

company   has   adopted   a   strategy   of   avoiding   direct   life   for   like   competition   and   instead   is 

trying   to   provide   a   di�erent   o�ering   which   they   hope   will   better   satisfy   the   needs   of   the 

customer. 
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Di�erentiated   Marketing    -   the   division   of   a   heterogeneous   market   into   relatively 

homogeneous   segments   so   that   the   needs   and   wants   of   the   di�erent   segments   may   be 

served   more   e�ectively;   a   segmented   approach   to   marketing.   Often   helps   reduce   the   need   to 

compete   based   upon   price.  

Di�erentiated   Segmentation   Strategy    -   one   of   four   possible   approaches   (with   concentrated 

segmentation   strategy,   market   segment   expansion   strategy   and   product   line   expansion 

strategy)   available   to   a   �rm   in   relation   to   the   segment   or   segments   it   wishes   to   target;   in   a 

di�erentiated   segmentation   approach   a   �rm   operates   in   several   or   all   segments   and   targets 

di�erent   products   to   each.   See   Segmentation   Strategies;   Concentrated   Segmentation 

Strategy;   Market   Segment   Expansion   Strategy;   Product   Line   Expansion   Strategy.  

Di�usion   of   Innovation    -   the   idea   that   some   groups   within   a   market   are   more   ready   and 

willing   to   adopt   a   new   product   than   others   and   that   the   product   is   di�used   through   a   society 

in   waves;   the   groups,   in   order   of   their   readiness   to   adopt   are   innovators   (2.5   percent   of   the 

population),   early   adopters   (13.5   percent),   early   majority   (34   percent),   late   majority   (34 

percent)   and   laggards   (16   percent).  

Di�usion   Model    -   a   model   representing   the   contagion   or   spread   of   something   through   a 

population.  

Di�usion   Process    -   the   manner   in   which   an   innovative   technology   spreads   across   a   market 

group   by   group   according   to   the   readiness   of   each   group   to   adopt   it.   See   Di�usion   of 

Innovation.  

Digitial   Assistants    -   a   computer   program   that   works   as   an   intelligent   personal   assistant   and 

knowledge   navigator   such   and   Siri   or   Cortana   or   Evi 

Digital   Dieting    -   breaking   free   from   technology   -   taking   a   break   from   technology,   social 

media,   the   internet. 
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Digital   Marketing    -      an   umbrella   term   for   the   targeted,   measurable,   and   interactive 

marketing   of   products   or   services   using   digital   technologies   to   reach   and   convert   leads   into 

customers   and   retain   them.The   key   objective   is   to   promote   brands,   build   preference,   engage 

with   customers   and   increase   sales   through   various   digital   marketing   techniques 

Digital   Products    -   Digital   products   are   intangible   products   that   can   be   transferred   over   a 

digital   network.  

Diminishing   Returns    -   Diminishing   returns   refers   to   the   notion   that   the   return   that   a 

company   receives   for   additional   e�ort   decreases   as   the   number   of   units   /   output   increases. 

This   is   typical   of   industrial   goods,   but   is   in   contrast   to   the   phenomena   of   network   e�ects   and 

increasing   returns   for   digital   goods.  

Direct   Accounts    -   large   accounts   serviced   by   head   o�ce   personnel   or   company   executives 

rather   than   by   salespeople   in   regional   o�ces;   sometimes   called   House   Accounts   or   National 

Accounts.  

Direct   Channel    -   A   channel   whereby   goods   and   services   are   sold   directly   from   producer   to 

�nal   user   without   involvement   of   other   independent   middlemen.  

Direct   Close    -   the   most   straight-forward   closing   approach;   the   salesperson   simply   asks   the 

buyer   for   an   order.   See   Close.  

Direct   Competition    -   a   product   or   brand   that   competes   in   the   same   product   category.   See 

Indirect   Competition.  

Direct   Competitive   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   stimulate   immediate   purchase   of   a 

particular   brand.   See   Indirect   Competitive   Advertising.  

Direct   Costs    -   costs   that   can   be   attributed   directly   to   the   production   of   a   particular   product. 

See   Indirect   Costs.  

Direct   Denial   Method    -   handling   a   buyer’s   objection   by   contradicting   it   in   a   “head-on” 

manner.   See   Objections.  
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Direct   Exporting    -   The   type   of   exporting   in   which   �rms   enter   foreign   markets   directly   and   do 

their   own   export   marketing.   The   �rm   itself   undertakes   the   complete   export-marketing   task, 

which   is   extensive.   Direct   exporting   includes   choosing   appropriate   foreign   markets,   selecting 

agents   or   distributors   to   represent   the   �rm   in   those   markets,   motivating   and   controlling   those 

distributors   choosing   the   product   line   for   the   target   markets,   Setting   prices   and   determining 

promotional   strategies   for   those   markets,   handling   international   shipping   and   �nance,   and 

preparing   export   documentation.  

Direct   Mail   Advertising    -   advertising   direct   to   end-users   by   sending   catalogues   or   other   sales 

literature   through   the   post.  

Direct   Marketing    -   selling   to   end-users   by   means   other   than   direct   sales   contact   between 

salesperson   and   buyer;   the   use   of   catalogues,   direct-mail   advertisements,   etc.   to   sell 

merchandise   and   services.   See   Direct   Selling.   Marketing   e�orts,   in   total   directed   toward   a 

speci�c   targeted   group—direct   selling,   direct   mail,   catalog   or   cable—for   soliciting   a   response 

from   customer.  

Direct   Marketing   Channel    -   a   distribution   channel   in   which   no   intermediaries   are   used;   a 

manufacturer   sells   direct   to   an   end-user;   also   called   a   Zero   Level   Channel.   See   Channel 

Length.  

Direct   Response    -   the   school   of   advertising   that   says,   “The   Internet   is   an   interactive   medium. 

If   the   consumer   interacts   with   our   marketing   e�orts,   we’ve   done   our   job.”   Unfortunately   for 

agencies,   there’s   nowhere   to   hide   with   interactive   campaigns,   as   they   produce   precise   success 

or   failure   measurements.  

Direct   Response   Advertising    -   An   approach   to   the   advertising   message   that   includes   a 

method   of   response   such   as   an   address   or   telephone   number   whereby   members   of   the 

audience   can   respond   directly   to   the   advertiser   in   order   to   purchase   a   product   or   service 

o�ered   in   the   advertising   message.   Direct   response   advertising   can   be   conveyed   to   members 

of   a   target   market   by   a   wide   variety   of   advertising   media,   including   television,   radio, 

magazines,   mail   delivery,   etc.  
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Direct-Response   Marketing    -   a   form   of   non-store   retailing   in   which   customers   order 

merchandise   by   mail   or   telephone   and   the   goods   are   shipped   direct   to   their   homes;   also 

referred   to   as   Direct   Response   Selling.   See   At-Home   TV   Shopping.   Directional   and  

Directive   Probes    -   questions   posed   to   prospective   buyers   to   obtain   a   better   understanding   of 

the   customer   and   the   customer’s   business.  

Directories    -   classi�ed   lists   of   names   and   addresses   of   individuals   and   organizations   used   in 

selling   for   prospecting   for   new   accounts   and   in   marketing   research   as   sources   of   secondary 

data.      Websites   that   specialize   in   o�ering   collections   of   links   to   other   websites,   sorted   by 

categories   and   subcategories. 

Direct   Selling    -   selling   directly   to   end-users   by   means   of   a   sales   force.   See   Direct   Marketing.  

Disaggregated   Market    -   a   market   in   which   separate   products   must   be   made   for   each 

customer   because   each   has   di�erent   needs;   also   referred   to   as   Complete   Segmentation.   See 

Customized   Marketing   Mix;   Market   Atomization   Strategy.  

Discontinuous   Innovation    -   entirely   new-to-the   world   products   made   to   perform   a   function 

for   which   no   product   has   existed   previously.  

Discount    -   a   reduction   o�   the   list   price   o�ered   by   a   producer   to   a   buyer;   �ve   types   of 

discounts   are   common:   trade,   quantity,   cash,   seasonal   and   allowances.   See   Allowances;   Cash 

Discount;   Quantity   Discount;   Seasonal   Discount;   Trade   Discount.  

Discount   House    -   a   retailer   specializing   in   consumer   durables   and   soft   goods,   attracting 

customers   with   low   prices;   typically,   discount   houses   operate   on   low   mark-ups   and   o�er   a 

minimum   of   customer   service.  

Discount   Store    -   see   Discount   House.   Discretionary   Buying   Power   -   The   money   in   the   hands 

of   consumers   after   the   payment   of   taxes   and   the   purchase   of   necessities;   popularly   called   hot 

money   or   lose   money.  
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Discretionary   Income    -   the   balance   of   a   person’s   income   available   for   spending   after 

payment   of   the   basic   necessities   of   life   and   �xed   commitments   such   as   mortgage,   rent   and 

rates.   See   Disposable   Income.  

Discriminant   Consequences    -   The   consequences   that   di�er   across   a   set   of   alternatives   that 

may   be   used   as   choice   criteria.  

Discriminative   Stimulus    -   A   stimulus   that   by   its   mere   presence   or   absence   changes   the 

probability   of   a   behaviour.   For   example,   a   50   percent   o�   sign   in   a   store   window   could   be   a 

discriminative   stimulus.  

Disintermediation    -   the   elimination   of   intermediaries   in   the   supply   chain,   also   referred   to   as 

“cutting   out   the   middlemen.”  

Disjunctive   Model    (of   Brand   Evaluation)   -   a   model   used   in   the   study   of   consumer   decision 

processes   to   evaluate   alternative   brands;   the   idea   that   consumers,   about   to   make   a   purchase, 

evaluate   competing   brands   on   the   basis   of   one   or   a   few   attributes,   ignoring   their   standing   on 

other   attributes.   Other   models   of   brand   evaluation   include   the   expectancy-value   model,   ideal 

brand   model,   conjunctive   model,   lexicographic   model   and   determinance   model.  

Display    -   a   special   exhibit   of   a   product   or   service   at   the   point   of   sale,   generally   over   and   above 

standard   shelf   stocking.   Simply   books   place   on   display   over   speci�c   subject   areas.  

Display   Allowance    -   a   type   of   trade   sales   promotion   in   which   buyers   are   given   incentives   in 

the   form   of   price   reductions   or   merchandise   to   encourage   them   to   display   the   items 

purchased   prominently.   See   Allowances.  

Display   Stock    -   The   stock   placed   on   various   display   �xtures   that   customers   can   directly 

examine.  

Display   type    -   The   type   on   a   printed   page,   brochure,   poster,   or   other   advertising   material   that 

is   larger   than   the   type   used   for   the   body   copy.  
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Disposable   Income    -   the   balance   of   a   person’s   income   after   payment   of   tax   liability.   See 

Discretionary   Income.  

Disruptive   Technology    -   New   ways   of   doing   things   that   disrupt   or   overturn   the   traditional 

business   methods   and   practices 

Dissonance    -   see   Cognitive   Dissonance.   Distortion   -   see   Selective   Distortion.   Distribution   -   the 

marketing   and   carrying   of   products   to   customers   (bookmobiles,   facilities,   library   loan.)  

Distribution-Based   Pricing   Strategies    -   pricing   methods   designed   to   recover   or   o�set   the 

costs   associated   with   the   shipment   of   goods   to   distant   customers.   See   Geographic   Pricing.  

Distribution   Center    -   a   short-term   storage   center   located   close   to   a   major   market   to   facilitate 

the   rapid   processing   of   orders   and   shipment   of   goods   to   customers;   unlike   a   warehouse,   the 

emphasis   is   on   the   moving   of   goods   rather   than   on   long-term   storage.  

Distribution   Channels    -   see   Marketing   Channels.  

Distribution   Costs    -   costs   associated   with   the   holding   of   inventory   and   the   shipment   of 

goods   to   customers.  

Distribution   Intensity    -   the   level   of   availability   selected   for   a   particular   product   by   the 

marketer;   the   level   of   intensity   chosen   will   depend   upon   factor   such   as   the   production 

capacity,   the   size   of   the   target   market,   pricing   and   promotion   policies   and   the   amount   of 

product   service   required   by   the   end-user.   See   Exclusive   Distribution;   Intensive   Distribution; 

Selective   Distribution.  

Distribution   Management    -   see   Physical   Distribution   Management.  

Distribution   Models    -   In   modeling   the   key   decisions   of   which   channel   of   distribution   to 

choose,   management   can   use   any   of   the   general   models   for   option   generation   and 

evaluation.      Specialized   models   have   been   developed,   however,   for   speci�c   distribution 

decisions   such   as   site   selection   and   logistics.  
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Distribution   Strategy    -   see   Place   Strategy.  

Distributor    -   A   wholesale   middleman,   especially   in   lines   where   selection   or   exclusive 

distribution   is   common   at   the   wholesale   level   and   the   manufacturer   expects   strong 

promotional   support.   It   is   often   a   synonym   for   wholesaler.  

Distributor’s   Brand    -   a   brand   owned   or   controlled   by   an   organization,   the   primary   economic 

commitment   of   which   is   to   distribution   rather   than   production;   also   called   a   private   brand   or 

a   house   brand.   See   Manufacturer’s   Brand.  

District   Sales   Manager    -   a   sales   manager   with   responsibility   for   the   sales   activities   within   a 

particular   region   or   district.  

Divergent   Acquisition    -   diversi�cation   into   new   or   unrelated   businesses.   See   Convergent 

Acquisition;  

Diversi�cation.   Diversi�cation    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   an   organization   takes   on   new 

products   and   new   markets   at   the   same   time.   See   Growth   Strategies;   Concentric 

Diversi�cation;   Conglomerate   Diversi�cation;   Horizontal   Diversi�cation.   Extends   skills   or 

experience   from   current   product   or   market   activities   rather   than   covering   totally   unfamiliar 

territory.  

Divest   Strategy    -   a   planned   decision   to   get   out   of   a   particular   business   or   product   line;   to   sell 

o�.   Divisibility   -   the   extent   to   which   a   new   product   can   be   tested   in   a   limited   scale   purchase. 

See   Adoption   Rate   Determinants.  

Divisional   Marketing   Manager    -   a   marketing   manager   with   responsibility   for   the   marketing 

activities   of   one   of   the   operating   divisions   of   a   company.  

Divisional   Sales   Manager    -   a   sales   manager   with   responsibility   for   the   sales   activities   of   one 

of   the   operating   divisions   of   a   company.  

DIY    (do   it   yourself)   Goods   -   goods   produced   for   the   “do-it-yourself”   market.  
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DMA    -   Designated   Marketing   Area.  

Dollar   Volume   Quota    -   a   common   form   of   sales   assignment,   goal   or   target   used   to   measure 

a   salesperson’s   performance;   for   example,   the   salesperson   may   be   told   that   his   or   her   sales 

must   total   $400,000   during   the   coming   year.   Other   common   forms   of   sales   quotas   are   unit 

volume   quotas,   gross   margin   quotas,   net   pro�t   quotas   and   activity   quotas.   See   Sales   Quota.  

Domain    -   part   of   the   DNS   (domain   naming   system)   name   that   speci�c   details   about   the   host. 

A   domain   is   the   main   subdivision   of   Internet   addresses,   the   last   three   letters   after   the   �nal 

dot,   and   it   tells   you   what   kind   of   organization   you   are   dealing   with.   There   are   six   top-level 

domains   widely   used   in   the   U.S.:   .com   (commercial),   .edu   (education),   .et   (network 

operations),   .gov   (U.S.   government),   .mil   (U.S.   military),   .org   (organization).   And   several   new 

“not-com”   domain   extensions   available   including"not-com"   options   including   .AGENCY, 

.DIGITAL,   .EXPERT,   .GURU,   .MARKETING,   and   .MEDIA   and   more.   Other,   two-letter   domains 

represent   countries,   thus,   .uk   for   the   United   Kingdom,   and   so   on.  

 

www.WECAIDomains.com 
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Domain   Authority    -   the   reputation   of   a   website   as   designated   by   the   quality   and   quantity   of 

content,   inbound   links,   and   social   mentions;   aka   trust   level   . 

Domain   consolidation   level    -   data   re�ect   the   consolidation   of   multiple   domain   names 

and/or   URLs   associated   with   the   main   site.  

Domain   Name    -   location   of   an   entity   on   the   Internet;   the   part   of   a   network   address   that 

identi�es   it   as   belonging   to   a   particular   domain 

Domesticated   Markets    -   The   markets   that   once   were   competitive   that   have   been 

restructured   as   a   result   of   voluntary,   long-term   binding   agreements.   A   signi�cant   proportion 

of   all   transactions   in   these   markets   are   planned   and   administered   on   the   basis   of   negotiated 

rules   of   exchange.   The   bene�ts   are   reduced   uncertainty,   reduced   transactions   costs,   and 

access   to   economies   of   scale.  
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Dominant   Design    -   a   product   con�guration   that   endures;   a   particular   combination   of   product 

features   which   appears   to   satisfy   the   market   and   survives,   without   major   change,   for   some 

time.   

Done   for   You    -   Content   created   for   the   user   to   save   time   -      o�-the-shelf   content   that   you   can 

either   rebrand   or   use   ‘as   is’.   Copywriters   create   done-for-you   content   for   resale   to   users   for 

their   blogs,   books   and   other   written   projects   for   educational,   marketing   and   promotional 

purposes. 

Door-to-Door   Selling    -   direct   selling   in   which   a   salesperson   calls   on   prospective   buyers   at 

their   homes   without   appointments.  

Doorway   Domain    -   a   domain   used   speci�cally   to   rank   well   in   search   engines   for   particular 

keywords,   serving   as   an   entry   point   through   which   visitors   pass   to   the   main   domain. 

Doorway   Page    -   a   page   made   speci�cally   to   rank   well   in   search   engines   for   particular 

keywords,   serving   as   an   entry   point   through   which   visitors   pass   to   the   main   content.  

Down-Market   Consumers    -   consumers   who   habitually   look   for,   and   purchase,   low-priced 

rather   than   more   expensive   products.   See   Up-Market   Consumers.  

Downside   Elasticity    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   sensitivity   of   consumers   to   a   decrease 

in   the   price   of   a   particular   product;   downside   elasticity   means   that   the   demand   for   the 

product   increases   signi�cantly   as   the   price   falls.   See   Downside   Inelasticity;   Upside   Elasticity; 

Downside   Elasticity.  

Downside   Inelasticity    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   sensitivity   of   consumers   to   a 

decrease   in   the   price   of   a   particular   product;   downside   inelasticity   means   that   there   is   no 

signi�cant   increase   in   demand   as   the   price   falls.   See   Downside   Elasticity;   Upside   Elasticity; 

Upside   Inelasticity.  

Downward   Stretching    -   introducing   a   new   product   into   a   product   line   at   the   lower   priced   end 

of   the   market.   See   Product   Line   Stretching;   Upward   Stretching;   Two-Way   Stretching.   DPI   - 

Disposable   Personal   Income.  
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Dramatization   of   Presentation    -   the   vitality   given   to   a   presentation   or   demonstration   of   a 

product   by   a   salesperson   to   a   buyer;   presentations   can   be   dramatized   by   using   audiovisual 

aids,   involving   the   buyer   in   the   operation   of   the   product,   etc.  

Draw    -   a   form   of   monetary   compensation   paid   in   advance   of   commissions   earned   and   then 

applied   against   the   balance   of   future   commissions   earned—   can   be   recoverable   or 

non-recoverable,      generally   used   to   guarantee   personal   cash   �ow   to   an   individual   who   does 

not   earn   a   salary.  

Drill   Down    -   a   term   used   to   express   what   a   surfer   does   as   he   or   she   goes   further   into   a 

website   -   deeper   into   the   back   pages,   deeper   into   data.   Make   certain   that   when   someone 

takes   time   to   “drill   down”   into   your   site   that   they   come   back   with   information   worth   digging 

for.  

Drip   Advertising    -   limited   expenditure   on   advertising   over   a   relatively   long   period   of   time. 

See   Burst   Advertising   Expenditure.  

Drive    -   a   motivating   force   or   need   su�ciently   strong   to   impel   a   person   to   seek   its   satisfaction. 

See   Learning   Process.  

Driver   (Social   Style)    -   one   of   the   four   social   styles   (with   Amiable,   Analytical   and   Expressive) 

commonly   used   to   classify   salespeople   and   their   customers;   Drivers   are   characterized   by   high 

assertiveness   and   low   responsiveness.   See   Social   Style;   Amiable;   Analytical;   Expressive.  

Drop   Error    -   a   mistake   made   by   a   company   in   deciding   to   abandon   a   new   product   idea   that, 

in   hindsight,   might   have   been   successful   if   developed.   See   Go   Error;   New   Product 

Development.  

Drop-In   Product    -   a   product   that   is   so   nearly   identical   to   that   of   a   competitor   that   it   can   be 

“dropped-in”   to   the   competitor’s   equipment   or   machinery   without   the   need   to   alter   settings 

and   without   a�ecting   performance.  
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Drop   Shipment    -   1.   (Physical   distribution)   Limited-function   wholesalers   known   as   drop 

shippers   seldom   take   physical   possession   of   the   goods.   They   often   specialize   in   heavy   or 

bulky   commodities   that   require   the   economies   of   volume   shipment.   The   drop   shipper   buys 

the   carload,   but   does   not   take   physical   possession.   The   order,   or   drop   shipment,   is   shipped 

direct   from   the   supplier   to   the   customer.   2.   (Retailing   de�nition)   A   special   type   of   wholesaler 

who   deals   in   large   lots   shipped   direct   from   the   factory   to   the   customer   of   the   drop   shipper, 

takes   title   to   the   goods,   assumes   responsibility   for   the   shipment   after   it   leaves   the   factory, 

extends   credit,   collects   the   account,   and   incurs   all   the   sales   costs   necessary   to   secure   order.  

Drop-Shipper    -   a   marketing   intermediary   who   receives   orders   from   customers   and   forwards 

them   to   a   producer   for   shipment   direct   to   the   customer;   the   drop   shipper   takes   title   to   the 

goods   but   never   actually   handles   them.   Also   called   a   Desk   Jobber.  

Drummers    -   a   nineteenth   century   term   of   American   origin   for   a   travelling   salesperson.  

DSS    -   Decision   Support   System.  

Dual   Distribution    -   a   system   of   marketing   channel   organisation   in   which   a   manufacturer   uses 

two   approaches   simultaneously   to   get   products   to   end-users;   commonly,   one   approach   is   to 

use   marketing   intermediaries,   while   the   other   is   to   sell   direct   to   end-users.  

Dummy    -   preliminary   layout   for   an   ad,   or   other   print   material.  

Dummy   Media   Vehicle    -   a   mock-up   of   a   media   vehicle   (magazine,   etc)   used   to   test 

advertising   e�ectiveness   with   a   representative   group   of   the   target   market.  

Dumping    -   a   practice   in   which   a   �rm   sells   its   product   cheaply   into   a   foreign   market 

undercutting   the   domestic   price.  

Durable   Good    -   A   consumer   good   that   is   used   over   an   extended   rather   than   a   brief   period   of 

time.   It   is   usually,   but   not   necessarily,   of   more   substantial   manufacture.   Examples   are 

automobiles   and   furniture.   Durables   -   see   Consumer   Durables.  
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Dwell   Time    -   the   amount   of   time   a   customer/user   spends   in   time   waiting   in   line.   For   a   library 

user   this   is   a   price   expended.  

Dwelling   Unit    -   a   single   home   or   other   unit   in   which   a   cohesive   set   of   individuals   reside,   and 

typically   many   good   s   are   purchased   in   common.  

Dynamic   Content    -   Web   site   or   blog   content   that   changes   frequently   and   engages   the   reader, 

dynamic   content   can   include   animations,   video   or   audio. 

Dynamic   Rotation    -   advertisements   rotate   on   a   timed   basis 

 

E-commerce    -   the   activity   of   buying   and   selling   over   an   electronic   data   interchange...   typically 

referred   to   when   describing   the   activity   of   buying   and   selling   over   the   Internet   and   a   web 

interface...   Using   electronic   information   technologies   on   the   Internet   to   allow   direct   selling 

and   automatic   processing   of   purchases   between   parties.  

Early   Adopters    -   the   group   in   a   market   second   only   to   innovators   in   the   speed   with   which 

they   adopt   a   new   product.   See   Di�usion   of   Innovation;   Early   Majority;   Innovators;   Laggards; 

Late   Majority.  

Early   Majority    -   the   group   in   a   market   who   are   more   deliberate   than   the   innovators   and   the 

early   adopters   in   making   purchase   decisions,   but   less   conservative   than   the   late   majority   and 

laggards.   See   Di�usion   of   Innovation;   Early   Adopters;   Innovators;   Laggards;   Late   Majority.  
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Ebook    -   an   electronic   version   of   a   printed   book   that   can   be   read   on   a   computer   or   handheld 

device   designed   speci�cally   for   this   purpose;   a   book   in   digital   format. 

ECO-BOUNTY    -   the   numerous   opportunities,   both   short   and   long   term,   for   brands   that 

participate   in   the   epic   quest   for   a   sustainable   society. 

Economic   Determinism    -   A   philosophy,   perspective,   or   belief   that   economic   forces   ultimately 

are   determinants   of   social   and   political   change.  

Economic   Environment    -   factors   in   the   economy,   such   as   in�ation,   unemployment,   interest 

rates,   etc.,   that   in�uence   the   buying   decisions   of   consumers   and   organizations.   Part   of   the 

macro-environment,   encompassing   wealth,   income,   productivity,   in�ation,   credit, 

employment,   etc.   which   a�ect   the   agency’s   markets   and   opportunities.   Economic   Goods   -   The 

goods   that   are   so   scarce   relative   to   human   wants   that   human   e�ort   is   required   to   obtain 

them.  

Economic   Forecast    -   a   prediction   of   the   likely   impact   on   the   business   environment   of   factors 

such   as   in�ation,   interest   rates,   unemployment,   government   and   consumer   spending,   etc.  

Economic   Indicator    -   The   data   collected   over   time   that   re�ect   economic   activity   and   general 

business   conditions.  

Economic   Infrastructure    -   The   internal   facilities   of   a   country   available   for   conducting 

business   activities,   especially   the   communication,   transportation,   distribution,   and   �nancial 

systems.  

Economic   Order   Quantity    -   the   optimum   quantity   of   each   product   that   must   be   ordered   to 

balance   the   inventory   holding   costs   against   the   order   processing   costs;   holding   costs   increase 

with   more   inventory,   while   order   processing   costs   decrease.  

Economic   Utility    -   the   ability   of   a   good   or   service   to   satisfy   a   customer’s   needs   or   wants;   the 

�ve   kinds   of   economic   utility   are   form   utility,   time   utility,   place   utility,   information   utility   and 

possession   utility.  
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Economics    -   1.   The   science   that   deals   with   human   wants   and   satisfaction.   2.   The   science   that 

deals   with   a   person’s   e�orts   to   satisfy   his/her   wants   through   the   use   of   the   scarce   resources 

of   nature.  

Economies   of   Scale    -   reductions   in   the   price   per   unit   of   marketing   or   manufacturing   a 

product   as   the   quantity   marketed   or   produced   increases.  

Editorial   Calendar    -   is   used   by   bloggers,   publishers,   businesses,   and   groups   to   control 

publication   of   content   across   di�erent   media,   for   example,   newspaper,   magazine,   blog,   email 

newsletters,   and   social   media   outlets. 

EEC    -   European   Economic   Community.  

EFTPOS    -   Electronic   Funds   Transfer   at   Point   of   Sale.  

E�ective   Buying   Income    -   an   individual’s   disposable   income,   consisting   of   salary   and   wages, 

dividends,   interest,   pro�ts,   etc.,   less   all   government   taxes.   See   Disposable   Income.  

E�ective   Frequency    -   An   advertiser’s   determination   of   the   optimum   number   of   exposure 

opportunities   required   to   e�ectively   convey   the   advertising   message   to   the   desired   audience 

or   target   market.  

Ego-Drive    -   the   need   of   one   individual   to   persuade   another   to   a   particular   point   of   view   and 

feel   satisfaction   in   having   done   so.  

Ego   Keyword    –   A   keyword   an   individual   or   organization   feels   it   must   rank   for   in   either   or   both 

natural   listings    or    paid   search   results    regardless   of   cost   and    Return   on   Investment . 

Ego   States    -   a   proposition   in   transactional   analysis   that   every   person   has   three   mental 

conditions   -   parent   ego   state,   child   ego   state   and   adult   ego   state,   and   that   at   any   particular 

time   one   of   these   states   is   dominant   in   the   personality.  

Egosur�ng    –   searching   the   Internet   for   references   to   oneself.  
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Eighty-Twenty   Principle    -   the   situation   in   which   a   disproportionately   small   number   (e.g., 

20%)   of   sta�,   products   or   users   generate   a   disproportionately   large   amount   (e.g.,   80%)   of   a 

�rm’s   use/pro�ts.   A   use   analysis   should   be   conducted   to   determine   what   the   cause   is.   See 

Pareto’s   Principle.  

Elaboration   Probes    -   questions   posed   by   salespeople   when   positively   encouraging   prospects 

to   provide   additional   information   about   their   needs.  

Elance    –   freelancing:   working   at   a   distance   from   the   people   who   pay   you,   either   at   home,   on 

the   road   or   at   a   locally   based   center.   Elancers   keep   in   touch   with   their   clients   or   employers   via 

phone,   fax   and   email.  

Elan’trepreneur    –   a   person   who   takes   initiative,   has   the   ability   to   make   decisions,   is   a   risk 

taker;   Elan’trepreneur’s   set   the   trends   that   others   follow;   they   are   visionary   leaders   in 

business   who   stand   out   in   their   industry.  

Elastic   Demand    -   1.   A   situation   in   which   a   cut   in   price   increases   the   quantity   taken   in   the 

market   enough   that   total   revenue   is   increased.   2.   A   situation   in   which   a   given   change   in   the 

price   of   an   economic   good   is   associated   with   a   more   than   proportionate   change   in   the 

quantity   that   buyers   would   purchase.   3.   A   situation   in   which   the   percentage   of   quantity   taken 

“stretches”   more   than   the   percentage   drop   in   price.  

Elastic   Supply    -   1.   A   situation   in   which   a   percentage   increase   in   price   attracts   a   greater 

percentage   of   products   o�ered   to   the   market.   2.   A   situation   in   which   the   percentage   of   goods 

o�ered   “stretches”   more   than   the   percentage   increase   in   price.  

Elasticity    -   the   degree   that   an   economic   variable   changes   in   response   to   a   change   in   another 

economic   variable.  

Elasticity   of   Demand    -   a   measure   of   the   degree   to   which   any   change   in   the   price   of   a   product 

will   a�ect   the   demand   for   it.   See   Inelasticity   of   Demand.  
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Electronic   Data   Interchange    (EDI)   -   1.   (physical   distribution   de�nition)   The   intercompany, 

application-to-application   exchange   of   business   transactions   in   a   standard   data   format.   2. 

(retailing   de�nition)  

Electronic   Funds   Transfer   at   Point   of   Sale    -   a   system   commonly   used   in   retailing   in   which   a 

consumer   pays   for   purchases   by   means   of   an   electronic   transfer   of   funds   from   his   or   her 

bank   account   to   that   of   the   store.  

Electronic   Retailing    -   the   use   by   customers   of   computer   terminals   in   conveniently   located 

shopping   kiosks   to   call   up   product   information   and   then   to   place   orders   using   credit   cards.  

Electronic   Shelf-Talkers    -   see   Shelf-Talkers  

Elephant    -   sales   slang...   used   to   refer   to   a   prospect   who,   if   brought   in   as   a   customer,   would 

have   a   tremendously   positive   impact   on   revenue   generated.   (see   also—   whale)  

Elimination-By-Aspects    (EBA)   Model-   A   brand   choice   model   that   represents   the   ultimate 

selection   decision   as   a   series   of   eliminations.   Each   alternative   available   for   choice   is   viewed   as 

having   some   set   of   aspects   (e.g.   product   features).   At   each   stage   of   the   choice   process   an 

aspect   is   selected   (with   probability   proportional   to   that   aspect’s   importance   for   this 

consumer),   and   all   alternatives   still   being   considered   that   do   not   posses   the   selected   aspect 

are   eliminated.   The   process   continues   until   only   one   alternative   remains,   and   that   remaining 

item   is   assumed   to   be   the   one   chosen   by   the   consumer   (Tversky   1972).  

E-list    -   a   direct   mail   list   containing   Internet   addresses   and   used   to   distribute   promotions 

messages   over   the   Internet.  

Eloquence    -      �uent,   forcible,   elegant   or   persuasive   speaking.   It   is   primarily   the   power   of 

expressing   strong   emotions   in   striking   and   appropriate   language,   thereby   producing 

conviction   or   persuasion.   The   term   is   also   used   for   writing   in   a   �uent   style. 
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E-mail    -   an   abbreviation   for   electronic   mail,   which   is   a   network   service,   which   allows   users   to 

send   and   receive   messages   via   computer.   Once   con�ned   to   a   closed   group   within   a   particular 

network,   the   Internet   and   common   message   protocols   make   it   possible   to   send   and   receive 

messages   worldwide.  

E-maillennium    -   the   era,   at   the   beginning   of   the   twenty-�rst   century,   when   direct   marketing 

evolved   from   paper   mail   to   electronic   delivery   over   the   Internet.  

E-mail   Marketing    -   marketing   via   email.  

Embargo    -   a   total   restriction   on   a   particular   good   leaving   or   entering   a   county;   any   restriction 

imposed   in   the   release   of   information,   advertising,   etc   before   a   given   date.  

Embedding    -   a   form   of   subliminal   advertising;   the   concealing   of   imagery   in   various   products 

and   advertisements   to   appeal   to   the   subconscious   drives   of   potential   customers.   See 

Subliminal   Advertising.  

Emergency   Goods    -   a   category   of   consumer   goods   consisting   of   items   purchased   quickly   in 

necessity.   See   Consumer   Goods;   Convenience   Goods.  

Emerging   Markets    -   a   country   that   has   some   characteristics   of   a   developed   market,   but   does 

not   meet   standards   to   be   a   developed   market.   This   includes   countries   that   may   become 

developed   markets   in   the   future   or   were   in   the   past.  

Emoticons    –   expressions   created   using   the   characters   on   your   keyboard.   An   example   of   an 

emoticon   is   :-)   (smile)  

Emotional   Appeals   in   Advertising    -   advertising   messages,   usually   based   on   imagery   rather 

than   information,   which   attempt   to   achieve   the   advertiser’s   objectives   by   evoking   strong 

emotions,   feelings   (fear,   anger,   passion,   etc)   rather   than   by   a   rational   appeal.   See   Rational 

Appeals   in   Advertising.  

Emotional   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   the   salesperson   attempts   to   get   a   favorable 

response   from   a   buyer   by   appealing   to   his   or   her   fear,   pride   or   similar   emotion.   See   Close.  
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    Rapid   Mailer    is   the   Ultimate   Self-Managed   Autoresponder 

Platform   to   Maximize   Your   Email   Marketing   –   Build   Huge   Lists, 

Skyrocket   Your   Pro�ts   and   Take   Control   of   Your   Email…   Now! 

Emotional   Risk    -   the   concern   or   uncertainty   felt   by   a   prospective   buyer   that   he   or   she   may 

feel   bad   about   the   purchase   afterwards;   also   called   Psychological   Risk.   See   Risk.  

Empathy    -   the   ability   of   an   individual   to   project   his   or   her   own   personality   into   a   situation   and 

understand   it;   a   quality   deemed   desirable   in   salespeople   who   must   be   able   to   see   the   product 

from   the   buyer’s   point   of   view.  

Employee   Poaching    -   the   act   of   enticing   key   employees   from   one   competing   �rm   to   another.  

Empty   Nesters    -   those   in   the   stage   of   the   family   life   cycle   where   the   children   have   all   grown 

up   and   left   home;   typically,   empty   nesters   are   at   the   peak   of   their   earning   potential,   and   are 

an   excellent   market   for   travel,   leisure   and   sporting   goods,   and   home   improvement 

merchandise.   See   Family   Life   Cycle.  

Encirclement   Attack    -   a   competitive   strategy   used   by   a   strong   challenger   to   attack   the 

market   leader;   the   market   challenger   launches   an   attack   on   several   fronts   at   once   in   an 

attempt   to   break   the   leader’s   grip   on   the   market.  

Encoding    -   the   translation   of   a   message   into   code   by   a   sender   so   that   it   can   be   relayed 

through   a   medium   to   a   receiver.   See   Communication   Process;   Decoding.  

Encouragement   Probes    -   question   posed   by   salespeople   to   get   additional   information   from   a 

prospective   buyer.  

End-aisle   Display    -   An   exhibit   of   a   product   set   up   at   the   end   of   the   aisle   in   a   retail   store   to   call 

attention   to   a   special   o�ering   or   price.  

Endless   Chain   Method    -   a   prospecting   method   in   which   a   salesperson   asks   each   customer 

called   upon   to   suggest   the   names   of   other   likely   purchasers   of   the   same   product.   See 

Prospecting.  
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Endorsements    -   recommendations   to   purchase   a   particular   brand   of   product   made   in 

advertisements   by   well-known   personalities   or   experts.  

End   user    -   A   person   or   organization   that   consumes   a   good   or   service   that   may   consist   of   the 

input   of   numerous   �rms.   For   example,   an   insurance   company   may   be   the   end   user   for   a 

keyboard   for   a   personal   computer,   originally   produced   for   and   sold   to   the   personal   computer 

manufacturer.  

 

Engagement   Rate    -      social   media   metric   used   to   describe   the   amount   of   interaction   --   Likes, 

shares,   comments   --   a   piece   of   content   receives.   Factors   that   in�uence   engagement   rate 

include   users’   comments,   shares,   and   likes. 
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ENP    -   Expected   Net   Pro�t.  

Enterprise    -   a   project   or   undertaking,   typically   one   that   is   di�cult   or   requires   e�ort;   a 

business   or   company. 

Enterprise   Competitors    -   �rms   of   similar   type   vying   for   a   consumer’s   business.   See 

Competitors.  

Entertainment   Marketing    -   promotion   of   a   product   by   means   of   movie   tie-ins,   endorsement 

by   entertainment   industry   celebrities,   or   similar.   See   Movie   Tie-ins;   Endorsement.  

Entry   Barrier    -   see   Market   Entry   Barrier.  

Envelopes   and   Stubby   Pencil    -   a   rough   method   of   calculating   the   size   of   the   market   for   a 

given   product,   based   on   the   known   size   of   an   overseas   market.  

Environmental   Analysis    -   gathering   data   regarding   political,   cultural,   social,   demographic, 

economic,   legal,   international   and   ecological   forces   ,   identifying   trends   a�ecting   agency.  

Environmental   Assessment    -   environment,   external-   the   complex   set   of   physical   and   social 

stimuli   in   the   external   world   of   consumers.  

Environmental   Forecasting    -   attempting   to   predict   the   nature   and   intensity   of   the 

micro-environmental   and   macro   environmental   forces   that   are   likely   to   a�ect   a   �rm’s   decision 

making   and   have   an   impact   upon   its   performance   in   a   given   period.  

Environmental   Management    -   see   Mega-marketing.  

Environmental   Monitoring    -   Keeping   track   of   changes   in   the   environment.  

Environmental   Scanning    -   the   process   of   examining   the   internal   and   external   factors   which 

in�uence   the   �rm’s   operations   and   decision   making   in   order   to   identify   market   opportunities 

and   threats.  

EOQ    -   Economic   Order   Quantity.  
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Equilibrium   Point    -   A   situation   in   which   the   quantity   and   price   o�ered   by   sellers   equals   the 

quantity   and   price   taken   by   buyers.  

Equipment-Based   Services    -   Services   in   which   machinery   or   equipment   plays   a   signi�cant 

role   in   delivering;   for   example,   automatic   telling   machines   play   a   signi�cant   role   in   the 

delivery   of   banking   services.   See   People-Based   Services.  

Erratic   Demand    -   a   pattern   of   demand   for   a   product   that   is   varied   and   unpredictable,   e.g., 

some   best   sellers,   or   speci�c   online   databases   randomly   assigned   in   curriculum   by   teachers.  

Error   Rate    -   the   percentage   of   errors   (wrong   items,   wrong   quantity,   wrong   address,   etc.) 

made   in   shipping   merchandise   to   customers.  

Escalator   Clause    -   a   clause   in   a   contract   that   allows   a   tenderer   to   adjust   the   �nal   amount 

charged   to   take   account   of   price   rises   in   component   parts   between   acceptance   of   the   bid   and 

completion   of   the   delivery,   installation,   etc.  

Esteem   Needs    -   the   desire   to   feel   important   in   the   eyes   of   others.   See   Maslow’s   Hierarchy   of 

Needs.  

E-tailing    -   Refers   to   retailing   over   the   internet.   Thus   an   e-tailer   is   a   B2C   business   that   executes 

a   transaction   with   the   �nal   consumer.  

Ethical   Consumerism -   more   customers   are   choosing   to   purchase   goods   that   are   ethically 

sourced,   ethically   made   and   ethically   distributed   -   a   push   for   high-quality   products   that   are 

produced   in   a   way   that   supports   human   rights 

Ethics    -   This   relates   to   moral   action,   conduct,   motive,   and   character.   It   also   means 

professionally   right   or   be�tting,   conforming   to   professional   standards   of   conduct.  

Ethnography    -   A   detailed,   descriptive   study   of   a   group   and   its   behavior,   characteristics, 

culture,   etc.  
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European   Economic   Community    -   a   group   of   European   nations   acting   as   a   trading   block, 

limiting   trade   barriers   among   members   and   applying   common   tari�s   to   products   from 

non-members.  

Evaluative   Criteria    -   features   of   a   supplier,   product,   etc.   considered   by   a   buyer   when 

choosing   between   alternatives;   evaluative   criteria   may   be   objective   or   subjective.  

Evaluative   Probes    -   questions   posed   by   salespeople   to   help   their   understanding   of   a 

prospective   customer’s   feelings   on   a   subject.  

Event   Creation    -   The   use   of   communication   techniques   such   as   news   releases,   press 

conferences,   etc.,   to   call   attention   to   activities   to   promote   a   company,   product,   or   service. 

Also,   it   is   the   development   of   a   special   activity,   showing,   display,   or   exhibit   designed   to 

demonstrate   products   or   to   connect   the   products   or   to   connect   the   product   to   favorable 

products   or   activities.  

Evergreen   Content    -      content   that   continues   to   remain   relevant   and   provide   value   to   readers 

and   can   be   referenced   long   after   it   was   originally   published. 

Every   Day   Low   Price    -   1.   (retailing   de�nition)   A   policy   or   strategy   of   retail   pricing   whereby 

presumably   low   prices   are   set   initially   on   items   and   maintained,   as   opposed   to   the   occasional 

o�ering   of   items   at   special   or   reduced   sales   prices.   2.   (sales   promotion   de�nition)   A   pricing 

approach   in   which   the   product   is   o�ered   to   retailers   and   consumers   at   a   consistently   low   cost 

rather   than   reducing   price   periodically   through   sales   promotion   activities.  

Evoked   Set    -   brands   that   a   buyer   is   aware   of,   and   thinks   well   of,   when   considering   a 

purchase;   also   called   the   Consideration   Set.   See   Inept   Set;   Inert   Set.   A   set   of   alternatives   that 

are   activated   directly   from   memory—certain   brands   considered   during   the   buying   process.  

E-Wallet    -   Is   a   system   that   stores   a   customer’s   data   for   easy   retrieval   for   online   purchases. 

Since   completing   forms   as   part   of   an   e-tail   transaction   can   be   a   reason   for   aborting   a 

transaction,   an   eWallet   service   can   reduce   this   inconvenience   for   the   consumer.  
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aweber    is   a   Professional   autoresponder   solution   with   unlimited   follow-up 

messages,   HTML/plain   text   options,   a   web   form   generator,   a   wide   range   of 

HTML   email   templates,   the   ability   to   customize   emails   with   up   to   25   �elds,   and   much   more.  

Exchange    -   the   transfer   of   an   object,   idea,   service,   etc.   from   one   person   or   organization   to 

another   in   return   for   something   desired.   See   Centralized   Exchange   Processes;   Decentralized 

Exchange   Processes.   All   activities   associated   with   receiving   something   from   someone   by 

giving   something   voluntarily   in   return.   This   is   the   heart   of   the   marketing   process.   A   library 

user   gives   time   instead   of   money   to   borrow   materials,   but   it   is   still   an   exchange.  

Exclusive   Agreements    -   agreements   between   manufacturers   and   middlemen   in   which   the 

latter   are   granted   sole   rights   to   distribute   a   product   within   a   de�ned   territory. 

Exclusive   Assortment    -   an   assortment   strategy   in   which   a   reseller   decides   to   carry   the 

product   line   of   only   one   manufacturer.   See   Assortment   Strategies;   Broad   Assortment;   Deep 

Assortment;   Scrambled   Assortment.  

Exclusive   Dealing   Agreement    -   an   arrangement   in   which   a   manufacturer   prohibits   a 

marketing   intermediary   from   carrying   competitors’   products.  

Exclusive   Distribution    -   restricting   the   availability   of   a   product   to   one   particular   outlet.   See 

Distribution   Intensity;   Intensive   Distribution;   Selective   Distribution.  

Exclusive   Sales   Territory    -   a   region   in   which   a   distributor   has   been   given   sole   rights   to   a 

manufacturer’s   product.  

Exclusivity    -   see   Exclusive   Agreements;   Exclusive   Distribution.   Contract   term   in   which   one 

party   grants   another   party   sole   rights   with   regard   to   a   particular   business   function.  

Exhibit    -   the   gathering   and   displaying   of   products,   people,   or   information   at   a   central   location 

for   viewing   by   a   diverse   audience.   Most   libraries   have   exhibits   created   by   sta�,   community   or 

other   stakeholders.  
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Expectancy-Value   Model    (of   Brand   Evaluation)   -   a   model   used   in   the   study   of   consumer 

decision   processes   to   evaluate   alternative   brands.   In   this   model,   brand   attributes   are 

weighted;   a   consumer’s   beliefs   about   each   brand’s   attributes   are   multiplied   by   the   respective 

weights   to   produce   a   preference   ranking   of   the   alternatives.   Other   models   of   brand 

evaluation   include   the   ideal   brand   model,   the   conjunctive   model,   the   disjunctive   model,   the 

lexicographic   model   and   the   determinance   model.  

Expected   Return   Model    -   a   forecasting   technique   used   to   predict   future   pro�ts   where   �rms 

bid   for   business   in   an   uncertain   situation;   a   method   of   determining   the   expected   value   of   a 

set   of   alternative   outcomes.   Total   expected   return   in   a   given   period   is   the   sum   of   the   pro�t 

from   each   job   bid   for,   after   each   pro�t   has   been   reduced   by   a   factor   corresponding   to   the 

degree   of   probability   of   the   bid   being   accepted.   Also   called   the   Expected   Value   Method   and 

Expected   Value   Analysis.   Expected   Value   Analysis   -   see   Expected   Return   Model.  

Expected   Value   Method    -   see   Expected   Return   Model.  

Expense   Account    -   a   budgeted   amount   of   money   advanced   to   a   salesperson   for   food,   travel, 

accommodation,   entertainment   of   clients,   and   other   items   of   expenditure   considered 

necessary   to   make   sales.   Expense   Center   -   The   collection   of   controllable   costs   that   are   related 

to   one   particular   area   of   work   or   kind   of   store   service.  

Expense   Center   Accounting    -   The   grouping   of   expenses   by   their   necessity   in   performing   a 

particular   kind   of   store   service.   For   example,   some   expense   centers   are   management, 

property   and   equipment,   accounts   payable,   etc.   Natural   expenses   are   typically   included   as   a 

part   of   the   concept   (e.g.,   payroll).  

Expense   Quota    -   the   amount   budgeted   for   a   salesperson   for   expenses   associated   with 

making   sales   in   a   territory;   used   as   a   cost   control   measure   by   sales   managers.  

Experience   Curve    -   see   Learning   Curve.  

Experience   Curve   Pricing    -   the   pricing   of   a   product   at   a   lower   than   average-cost   level   on   the 

basis   that   costs   will   decrease   as   production   experience   increases.  
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Experience   Survey    -   a   series   of   interviews   with   people   knowledgeable   about   the   general 

subject   being   investigated.  

Experimental   Research   Method    -   a   systematic   and   scienti�c   approach   to   marketing 

research   in   which   the   research   manipulates   one   or   a   number   of   variables   and   measures   any 

change   in   other   variables.  

Experimental   Variables    -   the   variables   a   researcher   manipulates   in   conducting   an 

experiment;   also   called   Explanatory   Variables.   See   Dependent   Variables.  

Expert   Forecasting   Survey    -   a   sales   forecasting   method   in   which   outside   specialists   or 

industry   experts   -   economists,   academics,   management   consultants,   advertising   executives, 

etc.   -   are   asked   to   assist   in   the   preparation   of   the   sales   forecast.  

Explanatory   Variables    -   see   Experimental   Variables.  

Explicit   Costs    -   The   costs   that   are   generally   of   a   contractual   or   de�nite   nature,   including 

expenses   for   such   items   as   wages,   telephone   bills,   light   bills,   and   supplies.   They   are   explicitly 

carried   on   the   accounting   records   as   costs   and   are   charged   against   the   operation   of   the 

business   because   they   are   obvious   and   de�nite   in   amount.  

Exploratory   Research    -   desk   research   undertaken   before   primary   research   is   commenced   in 

a   marketing   research   study,   including   an   informal   search   for   material   from   internal,   external 

and   secondary   sources,   interviews   and   discussions   with   informed   sources,   etc.   See   Marketing 

Research;   Primary   Research;   Secondary   Research.  

Exponential   Smoothing    -   a   quantitative   technique   for   sales   forecasting   using   historical   data 

weighted   to   favor   the   most   recent   information.  

Export-Import   Agent    -   an   independent   marketing   intermediary   bringing   together   buyers   and 

sellers   from   di�erent   countries   and   taking   a   commission   on   sales.  
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Export   Marketing    -   The   integrated   marketing   of   goods   and   services   that   are   produced   in   a 

foreign   country.   Each   element   of   the   marketing   mix   (product,   price,   promotion,   and   channels 

of   distribution)   is   potentially   variable.  

Export   Selling    -   Selling   to   a   foreign   country   with   the   focus   on   the   product   and   the   emphasis 

on   selling.   The   key   elements   of   marketing   mix   (product,   price,   promotion,   and   channels   of 

distribution)   are   all   the   same   as   in   the   home   market.   Only   the   place   or   distribution   is   adjusted 

in   export   selling.  

Exposure    -   Any   opportunity   for   a   reader,   viewer,   or   listener   to   see   and/or   hear   an   advertising 

message   in   a   particular   media   vehicle.  

Express   Warranty    -   a   manufacturer’s   guarantee,   stated   in   written   or   spoken   words,   that   the 

product   o�ered   for   sale   will   satisfactorily   perform   the   task   for   which   it   is   intended,   and   to   the 

buyer’s   reasonable   expectations.   See   Warranty;   Implied   Warranty;   Promotional   Warranty; 

Protective   Warranty.  

Expressive    (Social   Style)   -   one   of   four   social   styles   (with   Amiable,   Analytical   and   Expressive) 

commonly   used   to   classify   salespeople   and   their   customers;   Expressives   are   characterized   by 

high   assertiveness   and   high   responsiveness.  

Extension   Approach   to   Pricing    -   an   approach   to   global   pricing   in   which   a   �rm   sets   the   same 

price   for   its   product   around   the   world   and   expects   purchases   to   pay   whatever   additional 

freight   and   import   costs   apply.   See   Adaptation   Approach   to   Pricing;   Geocentric   Approach   to 

Pricing.  

Extension   Pricing   Policy    -   A   pricing   policy   that   requires   that   the   price   of   an   item   be   the   same 

around   the   world   and   that   the   customer   absorb   freight   and   import   duties.   This   is   also   known 

as   ethnocentric   pricing   policy.  

Extensive   Decision   Making    -   see   Extensive   Problem   Solving.  
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Extensive   Problem   Solving    -   buying   situations   that   require   considerable   e�ort   because   the 

buyer   has   had   no   previous   experience   with   the   product   or   suppliers;   also   called   Extensive 

Decision   Making.   See   Limited   Problem   Solving;   Routine   Problem   Solving.  

External   Data    -   data   that   originate   outside   the   organization   for   which   research   is   being   done.  

External   Marketing   Environment    -   relatively   uncontrollable   factors   outside   the   �rm   which 

in�uence   its   decision-making.   See   Internal   Environment.  

External   Stimuli    -   advertisements,   posters,   coupons,   point-of-purchase   materials,   store 

displays,   etc   which   give   rise   to   a   drive.   See   Learning   Process;   Drive.  

Extranet    -   Refers   to   a   group   of   websites,   belonging   to   independent   entities   that   are   combined 

together   in   order   to   share   information.   This   is   in   contrast   to   an   intranet,   which   is   a   private   site 

that   is   only   accessible   for   employees   of   an   entity.  

Extravagance   Economy    -      identifying   wealthy   customers   and   marketing   to   them,   creating   a 

money-based   caste   system;   to   create   extravagance   and   exclusivity   for   the   select   few. 

Extrinsic   Rewards    -   rewards   for   doing   a   job   which   are   external   to   the   individual,   such   as 

wages,   bonuses,   incentives,   fringe   bene�ts,   job   promotions,   and   so   on.   See   Intrinsic   Rewards.  

E-zine    -   a   part-promotional,   part-informational   newsletter   or   magazine   distributed   on   the 

Internet.  

E-zine   Directory    -   directory   of   electronic   magazines,   typically   of   the   email   variety 
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FABS    -   Features   and   Bene�ts   Selling.   Face   Validity   -   the   apparent   plausibility   of   the   results   of 

marketing   research,   which   on   the   basis   of   logic   and   common   sense,   seems   to   be   correct. 

Facebook    -   Social   Networking   site   located   at   Facebook.com   often   used   to   connect,   network 

and   promote   businesses,   organizations   and   individuals.  

Face   Value    -   The   printed   �nancial   value   of   a   coupon   (actual   savings).   The   face   value   can   be 

either   a   speci�c   monetary   amount,   a   percentage   discount,   or   combination   o�er   with   another 

product.  

Face-to-Face   Selling    -   selling   situations   in   which   salesperson   and   buyer   meet   together   (rather 

than   use   telephone   or   mail,   for   instance)   to   conduct   their   business.  

Facilitating   Channel   Institution    -   an   agency   or   organization,   such   as   a   bank,   transport 

company   or   insurance   agency,   which   provides   specialized   assistance   to   members   of   a 

marketing   channel;   the   facilitating   channel   institution   does   not   take   title   to   the   goods.  

Factor   Analysis    -   a   statistical   procedure   for   trying   to   discover   the   basic   factors   that   may 

underlie   and   account   for   the   correlations   among   a   larger   number   of   variables.   For   example, 

factor   analysis   might   be   used   to   determine   and   interpret   the   basic   factors   underlying   some 

negative   attitudes   towards   the   purchase   and   use   of   male   toiletries   and   cosmetics.  

Factory   Outlet    -   a   retail   store   that   sells   the   products   of   one   manufacturer,   usually   at   very   low 

prices.  

Fad    -   a   product,   especially   a   fashion,   that   comes   quickly   to   the   attention   of   an   eager   public, 

achieves   peak   sales   in   a   relatively   short   time,   and   rapidly   declines   in   popularity;   that   is,   a 

popular   product   with   a   particularly   short   life   cycle.   See   Fashion.  

Fake   Interview    -   a   job   interview   held   when   a   company   advertises   a   non-existent   position   in 

its   �rm   hoping   to   attract   personnel   from   competing   �rms;   the   aim   of   this   unethical   tactic   is 

usually,   to   obtain   competitive   information.  

False   Objection    -   see   Hidden   Objection;   Objections.  
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Familiarity   Scale    -   a   scaling   device   for   measuring   a   target   audience’s   awareness   and 

knowledge   of   a   company   or   its   products.   Responses   are   commonly   recorded   on   a   �ve-stage 

scale:   1.   Never   Heard   of   It;   2.   Heard   of   It;   3.   Know   a   Little;   4.   Know   a   Fair   Amount;   5.   Know   It 

Well.   See   Favorability   Scale.  

Family   Brand    -   a   brand   name   used   for   a   number   of   products   in   the   same   line,   such   as   Revlon 

cosmetics   or   Heinz   canned   foods;   also   referred   to   as   a   Blanket   Brand.   See   Corporate 

Branding;   Individual   Brand;   Corporate   Branding;   Single   Brand   Name.  

Family   Decision   Making    -   the   processes,   interactions,   and   roles   of   family   members   involved 

in   making   decisions   as   a   group.  

Family   Life   Cycle    -   a   series   of   stages   through   which   the   typical   family   passes,   including 

bachelor   stage,   young   marrieds,   full   nest,   empty   nest   and   sole   survivor.   A   sociological   concept 

that   describes   changes   in   families   across   time,   emphasizing   e�ects   of   marriage,   divorce, 

births   and   deaths   on   families   and   changes   in   income.  

Family   Packaging    -   The   use   of   one   design   or   other   key   packaging   element   to   integrate   the 

packaging   of   two   or   more   individual   items.   The   packages   clearly   belong   to   one   set,   but   there 

are   usually   some   individualization,   especially   in   brand   name.  

Fan    –   a   very   satis�ed,   loyal   customer   who   does   business   with   a   company,   and   tells   the 

company   how   wonderful   it   is   to   do   business   with.   When   cultivated   a   fan   can   become   good 

source   for   referral   business,   thereby   becoming   a   Champion   of   the   company.  

Farmer    -   a   sales   professional   responsible   for   growing   sales   from   existing   accounts.   Fashion   - 

a   product   that   is   popular   at   the   moment;   fashions   tend   to   follow   recurring   life   cycles.   See   Fad.  

Fast   Moving   Consumer   Goods    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   frequently   purchased   consumer 

goods,   such   as   foodstu�s,   toiletries,   etc.  

FAST   Search    -   search   syndication   company   located   at   www.fastsearch.com   and   www.fast.no 

—   also   powers   the   search   engine   located   at   www.alltheweb.com.  
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Favicon    -   a   small   icon   that   is   used   by   some   browsers   to   identify   a   bookmarked   Web   site. 

Favorability   Scale    -   a   scaling   device   for   measuring   a   target   audience’s   feelings   or   attitudes 

towards   a   company   or   its   products.   Responses   are   commonly   recorded   on   a   �ve-stage   scale: 

1.   Very   Unfavorable;   2.   Somewhat   Unfavorable;   3.   Indi�erent;   4.   Somewhat   Favorable;   5.   Very 

Favorable.   Also   called   Image   Analysis.   See   Familiarity   Scale.  

Fear   Appeals   in   Advertising    -   advertising   messages   which   use   fear   as   their   focus;   often 

employed   in   public   service   announcements,   such   as   those   seeking   to   discourage   smoking, 

reduce   the   road   toll,   warn   of   the   dangers   of   hard   drugs,   etc.   See   Emotional   Appeals   in 

Advertising;   Rational   Appeals   in   Advertising.  

Feature   Modi�cation    -   a   change   made   to   any   feature   of   a   product   in   order   to   make   it   safer, 

more   useful   or   more   valuable   to   a   purchaser;   also   called   Functional   Modi�cation.  

Features    -   prominent   or   distinctive   characteristics   of   a   product’s   use,   construction   or   design; 

also   referred   to   as   Attributes.  

Features   and   Bene�ts   Selling    -   a   selling   style   in   which   a   salesperson   is   careful   to   relate   each 

feature   of   the   product   being   presented   to   a   particular   bene�t   which   the   feature   will   deliver   to 

the   buyer.  

Feature   Story    -   a   type   of   publicity   material   that   can   be   used   by   the   media   at   their 

convenience   because   it   is   not   time-related.   Library   materials   and   services   available   are   good 

candidates   for   this   type   of   story.  

Feedback    -   the   mechanism   in   the   communication   process   which   allows   the   sender   to   monitor 

and   evaluate   the   receiver’s   response   to   a   message.   See   Communication   Process.  

Fee   Method   of   Compensation    -   The   compensation   method   whereby   advertising   agencies   are 

paid   by   their   clients   on   the   basis   of   negotiated   fees   for   the   speci�c   services   rendered.   FFA   - 

free-for-all   links   list,   where   there   are   no   quali�cations   for   adding   a   link.  
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Fictitious   Pricing    -   the   unethical,   possibly   illegal,   practice   of   announcing   a   price   reduction   (eg. 

“now   $20,   formerly   $49”)   when,   in   fact,   there   has   been   no   reduction   at   all.  

Field   Edit    -   A   preliminary   edit,   typically   conducted   by   a   �eld   supervisor,   that   is   designed   to 

detect   the   most   glaring   omissions   and   inaccuracies   in   a   completed   data   collection   instrument.  

Field   Experiment    -   A   research   study   in   a   realistic   situation   in   which   one   or   more   independent 

variables   are   manipulated   by   the   experimenter   under   as   carefully   controlled   conditions   as   the 

situation   will   permit.  

Field   Research    -   see   Primary   Research.  

Field   Sales   Manager    -   a   sales   manager   whose   prime   responsibility   is   for   the   supervision   of 

the   sales   force   in   its   outside   selling   activities;   generally,   the   �eld   sales   manager   will   have   only 

minimal   involvement   in   the   internal,   administrative   sales   management   operations.  

Field   Selling    -   face-to-face   sales   calls   made   by   company   representatives   on   customers   in   their 

homes   or   places   of   business.  

Fighting   Brand    -   a   low-priced   manufacturer’s   brand   sold   with   minimal   advertising   and 

promotional   expenditure;   the   brand   is   used   to   compete   with   dealers’   brands   and   generics. 

Also   called   a   Price   Brand.  

File   Transfer   Protocol    (FTP)   -   a   protocol   that   allow   the   transfer   of   �les   from   one   computer   to 

another.   FTP   can   also   be   used   as   a   verb.  

Fill   Rate    -   an   inventory’s   availability   goal   used   when   setting   customer   service   objectives,   for 

example   80   out   of   100   reference   questions   were   answered   in   a   workday.  

Financial   Leverage    -   a   measure   of   the   extent   to   which   a   �rm   uses   debt   in   its   total   capital 

structure;   the   higher   the   component   of   debt   the   more   leveraged   is   the   �rm.   Leverage   is 

calculated   by   dividing   total   assets   by   equity.  

Financial   Resources    -   the   availability   of   money   in   the   form   of   cash,   securities,   creditors,   loan 

facilities,   etc   possessed   by   an   organization.  
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Financial   Risk    -   concern   in   the   buyer’s   mind   that   the   product   being   considered   for   purchase 

is   too   expensive,   or   will   be   a   waste   of   money.   See   Risk.  

First-Mover   Advantage    -   a   sometimes   insurmountable   advantage   gained   by   the   �rst 

signi�cant   company   to   move   into   a   new   market.  

Firewall    -   a   security   barrier   placed   between   an   organization’s   internal   computer   network   - 

either   its   IS   system   or   intranet   -   and   the   Internet.   It   keeps   your   information   in,   and   unwanted 

people   out.   It   consists   of   one   or   more   routers,   which   accept,   reject,   or   edit   transmitted 

information   and   requests.  

FIS    -   Free-in-Store.  

FIS   Pricing    -   Free-in-Store   Pricing.  

Fixed   Capital    -   Durable   capital   that   may   be   used   repeatedly   over   a   considerable   period   of 

time.  

Fixed   Cost,   Average    -   The   total   �xed   cost   divided   by   the   number   of   units   produced   and 

marketed.  

Fixed   Cost   Contribution   per   Unit    -   The   selling   price   per   unit   less   the   variable   cost   per   unit. 

Fixed   Costs   -   refer   to   the   costs   associated   with   a   product,   that   are   �xed   over   a   number   of 

units.   Thus   regardless   of   the   number   of   units   produced   and   sold,   the   �xed   costs   remain   the 

same.   Examples   of   �xed   costs   are   rent   on   equipment,   utility   costs,   and   research   and 

development   costs.  

Fixed   Cost,   Total    -   The   sum   of   costs   incurred   by   a   �rm   that   tend   to   remain   at   the   same   level 

(�xed)   no   matter   how   many   units   of   a   product   are   produced   and   marketed.  

Fixed-Sum-Per-Unit    -   an   approach   to   promotional   budget   setting   in   which   the   total   to   be 

spent   in   a   given   period   is   the   sum   of   a   certain   set   amount   allocated   to   each   item   produced.  

Flag    -   an   area   on   a   product   label   which   interrupts   the   design   to   announce   a   special   o�er   or 

similar   promotion.  
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Flagship   Store    -   a   local   department   store   organization/library   system,   the   main   or   central 

store/   library   when   it   is   large   or   dominant   in   relation   to   other   company   stores.  

Flame    -   1.   An   intentionally   crude   or   abusive   e-mail   message   or   Usenet   post.   Rule:   Don’t   do   it. 

Ever.   Not   only   is   it   bad   netiquette,   you   leave   a   trail.   2.   A   complaint   message   from   a   spam 

recipient   sent   over   the   Internet   to   the   advertiser.  

Flanker   Brand    -   a   brand   introduced   into   a   market   by   a   company   which   already   has   an 

established   place   in   order   to   increase   overall   market   share   in   a   product   category.  

Flanking    -   An   indirect   strategy   aimed   at   capturing   market   segments   whose   needs   are   not 

being   served   by   competitors.   Flanking   can   be   executed   by   targeting   either   a   geographical 

segment   or   a   consumer   segment   (group)   that   is   not   being   well   served   by   competitors,   when 

the   competitor   is   unwilling   or   unable   to   retaliate.  

Flanking   Attack    -   a   competitive   marketing   strategy   in   which   one   company   attacks   another   in 

a   weak   spot,   commonly   by   paying   maximum   attention   to   either   a   geographic   region   or   a 

market   segment   in   which   the   rival   is   under-performing.  

Flanking   Defense    -   a   competitive   marketing   strategy   in   which   the   market   leader   attempts   to 

identify   and   strengthen   its   own   weak   points,   commonly   geographic   areas   or   market   segments 

in   which   it   is   under-performing,   before   a   smaller   rival   can   mount   an   attack   against   it.  

Flanking   Strategy    -   see   Flanking   Attack;   Flanking   Defense.  

Flash    -   multimedia   technology   developed   by   Macromedia   to   allow   much   interactivity   to   �t   in   a 

relatively   small   �le   size.  

Flat   Rate    -   A   price   charged   for   advertising   space   or   time   that   does   not   include   discounts 

based   on   the   quantity   of   space   or   time   purchased   by   the   advertiser.  

Flexibility   of   the   Communications   Medium    -   refers   to   its   ability   to   serve   multiple   roles   for 

the   marketer.  
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Flexible   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   the   price   charged   for   some   consumer   shopping 

goods   and   specialty   goods   and   for   many   industrial   products   is   open   to   negotiation   between 

buyer   and   seller;   also   known   as   Multiple   Pricing   and   Variable   Pricing.  

Flighting    -   scheduling   advertising   campaigns   in   irregular   bursts   followed   by   periods   of   relative 

or   complete   inactivity.   See   Continuity;   Pulsing.  

Floor   Price    -   see   Price   Floor.  

Fluctuating   Demand    -   demand   in   the   industrial   sector   which   rises   and   falls   sharply   in 

response   to   changing   economic   conditions   and   consumer   spending   patterns.   Flyer   -   a 

promotional   lea�et   or   mailing   piece.  

FMCG    -   Fast   Moving   Consumer   Goods.   F.O.B.   Destination   -   A   shipping   term   that   indicates   the 

seller   pays   the   freight   to   the   destination.   Title   does   not   pass   until   the   merchandise   reaches   its 

destination;   thus,   the   seller   assumes   all   risks,   loss,   or   damage   while   goods   are   in   transit, 

except   for   the   liability   of   the   carrier.  

F.O.B.   Origin   Pricing    -   A   form   of   geographical   pricing   in   which   the   seller   quotes   prices   from 

the   point   of   shipment.  

Free-on-board    (F.O.B.)   means   it   is   the   buyer’s   responsibility   to   select   the   mode   of 

transporting   the   goods,   choose   the   speci�c   carrier,   handle   all   claims,   and   pay   all   shipping 

charges.  

F.O.B.   with   Freight   Allowed    -   A   form   of   delivered   pricing   in   which   the   buyer   arranges   and 

pays   for   the   transportation,   but   deducts   these   transportation   costs   from   the   invoice   total   and 

remits   the   net   amount.  

FOC    -   Front-of-Counter.  

Focus   Group    -   a   qualitative   marketing   research   technique   in   which   an   independent 

moderator   interviews   a   small   group   of   consumers   from   the   target   market   in   an   informal 

setting   to   get   an   immediate   market   reaction   to   a   new   product   or   brand   name,   to   generate 
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new   product   ideas,   etc.   Also   referred   to   as   a   Customer   Panel.   See   Qualitative   Marketing 

Research.  

Follow-the-Leader   Strategy    -   decisions   and   actions   taken   by   a   �rm   which   chooses   to   follow 

the   market   leader   as   an   alternative   to   challenging   it;   essentially   reactive,   follow-the-leader 

strategies,   also   known   as   “me-too”   strategies,   minimize   the   risk   of   retaliation   which   might 

result   from   an   attack,   direct   or   indirect,   on   the   market   leader’s   share.   See   Breakthrough 

Strategies.  

Follow-the-Leader   Pricing   Strategy    -   a   pricing   strategy   adopted   by   �rms   which   copy   the 

market   leader’s   prices.   Follow-Up   -   the   vital   �nal   stage   in   the   selling   process;   the   salesperson’s 

call-back   upon   a   client   after   the   ordered   goods   have   been   supplied   to   check   that   all   has   been 

handled   to   the   buyer’s   satisfaction.  

Follower   Advantage    -   The   ability   of   non-pioneering   market   entrants   to   gain   long-term 

competitive   advantages   due   to   late   entry.   Mechanisms   that   lead   to   follower   advantage   include 

resolution   of   demand   and   market   uncertainty,   shifts   in   technology   or   customer   needs,   the 

ability   to   free-ride   on   �rst-mover   investments   in   buyer   education   and   infrastructure 

development,   and   learning   from   the   pioneer’s   product,   positioning,   or   marketing   mistakes.  

Follower   Role    -   see   Market   Follower.  

Follow   Links    -   inbound   links   that   connect   one   website   to   another.   These   links   are   considered 

by   search   engines   as   a   vote   or   endorsement   of   that   webpage,   and   the   more   follow   links,   the 

better   chance   that   page   has   to   rank   highly   in   search   engine   results   pages. 

FOMO    -   fear   of   missing   out;   a   pervasive   apprehension   that   others   might   be   having   rewarding 

experiences   from   which   one   is   absent. 

Font    -   a   complete   set   of   type   of   one   style   and   size.   For   example,   all   the   characters   associated 

with   12   point   Arial   constitute   a   font.  
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Forecast    -   a   predicted   amount   of   revenue   generation   for   a   particular   time   period   and/   or   area 

of   geography   and/   or   industry...   can   also   be   used   to   describe   a   sales   target   (in   revenue   and/   or 

units)   for   a   speci�ed   time   period...   also   referred   to   as   a   quota,   budget   or   goal.  

Forecasting    -   predicting   future   variables,   such   as   the   level   of   sales   in   a   given   period,   the 

environmental   factors   that   will   in�uence   the   �rm’s   performance,   etc.  

Forecasting   Models    -   in   forecasting   sales,   or   library   use,   or   other   objectives,   a   variety   of 

statistical   models   are   used   and   available,   o�ering   insights   otherwise   di�cult   to   obtain.  

Foreground   Radio    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   pre-recorded   or   live   radio   programs 

featuring   music   and   commercial   announcements   broadcast   direct   to   stores   where   the 

advertised   merchandise   is   available.  

Foreign   Currency   Exchange   Rate    -   the   price   of   one   country’s   currency   expressed   in   terms   of 

the   currency   of   another   country.  

Foreign   Market   Entry    -   expansion   by   entering   an   overseas   market;   the   four   possible   ways   of 

entry   an   overseas   market   are   by   exporting,   licensing,   joint   venturing   or   direct   ownership.  

Foreign   Trade   Zones    (FTZ’s)   -   An   area   where   goods   can   be   made,   stored,   assembled,   re�ned, 

or   repackaged   and   then   exported   without   incurring   customs   duties   or   taxes.   Maquiladoras   in 

Mexico   are   an   example.  

Foreseeability   Doctrine    -   the   notion   under   product   liability   laws   that   a   manufacturer   has   an 

onus   to   foresee   how   a   product   might   be   misused   and   warn   consumers   accordingly.  

Form   Utility    -   the   value   given   to   a   product   by   virtue   of   the   fact   that   the   materials   and 

components   which   comprise   it   have   been   combined   to   make   the   �nished   product.   See   Utility.  

Formal   Product    -   see   Actual   Product.  

Formal   Training    -   training   given   in   a   classroom   setting   as   opposed   to   that   given   in   the   �eld. 

Curbside   Sales   Training;   On-the-Job   Training.  
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Format    (Appearance)   -   emails   currently   can   be   delivered   in   plain-text   format   or   HTML   format. 

Consider   the   target   audience   to   determine   which   is   the   more   appropriate   format   for   any 

speci�c   campaign.  

Formative   Research    -   The   market   research,   usually   on   target   customers,   carried   out   before   a 

marketing   program   is   begun   in   order   to   help   formulate   e�ective   strategy   and   tactics.  

Forms    -   the   pages   in   most   browsers   that   accept   information   in   text   entry   �elds.   They   can   be 

customized   to   receive   company   sales   data   and   orders,   expense   reports,   or   other   information. 

They   can   also   be   used   to   communicate.  

Formula   Approach    -   an   approach   to   selling   in   which   the   salesperson   uses   a   formula   such   as 

AIDA   -   awareness,   interest,   desire,   action   -   as   a   guide   to   taking   the   buyer   from   one   stage   of 

the   buying   process   to   the   next;   also   called   the   Mental   States   Approach.   See   AIDA   Concept.  

AdMinder   Guaranteed*   Tra�c    currently   o�ers   2   types   of 

tra�c   generation   services:   Guaranteed*   Targeted   Clicks 

(AdMinder’s   latest   targeted   tra�c   generation   service)   and 

Guaranteed*   Visitors.  

Campaigns   are   easy   to   set   up   and   you   can   literally   start   sending   targeted   tra�c   to   your 

websites   in   as   little   as   5   minutes! 
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Formula   Marketing    -   a   term   used   to   describe   an   approach   to   marketing   practice   that   relies 

heavily   on   conventional   wisdom   and   spurns   anything   innovative.  

Formula   Selling    -   A   selling   approach   in   which   the   sales   presentation   is   designed   to   move   the 

customer   through   the   stages   in   the   decision-making   process   such   as   get   the   customer’s 

attention,   develop   interest,   build   desire,   and   secure   action   (AIDA).  

Forum    -   an   online   community   where   visitors   may   read   and   post   topics   of   common   interest.  

Forward   Buy    -   the   placement   of   an   inventory   purchase   order   earlier   than   required   in   order   to 

take   advantage   of   a   special   price   o�er,   or   similar.  
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Forward   Integration    -   a   strategy   for   growth   in   which   a   company   develops   by   seeking 

ownership   of,   or   some   measure   of   control   over,   its   distribution   systems.   See   Backward 

Integration;   Horizontal   Integration.  

Four   Ps    -   the   four   major   controllable   variables   of   the   marketing   mix   -   product,   price, 

promotion   and   place.  

Frame   Relay    -   a   form   of   packet   switching   that   allows   high-speed,   statistically   multiplex 

connectivity   over   shared   network.   The   technology   depends   on   high-quality   transmission 

facilities   and   makes   the   intelligent   end-points   responsible   for   the   integrity   of   the   data.  

Frames    -   a   structure   that   allows   for   the   dividing   of   a   Web   page   into   two   or   more   independent 

parts.   The   use   of   multiple,   independent   sections   to   create   a   single   Web   page.   Each   frame   is 

built   as   a   separate   HTML   �le,   but   with   one   “master”   �le   to   identify   each   selection.   When   a   user 

requests   a   page   with   frames,   several   pages   will   be   displayed   as   panes.   Sites   using   frames   may 

report   one   page   requests   with   several   panes   as   multiple   page   requests.   Most   audit   �rms 

count   only   the   maser   HTML   page   request   and   therefore   can   accurately   report   the   page 

requests.  

Franchise-Building   Sales   Promotions    -   consumer   sales   promotions   which   impart   a   selling 

message   along   with   the   deal,   as   in   the   case   of   free   samples   or   premiums   related   to   the 

product.   Consumer   sales   promotions   which   are   not   “franchise-building”   include   price-o� 

packs,   contests   and   sweepstakes,   and   premiums   not   related   to   the   product.   See   Consumer 

Franchise.  

Franchise   Extension    -   see   Brand   Extension. 

Franchising    -   an   arrangement   in   which   a   supplier   grants   a   dealer   the   right   to   sell   a   product   in 

return   for   some   percentage   of   the   total   sales;   typically,   the   supplier   provides   buildings   and 

equipment,   management   advice   and   marketing   assistance   to   the   franchisee,   who   agrees   to 

operate   according   to   the   franchisor’s   general   rules.  

Free    -   without   monetary   cost.  
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Free-Alongside-Ship   Pricing    -   a   pricing   approach   in   which   the   manufacturer   pays   the   freight 

cost   to   the   wharf;   costs   associated   with   loading   and   shipping   are   borne   by   the   purchaser.   See 

Geographical   Pricing.  

Free   Associations    -   a   method   of   collecting   qualitative   marketing   research   data   in   which 

respondents   are   asked   to   supply   the   word   or   idea   which   �rst   comes   to   mind   in   response   to   a 

word   or   phrase   given   to   them   by   a   researcher;   the   technique   is   used   to   further   understand 

shopping,   advertising,   branding,   etc.  

Free-Form   Presentation    -   a   selling   approach   that   does   not   rely   upon   any   set   formula   or 

method.   See   Formula   Approach.  

Free-In-Store   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   the   producer   is   responsible   for   all   freight 

and   delivery   costs;   the   ordered   goods   are   delivered   freight   free   to   the   customer.   See 

Geographical   Pricing.  

Free-In-The-Mail   Premium    -   a   type   of   sales   promotion   in   which   consumers   are   o�ered   a   gift 

which   is   sent   to   them   by   post   in   return   for   proof   of   purchase   of   the   product.  

Free   Market    -   a   marketplace   that   has   minimum   direct   involvement   of   government   in   market 

decisions.  

Free   Merchandise    -   a   type   of   trade   sales   promotion   in   which   resellers   are   given   a   certain 

quantity   of   merchandise   free   of   charge   in   return   for   an   order   of   a   speci�ed   size.   See   Trade 

Sales   Promotion.  

Freemium    -   Freemium   is   a   pricing   strategy   by   which   a   product   or   service   (typically   a   digital 

o�ering   or   application   such   as   software,   media,   games   or   web   services)   is   provided   free   of 

charge,   but   money   (premium)   is   charged   for   proprietary   features,   functionality,   or   virtual 

goods.  
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Free-On-Board   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   a   producer   bears   only   the   costs   involved 

of   delivery   of   goods   “free-on-board”   to   a   local   carrier’s   dispatch   point;   at   that   time,   title   for   the 

goods   passes   to   the   purchaser,   who   is   responsible   for   the   remainder   of   the   freight   charge. 

See   Geographical   Pricing.  

Free   Sample    -   A   consumer   sales   promotion   technique   in   which   a   regular   or   specially   sized 

quantity   of   the   product   is   given   away   without   cost   to   prospective   purchasers.  

Free   Standing   Inserts    -   brochures,   lea�ets   and   similar   advertising   material   distributed   with 

magazines   and   newspapers   as   loose   inserts.  

Free   Standing   Retailer    -   a   retail   store,   not   located   in   a   shopping   complex   with   other   retailers, 

having   its   own   premises   and   parking   area.  

Freeware    -   shareware   or   software   that   can   be   downloaded   o�   of   the   Internet   for   free.  

Freight   Absorption   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   the   manufacturer   bears   some   or   all 

of   the   freight   costs   involved   in   transporting   the   goods   to   the   customer.   See   Delivered   Pricing.  

Freight   Charges    -   transportation   costs   involved   in   shipping   goods   from   producer   to 

customer.  

Freight   Forwarders    -   �rms   specializing   in   the   supply   of   transportation   services;   by   buying 

large   volumes   of   land,   sea,   air   and   pipeline   transportation   at   low   rates,   they   are   able   to   o�er 

attractive   rates   to   small   businesses   whose   products   they   combine   into   large   shipments.  

Frequency    -   the   number   of   times   the   target   consumer   will   be   exposed   to   the   message   during 

the   speci�ed   period   of   the   campaign.   The   intervals   at   which   email   marketing   e�orts   are 

repeated:   weekly,   bi-weekly,   monthly,   bi-monthly,   etc.  

Frequency   Cap    -   restriction   on   the   amount   of   times   a   speci�c   visitor   is   shown   a   particular 

advertisement.  
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Frequent   Shopper   Program    -   A   continuity   incentive   program   o�ered   by   a   retailer   to   reward 

customers   and   encourage   repeat   business.   The   reward   is   usually   based   on   either   purchase 

volume   or   number   of   store   visits.  

Frequently   Asked   Questions    (FAQ)   -   FAQ   is   a   commonly   used   abbreviation   for   “frequently 

asked   questions.”   Most   Internet   sites   will   have   a   FAQ   to   explain   what   is   in   the   area   and   how   to 

use   its   features.  

Freudian   Motivation   Theory    -   the   theory   that   a   consumer’s   buying   preferences   are   dictated 

by   unconscious   motives,   and   that   visual,   auditory   and   tactile   elements   of   a   product   may   evoke 

emotions   which   stimulate   or   inhibit   purchase.   See   Motivation;   Maslow’s   Theory   of   Motivation; 

Herzberg’s   Theory   of   Motivation.  

Fringe   Bene�ts    -   bene�ts   enjoyed   by   employees   as   part   of   a   total   remuneration   or 

compensation   package;   fringe   bene�ts   are   subject   to   taxation   in   Australia.   Front-of-Counter   - 

the   prime   and   most   sought   after   position   for   impulse   goods.   Hence,   front-ofcounter   (or   FOC) 

display   pack. 

Ful�llment    -   The   gathering   of   orders   or   o�ers   from   a   sales   promotion   event   and   the   process 

of   completing   the   event   by   distributing   items   integral   to   the   event   such   as   premiums,   rebates, 

bounce   back   o�er,   or   ordered   merchandise.  

Full   Nesters    -   a   term   used   to   describe   the   stage   in   the   typical   family   life   cycle   in   which   the 

household   consists   of   parents   and   growing   children;   three   sub-stages   of   “full   nesters”   are 

used   by   marketers   in   targeting   their   products:   Full   Nest   1,   where   the   youngest   child   is   under 

six   years   of   age;   Full   Nest   2,   where   the   youngest   child   is   over   six;   and   Full   Nest   3,   where   the 

household   consists   of   parents   and   older   dependent   children.   See   Family   Life   Cycle.  

Full-Cost   Pricing    -   a   pricing   strategy   in   which   all   relevant   variable   costs   and   a   full   share   of 

�xed   costs   directly   attributable   to   the   product   are   used   in   setting   its   selling   price.   See 

Incremental-Cost   Pricing.  

Full-Function   Merchant   Wholesaler    -   see   Full-Service   Wholesaler.  
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Full-Line   Department   Store    -   a   department   store   which   o�ers   many   di�erent   lines   of 

products,   including   clothing,   sporting   goods,   food,   furniture,   electrical   goods,   etc.,   and   many 

di�erent   services,   including   wrapping,   delivery   and   credit.   See   Limited-Line   Department   Store.  

Full-Line   Forcing    -   A   form   of   tying   arrangement   in   which   a   supplier   forces   a   dealer   to   carry 

the   full   line   of   products.   This   has   not   been   treated   as   per   se   unlawful   by   the   courts;   the 

restriction   may   be   upheld   as   reasonable   when   the   supplier   can   demonstrate   a   legitimate 

business   need   for   the   dealers   to   carry   the   full   line.  

Full-Line   Pricing    -   In   this   situation,   all   items   in   a   given   line   are   priced   relative   to   each   other,   or 

are   discounted   as   a   total   package.  

Full-Line   Strategy    -   the   decision   by   a   producer   to   o�er   a   large   number   of   product   variations 

in   a   product   line.   See   Limited-Line   Strategy.  

Full-Line   Sales   Organization    -   In   this   organization,   each   company   or   division   salesperson 

sells   all   products   to   all   accounts   in   a   geographic   territory.   This   is   an   appropriate   strategy   when 

the   product   line   is   not   large,   is   non-technical,   and   is   sold   through   one   channel   of   distribution. 

It   is   a   lower   cost   strategy   than   specializing   by   product,   market,   or   type   of   account.  

Full-Service   Advertising   Agency    -   an   advertising   agency   o�ering   a   complete   range   of 

services   including   marketing   research;   media   planning;   creative   design   of   packaging   and 

advertisements,   etc.   See   Limited-Service   Advertising   Agency.  

Full-Service   Research   Supplier    -   a   marketing   research   �rm   that   can   o�er   a   client   a   complete 

range   of   services,   including   problem   de�nition   or   conceptualization,   research   design,   data 

collection   and   analysis,   and   reporting.   See   Limited-Service   Research   Supplier.  

Full-Service   Wholesaler    -   a   wholesaler   o�ering   a   complete   range   of   services   including 

buying,   selling,   storage,   transporting,   sorting,   �nancing,   providing   market   feedback   and 

risk-taking;   also   called   a   Full-Function   Wholesaler.   See   Limited-Function   Wholesaler.  

Functional   Costs    -   costs   associated   with   a   speci�c   business   activity,   such   as   selling, 

advertising,   marketing   research,   etc.  
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Functional   Discount    -   a   price   allowance   given   to   a   �rm   performing   some   part   of   the 

marketing   function   for   other   members   of   the   channel   of   distribution;   also   called   Trade 

Discount.  

Functional   Modi�cation    -   see   Feature   Modi�cation.  

Functional   Organization    -   the   organization   of   a   �rm’s   business   activities   so   that   a   separate 

division   is   responsible   for   each   business   function   -   production,   �nance,   personnel,   marketing, 

etc;   the   organization   of   a   �rm’s   marketing   activities   so   that   a   separate   division   is   responsible 

for   each   marketing   function   -   planning,   research,   sales,   advertising,   distribution,   new   product 

development,   etc.   See   Organizational   Structure.  

Functional   Risk    -   see   Performance   Risk.  

Functional   Wholesalers    -   agents,   brokers,   commission   merchants,   etc.   who   facilitate 

exchanges   between   producers   and   resellers   and   receive   commissions   for   their   services;   also 

referred   to   as   Functional   Middlemen.  

Fundraising    -   The   techniques   used   to   solicit   contributions   or   other   support   for   an 

organization   from   outside   interests.  

Funnel   Approach    -   An   approach   to   question   sequencing   that   gets   its   name   from   its   shape, 

starting   with   broad   questions   and   progressively   narrowing   down   the   scope.  

Future   Transaction    -   A   commitment   to   take   or   deliver   a   currency   at   a   speci�ed   future   date.  

Futurist    -   A   philosophy   or   perspective   that   focuses   on   the   importance   of   serious   thinking 

about   and   planning   for   the   future.  

Futurology    -   The   prediction   of   future   developments   by   an   intensive   study   of   past   and   present 

trends,   using   a   variety   of   techniques,   from   imagination   to   the   Delphi   technique   to   computer 

simulations.   Perspectives   of   the   future   are   useful   in   contingency   planning   and   have   been   used 

for   strategic   long   range   planning.      Also   known   as   Futures   Studies. 
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Fuzzynomics    -   The   divisions   between   producers   and   consumers,   brands   and   customers 

continue   to   blur.   Perspective   shifts. 

 

GBS    -   general   bene�t   statement...   an   opening   statement   of   the   bene�t(s)   a   customer   will 

receive   by   purchasing   a   product   or   service.  

Galley   Proof    -   a   copy   of   the   individual   pages   of   an   ad,   brochure,   poster   or   other   printed 

material   used   for   �nal   proofreading   of   the   text   before   �nal   negatives   are   made   for   the 

printing   process.  

Galvanic   Skin   Response    -   a   physiological   testing   technique   in   which   the   electrical 

conductivity   of   the   skin   is   measured   to   check   the   level   of   arousal   caused   by   an   advertisement. 

See   Galvanometer.  

Galvanometer    -   a   scienti�c   instrument   used   in   marketing   research   to   measure   the   reaction 

of   a   subject   in   a   study   to   an   advertisement;   the   instrument   measures   the   perspiration   that 

accompanies   the   subject’s   interest   or   arousal.   See   Galvanic   Skin   Response.  

Game    -   A   consumer   sales   promotion   technique   that   involves   collection,   matching,   or   use   of 

skill   to   complete   a   project   or   activity   with   the   goal   of   a   prize   or   reward   for   the   player.  

Gami�cation    -   The   idea   you   can   get   someone   to   do   anything   by   incremental   amounts   by 

providing   a   prize. 
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Game   Theoretic   Models    -   Models   that   use   game   theory   to   predict   the   actions   of   either 

co-operative   or   competitive   individuals   (or   �rms).   In   co-operative   game   theory,   the 

agreements   that   emerge   from   colluding   individuals   are   examined.   Non-co-operative   game 

theory   is   concerned   with   the   actions   of   rational,   intelligent   individuals   competing 

independently.   A   key   element   of   this   theory   is   the   Nast   equilibrium,   i.e.,   a   set   of   strategies, 

one   for   each   individual,   such   that   no   individual   would   then   unilaterally   like   to   change   the 

strategy.   Typically,   the   individuals   are   assumed   to   adopt   strategies   in   accordance   with   this 

equilibrium   (assuming   that   such   an   equilibrium   exists).  

Game   Theory    -   is   a   theory   of   rational   behavior   of   participants   in   interactive   decision-making 

scenarios.   It   helps   predict   how   other   participants   of   the   situation   /   scenario   (game)   will 

respond   in   certain   situations,   or   to   certain   decisions.   Understanding   participants’   responses 

ahead   of   a   decision,   should   help   the   initial   decision   maker   make   better   decisions.  

Gap   Analysis    -   the   determination   of   the   methods   and   techniques   used   to   �ll   the   “gap” 

between   corporate   sales   and   �nancial   objectives   and   the   current   long-range   forecasts   of   the 

sales   team.  

Gatekeepers    -   people   within   organizations   who   can   control   the   �ow   of   information   to 

members   of   the   buying   center.   See   Buying   Center.   This   is   usually   the   individual   who   controls 

the   �ow   of   information   from   the   mass   media   to   the   group   or   individual.  

Gateway    -   a   link   from   one   computer   system   to   a   di�erent   system.  

General   Advertising    -   Advertising   messages   that   do   not   contain   direct   response   o�ers.  

General   Electric   Strategic   Business   Portfolio   Planning   Grid    -   a   portfolio   analysis   and 

planning   grid   developed   by   General   Electric;   it   uses   a   two-dimensional   matrix   based   on 

industry   attractiveness   and   business   strength.  

General   Public    -   all   of   the   people   in   the   society   in   which   a   �rm   operates;   within   the   general 

public   there   may   be   some   who   view   its   actions   favorably   and   some   who   view   them 

unfavourably.   See   Publics.  
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Generation   Z    (also   known   as   Post-Millennials,   the   iGeneration,   or   the   Homeland   Generation) 

is   the   demographic   cohort   following   the   Millennials.   A   signi�cant   aspect   of   this   generation   is 

its   widespread   usage   of   the   Internet   from   a   young   age.   Members   of   Generation   Z   are   typically 

thought   of   as   being   comfortable   with   technology,   and   interacting   on   social   media   websites   for 

a   signi�cant   portion   of   their   socializing.  

Generic   Advertising    -   advertising   a   category   or   class   of   product   rather   than   a   particular 

brand,   as   in   “Butter   is   good   for   you!”,   “Got   Milk?”,   etc.  

Generic   Brand    -   a   “no-name”   brand;   a   product   that   does   not   carry   a   brand   name.  

Generic   Competitors    -   products   that   are   all   di�erent   in   type   but   are   capable   of   satisfying   the 

same   basic   want   of   the   prospective   purchaser.   For   example,   the   consumer   may   want   to   buy 

some   new   kitchen   appliances   but   must   choose   between   a   dishwasher,   a   refrigerator   and   a 

microwave   oven.  

Generic   Products    -   unbranded   products   identi�ed   only   by   product   category. 

Generic   Strategies    -   generalized   plans   that   work   across   a   range   of   industries   and   markets. 

They   provide   management   with   a   set   of   strategic   options,   on   (or   a   combination)   of   which   can 

be   chosen   for   application   in   a   speci�c   situation.   Generic   strategies   do   not   provide   speci�cs 

and   the   detail   needed   to   be   developed   for   any   speci�c   situation.  

Geocentric   Approach   to   Pricing    -   an   approach   to   global   pricing   in   which   a�liate   or 

subsidiary   companies   supply   information   about   local   market   conditions   and   the   corporation 

then   sets   prices   accordingly   to   maximize   pro�ts   in   each   national   market.   See   Adaptation 

Approach   to   Pricing.   Extension   Approach   to   Pricing.  

Geocentric   Orientation    -   A   management   orientation   based   upon   the   assumption   that   there 

are   similarities   and   di�erences   in   the   world   that   can   be   understood   and   recognized   in   an 

integrated   world   strategy.   The   geocentric   orientation   or   world   orientation   is   a   synthesis   of   the 

ethnocentric   orientation   (home   country)   and   polycentric   orientation   (host   country).  

Geocentrism    -   the   view   that   the   whole   world   is   one   single   market.  
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Geodemography    -   the   availability   of   demographic   consumer   behavior   and   lifestyle   data   by 

arbitrary   geographic   boundaries   that   are   typically   quite   small.   For   example,   a 

library-designated   service   area   of   two   census   tracts   (US).  

Geographic   Deployment    -   the   deployment   of   a   sales   team   on   a   regional   or   district   basis   as 

opposed   to   a   product-type   or   customer-type   basis.  

Geographic   Market   Concentration    -   a   distinctive   characteristic   of   the   industrial   market;   the 

industrial   market   tends   to   be   more   geographically   concentrated   than   the   consumer   market.  

Geographic   Organization    -   the   organization   of   �rm’s   marketing   activities   so   that   a   separate 

division   is   responsible   for   each   of   its   major   geographic   markets.   See   Organizational   Markets.  

Geographic   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   total,   heterogeneous   market   into   relatively 

homogeneous   groups   on   the   basis   of   area,   district,   region,   state,   etc.   See   Segmentation   Bases.  

Geographic   Variables    -   area   or   regional   di�erences   used   to   segment   a   market.  

Geographical   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   customers   bear   the   freight   costs   from   the 

producer’s   location   to   their   own;   examples   of   geographical   pricing   include   FOB   pricing, 

base-point   pricing   and   zone   pricing.   See   FOB   Pricing;   Base-Point   Pricing;   Zone   Pricing.  

Geotag    -   the   process   of   adding   geographical   identi�cation   metadata   to   various   media   such   as 

a   geotagged   photograph   or   video,   websites,   SMS   messages,   QR   Codes   or   RSS   feeds   and   is   a 

form   of   geospatial   metadata.  
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Geo   Targeting    -   the   method   of   determining   the   geolocation   of   a   website   visitor   and   delivering 

di�erent   content   to   that   visitor   based   on   his   or   her   location,   such   as   country,   region/state, 

city,   metro   code/zip   code,   organization,   IP   address,   ISP   or   other   criteria. 

GIF89a   (animated   GIF)    -   a   GIF   animation   tool   that   creates   sequences   of   images   to   simulate 

animation   and   allows   for   transparent   background   colors.   Animated   GIFs   can   generate   higher 

response   rates   than   static   banners.  

Gifographics    -   infographics   that   combine   textual   elements   with   animated   visual   content   in 

order   to   form   a   more   interactive   and   more   interesting   experience   for   users. 

Global   Advertising    -   The   use   of   advertising   appeals,   messages,   art,   copy,   photographs, 

stories,   and   video   and   �lm   segments   on   a   global   scale.  

Global   Brands    -   brands   sold   to   world   markets   with   essentially   the   same   promotion.  
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Global   Marketing    -   marketing   the   same   or   very   similar   products   to   world   markets   with 

essentially   the   same   promotion;   also   commonly   referred   to   as   International   Marketing.  

Global   Strategy    -   A   strategy   that   seeks   competitive   advantage   with   strategic   moves   that   are 

highly   interdependent   across   countries.   These   moves   include   most   or   all   of   the   following:   a 

standardized   core   product   that   exploits   or   creates   homogenous   tastes   or   performance 

requirements,   signi�cant   participation   in   all   major   country   markets   to   build   volume,   a 

concentration   of   value-creating   activities   such   as   R&D   and   manufacturing   in   a   few   countries, 

and   a   coherent   competitive   strategy   that   pits   the   world-wide   capabilities   of   the   business 

against   the   competition.  

GNP    -   The   money   value   of   a   nation’s   entire   output   of   �nal   commodities   and   services   in   a   given 

period.   Personal   consumption   expenditures   plus   gross   private   domestic   investment   plus   net 

exports   of   good   plus   government   purchases   of   goods   and   services.  

Goals    -   aims   of   a   broad,   long-term   nature   as   opposed   to   objectives   which   are   more   explicit 

and   relate   to   a   speci�ed   time   period.   See   Objectives.   A   concrete   point   of   measurement   that 

the   business   unit/   library   intends   to   meet   to   achieve   objectives.   For   example,   the   library’s   goal 

is   to   improve   reference   services,   its   objectives.  

Goal   (Objective)   of   Emailing    -   the   coherent,   de�ned   purpose,   which   allows   targeting 

recipients   appropriately,   creating   a   uni�ed   and   e�ective   message   and   measuring   the   results. 

Each   email,   as   well   as   the   overall   campaign,   should   have   a   clear   goal.   Include   increasing   �ll 

rate   by   20%   in   two   months.  

Goods    -   a   product   that   has   tangible   form   in   contrast   to   services   that   are   intangible.   A   book 

versus   a   story   read. 

   Goods-Services   Continuum    -   the   idea   that   products   contain   elements   of   both   goods   and 

services   in   varying   degrees.  

Goodwill    -   the   di�erence   between   the   value   of   a   business   as   a   going   concern   and   the   sum   of 

the   value   of   its   assets   if   taken   separately.  
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Google    -   search   engine   located   at    www.google.com 

Google   Plus   (G+)    -      an   interest-based   social   network   that   is   owned   and   operated   by   Google.   

Goto    –   pay-per-click   search   engine   that   changed   names   was   located   at    www.overture.com 

and   is   now   part   of   the   Yahoo   brand   of   products.  

Government   Markets    -   federal,   state   and   local   government   departments   and   agencies   that 

buy   goods   and   services   needed   to   conduct   their   operations.  

Grade   Label    -   a   tag,   sticker,   label,   letter,   mark   or   symbol   which   identi�es   the   quality   or   grade 

of   a   product   o�ered   for   sale.   See   Label.  

Granted   Media    -   email   marketing   distributed   via   an   open   platform   that’s   regulated   and 

controlled   by   multiple   third   parties   in   the   form   of   ISPs. 

Graphic   Interchange   Format   GIF    -   GIF   is   a   graphics   format   that   can   be   displayed   on   almost 

all   Web   browsers.   It   is   a   common   compression   format   used   for   transferring   graphic   �les 

between   di�erent   computers.   Most   of   the   “pictures”   you   see   online   are   GIF   �les.   They   display 

in   256   colors   and   have   a   built-in   compression.   GIF   images   are   the   most   common   form   of 

banner   creative.  

Gravity   Model    -   a   theory   about   the   structure   of   market   areas.   The   model   states   that   the 

volume   of   purchases   by   consumers/users   the   frequency   of   trips   to   the   outlets   are   a   function 

of   the   size   of   the   stores/library   and   the   distance   between   the   store   and   the   origin   of   the 

shopping   trip.  

Green   Marketing    -   the   marketing   of   “environmentally   friendly”   products;   marketing   which 

takes   into   account   environmental   issues   such   as   wastefulness   of   the   earth’s   resources, 

pollution,   the   release   of   toxins   into   the   atmosphere,   etc   .  

Greeters    -   a   mid-nineteenth   century   term   for   a   salesperson;   greeters,   representing 

manufacturers   and   wholesalers,   met   retailers   in   hotel   lobbies   as   they   arrived   on   buying   visits.  
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Grey   Market    -   the   importing   of   particular   goods   by   �rms   that   have   not   been   appointed   by   the 

manufacturer   as   o�cial   distributors   of   the   product;   a   term   also   used   to   describe   the   “over 

60s”   market   for   various   goods   and   services   of   interest   to   this   age   group.  

Gross   exposures    -   each   time   a   Web   server   sends   a   �le   to   a   browser,   it   is   recorded   in   the 

server   log   as   a   “hit.”   Hits   are   generated   for   every   element   of   a   requested   page   9   including 

graphics,   text,   and   interactive   items).   If   a   page   containing   two   graphics   is   viewed   by   a   user, 

three   hits   will   be   recorded   -   one   for   the   page   itself   and   one   for   each   graphic.   Webmasters   use 

hits   to   measure   their   server’s   workload.   Because   page   designs   vary   greatly,   hits   are   a   poor 

guide   for   tra�c   measurement.  

Group   Buying   Model    -   Group   Buying   Model   refers   to   the   notion   that   the   internet   allows 

individual   consumers   to   develop   a   community   and   participate   in   purchases   by   multiple 

people   with   similar   needs.  

Gross   Domestic   Product   (GDP)    -   An   estimate   of   the   total   national   output   of   goods   and 

services   produced   in   a   single   country   in   a   given   time   period   and   valued   at   market   price.   GDP 

equals   gross   national   product   less   net   property   income   from   abroad.  

Gross   Margin    -   see   Gross   Pro�t.  

Gross   Margin   Quota    -   a   common   form   of   sales   assignment,   goal   or   target   used   to   measure   a 

salesperson’s   performance;   a   gross   margin   quota   is   used   to   urge   a   salesperson   to   sell   a 

healthy   portion   of   higher-pro�t   items   which   are   usually   higher   in   price   and   often   harder   to 

sell.   Other   commonly   used   types   of   sales   quotas   are   unit   volume   quotas,   dollar   volume 

quotas,   net   pro�t   quotas   and   activity   quotas.   See   Sales   Quota.  

Gross   National   Product    -   the   total   market   value   of   goods   and   services   produced   by   a   nation 

in   a   year.  

Gross   Pro�t    -   the   amount   left   when   selling   costs   and   operating   expenses   are   deducted   from 

total   revenue;   also   called   Gross   Margin.  
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Gross   Rating   Points    -   a   ratio   measuring   the   value   of   a   media   schedule   in   advertising, 

calculated   by   multiplying   reach   by   frequency.   See   Frequency;   Reach.  

Gross   Sales    -   the   total   revenue   from   all   sales   to   customers   in   a   speci�ed   period.   Group 

In�uences   -   members   of   a   family,   peers,   opinion   leaders,   etc.   who   have   an   e�ect   on   a 

consumer’s   spending   or   purchase   behavior.   See   Reference   Groups;   Aspirational   Reference 

Groups;   Contactual   Reference   Groups;   Membership   Reference   Groups.  

Group   Prospecting    -   �nding   new   customers   by   displaying   and   demonstrating   merchandise   at 

functions,   clubs,   home   parties,   etc.   See   Prospecting.  

Group   Sales   Training    -   the   training   of   sales   representatives,   usually   in   formal   sessions,   as   a 

group.   See   Formal   Training.  

Group   Selling    -   a   selling   situation   in   which   a   salesperson   presents   a   product   or   product   range 

to   a   group   of   buyers   from   one   company   or   to   a   buying   committee.   See   Team   Selling.  

Growth   Objectives    -   The   needed   and   desired   performance   results   to   be   reached   by   means 

outside   the   present   products   and   markets.   Objectives   are   identi�ed   by   a   direct   translation   of 

business   goals   from   the   growth   strategy.   The   growth   objectives   guide   decision   making   so   a 

�rm   can   reduce   the   gap   between   the   forecasts   of   pro�t   contribution   of   present   products   and 

markets   from   the   overall   objectives.  

Growth   Rate    -   see   Market   Growth   Rate.  

Growth   Stage   of   Product   Life   Cycle    -   the   second   stage   (after   the   introductory   stage)   in   the 

life   cycle   of   a   successful   product;   sales   revenues   increase   steadily   as   the   product   �nds   market 

acceptance,   prices   generally   remain   high   despite   increasing   competitive   threats   and   pro�t 

margins   are   at   peak   level.  

Growth   Strategies    -   the   means   by   which   an   organization   plans   to   achieve   its   objective   to 

grow   in   volume   and   turnover.   Four   broad   growth   strategies   are   available   -   market 

penetration,   product   development,   market   development   and   diversi�cation.  
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Growth   Strategy    -   Market   share   expansion   is   the   prime   objective   under   this   strategy,   even   at 

the   expense   of   short-term   earnings.   The   �rm   may   seek   to   expand   market   share   through   a 

number   of   alternative   routes.   First,   the   �rm   may   seek   new   users   who   may   previously   have 

been   loyal   to   other   brands,   or   tended   to   switch,   or   were   not   users   of   the   category   at   all.   The 

second   way   in   which   the   �rm   can   expand   its   market   share   is   to   expand   usage   by   current 

users:   for   instance,   by   identifying   and   promoting   new   uses.  

GRP    -   See   Gross   Rating   Points.   Guarantee   -   a   written   assurance   by   the   manufacturer   that   a 

product   will   be   replaced   or   repaired   to   the   customer’s   satisfaction   if   it   is   found   to   be   defective 

or   does   not   perform   as   intended.   See   Warranty.  

Guaranteed   Price    -   an   assurance   given   by   a   manufacturer   to   a   marketing   intermediary   that   if 

the   wholesale   price   of   a   product   is   lowered   while   the   intermediary   is   still   holding   stocks,   the 

di�erence   will   be   refunded;   the   purpose   of   the   guaranteed   price   is   to   encourage   the 

intermediary   to   order   a   large   quantity   of   the   product   with   con�dence.  

Guerilla   Marketing    -   unconventional   marketing   intended   to   get   maximum   results   from 

minimal   resources.  

Guided   Dreams    -   a   method   of   collecting   qualitative   marketing   research   data   in   which 

respondents   are   asked   to   imagine   they   are   dreaming   or   fantasizing;   while   in   this   state,   a 

researcher   seeks   their   emotional   reactions   to   particular   products   and   brands.   See   Qualitative 

Marketing   Research. 

The     Business   Book   Summary   Program    —   concise 

summaries   of   books   you   need   to   read.   Each   month,   learn   best   practices   and   get   powerful 

insights   from   leading-edge   thinkers,   industry   experts   and   renowned   business   gurus.   The 

summaries   take   just   15   minutes   to   read   or   listen   to   and   you   get   two   summaries   monthly,   so 

your   total   time   investment   is   only   30   minutes   a   month! 
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H2H   Marketing   -    term   used   to   explain   how   inbound   marketing   should   focus   on   human 

relationships   and   not   to   think   about   B2B   as   you   reaching   a   person   but   another   human.  

Habit    -   a   learned   response   to   a   stimulus   that   has   become   automatic   and   routine,   requiring 

little   or   no   cognitive   e�ort.   It   is   often   said   that   the   reading   and   library   habit   if   not   learned   as   a 

child,   will   not   be   learned   as   an   adult.  

Habitual   Decision   Making    -   consumer   decision   making   or   problem   solving   requiring   only 

minimal   search   for,   and   evaluation   of,   alternatives   before   purchasing.   Also   referred   to   as 

Automatic   Response   Behavior,   Routine   Response   Behavior   and   Routine   Problem   Solving.   See 

Extensive   Problem   Solving;   Limited   Problem   Solving.  

Hack    -   to   gain   unauthorized   access   to   (a   computer   system,   e.g.,   a   website,   or   network)   by 

manipulating   code;   to   crack.   To   accomplish   a   di�cult   programming   task;   to   make   use   of   a   tip, 

trick,   or   e�cient   method   for   doing   or   managing   (something):  

Hacker    -   Originally   used   to   describe   a   computer   enthusiast   who   pushed   a   system   to   its 

highest   performance   through   clever   programming.  

Bluehost   is   one   of   the   largest   and   most   trusted   web   hosting 

services   powering   millions   of   websites.   Join     Bluehost    now   and   get   a   FREE   domain   name! 
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Halo   E�ect    -   the   transfer   of   goodwill   from   one   product   in   a   company’s   line   to   another;   the 

attribution,   by   association,   of   the   qualities   of   one   item   to   others   in   the   group.  

Handbill    -   a   promotion   piece   that   is   either   handed   out   to   shoppers   at   the   store   or   distributed 

door-to-oor   by   a   messenger. 

Hard   Bounce/Soft   Bounce    -   a   hard   bounce   is   the   failed   delivery   of   an   e-mail   due   to   a 

permanent   reason   like   a   non-existent   address.   A   soft   bounce   is   the   failed   delivery   of   an   e-mail 

due   to   a   temporary   issue,   like   a   full   mailbox   or   an   unavailable   server.  

Hard   Sell   Approach    -   an   approach   to   selling   in   which   the   salesperson   puts   pressure   on   the 

buyer   to   make   a   commitment   to   purchase;   an   approach   typical   of   the   period   of   the   “selling 

era”   from   the   1930s   to   1950s.  
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Harvest   Strategy    -   a   deliberate   decision   to   cut   back   expenditure   of   all   kinds   on   a   particular 

product   (usually   in   the   decline   stage   of   its   life   cycle)   in   order   to   maximize   pro�t   from   it,   even   if 

in   doing   so   it   continues   to   lose   market   share.   See   Hold   Strategy.  

Hashtag    -   The   keyboard   pound   symbol   (#)   used   on   social   platforms   to   aggregate   information 

containing   the   same   hashtag.   First   found   on   telephones,   then   utilized   on   Twitter   by   a   single 

user   which   became   a   default   system   on   the   platform. 

Head-to-Head   Competition    -   a   competitive   situation   characteristic   of   oligopolistic 

circumstances,   where   the   second   or   third   leading   company,   decides   to   challenge   the   leader.  

Header    -   the   header   component   of   a   web   page   comprises   the   title   and   the   meta   tags,   both 

elements   critical   for   marketing   a   web   page   online.   A   web   page   includes   two   components,   the 

header   and   the   body   component.   The   body   component   includes   the   text   that   is   visible   to   the 

user.   By   clicking   the   “view”   and   then   the   “source”   option   of   the   web   browser,   you   can   see   the 

header   and   body   tags   for   this   document.  

Headers    -   the   documentation   that   accompanies   the   body   of   an   email   message.   Headers 

contain   information   on   the   email   itself   and   the   route   it’s   taken   across   the   Internet.   Recipients 

can   normally   see   the   “to”   (identity   of   recipient),   “from”   (identity   of   sender)   and   “subject” 

(information   in   the   subject   line)   headers   in   their   inbox.   You   can   modify   these   to   in�uence   their 

decision   to   open   or   delete   an   email.  

Headline    -   the   opening   announcement   that   greets   recipients   once   they   have   opened   the 

email.   Ideally,   this   immediately   communicates   the   company’s   unique   selling   proposition   and 

encourages   the   recipient   to   penetrate   further   into   the   email.  

Heatmap    –   a   graphical   representation   of   data   where   varying   degrees   of   a   single   metric   are 

shown   using   colors. 

Hedonists    -   formally,   those   who   habitually   seek   pleasurable   experiences;   individuals   who,   by 

nature,   seek   products   which   provide   them   with   the   most   pleasure,   without   regard   to   calories, 
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sugar   content,   salt   content,   cholesterol   levels,   colouring   or   preservative   additives,   and   so   on; 

hedonists   are   above-average   consumers   of   chocolates,   soft   drinks,   beer,   etc.  

Helper   Application    -   this   term   refers   to   software   programs   that   run   along   with   browser 

programs,   enabling   them   to   perform   additional   functions.   Good   examples   are   Shockwave   for 

downloading   and   viewing   moving   images,   and   RealAudio   for   hearing   sounds   and   music 

online.  

Herzberg’s   Theory   of   Motivation    -   a   theory   of   motivation   developed   by   Henry   Herzberg   in 

which   satis�ers   (factors   that   cause   satisfaction)   are   distinguished   from   dissatis�ers   (factors 

which   cause   dissatisfaction).   Thus,   consumers   will   compare   the   number   and   degree   of 

satis�ers   to   the   number   and   degree   of   dissatis�ers   before   making   purchase   decisions.   See 

Freudian   Motivation   Theory;   Maslow’s   Theory   of   Motivation.  

Heterogeneous   Shopping   Goods    -   shopping   goods   perceived   by   consumers   as   markedly 

di�erent   in   quality   and   attributes;   price   is   consequently   less   important.   See   Homogeneous 

Shopping   Goods;   Shopping   Goods.  

Hidden   Objection    -   an   unstated   objection   that   a   prospective   buyer   has   to   a   product   o�ered 

by   a   salesperson.   See   Objection;   Invalid   Objection;   Stated   Objection;   Valid   Objection.  

Hierarchy   of   E�ects   Models    -   various   illustrations   of   the   notion   that   marketing   promotion 

induces   consumers   to   move   in   steps   from   one   mental   state   to   the   next   before   eventually 

deciding   to   purchase   a   particular   product;   in   the   AIDA   model   the   steps,   in   ascending   order, 

are   awareness,   interest,   desire   and   action,   while   in   Lavidge   and   Steiner’s   expanded   model 

(1962)   they   are   ignorance,   awareness,   knowledge,   liking,   preference,   conviction   and   purchase. 

Hierarchy   of   Needs   -   see   Maslow’s   Hierarchy   of   Needs.  

High-Contact   Retailing    -   a   recent   trend   in   retailing   in   which   some   retailers   attempt   to 

position   themselves   by   emphasizing   the   services   aspects   of   their   products   more   than   the 

goods   themselves.  

High   Income   Countries    -   countries   whose   income   per   capita   are   high   compared   to   the   rest   of 

the   world.  
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High-Involvement   Products    -   products   for   which   the   buyer   is   prepared   to   spend 

considerable   time   and   e�ort   in   searching.   See   Low-Involvement   Products.  

High-Pressure   Selling    -   a   selling   approach   in   which   the   salesperson   attempts   to   control   the 

sales   interaction   and   pressure   the   customer   to   make   a   purchase.  

High-Price   Strategy    -   a   planned   approach   to   pricing,   appropriate   in   situations   of   inelastic 

demand,   in   which   an   organization   decides   to   keep   its   prices   high;   reasons   for   such   a   strategy 

might   include   a   growing   super-premium   segment   of   the   market,   overcrowding   at   the 

bottom-end   of   the   market,   or   the   desire   to   create   a   prestige   image   for   the   product.   Also   called 

Premium   Pricing.  

High-Touch   Service    -   customer   service   that   is   characterized   by   a   high   level   of   personal 

contact   with   customers,   as   opposed   to   “low-touch”   customer   service   which   is   provided   by 

vending   machines,   self-service   counters,   etc.   See   Low-Touch   Service.  

Historical   Analogy    -   an   approach   to   sales   forecasting   in   which   the   past   sales   results   of   a 

similar   product   are   used   to   predict   the   likely   sales   of   a   similar   new   product.  

History   List    -   Most   browsers   have   a   pull-down   menu   that   displays   the   sites   you’ve   recently 

visited   so   you   can   return   to   a   site   instantly   or   view   your   last   sur�ng   session.   The   same 

mechanism   makes   it   possible   for   servers   to   track   where   you   were   before   visiting   a   particular 

site   -   better   viewing   habit   information   than   television   networks   ever   dreamed   of   providing.  

Hit    -   request   of   a   �le   from   a   Web   server.   The   sending   of   a   single   �le,   whether   text,   graphic, 

audio   or   other   type   of   �le.   When   a   page   request   is   made,   all   elements   or   �les   that   comprise 

the   page   are   recorded   as   hits   on   a   server’s   log   �le.  

While   there   is   no   accurate   formula   for   determining   the   number   of   visitors   to   a   page   or   site 

based   on   the   number   of   hits   -   one   visitor   could   go   back   and   forth   twenty   times,   or   twenty 

people   could   visit   a   single   time   each   -   a   hit   at   least   indicates   somebody   was   there.   Thus,   hits 

can   be   far   more   valuable   than   the   tracking   devices   in   any   other   media.  
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Hit   Rate    -   The   percentage   of   the   desired   number   of   outcomes   received   by   a   salesperson 

relative   to   the   total   activity   level.   For   example,   it   is   the   number   of   sales   as   a   percentage   of   the 

number   of   calls.   It   also   is   called   batting   average   and   conversion   rate.  

Ho-Hum   Products    -   a   colloquial   term   used   in   reference   to   common,   everyday   items   (such   as 

paper   clips,   drawing   pins,   staples   and   scribble-pads)   that   cannot   be   di�erentiated   signi�cantly 

from   those   of   competitors;   purchasers   of   “ho-hum”   products   will   generally   favor   the   cheapest 

available.  

Hold   Strategy    -   a   course   of   action   appropriate   for   a   product   (usually   in   the   decline   stage   of   its 

life   cycle)   in   which   a   company   decides   to   hold   by   keeping   expenditure   on   it   to   a   minimum   to 

maximize   the   return   before   having   to   delete   it   from   the   line.   See   Harvest   Strategy.  

Holding   Costs    -   costs   associated   with   keeping   inventory,   including   warehousing,   spoilage, 

obsolescence,   interest   and   taxes;   also   called   Inventory   Carrying   Costs.  

Home   Page    -   the   page   designated   as   the   main   point   of   entry   of   a   website   (or   main   page)   or 

the   starting   point   when   a   browser   �rst   connects   to   the   Internet.   Typically,   it   welcomes   you   and 

introduces   the   purpose   of   the   site,   or   the   organization   sponsoring   it,   and   then   provides   links 

to   the   lower-level   pages   of   the   site.   In   business   terms,   it’s   the   grabber.   If   your   home   page 

downloads   too   slowly,   or   it   is   unclear   or   uninteresting,   you   will   probably   lose   customers.  

Home   Shopping    -   forms   of   non-store   retailing   which   include   television   home   shopping   (in 

which   articles   are   demonstrated   on   TV   so   that   consumers   can   place   telephone   orders   for 

direct-to-home   delivery),   videotext   or   electronic   catalogue   shopping,   etc.  

Homogeneous   Shopping   Goods    -   shopping   goods   perceived   by   consumers   to   be   essentially 

the   same   in   quality   and   attributes;   price   is   consequently   the   deciding   factor.   See 

Heterogeneous   Shopping   Goods;   Shopping   Goods.  

Horizontal   Channel   Con�ict    -   discord   among   members   at   the   same   level   of   a   marketing 

channel,   eg.   wholesaler-wholesaler   discord   or   retailer-retailer   discord.   See   Channel   Con�ict; 

Inter-Type   Channel   Con�ict;   Vertical   Channel   Con�ict.  
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Horizontal   Competition    -   the   rivalry   to   gain   customer   preference   among   entities   at   the   same 

level,   such   as   competition   among   competing   wholesalers   or   competing   retailers.   Horizontal 

Co-Operative   Advertising   -   shared   advertising   by   two   or   more   members   at   the   same   level   of   a 

distribution   channel,   each   paying   part   of   the   total   cost.  

Horizontal   Diversi�cation    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   a   company   seeks   to   add   to   its   existing 

lines   new   products   that   will   appeal   to   its   existing   customers.   See   Concentric   Diversi�cation; 

Conglomerate   Diversi�cation.  

Horizontal   Integration    -   a   strategy   for   growth   in   which   a   company   develops   by   seeking 

ownership   of,   or   some   measure   of   control   over,   some   of   its   competitors.   See   Backward 

Integration;   Forward   Integration.  

Horizontal   Market    -   a   market   for   a   product   that   is   bought   by   many   industries. 

Horizontal   Marketing   Management    -   the   organization   of   marketing   activities   by 

independent   �rms   on   the   same   level   in   a   marketing   channel   so   that   they   work   closely 

together   in   buying,   promotion,   etc.   to   achieve   economies   of   scale.  

Horizontal   Price   Fixing    -   the   practice,   usually   unlawful,   of   sellers   of   di�erent   brands   of   the 

same   product   making   agreements   to   charge   the   same   price   to   consumers.   See   Collusion; 

Price   Fixing;   Vertical   Price   Fixing. 

Hospitality    -   Hosting   key   customers,   clients,   government   o�cials,   employees   and   other   VIPs 

at   an   event.   Usually   involves   tickets,   parking,   dining   and   other   amenities,   often   in   a   specially 

designated   area,   and   may   include   pro-am   spots,   backstage   tours,   etc.  

Host    -   an   Internet   host   used   to   be   a   single   machine   connected   to   the   Internet   (which   meant   it 

had   a   unique   IP   address).   As   a   host,   it   made   certain   services   available   to   other   machines   on 

the   network.   However,   virtual   hosting   now   means   that   one   physical   host   can   actually   be   many 

virtual   hosts.   Hotlists   -   These   can   be   pull-down   or   pop-up   menus   on   browsers   that   contain 

new   or   popular   sites.   Major   browser   and   search   engine   home   pages   also   contain   updated 

hotlists,   and   there   are   entire   sites,   such   as   Cool   Site   O’   the   Day.  
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House   Accounts    -   see   Direct   Accounts.  

House   Ad    -   self-promotional   ad   a   company   runs   on   their   own   site/network   to   use   unsold 

inventory.  

House   List    -   a   permission-based   list   that   you   built   yourself.   Use   it   to   market,   cross   sell   and 

upsell,   and   to   establish   a   relationship   with   customers   over   time.   Your   house   list   is   one   of   your 

most   valuable   assets.  

House   Publication    -   An   internally   developed   or   produced   magazine   or   brochure   designed   to 

communicate   the   views   of   the   organization   to   a   selected   audience   without   outside   editorial 

restraints.  

HTML   (hypertext   markup   language   )    -   Is   a   coding   language   used   to   make   hypertext 

documents   for   use   on   the   Web.   HTML   resembles   old-fashioned   typesetting   code,   where   a 

block   of   text   is   surrounded   by   codes   that   indicate   how   it   should   appear.   HTML   allows   text   to 

be   “linked”   to   another   �le   on   the   Internet.  

HTML   Banner    -   a   banner   ad   using   HTML   elements,   often   including   interactive   forms   instead 

of   (or   in   addition   to)   standard   graphical   elements.  

HTML   E-mail    -   email   that   is   formatted   using   Hypertext   Markup   Language,   as   opposed   to   plain 

text   email.  

HTTP   (hypertext   transfer   protocol)    -   a   standard   method   of   publishing   information   as 

hypertext   in   HTML   format   on   the   Internet,   HTTP   is   the   format   of   the   World   Wide   Web.   When   a 

browser   sees   “HTTP”   as   the   beginning   of   an   address,   it   knows   that   it   is   viewing   a   WWW   page. 

HTTPS   -   HTTP   with   SSL   (secure   socket   layer)   encryption   for   security.  

Hunter    -   a   front   line   sales   professional   responsible   for   �nding   and   bringing   in   new   business.  

Hybrid   Model    -   a   combination   of   two   or   more   online   marketing   payment   models.  

Hyperlink    -   this   is   the   clickable   link   in   text   or   graphics   on   a   Web   page   that   takes   you   to 

another   place   on   the   same   page,   another   page,   or   whole   other   site.  
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It   is   the   single   most   powerful   and   important   function   of   online   communications.   Hyperlinks 

have   revolutionized   the   way   the   world   gets   information.  

Hypermarket    -   a   giant,   one-stop   shopping   facility   o�ering   a   wide   choice   of   grocery   and 

general   merchandise   at   discount   prices.  

Hypermarketing    -   Highly   Personal   High   Performance   Marketing   Plans   for   Companies   and 

Individuals 

Hypertargeting    -   the   ability   to   deliver   advertising   content   to   speci�c   interest-based   segments 

in   a   network;   the   ability   on   social   network   sites   to   target   ads   based   on   very   speci�c   criteria. 

This   is   an   important   step   towards   precision   performance   marketing. 

Hypertext    -   refers   to   the   connectivity   between   web   documents,   which   is   non-linear.   Thus   any 

part   of   the   document   (word   or   phrase)   can   launch   another   document,   or   another   part   of   the 

same   document   via   a   hyperlink. 

 

ISO    -   sales   acronym...   independent   sales   organization...   term   used   to   describe   �eld   sales 

forces   that   are   not   employees   of   the   companies   which   provide   the   products   or   services   they 

sell.  

Iceberg   Principle    -   a   theory   that   suggests   that   aggregated   data   can   hide   information   that   is 

important   for   the   proper   evaluation   of   a   situation.  
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Idea   Generation    -   the   �rst   stage   in   the   new   product   development   process   -   the   sourcing   of 

ideas   for   new   products;   important   sources   include   the   �rm’s   own   R   &   D   work,   focus   groups, 

competitor’s   products   and   suggestions   from   customers,   distributors   and   salespeople.   See 

New   Product   Development.  

Idea   Marketing    -   activities   associated   with   the   marketing   of   a   cause   or   idea.   See   Broadening 

Concept.  

Ideal   Brand   Model    -   a   model   used   to   study   consumer   evaluation   of   alternative   products;   the 

consumer   compares   actual   brands   comparing   them   to   a   hypothetical   ideal   brand.   Among 

other   models   used   for   the   purpose   are   the   expectancy-value   model,   conjunctive   model, 

disjunctive   model,   lexicographic   model,   and   determinance   model.  

Image    -   The   sum   of   beliefs,   ideas   and   impressions   that   a   person   has   of   an   object   or   agency. 

Image   Analysis   -   see   Favorability   Analysis.  

Image   Di�erentiation    -   as   a   source   of   competitive   advantage,   a   company   may   di�erentiate 

itself   from   its   competitors   by   image;   the   particular   image   or   “personality”   it   acquires   is   created 

by   its   logo   and   other   symbols,   its   advertising,   its   atmosphere,   its   events   and   personalities. 

Other   sources   of   di�erentiation   for   competitive   advantage   include   product   di�erentiation, 

services   di�erentiation,   and   personnel   di�erentiation   .  

Image   Oriented   Change   Strategy    -   an   advertising   plan   or   tactic   intended   to   change   a   brand’s 

image   (rather   than   to   maintain   it   over   time)   and   which   relies   on   imagery   and   symbolism 

(rather   than   the   provision   of   information)   to   achieve   its   objective.   See   Image-Oriented 

Maintenance   Strategy;   Information   Oriented   Change   Strategy;   Information-Oriented 

Maintenance   Strategy.  

Image   Oriented   Maintenance   Strategy    -   an   advertising   plan   or   tactic   intended   to   maintain   a 

brand’s   position   over   time   (rather   than   to   change   its   position)   and   which   relies   on   imagery 

and   symbolism   (rather   than   the   provision   of   information)   to   achieve   its   objective.   See 

Image-Oriented   Change   Strategy;   Information-Oriented   Change   Strategy; 

Information-Oriented   Maintenance   Strategy.  
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Image   Persistence    -   the   idea   that   images   may   persist   long   after   an   organization   has   changed; 

for   example,   one   government   instrumentality’   services   might   be   highly   regarded   in   the   public 

mind   even   though   its   programs   have   deteriorated,   while   another’s   might   still   be   poorly 

regarded   long   after   they   have   been   improved.  

Image   Pricing    -   see   Psychological   Pricing;   Prestige   Pricing.  

Image   Utility    -   the   value   given   to   a   product   by   virtue   of   the   fact   that   it   brings   satisfaction   to 

the   user   in   creating   prestige   and   esteem.   See   Utility.  

Imagery    -   the   symbols,   images   or   graphic   representations   used   in   advertising   to   suggest   a 

particular   mood   or   feeling.   Impact   -   the   force   that   an   advertisement   or   message   will   have   on   a 

target   consumer;   television   advertising,   for   example,   because   it   combines   sight   and   sound, 

will   typically   have   greater   impact   than   print   media. 

Impact   Evaluation    -   In   social   marketing,   the   evaluation   of   program   outcomes   in   terms   of 

original   objectives.   This   also   is   known   as   outcome   evaluation   and   summative   evaluation.  

Implementation    -   The   stage   in   the   strategic   market   planning   process   in   which   an   action 

program   is   designed   to   meet   the   strategic   objective(s)   using   the   available   resources   and   given 

the   existing   constraints.   The   action   program   is   intended   to   be   both   a   translation   of   a   strategic 

plan   into   operational   terms   as   well   as   a   means   by   which   the   strategic   performance   may   be 

monitored   and   controlled.   The   action   plan   has   three   major   components:   (1)   speci�c   tasks   – 

what   will   be   done   including   the   speci�cation   of   the   marketing   mix   to   be   employed;   (2)   time 

horizon   –   when   it   will   be   done;   and   (3)   resource   allocation   and   budgeting   –   attaching   a   dollar 

�gures   to   each   income   and   expense-related   activity   and   allocating   capital   funds.  

Implied   Warranty    -   the   notion,   upheld   by   courts   in   recent   years   in   response   to   mounting 

consumer   complaints,   that   a   product   is   covered   by   warranty   even   if   not   expressly   stated,   and 

that   manufacturers   are   liable   for   injury   caused   by   a   product   even   if   there   has   been   no 

negligence   in   manufacturing;   hence,   caveat   vendor   or   “let   the   seller   beware”.   See   Warranty; 

Express   Warranty;   Promotional   Warranty;   Protective   Warranty.  
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Import   Quota    -   a   government-imposed   limit   on   the   number,   quantity   or   value   of   a   product   to 

be   imported,   usually   to   protect   local   industry.  

Impression    (ad   impression   or   page   impression)   -   the   ad   impression   is   the   metric   a   site   uses 

for   measuring   inventory.   Di�erent   de�nitions   exist   for   this   term:   1.   The   viewing   of   a   page   or 

ad   by   the   user.   The   assumption   is   that   the   page   or   ad   images   were   successfully   downloaded 

and   the   ser   viewed   the   page   or   ads.   2.   The   request   for   a   page   or   ad.   Agencies   usually   collect   a 

fee   for   every   thousand   impressions   (hence   the   term   CPM,   cost   per   thousand).   Impulse   Buying 

-   unplanned   consumer   buying   of   attractively   presented   or   conveniently   located   products.  

Impulse   Goods    -   goods   that   are   purchased   quickly   because   of   a   sudden   urge   to   have   them. 

See   Convenience   Goods.  

In-Home   Shopping    -   see   Home   Shopping.  

In-Magazine   Recognition   Tests    -   to   test   the   e�ectiveness   of   advertising,   individuals   selected 

from   the   target   market   are   asked   to   look   through   a   magazine   and   then   to   recall 

advertisements   they   have   seen.   See   Recognition   Tests.  

In-Pack   Premium    -   a   type   of   sales   promotion   in   which   a   small   gift   is   included   inside   the 

package   of   a   product   to   encourage   consumers   to   buy   it.   See   Premiums;   Near-Pack   Premium; 

On-Pack   Premium;   With-Pack   Premium.  

In-Store   Marketing    -   The   marketing   dollars   spent   inside   the   store   in   the   form   of   store   design, 

merchandising,   visual   displays,   or   in-store   promotions.  

In-Store   Media    -   in-house   media,   usually   radio   or   TV   networks,   inside   department   or   variety 

stores   to   encourage   foot   tra�c   and   generate   more   sales;   music   and   news,   as   well   as 

commercials   and   promotion,   are   carried   by   the   media.  

In-Suppliers    -   suppliers   who   are   already   well   known   to   an   organization   and   from   whom   they 

will   purchase   with   con�dence.   See   Out-Suppliers.  
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In   Transit    -   A   condition   that   exists   when   merchandise   had   been   shipped   from   the   vendor   and 

has   not   yet   arrived   at   the   buyer’s   receiving   dock.  

Inbound   Inquiry    -   inquiry   about   your   product   or   service   that’s   initiated   (i.e.   by   phone,   email 

or   in   person)   by   a   prospect   or   customer;   no   prospecting   needed;   gift   from   the   sales   angels.  

Inbound   Link    -   a   link   from   a   site   outside   of   your   site. 

Inbound   Marketing    -   The   process   of   utilizing   multiple   channels   and   content   with   the   goal   of 

bringing   target   audience   to   a   website   and   converting   them   into   paying   customers. 

Inbound   Telemarketing    -   telemarketing   in   which   a   company   receives   telephone   orders   and 

enquiries   from   customers;   often,   toll   free   telephone   lines   are   used.   See   Outbound 

Telemarketing.  

Incentive    -   An   inducement   (money,   premiums,   prizes)   o�ered   by   sellers   to   reward   or 

motivate   salespeople,   channel   members,   and/or   consumers   to   sell/purchase   their   products   or 

services.  

Incentive   Marketing    -   the   o�ering   of   gifts,   rewards,   premiums,   etc   to   motivate   the   sales 

team,   to   get   bigger   or   more   frequent   orders   from   dealers,   or   to   induce   customers   to   buy.  

Incentives    -   (i)   in   learning   theory,   an   object,   person   or   situation   that   an   individual   believes   will 

satisfy   a   motive;   (ii)   in   selling,   any   bonus,   reward,   contest,   recognition   program,   etc.   intended 

to   motivate   members   of   a   sales   team   to   greater   e�orts.   See   Learning   Process;   Motive.   A 

reason   to   take   action,   which   might   include   discounts,   bonuses,   free   shipping,   bundle   pricing, 

etc.  

Incentivized   Tra�c    -   visitors   who   have   received   some   form   of   compensation   for   visiting   a 

site.   Income   Di�erential   -   the   di�erence   in   income   levels   among   people   of   various   categories, 

such   as   di�erent   jobs,   geographic   areas,   age   classes,   sexes,   races   and   the   like.  

Increasing   Returns    -   [inc]   Increasing   returns   refers   to   the   notion   that   the   greater   the   size   of 

the   network,   the   greater   the   advantage   of   each   participant   of   the   network   (network   e�ects). 
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Each   participant   of   the   network   brings   value   to   the   overall   network.   This   is   in   contrast   to 

diminishing   returns   which   refers   to   the   greater   the   size   (number   of   users)   the   less   each 

participant   can   bene�t   from   participation.  

Incremental   Approach   (to   Calculating   Sales   force   Size)    -   an   approach   used   in   determining 

the   ideal   size   of   a   sales   force   based   on   the   di�erence   between   the   expected   gross   pro�t   that 

will   be   earned   by   the   addition   of   an   extra   salesperson   and   the   cost   of   hiring,   training   and 

maintaining   that   salesperson.  

Incremental-Cost   Pricing    -   an   approach   in   which   the   price   of   all   additional   units   produced 

after   the   �xed   costs   of   production   have   been   met   are   based   on   variable   cost   rather   than   on 

total   cost.  

Incremental   Productivity   Method    -   A   method   of   determining   sales   force   size   by   adding 

sales   representatives   as   long   as   the   incremental   pro�t   produced   by   their   addition   exceeds   the 

incremental   costs.   The   method   recognizes   that   there   will   probably   be   diminishing   returns   with 

the   addition   of   salespeople.  

Incremental   Sales    -   Units   of   the   product   sold   to   retailers   or   consumers   through   a   sales 

promotion   e�ort   over   and   above   the   amount   that   would   have   been   sold   in   the   absence   of   the 

promotional   deal.  

Indirect   Competitive   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   stimulate   purchase   of   a   particular 

brand   at   some   future   time.   See   Direct   Competitive   Advertising.  

Indirect   Competition    -   a   product   that   is   in   a   di�erent   category   altogether   but   which   is   seen 

as   an   alternative   purchase   choice;   for   example,   co�ee   and   mineral   water   are   indirect 

competitors.   See   Direct   Competition.  

Indirect   Costs    -   costs   that   cannot   be   traced   directly   to   a   particular   product;   commonly   called 

Overheads.   See   Direct   Costs.  
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Indirect   Denial   Method    -   handling   a   buyer’s   objection   by   initially   admitting   the   validity   of   the 

objection   in   order   to   maintain   rapport   but   then   o�ering   evidence   to   rebut   the   objection; 

sometimes   referred   to   as   the   “Yes,   but...   Method.”   See   Objections.  

Individual   Brand    -   a   brand   name   used   for   a   single   product   within   a   product   line.   See 

Corporate   Branding;   Family   Brand.  

Individual   Brand   Name    -   the   part   of   the   brand   name   which   identi�es   a   particular   product 

when   it   follows   a   family   brand   name;   for   example,   in   the   brand   name   “Holden   Commodore”, 

Holden   is   the   family   brand   name,   while   Commodore   is   the   individual   brand   name.   See 

Corporate   Branding;   Family   Brand;   Product   Line   Brand   Name;   Single   Brand   Name.  

Industrial   Buyer   Behavior    -   the   study   of   the   motives   and   actions   of,   and   the   in�uences   upon, 

industrial   buyers   while   engaged   in   the   purchasing   of   goods   and   services.   See   Organizational 

Buying   Behavior.  

Industrial   Buyers    -   individuals   who   purchase   goods   and   services   on   behalf   of   the 

organizations   by   which   they   are   employed;   purchasing   o�cers.   See   Organizational   Buyer.  

Industrial   Distributor    -   a   marketing   intermediary,   roughly   equivalent   to   a   wholesaler   in 

consumer   markets,   who   purchases   industrial   products   in   bulk   from   manufacturers   for   resale 

to   small   industrial   users.  

Industrial   Goods    -   goods   and   services   purchased   by   industrial   buyers   for   use   in   the 

production   of   their   own   goods   and   services   or   in   the   conduct   of   their   business;   industrial 

goods   can   be   broadly   classi�ed   as   equipment,   raw   materials   and   services.   See   Industrial 

Product   Classes.  

Industrial   Market   Segmentation    -   The   process   of   separating   an   industrial   market   (business 

market)   into   groups   of   customers   of   prospects   such   that   the   members   of   each   resulting   group 

are   more   like   the   other   members   of   the   group   than   they   are   like   members   of   other   segments.  
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Industrial   Marketing    -   the   marketing   of   goods   and   services   to   business   organizations   for   use 

in   the   manufacture   of   their   products   or   in   the   operation   of   their   businesses;   also   called 

Business-to-Business   Marketing.  

Industrial   Packaging    -   the   protective   wrapping   and   boxing   of   �nished   industrial   goods   for 

shipment.  

Industrial   Product   Classes    -   categories   of   goods   and   services   bought   by   organizations   for 

use   in   production   or   in   the   operation   of   their   business;   classes   include   installation, 

accessories,   raw   materials,   component   parts,   supplies,   and   services.  

Increasing   Returns    -   Increasing   returns   refers   to   the   notion   that   the   greater   the   size   of   the 

network,   the   greater   the   advantage   of   each   participant   of   the   network   (network   e�ects).   Each 

participant   of   the   network   brings   value   to   the   overall   network.   This   is   in   contrast   to 

diminishing   returns   which   refers   to   the   greater   the   size   (number   of   users)   the   less   each 

participant   can   bene�t   from   participation.  

Industrial   Selling    -   all   forms   of   personal   selling   to   organizational   and   industrial   buyers   of 

products   for   resale,   or   for   use   in   manufacture,   or   for   use   in   the   operation   of   their   businesses.  

Industrialized   Country    -   characteristics   -   1)   degree   of   urbanization   increases,   literacy   levels 

are   high,   exceeding   85%,   population   engaged   in   agriculture   drops   substantially;   2)   wage   levels 

rise   sharply   and   ownership   of   durables;   3)   need   for   labor   saving   methods   creates   new 

industries.  

Industry    -   A   set   of   companies   that   vie   for   market   share   of   a   given   product.  

Inelasticity   of   Demand    -   demand   that   is   not   greatly   a�ected   by   a   change   in   the   price   of   the 

product.   See   Elasticity   of   Demand.  

Inept   Set    -   brands   that   a   buyer   is   aware   of   when   considering   a   purchase,   thinks   poorly   of   , 

but   uses   in   some   way   as   a   source   of   information.   See   Inert   Set;   Evoked   Set.  
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Inert   Set    -   brands   that   a   buyer   is   aware   of   when   considering   a   purchase   but   has   no   interest 

in.   See   Evoked   Set;   Inept   Set.  

Inertia   Buying    -   consumer   buying,   of   unimportant   items,   which   is   done   frequently   and   in 

which   the   buyer   chooses   the   same   brand   over   and   over   again   without   consideration   of   other 

brands.  

Inertia   Selling    -   a   selling   practice   in   which   unsolicited   goods   and   services   are   sent   to 

consumers   in   expectation   that   many   will   prefer   to   purchase   rather   than   to   return   them;   the 

practice   is   considered   undesirable   and   legislation   protecting   consumers   has   been   enacted. 

In�ation    -   an   economic   situation   in   which   rising   prices   result   in   a   fall   in   the   purchasing   value 

of   money.  

In�uence   Strategy    -   A   means   of   communication   used   by   a   channel   member’s   personnel   in 

applying   its   power   in   speci�c   channel   relationships.  

Infographic    -      highly   visual   piece   of   content   that   is   very   popular   among   digital   marketers   as   a 

way   of   relaying   complex   concepts   in   a   simple   and   visual   way. 

Infolust    -   strong   desire   to   know   what   friends,   family,   celebs,   colleagues,   foes   and   so   on,   are 

doing/saying/thinking   right   now;   consumers   voracious   appetite   for   even   more   information. 

Infomercial    -   a   word   coined   to   describe   a   particular   type   of   commercial,   for   print,   TV,   radio, 

etc.,   in   which   a   company   promotes   its   own   product   while   o�ering   valuable   information   and 

advice   on   an   important   public   issue.   For   example,   Volvo   may   seek   to   increase   awareness   of   its 

product   and   its   safety   positioning   by   producing   an   infomercial   on   road   safety.  

Infopreneur    -   Someone   who   starts   up   a   business   in   information   technology   or   online 

communications.  

Informal   Marketing   Organization    -   the   part   of   a   marketing   organization   made   up   of   the 

many   working   relationships   that   develop   over   time,   outside   the   formal   lines   of   authority, 

among   departmental   managers.  
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Information   Flow    -   the   information   about   products,   potential   customers,   consumer   needs 

and   wants,   etc.   that   is   passed   forwards   and   backwards   along   a   channel   of   distribution.   See 

Marketing   Channels.  

Information   Oriented   Change   Strategy    -   an   advertising   plan   or   tactic   intended   to   change   a 

brand’s   image   (rather   than   to   maintain   it   over   time)   and   which   relies   on   the   provision   of 

information   (rather   than   imagery   and   symbolism)   to   achieve   its   e�ect.  

Information   Oriented   Maintenance   Strategy    -   an   advertising   plan   or   tactic   intended   to 

maintain   a   brand’s   image   over   time   (rather   than   to   change   its   image)   and   which   relies   on   the 

provision   of   information   (rather   than   imagery   or   symbolism)   for   its   e�ect.   See   Image-Oriented 

Change   Strategy;   Image-Oriented   Maintenance   Strategy;   Information-Oriented   Change 

Strategy.  

Information   Utility    -   the   value   given   to   a   product   by   virtue   of   the   fact   that   it   can   provide   the 

user   with   information   that   is   useful.   See   Utility.  

Informational   In�uence    -   one   of   three   types   of   in�uence   (with   comparative   in�uence   and 

normative   in�uence)   exerted   on   consumers   by   reference   groups;   informational   in�uence 

occurs   when   the   group   is   the   source   of   information   about   products   and   brands.   See 

Reference   Groups;   Comparative   In�uence;   Normative   In�uence. 

Informational   Label    -   a   label   that   carries   information   including   use   instructions,   precautions 

and   warnings,   etc.   See   Label.  

Informative   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   inform   rather   than   to   persuade   or   remind.  

Informed   Judgment   Techniques   -   the   use   of   the   opinions   of   knowledgeable   people   to   forecast 

demand   and   sales.  

Initiating   Structure    -   A   leadership   style   wherein   sales   managers   closely   direct   their   sales 

personnel;   clarify   their   roles   for   them;   and   plan,   co-ordinate,   problem   solve,   criticize,   and 

pressure   them   to   perform.   A   sales   manager   using   this   leadership   style   tends   to   exhibit 

task-oriented   behavior.   Inktomi   -   search   syndication   service   located   at   www.inktomi.com  
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Inner-Directed   Consumers    -   one   of   three   broad   groups   of   consumers   (with   Need-Directed 

Consumers   and   Outer-Directed   consumers)   identi�ed   in   the   Stanford   Research   Institute’s 

survey   of   American   lifestyles;   inner-directed   consumers,   representing   about   twenty   per   cent 

of   consumers   in   the   U.S.,   buy   to   meet   their   own   inner-needs   rather   than   in   response   to   social 

norms.   See   Value   and   Lifestyle   Program   (VALS);   Need-Directed   Consumers;   Outer-Directed 

Consumers.  

Innovation    -   the   introduction   of   a   product   which   is   new   to   both   the   company   and   its 

customers;   a   new-to-the-world   product.   See   Product   Extension;   New   Product   Duplication.  

Innovativeness    -   1.   (product   development   de�nition)   When   applied   to   a   buyer,   the   extent   to 

which   hat   person   or   �rm   is   will   to   accept   the   risks   of   early   purchase   of   an   innovation.   2. 

(consumer   behavior   de�nition)   A   personality   trait   designed   to   account   for   the   degree   to   which 

a   consumer   accepts   and   purchases   new   products   and   services.  

Innovators    -   the   small   group   of   alert   people   who   are   the   earliest   to   adopt   a   new   product.   See 

Di�usion   of   Innovation;   Early   Adopters;   Early   Majority;   Laggards;   Late   Majority.  

Inseparability    -   one   of   the   four   characteristics   (with   intangibility,   perishability   and   variability) 

which   distinguish   a   service;   inseparability   expresses   the   notion   that   a   service   can   not   be 

separated   from   the   service   provider.   See   Services   Marketing;   Intangibility;   Perishability; 

Variability.  

Inside   Order-Taker    -   a   salesperson   who   writes   up   sales   orders   at   a   sales   counter,   or   those 

forwarded   to   the   company   by   telephone,   but   is   not   required   to   sell   persuasively   to   customers. 

See   Outside   OrderTaker.  

Instagram    -   a   premier   visual   social   network   that   is   used   by   content   marketers,   posting 

industry   related   photos   that   their   followers   and   customers   would   enjoy   seeing 

Installations    -   a   classi�cation   of   industrial   goods   that   includes   land,   buildings   and   major 

equipment.  
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Installed-Base    -   The   installed-base   refers   to   the   customer   base   of   digital   products.   The 

company   will   have   records   of   these   customers,   and   will   be   able   to   use   these   records   in   order 

to   try   to   monetize   the   installed-base.   Companies   try   to   develop   switching   costs,   in   order   to 

encourage   their   installed-base   to   remain   loyal.   By   estimating   the   lifetime   value   of   a   customer 

in   the   installed-base,   we   can   estimate   the   value   of   the   company.  

Instills   Trust    -   the   ability   of   the   communication   to   create   trust   and   con�dence   in   the   mind   of 

the   recipient.   Self   Marketing   Dictionary   page   98   Institutional   Advertising   -   advertising   intended 

to   promote   a   company   or   organisation   rather   than   its   products;   also   called   Corporate 

Advertising.  

Institutional   Market    -   a   market   consisting   of   schools,   universities,   hospitals,   charities,   clubs 

and   similar   organizations   that   buy   goods   and   services   for   use   in   the   production   of   their   own 

goods   and   services.   Intangibility   -   one   of   the   four   characteristics   (with   inseparability, 

perishability   and   variability)   which   distinguish   a   service;   intangibility   expresses   the   notion   that 

a   service   has   no   physical   substance.   See   Services   Marketing;   Inseparability;   Perishability; 

Variability.  

Intangible   Product    -   see   Actual   Product.   Intangible   Product   Attributes   -   the   unobservable 

characteristics   that   a   physical   good   possesses,   such   as   style,   quality,   strength,   beauty,   etc.   See 

Tangible   Product   Attributes.   Intangibles   -   see   Services.  

Integrated   Marketing   Communications    -   A   planning   process   designed   to   assure   that   all 

brand   contacts   received   by   a   customer   or   prospect   for   a   product,   service,   or   organization   are 

relevant   to   that   person   and   consistent   over   time.  

Integrative   Growth    -   a   strategy   for   growth   in   which   a   �rm   acquires   some   other   element   of 

the   chain   of   distribution   of   which   it   is   a   member.   See   Backward   Integration;   Forward 

Integration;   Horizontal   Integration.  

Intelligent   Agents    -   are   “bots”   designed   to   work   for   the   user   in   terms   of   executing 

transactions   (typically   search   queries   at   this   point)   across   the   Web.   It   is   assumed   that   as 

Intelligent   Agents   become   more   sophisticated,   they   can   accomplish   more   complex   tasks   for 
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their   users.   Once   they   understand   their   users’   requirements,   they   can   act   somewhat 

independently   of   user   interaction,   in   terms   of   making   online   purchasing   decisions   and   other 

tasks   that   currently   require   signi�cant   search   and   user   decision   making   processes.  

Intensive   Distribution    -   making   a   product   available   in   as   many   outlets   as   are   willing   to   stock 

it.   See   Distribution   Intensity;   Exclusive   Distribution;   Selective   Distribution.  

Intensive   Growth    -   growth   opportunities   related   to   a   company’s   current   operations; 

intensive   growth   opportunities   are   market   penetration,   product   development   and   market 

development.  

Interactive   Agency    -   an   agency   o�ering   a   mix   of   Web   design/development,   Internet 

advertising/   marketing,   or   E-Business/E-Commerce   consulting.  

Interactive   Television   (iTV)    -   a   means   of   providing   two-way   communication   between   the 

consumer   and   the   service   provider   using   a   television   set-top   box   sending   and   receiving 

signals   via   satellite,   cable   or   aerial.  

Interactivity    -   if   your   Web   site   is   not   interactive,   it’s   dead.  

Intermediate   Sellers    -   see   Marketing   Intermediaries.  

Intermodal   Transportation    -   a   shipping   method   in   which   two   or   more   modes   of   transport 

are   used;   for   example,   where   containerized   goods   are   loaded   from   truck   to   ship   and   back   to 

truck   again   in   the   port   of   destination.  

Internal   Data    -   information   recorded   and   stored   by   an   organization   as   it   completes   it   normal 

transactions   and   activities.  

Internal   Information   Search    -   a   stage   in   the   consumer   buying   process   for   a   low-involvement 

product;   past   experiences   with   items   in   this   product   class   are   considered.   See 

Low-Involvement   Products.  

International   Marketing    -   marketing   activities   intended   to   facilitate   the   exchange   or   transfer 

of   goods   between   nations.  
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International   Product   Cycle    -   A   model   developed   by   Professor   Raymond   Vernon   that   shows 

the   relationship   of   production,   consumption,   and   trade   over   the   life   cycle   of   a   product.   Based 

on   empirical   data   for   the   pre-1967   era,   the   model   showed   how   the   location   of   production 

shifted   from   the   United   States   to   other   advanced   countries   and   then   to   less   developed 

countries.  

International   Trade   Product   Life   Cycle    -   A   trade   cycle   model   that   suggests   that   many 

products   go   through   a   cycle   in   which   high   income,   mass   consumption   countries   are   initially 

exporters,   then   lose   their   export   markets,   and   �nally   become   importers   of   the   product. 

Internet   -   1.   A   collection   of   approximately   60,000   independent,   interconnected   networks   that 

see   the   TCP/IP   protocols   and   that   evolved   from   ARPANet   of   the   ’60s   and   early   ’70s. 

“The   Net”   is   a   worldwide   system   of   computer   networks   providing   reliable   and   redundant 

connectivity   between   disparate   computers   and   systems   by   using   common   transportation   and 

data   protocols.   2.   Generally,   any   network   made   up   of   two   or   more   interconnected   local   or 

wide   area   networks.  

Internet   domain   name    -   the   unique   name   that   identi�es   an   Internet   entity.  

Internet   Protocol    -   standard   set   of   rules   for   sending   and   receiving   data   through   the   internet. 

Interpersonal   Factors    -   Those   in�uences   or   forces   on   the   consumer   due   to   other   individuals 

within   the   individual’s   life   space   or   sphere   of   activity.   Wearing   a   tie   when   others   are   doing   so 

would   be   an   example,   as   would   a   person   purchasing   perfume   to   impress   someone   else.  

Interstitial    -   mean   “something   in   between”   and   is   a   page   that   is   inserted   in   the   normal   �ow   of 

content   between   a   user   and   a   site.   An   interstitial   as   is   an   “intrusive”   ad   unit   that   is 

spontaneously   delivered   without   speci�cally   being   requested   by   a   user.   Blocking   the   site 

behind   it,   interstitial   ads   are   designed   to   grab   consumers   attention   for   the   few   nanoseconds   it 

takes   to   close   the   window.   Interstitials   can   be   full   pages   or   small   daughter   windows.   Also 

referred   to   as   “pop-ups.”  
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2.   A   banner   appearing   in   a   location   other   than   a   homepage   or   near   that   masthead   of   an 

e-zine.   Interstitial   Pages   -   are   a   form   of   advertisement   on   the   web   that   appears   between   web 

pages   that   the   user   requests.   Thus   when   a   user   elects   to   enter   or   exit   a   web-site,   a   page 

appears   with   its   advertisement,   in   place   of   the   requested   page,   the   user   then   needs   to   select 

from   that   page   to   receive   the   page   requested   (or   the   advertisement   page   will   disappear   after 

a   �xed   time).   This   is   a   form   of   interruption   advertising   (similar   to   broadcast   models).  

Intertype   Channel   Con�ict    -   discord   among   members   of   di�erent   types   at   the   same   level   of 

a   marketing   channel,   eg.   department   store-convenience   store   discord.   See   Channel   Con�ict; 

Horizontal   Channel   Con�ict;   Vertical   Channel   Con�ict.   Self   Marketing   Dictionary   page   100  

Interviewer   Bias    -   intentional   or   unintentional   prompting   by   a   marketing   researcher   which 

a�ects   the   interviewee’s   response.  

Interview   Study    -   a   common   technique   for   gathering   primary   data   in   marketing   research. 

Respondents   in   an   interview   study   complete   a   questionnaire   delivered   to   them   by   telephone 

or   mail   or   in   a   face-to-face   interview.  

Invisible   Web    -   the   portion   of   the   Web   not   indexed   by   search   engines.  

Intraorganizational   Environment    -   an   organization’s   internal   environment;   the   forces 

arising   from   the   organization’s   formal   structure   and   from   interactions   with   employees   that 

a�ect   the   marketing   operations.   Intranet-   Intranets   are   private   networks,   usually   maintained 

by   corporations   for   internal   communications,   which   use   Internet   -   usually   Web-   protocols, 

software,   and   servers.   They   are   relatively   cheap,   fast,   and   reliable   networking   and   information 

warehouse   systems   that   link   o�ces   around   the   world.   They   make   it   easy   for   corporate   users 

to   communicate   with   one   another,   and   to   access   the   information   resources   of   the   Internet.  

Intrapreneur    –   a   person   within   a   large   corporation   who   takes   direct   responsibility   for   turning 

an   idea   into   a   pro�table   �nished   product   through   assertive   risk-taking   and   innovation.  
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Intrapreneurship    -   The   practice   of   entrepreneurship   within   a   large   �rm.   Intrapreneurship   is   a 

style   of   management   thought   to   be   independent,   risk-taking,   innovative,   daring,   and   typical   of 

the   style   used   in   successful   start   –up   �rms.  

In   some   situations   intrapreneurship   requires   that   the   entrepreneurial   unit   be   segregated   or 

isolated   from   the   other   units,   thus   permitting   the   unique   style   of   management.  

Intratype   Competition    -   The   con�ict   (or   competition)   between   �rms   of   the   same   type   –   e.g., 

department   store   competes   with   another   department   store;   a   supermarket   competes   with 

another   supermarket.   .  

Introductory   Stage   of   Product   Life   Cycle    -   the   �rst   stage   in   the   life   cycle   of   a   successful 

product;   the   product   wins   acceptance   relatively   slowly,   there   are   limited   versions   of   it,   there   is 

no   competition,   distribution   is   patchy,   promotion   is   designed   to   inform   the   market   (rather 

than   to   persuade   or   remind),   penetration   or   skimming   pricing   strategies   are   appropriate.  

Invalid   Objection    -   an   excuse   o�ered   by   a   prospective   buyer   to   cover   some   hidden   objection 

to   the   product.   See   Hidden   Objection;   Valid   Objection.  

Inventory    -   the   number   of   ads   available   for   sale   on   a   website.   Ad   inventory   is   determined   by 

the   number   of   ads   on   a   page,   the   number   of   pages   containing   ad   space,   and   the   number   of 

pages   requested.  

Inventory   Carrying   Costs    -   see   Holding   Costs.  

Inventory   Management    -   activities   involved   in   maintaining   the   appropriate   level   of   stock   in   a 

warehouse.  

Inventory   Remarketing    -   an   innovative   strategy   for   reducing   the   risks   of   introducing   a   new 

product.   Prior   to   the   launch   of   the   new   product,   a   �rm   may   negotiate   with   an   inventory 

remarketing   company   for   the   sale   of   any   unused   stock   of   the   new   product   in   the   event   that   it 

fails   to   sell   as   well   as   expected;   thus,   the   inventory   remarketing   company   will   buy   the   balance 

of   the   stock,   at   the   previously   agreed   price,   and   resell   it,   usually   in   a   di�erent   market   and 

through   di�erent   distribution   channels.  
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Inventory   Turnover    -   the   ratio   of   dollar   or   unit   sales   or   gross   pro�t   to   average   inventory; 

used   in   inventory   control   where   the   average   number   of   times   a   company   sells   the   value   of   its 

inventory   in   a   year   is   measured.  

Investment   Strategy    -   A   strategy   that   speci�es   (1)   the   requirements   for   funds   needed   to 

achieve   the   competitive   advantage,   and   (2)   the   outcomes   expected   from   the   allocation   of 

these   funds.   The   broad   investment   choices   are   build,   defend,   or   harvest   market   position.  

IP   Address    -   internet   protocol   address.   Every   system   connected   to   the   Internet   has   a   unique 

IP   address,   which   consists   of   a   number   in   the   format   A.B.C.D.   where   each   of   the   four   sections 

is   a   decimal   number   from   0   to   255.   Most   people   use   domain   names   instead,   and   the 

resolution   between   domain   names   and   IP   addresses   is   handled   by   the   network   and   the 

domain   name   servers.   With   virtual   hosting,   a   single   machine   can   act   like   multiple   machines 

(with   multiple   domain   names   and   IP   addresses).  

IPO   (Initial   Public   O�ering)    -   refers   to   the   o�ering   of   stock   in   a   company   to   the   public 

through   a   public   market.   NASDAQ   is   a   popular   market   for   e-commerce   related   companies. 

The   IPO   of   a   company   serves   as   a   signi�cant   liquidity   opportunity   for   early   investors,   including 

founders   and   the   Venture   Capital   investors.  

IRC   (internet   relay   chat)    -   a   facility   that   allows   people   -   from   many   di�erent   places   in   the 

world   at   one   time   -   to   chat   in   real   time.   The   chats,   forums,   are   typed   remarks,   and   that   can   be 

either   public   or   private.   This,   understandable,   is   a   wildly   popular   consumer   are   of   the   Internet. 

A   sort   of   “ham   radio”   for   today,   it   o�ers   intimacy   combined   with   autonomy.   Many   celebrities 

are   also   talking   to   the   public   at   pre-announce   times,   so   IRC   has   commercial   publicity   uses,   too. 

Business   meetings   can   be   conducted   in   the   same   way.  

ISDN   (Integrated   Services   Digital   Network)    -   ISDN   lines   are   high-speed   dial-up   connections 

to   the   Internet.   That’s   good.   What’s   bad   is   that   their   cost   and   availability   are   determined   by 

local   telephone   companies   which   means   in   some   places   that   are   available,   in   other   places,   not 

and   sometimes   they’re   cheap   and   at   other   times   wildly   expensive.  
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It   is   a   lot   of   commotion   for   a   connection   roughly   four   times   faster   than   a   28.8   modem.   (the 

joke   among   communications   experts   is   that   ISDN   stands   for   “It   still   does   nothing.”)  

 

Isolation   E�ect    -   the   idea   that   a   price   will   appear   more   attractive   if   the   product   is   placed   in 

the   store   next   to   a   an   alternative   product   which   is   more   expensive.  

ISP   (Internet   Service   Provider)    -   1.   A   business   that   provides   access   to   the   Internet.   It’s 

services   are   available   to   either   individuals   or   companies,   and   include   a   dial-in   interface   with 

the   Internet.   Software   supply,   and   often   a   website   and   intranet   design.   There   are   currently 

more   than   3,000   ISPs   in   the   U.S.   alone.   It’s   a   growth   business,   and,   as   a   result,   pricing   is   a 

highly   competitive,   so   shop   around.   2.   A   company   that,   for   a   fee,   provides   business   and 

consumers   with   access   to   the   Internet.  
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IVR   (Interactive   Voice   Response)    -   a   communication   device   that   provides   interactive   menus 

for   callers   to   use   to   input   data   using   a   touch-tone   telephone   keypad. 

 

Jargon    -   a   word   or   term   that   is   unique   to   a   particular   business   or   area   of   knowledge   and   not 

generally   known   to   the   public   at   large.   In   most   cases,   avoid   the   use   of   jargon.  

Java    -   Java   is   an   object-oriented   programming   language   created   by   Sun   Microsystems   that 

supports   enhanced   features   such   as   animation,   or   real-time   updating   of   information.   If   you 

are   using   a   browser   that   supports   Java,   an   applet   (Java   program)   embedded   in   the   Web   page 

will   automatically   run.  

JavaScript    -   a   scripting   language   developed   by   Netscape   and   used   to   create   interactive 

Websites.  

JIT    -   Just-In-Time   Inventory   System.  

JPEG   (joint   photographic   experts   group)    -   JPEG   is   a   graphics   format   newer   than   GIF   that 

displays   photographs   and   graphic   images   with   millions   of   colors.   It   also   compresses   well   and 

is   easy   to   download.   Unfortunately,   not   many   browsers   currently   support   it,   so   don’t   use   it   for 

your   logo.  

Joint   Demand    -   a   situation   in   which   demand   for   a   product   rises   and   falls   with   demand   for 

another   product   with   which   it   is   used.  
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Joint   Venture    -   a   risk-reducing   method   of   market   entry   in   which   two   �rms   combine   forces   to 

manufacture   or   market   a   product;   a   method   of   entry   into   a   foreign   market   in   which   a   �rm 

joins   with   an   overseas   company   to   establish   a   partnership   for   the   production   and   marketing 

of   its   product   abroad. 

JOMO    -   Joy   of   Missing   Out. 

Landing   Pages,   Webinars,   Autoresponders,   Automation   and 

more   –   in   one   solution!   Wit h    GetResponse     you   can   Create,   send,   and   track   emails   and   social 

posts   that   look   great   on   every   device. 
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Joyning    -   seeking   serendipitous   encounters   and   shared   experiences   with   strangers   to   open 

the   mind   and   world   to   new   opportunities. 

   Judgment   Sample    -   a   type   of   non-probability   sample   used   in   gathering   primary   data   in 

marketing   research;   the   sample   is   drawn   from   those   whom   the   market   researcher   judges   to 

be   knowledgeable   about   the   subject.   See   Probability   Sample;   Non-Probability   Sample. 

   Junket    -   A   publicity   device   in   which   members   of   the   media   are   brought   to   a   company   to 

observe   the   product   being   made,   research   facilities,   and   the   like.  

Jury   of   Executive   Opinion    -   a   forecasting   method   based   on   the   opinions   of   senior 

management.  

Just-in-time   (JIT)    -   inventory   management   system   based   upon   the   philosophy   that   well-run 

manufacturing   plans   do   not   require   the   stockpiling   of   parts   and   components.   Instead,   they 

rely   upon   receiving   necessary   inventory   in   the   exact   quantity   and   at   a   speci�ed   time   to 

support   manufacturing   schedules.  

Just-in-time   II   (JIT   II)    -   A   supply   management   system   that   builds   on   JIT   to   include   close 

working   relationships   between   suppliers   and   manufacturers.   Suppliers   actually   work   in   the 

manufacturer’s   facility   to   coordinate   production   scheduling,   delivery,   and   participate   in   early 

product   design.   No   traditional   buyer/supplier   representatives   exit   in   such   a   relationship.  

Just-In-Time   Inventory   System    -   an   inventory   control   method,   devised   in   Japan,   for   keeping 

inventory   costs   to   a   minimum;   supplies   are   ordered   frequently,   but   in   relatively   small 

quantities.  

Just-In-Time   Purchasing    -   see   Just-In-Time   Inventory   System 
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Keep-Out   Pricing    -   a   pricing   practice,   common   in   oligopolistic   market   situations,   in   which   the 

large   companies   maintain   very   low   prices   to   discourage   smaller   competitors   and   thus   protect 

their   own   market   shares.   See   Umbrella   Pricing.  

Kennel-Keeper    -   a   colloquial   term   used   in   reference   to   a   marketer   whose   products   are   largely 

“dogs”   -   those   with   a   relatively   small   share   of   a   slow-growth   market.   See   Boston   Consulting 

Group   Portfolio   Analysis   Matrix;   Dogs. 

Key   In�uence   People    -   opinion   leaders,   consultants,   experts,   etc.   whose   early   and 

enthusiastic   endorsement   of   a   new   product   is   sought   by   salespeople.   See   Opinion   Leader.  

Keystone   Markup    -   A   markup   in   which   the   cost   price   is   doubled   or   a   markup   of   50   percent   of 

retail   is   obtained.   For   example,   if   an   item   is   retailed   at   $20   and   cost   the   retailer   $10,   then   the 

keystone   markup   has   been   applied.  

Key   Success   Factors    -   the   factors   that   are   a   necessary   condition   for   success   in   a   given 

market.   For   example   in   a   highly   Hispanic   market,   a   library   to   succeed   would   have   Spanish 

language   materials.  

Keyword    -   a   word   used   in   performing   a   search   on   the   Internet.  

Keyword   Density    -   keywords   as   a   percentage   of   indexable   text   words   .  

Keyword   Marketing    -   putting   your   message   in   front   of   people   who   are   searching   using 

particular   keywords   and   key   phrases.  
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Keyword   Planner    -    a   tool   that   provides   keyword   ideas   and   tra�c   estimates   to   help   you   build   a 

Search   Network   campaign.   Search   for   keyword   and   ad   groups   ideas   based   on   terms   that   describe 

your   product   or   service,   your   website,   or   a   product   category   related   to   what   you're   advertising. 

Google   Adwords   o�ers   a   FREE    Keyword   planning   tool . 

Keyword   Research    -   the   search   for   keywords   related   to   your   Web   site,   and   the   analysis   of 

which   ones   yield   the   highest   return   on   investment   (ROI).  

Keywords   Tag    -   META   tag   used   to   help   de�ne   the   primary   keywords   of   a   Web   page.   Kickback   - 

a   bribe   or   illegal   payment   o�ered   to   an   organisational   buyer   in   order   to   obtain   the   business; 

commonly,   the   kickback   is   a   percentage   of   the   salesperson’s   commission   on   the   sale   or   an 

item   of   merchandise.  
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Killer   App    -   a   feature,   function,   or   application   of   a   new   technology   or   product   that   is 

presented   as   virtually   indispensable   or   much   superior   to   rival   products;      a   term   that   migrated 

from   software   development   to   online.   It   is   nothing   more   than   techtalk   for   the   eternal   search 

for   next   big   idea.  

Kinesic   Communication    -   body   language;   communication   by   body   movement   -   posture, 

stance,   hand   movements,   winking,   head   nodding,   etc.   See   Nonverbal   Communication. 

Kinked   Demand   Curve    -   the   shape   of   a   demand   curve   when   any   rise   in   price   above   the 

customary   level   will   result   in   a   sharp   decline   in   demand.  

KIPS    -   Key   In�uence   People.  

KISS   Principle    -   acronym   for   “Keep   It   Simple   and   Straightforward”.   “Keep   It   Short   and   Sweet.” 

A   directive   to   keep   the   communication   clear,   concise   and   intuitive   to   improve   the   likelihood 

the   prospect   will   take   action.   (some   people   refer   to   it   as   keep   it   simple   stupid).  

Knocking   Copy    -   advertising   copy   in   which   one   manufacturer   compares   a   product   to   the 

product   of   another;   knocking   copy   is   allowed   provided   one   does   not   “disparage   identi�able 

products,   services   or   advertisers   in   an   unfair   or   misleading   way.”   See   Comparison   Advertising.  

Knocko�s    -   a   colloquial   term   used   in   reference   to   new   product   innovations   which   are   almost 

identical,   look-alike   copies   of   competitors’   best-selling   items;   knocko�s   are   common   where 

the   item   copied   �ts   nicely   with   the   manufacturing   and   marketing   strengths   of   the   company 

which   copies   it,   and   are   intended   to   take   overall   market   share   from   the   competitor.  

Knowledge    -   consumers’   meanings   or   beliefs   about   products,   brands,   stores,   that   are   stored 

in   memory.  

Knowledge   Function   of   Attitudes    -   a   function   of   attitudes   that   serves   the   individual   in 

understanding   the   environment.   The   knowledge   function   aids   the   individual   in   organizing 

information   into   an   understandable   or   cohesive   whole.   It   is   one   of   the   functions   of   attitudes 

proposed   by   the   functional   theory   of   attitudes.  
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Kotler’s   Black   Box   Model    -   a   model   devised   by   U.S.   marketing   academic,   Philip   Kotler,   to 

explain   the   hidden   nature   of   consumer   decision-making;   using   the   well-established   analogy   of 

the   “black   box”   to   represent   the   human   mind,   Kotler   describes   the   marketer’s   task   as   that   of 

trying   to   understand   why,   how,   when,   and   from   whom,   consumers   buy.   See   Consumer 

Behavior 

 

Label    -   the   part   of   a   package   that   carries   information   about   the   product   it   contains;   a   label 

may   be   a   permanent   part   of   the   primary   package   or   a   tag,   sticker,   band,   etc.   See   Brand   Label; 

Descriptive   Label;   Flag;   Grade   Label;   Informational   Label.  

Labelling    -   activities   associated   with   the   design   and   content   of   the   wording   on   a   product   or 

package   which   identi�es   it   and   provides   instructions   for   its   handling   and   use.  

Laboratory   Test   Markets    -   see   Accelerated   Test   Marketing.  

Laddering    -   A   technique   to   discover   the   associations   consumers   have   between   speci�c 

product   attributes   and   more   general   end   states   or   consequences.  

Lag    -   the   amount   of   time   between   making   an   online   request   or   command   and   receiving   a 

response.   Until   lag   time   becomes   no   time   at   all,   the   Internet   will   not   be   consumer-friendly, 

and   its   pro�t   potential   will   remain   limited.  

Laggards    -   those   in   a   community   who   are   slowest   to   adopt   a   new   product.   See   Di�usion   of 

Innovation;   Early   Adopters;   Early   Majority;   Innovators;   Late   Majority. 
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Lagged   E�ect/Response    -   a   delayed   response   by   consumers   to   an   advertising   campaign; 

measuring   the   e�ect   of   a   campaign   which   is   running   currently   is   made   more   di�cult   by   a 

lagged   response   to   an   earlier   one.   Also   called   Lagged   E�ect.  

LAN   (local   area   network)    -   a   computer   network   -   which   for   some   reason   is   pronounced 

“land”   -   limited   to   a   certain   area,   usually   a   single   �oor   or   building.   The   Web   is   network,   but   not 

a   LAN.  

Landing   Page    -   the   page   on   a   website   where   the   visitor   arrives   (which   may   or   may   not   be   the 

home   page).   In   terms   of   an   email   campaign,   one   can   think   of   the   landing   page   as   the   page   to 

which   the   email   directs   the   prospect   via   a   link.   A   landing   page   must   satisfy   all   the 

requirements   pertaining   to   a   home   page.  

Last-Chance   Close    -   see   Standing   Room   Only.  

Late   Majority    -   the   large,   conservative   group   in   a   community   slower   than   all   except   the 

“laggards”   to   adopt   a   new   product.   See   Di�usion   of   Innovation;   Early   Adopters;   Early   Majority; 

Innovators;   Laggards.  

Latent   Demand    -   demand   for   a   product   that   can   satisfy   a   want   which   is   unable   to   be   satis�ed 

by   any   existing   product.  

Layout    -   the   arrangement   of   elements   in   the   communication,   designed   to   optimize   use   of 

screen   real   estate   within   the   prospect’s   email   client.   Layout   of   an   email   must   take   into   account 

the   fact   that   only   a   small   portion   of   the   content   will   appear   in   the   visible   window   (“above   the 

fold”),   and   further   reading   requires   the   prospect   to   scroll   down.  

Lead    -   a   person   or   organization   that   has   shown   an   interest   in   a   particular   product   or   service... 

can   also   be   used   to   describe   a   person   or   organization   that   sales   or   marketing   sta�   feel   may 

have   a   need   for   a   particular   product   or   service.  

Lead   Generation    -   the   activity   of   identifying   potential   customers.  
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Lead,   Sales    -   An   inquiry   or   referral   about   an   individual   or   organization   that   is   a   potential 

customer.  

Lead   Users    -   1.   (product   development   de�nition)   A   small   group   of   potential   product   users 

who   need   new   products   before   the   general   market   recognizes   the   need.   If   this   need   can   be 

satis�ed,   the   lead   user   expects   signi�cant   bene�ts.   2.   (industrial   de�nition)   The   buying 

organizations   that   consistently   are   early   adopters   of   new   technologies.   Lead   users   have   needs 

that   will   become   general   in   the   marketplace   later   on,   bene�t   signi�cantly   by   obtaining   a 

solution   to   those   needs,   and   often   largely   in�uence   other   �rms’   buying   decisions.  

Leader   Pricing    -   The   practice   of   knowingly   and   intentionally   marking   a   part   of   the   stock   at 

prices   that   will   not   yield   the   maximum   pro�t   return   on   these   particular   goods.   The   articles   so 

selected   for   special   price   emphasis   is   identi�ed   as   a   leader.  

Lead-time    -   1.   (retailing   de�nition)   The   amount   of   time   determined   by   a   merchandiser   to   be 

necessary   to   add   on   to   the   purchasing   period   in   order   to   assure   that   su�cient   merchandise 

will   be   on   hand   until   the   particular   order   is   received.   If   delivery   time   is   long,   or   if   raw   materials 

are   in   short   supply,   lead-time   may   be   longer   than   when   conditions   are   normal.   2.   (physical 

distribution   de�nition)   The   time   required   to   receive   inventory   once   an   order   is   placed.   It   is 

also   called   replenishment   time.  

Leapfrog   Routing    -   A   method   for   scheduling   calls   that   requires   salespeople   to   call   on   a 

cluster   of   customers   that   are   in   close   geographic   proximity,   “leaping”   over   single   customers   in 

isolated   areas.   The   objective   of   the   method   is   to   minimize   travel   time.  

Learning    -   �xed   behavioral   changes   resulting   from   an   individual’s   experiences.  

Learning   Curve    -   a   graphical   representation   of   the   way   in   which   average   unit   cost   of 

production   decreases   as   output   rises;   also   called   an   Experience   Curve.  

Learning   Process    -   the   way   in   which   an   individual’s   behaviour   changes   as   a   result   of   previous 

experiences;   the   process   consists   of   four   basic   components   -   a   stimulus   or   cue   which   creates 

a   drive;   the   drive   which   motivates   the   individual   to   make   a   response;   the   response   or   action 
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undertaken   by   the   individual;   and   reinforcement   by   means   of   reward   or   punishment   which 

determines   whether   the   individual   will   act   in   that   way   again.  

Leasing    -   the   granting,   under   contract,   of   use   of   a   product   for   an   agreed   upon   period   of   time 

in   return   for   a   rental   payment.  

Legacy   Brand    -   begins   from   a   point   of   origin   (core   idea)   and   considers   historic   message   layering   to 

derive   a   current   perception   as   it   pertains   to   the   target   audience.   A   core   idea   is   a   word   or   thought   that 

encompasses   all   facets   of   the   brand. 

Legacy   Business    -   refers   to   a   traditional   business   that   develops   a   web   presence   to   transact 

business.   Barnes   and   Noble   is   an   example.   This   is   in   contrast   to   a   pure   play   business,   which   is 

developed   as   a   new   entity   for   the   web,   and   had   no   prior   presence.  

Less-Than-Carload   Freight   Rate    -   a   U.S.   term   for   the   freight   rate   charged   by   a   railroad 

company   when   a   producer’s   shipment   is   less   in   volume   than   one   full   carload.   See   Carload 

Freight   Rate.   

Lexicographic   Model   (of   Brand   Evaluation)    -   a   model   used   in   the   study   of   consumer 

decision   processes   to   evaluate   alternatives;   the   idea   that   if   two   products   are   equal   on   the 

most   important   attribute,   the   consumer   moves   to   the   next   most   important,   and,   if   still   equal, 

to   the   next   most   important,   etc.   Thus,   the   purchase   decision   is   made   when   one   of   the   brands 

possesses   more   of   an   attribute,   looked   at   in   order   of   importance,   than   its   rival.   Other   models 

of   brand   evaluation   include   the   expectancy   value   model,   ideal   brand   model,   conjunctive 

model,   disjunctive   model,   lexigraphic   model   and   determinance   model.  

Liability    -   see   Product   Liability.  

Licensed   Characters    -   �gures   from   �ction,   television,   movies,   etc   which   are   used,   under 

license   from   their   creators,   in   the   marketing   of   consumer   goods   such   as   breakfast   cereals, 

chocolate   bars,   ice   creams   and   so   on.  

Licensed   Product   Strategy    -   marketing   plans   and   actions   based   on   the   use   of   licensed 

characters.   See   Licensed   Characters.  
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Licensing    -   the   granting   of   permission   by   one   manufacturing   organization   to   another   to   use   a 

registered   brand,   symbol,   process,   patent,   etc.  

Life   Cycle   Cost    -   the   costs   associated   with   the   use   and   maintenance   of   a   product   over   its 

expected   lifespan.  

Life   Stage   Buying   Power   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   total   heterogeneous   market   into 

relatively   homogeneous   groups   on   the   basis   of   their   ability   to   a�ord   a   product   at   their 

particular   stage   in   the   family   life   cycle.   See   Family   Life   Cycle.  

Lifestyle    -   an   individual’s   way   of   life   as   shaped   by   his   or   her   interests,   attitudes   and   opinions. 

The   manner   in   which   people   conduct   their   lives,   including   their   activities,   opinions,   and 

interests   (AIO).  

Lifestyle   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   total   heterogeneous   market   into   relatively 

homogeneous   groups   on   the   basis   of   their   way   of   life   as   shaped   by   their   interests,   attitudes 

and   opinions.   See   Psychographic   Segmentation. 

   Lifetime   Value    -   [lif]   Lifetime   Value   of   the   Customer   determines   the   value   of   a   customer   to   a 

�rm,   over   the   lifecycle   of   that   customer.   This   removes   the   focus   on   individual   transactions 

with   customers   and   has   become   increasingly   used   with   the   developments   of   technology   and 

market   research,   and   thus   the   ability   to   focus   on   narrower   target   markets,   even   to   the 

individual   consumer   in   some   cases.   Lifetime   Value   is   an   important   measure   used   for 

relationship   marketing   programs.   Lifetime   Value   of   Customers   was   a   popular   metric   for 

internet   �rms   as   they   built   their   customer   bases.  

The   Lifetime   Value   of   the   Customer    =   The   revenue   provided   to   the   company   by   the 

customer   over   its   lifetime   -   (Cost   of   Customer   Acquisition   +   Cost   of   Customer   Retention). 

   Likert   Scale    -   a   rating   device   frequently   used   in   marketing   research   questionnaires   in   which 

respondents   indicate   their   level   of   agreement   with   a   statement   by   choosing   the   appropriate 

response   from   a   scale,   eg.,   strongly   disagree,   disagree,   undecided,   agree,   strongly   agree.  

Limited   Decision   Making    -   see   Limited   Problem   Solving.  
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Limited   Problem   Solving    -   buying   situations   in   which   a   purchaser   has   had   some   previous 

experience   but   is   unfamiliar   with   suppliers,   product   options,   prices,   etc.   Also   referred   to   as  

Limited   Decision   Making    -   See   Extensive   Problem   Solving;   Routine   Problem   Solving.  

Limited-Line   Department   Store    -   a   department   store   which   carries   a   narrower   range   of 

merchandise   than   a   full-line   department   store;   typically,   a   limited-line   department   store   will 

be   characterized   by   high-quality   merchandise   and   high   prices.  

Limited-Line   Retailer    -   a   retailer   carrying   only   one   line,   or   a   few   related   lines,   like   a   large 

assortment   of   �owers.   See   Assortment   Strategies.  

Limited-Line   Strategy    -   the   decision   by   a   producer   to   o�er   a   lesser   number   of   product 

variations   than   is   possible.   See   Full-Line   Strategy.  

Limited-Service   Research   Supplier    -   a   marketing   research   �rm   what   o�ers   clients   fewer 

services   than   a   full-service   research   supplier.   See   Full-Service   Research   Supplier.  

Limited-Service   Wholesaler    -   a   wholesaler   providing   less   than   the   full   range   of   services   of 

some   other   wholesalers   but   attempting   to   compensate   for   this   by   o�ering   lower   prices.   See 

Full-Service   Wholesaler.  

Line    -   see   Product   Line.   Line   Extension   -   see   Product   Line   Extension.  

Line   Manager    -   see   Category   Manager.  

Line   Organization    -   an   organizational   structure   in   which   authority   moves   down   in   a   line   from 

the   chief   executive;   typically,   there   are   no   specialists   or   advisors,   the   chief   executive   having 

complete   authority   over   decision   making.   See   Organizational   Structure.  

Line   Retrenchment    -   see   Product   Line   Retrenchment.  

Linear   Learning   Model    -   A   brand   choice   model   that   views   the   probability   of   choosing   a 

particular   brand   on   the   current   choice   occasion   as   linearly   related   to   the   consumer’s 

probability   for   choosing   that   brand   on   the   previous   occasion.  
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The   particular   linear   function   applied   to   the   previous   period’s   choice   probability   depends   on 

whether   the   brand   of   interest   was   actually   chosen   last   time   (in   which   case   the   “acceptance 

operator”   is   applied)   or   not   chosen   last   time   (causing   the   “rejection   operator”   to   be   applied) 

(Kuehn   1962).  

Link    -   text   links,   hyperlinks,   graphics   or   images   which,   when   clicked   or   when   pasted   into   the 

browser,   direct   the   prospect   to   another   online   location.   To   be   most   e�ective   in   motivating 

action,   links   must   be   obvious   to   the   visitor   or   recipient.   When   images   or   graphics   are   used   as 

links,   or   when   hyperlinks   are   used,   always   provide   a   corresponding   text   link   as   well.  

LinkedIn    -   “ A   social   networking   site   designed   speci�cally   for   the   business   community.   The   goal   of 

the   site   is   to   allow   registered   members   to   establish   and   document   networks   of   people   they   know 

and   trust   professionally .”   —   Google  

 

Send   Out   Cards     –   One   of   the   best   Stay-in-touch   programs   available   online   is   the 

SendOutCards   System.   These   are   not   emailed,   virtual   cards   you   send   to   someone   in   a 

message.   These   are   REAL   CARDS   sent   in   the   mail   addressed   and   stamped   with   YOUR 

MESSAGE   inside!   Go   ahead   give   it   a   try.   The   First   Card   is   FREE   on   me! 
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Link   Juice       -   SEO   term   referring   to   the   equity   passed   to   a   site   via   links   (either   internal   or 

external);   the   amount   of   positive   ranking   factor   that   a   link   passes   from   one   page   to   the   next; 

refers   to   the   power   or   equity   passed   to   a   site   via   links   from   external   or   internal   sources.   This 

power   is   interpreted   as   a   vote   of   recommendation   toward   your   site   and   is   one   of   the   most 

important   factors   in   determining   your   site's   search   ranking   (and   PageRank). 

Link   Popularity    -   a   measure   of   the   quantity   and   quality   of   sites   that   link   to   your   site.   Link 

Relevancy   -   the   page   your   site   is   linked   from   being   speci�cally   relevant   to   the   topic   of   your   site 

without   being   reciprocal   in   nature.   That   is   an   ideal   “general”   backlink.  

Link   Strategy    -   a   linking   strategy   is   a   methodology   that   builds   appropriate   inbound   links   to 

your   site   and   helps   you   achieve   your   overall   business   objectives.  

Link   Text    -   the   text   contained   in   (and   sometimes   near)   a   hyperlink.  
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Liquidity    -   current   assets,   other   than   inventory   and   work   in   progress,   to   which   a   �rm   has 

ready   access;   liquidity   represents   a   company’s   ability   to   meet   its   immediate   liabilities.  

List   Brokers    -   �rms   that   compile   and   sell   mailing   and   prospect   lists.  

List   Host    -   a   service   providing   users   with   tools   and   facilities   for   distributing   high   volumes   of 

email   and   managing   a   list   of   email   addresses.  

List   Price    -   the   regular   price   of   a   product   before   any   discount   is   given   or   allowances   made. 

See   Allowances;   Discounts;   Net   Price.  

List   Server    -   a   program   that   automatically   sends   email   to   a   list   of   subscribers.   It   is   the 

mechanism   that   is   used   to   keep   newsgroups   informed.  

Literature   Search    -   a   search   of   statistics,   trade   journal   articles   and   other   media   for   data   or 

insight   into   the   problems   at   hand.   Special   libraries   often   provide   customized   searches   for   a 

fee.  

Live   Engagement   Marketing    -    the   discipline   of   applying   digital   marketing   techniques   to 

physicalworld   events;   measuring   and   visualizing   the   data   in   a   way   that’s   ‘actionable’   and   then 

reacting   to   the   data   to   shape   the   outcome   of   your   events. 

Livestream,   Livestreaming    -   a   video   live   streaming   platform   that   allows   customers   to 

broadcast   live   video   content   using   a   camera   and   a   computer   through   the   Internet,   and 

viewers   to   play   the   content   via   the   web,   iOS   and   Android   apps,   and   Roku 

Load    -   usually   used   with   upload   or   download,   it   means   to   transfer   �les   of   software   -   to   “load”   - 

from   one   computer   or   server   to   another   computer   or   server.   In   other   words,   it’s   the 

movement   of   information   online.  

Load   Time    -   the   length   of   time   it   takes   for   a   page   to   open   completely   in   the   browser   window.  
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Loading   Objective    -   one   of   a   three   possible   aims   or   objectives   (with   loyalty   objective   and   trial 

objective)   of   a   consumer   sales   promotion;   purchasers   are   o�ered   incentives   to   buy   a   greater 

quantity   of   the   product   than   they   would   otherwise   have   done.   See   Loyalty   Objective;   Trial 

Objective.  

Local   Buy    -   the   buying   of   media   (print,   newspapers,   television,   radio   and   outdoor   advertising) 

serving   a   local   region   only.  

Local   Rate    -   The   price   charged   local   advertisers   for   space   and   time   in   local   advertising   media. 

Traditionally,   newspapers,   radio,   and   television   stations   have   charged   lower   rates   for   local 

advertising   than   for   national   advertising.  

Lock-in    -   refers   to   the   ability   of   companies   to   ensure   their   customers   do   not   switch   to 

competitors,   thus   switching   costs   can   establish   lock-in.   Switching   costs   can   be   established   in 

many   ways.   The   usability   of   a   product   can   establish   lock-in   for   that   product,   as   customers 

learn   how   to   use   the   product,   they   don’t   want   to   reinvest   in   learning   how   to   use   competing 

products.  

Lock-out   Revenue    -   the   dollars   generated   from   a   customer   over   time   because   of   the 

customer’s   perceived   hassles   associated   with   switching   to   a   competitor.   Log   or   log   �les   -   �le 

that   keeps   track   of   network   connections. 

Login    -   the   identi�cation   or   name   used   to   access   -   log   into-   a   computer,   network   or   site.  

Logistical   Costs    -   costs   involved   in   the   acquisition   and   transportation   of   materials   required 

for   production,   and   for   the   storage,   handling,   and   shipment   of   �nished   goods   to   customers.  

Logistical   Functions    -   one   of   the   three   kinds   of   functions   (with   transactional   functions   and 

facilitating   functions)   performed   by   intermediaries   in   a   marketing   channel;   logistical   functions 

include   the   assembling   of   a   variety   of   products,   storing   them,   sorting   them   into   appropriate 

categories   and   sizes,   and   arranging   them   on   retail   shelves.   See   Facilitating   Functions; 

Transactional   Functions. 
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Logistics    -   activities   involved   with   the   orderly   and   timely   acquisition   and   transportation   of 

materials   required   for   production,   and   with   the   storage,   handling   and   dispatch   of   �nished 

goods   to   customers.  

Logo    -   a   distinctive   mark,   sign   or   symbol,   or   a   graphic   version   of   a   company’s   name,   used   to 

identify   and   promote   its   product.  

Long-Range   Planning    -   strategic   planning   over   an   extended   horizon;   “long-range”   is 

commonly   thought   to   be   at   least   three   years   into   the   future.  

Long-Run   Average   Cost    -   the   average   cost   per   unit   of   a   set   or   group   of   products   in   the   long 

term.   Note   that   the   long-run   average   cost   may   be   somewhat   lower   than   the   short-term 

average   cost   because   of   the   e�ects   of   greater   production   experience.   See   Average   Cost; 

Short-Run   Average   Cost.  

Long   tail   keyword    -   a   very   targeted   search   phrase   that   contains   three   or   more   words.   It   often 

contains   a   head   term,   which   is   a   more   generic   search   term,   plus   one   or   two   additional   words 

that   re�ne   the   search   term.  

Look   and   Feel    -   the   degree   to   which   design,   layout   and   functionality   is   appealing   to   prospects 

and   �ts   the   “image”   the   business   is   trying   to   portray.  

Loss   Leader    -   a   product   o�ered   at   less   than   cost   to   attract   purchasers   to   a   store   so   that   the 

will   buy   other   items   at   regular   prices.  

Loss   Leader   Pricing    -   the   pricing   of   a   product   at   less   than   cost   to   attract   purchasers   to   a   store 

so   that   they   will   buy   additional   items   at   normal   prices.   See   Loss   Leader.  

Lost   Account   Ratio    -   a   measure   used   to   evaluate   salespeople   in   which   the   salesperson’s 

ability   to   keep   prior   accounts   as   active   customers   is   calculated.  

Lottery    -   a   form   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   purchasers   are   o�ered   to   win   prizes   if 

their   names   are   drawn   from   a   barrel;   a   game   of   chance.   Also   called   a   Sweepstake.  
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Low   Income   Countries    -   countries   with   the   lowest   income   per   capita   compared   with   the   rest 

of   the   world.   The   bottom   quartile   is   often   considered   low   income.  

Low-Involvement   Products    -   products   that   are   bought   frequently   and   with   a   minimum   of 

thought   and   e�ort   because   they   are   not   of   vital   concern   nor   have   any   great   impact   on   the 

consumer’s   lifestyle.   See   High-Involvement   Products.  

Low-Touch   Service    -   customer   service   characterized   by   a   low   level   of   personal   contact   with 

customers;   low-touch   customer   service   is   primarily   automated   or   provided   by   vending 

machines,   such   as   automatic   telling   machines   at   banks,   self-service   petrol   pumps   at   garages, 

etc.   See   High-Touch   Service.  

Loyalty   Objective    -   one   of   three   possible   aims   or   objectives   (with   loading   objective   and   trial 

objective)   of   a   consumer   sales   promotion;   purchasers   are   o�ered   incentives   to   stay   loyal   to   a 

particular   brand.   See   Loading   Objective;   Trial   Objective. 

 

Macro   Environment    -   the   major,   uncontrollable,   external   forces   (economic,   demographic, 

technological,   natural,   social   and   cultural,   legal   and   political)   which   in�uence   a   �rm’s   decision 

making   and   have   an   impact   upon   its   performance.  

Macromarketing    -   the   study   of   marketing   decision-making   from   a   societal   perspective.   See 

Micromarketing.  
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Macromodel    -   a   descriptive   model,   designed   to   communicate,   explain   or   predict   some   real 

system   or   process,   in   which   there   is   a   dependent   variable   and   a   relatively   small   number   of 

independent,   determinant   variables.   See   Model;   Micro-analytical   Model. 

Macrosegmentation    -   the   division   of   a   market   into   broadly   de�ned   groups,   each   with   its 

particular   needs   and   wants,   prior   to   further   division   or   segmentation   on   the   basis   of   more 

narrowly   de�ned   needs   and   wants.   See   Market   Segmentation;   Micro-segmentation.  

Mailing   list    -   an   online   mailing   list   is   an   automatically   distributed   e-mail   message   on   a 

particular   topic   going   to   certain   individuals.   You   can   subscribe   or   unsubscribe   to   a   mailing   list 

by   sending   a   message   via   e-mail.   There   are   many   good   professional   mailing   lists,   and   you 

should   �nd   the   ones   that   concern   your   business.  

Mail   Order   House    -   a   retailing   organization   which   uses   catalogs   rather   than   a   sales   force   to 

promote   its   goods   to   customers;   also   called   a   Catalog   Retailer.  

Mail   Order   Selling    -   a   system   of   retailing   in   which   customers   order   merchandise,   usually 

from   a   catalog,   by   mail;   the   goods   are   shipped   direct   to   the   customer’s   home.  

Mail   Order   Wholesalers    -   wholesalers   who   use   catalog   to   sell   to   retailers   too   small   for 

full-service   wholesalers   to   serve   pro�tably   in   the   normal   way.  

Mail   Questionnaire    -   A   questionnaire   administered   by   mail   to   designated   respondents   under 

an   accompanying   cover   letter   and   its   return,   by   mail,   by   the   respondent   to   the   research 

organization.  

Mail   Surveys    -   a   relatively   inexpensive   method   of   obtaining   data   in   a   marketing   research 

study;   mail   surveys   keep   interviewer   bias   to   a   minimum,   but   they   require   considerable   time   to 

conduct   and   response   rates   are   generally   low.  

Maintenance   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   maintain   the   current   sales   level   in   a 

highly   competitive   situation.  

Maintenance   Selling    -   generating   sales   volume   from   existing   customers.  
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Maintenance   Strategy    -   a   planning   or   decision-making   tactic   appropriate   for   an   organization 

when   growth   opportunities   are   low,   but   the   �rm   is   in   a   relatively   strong   position   in   the 

market;   a   maintenance   strategy   implies   that   the   �rm   will   continue   to   invest   in   the   business,   in 

a   limited   way,   to   maintain   the   current   volume   of   business.  

Major   Equipment    -   long-lived   business   assets   that   must   be   depreciated   over   time;   capital 

items.  

Majority   Fallacy    -   the   erroneous   belief   that   the   biggest   segment   of   a   market   will   be   the   most 

pro�table   one   for   a   �rm   to   enter;   competition   will   usually   be   keenest   in   the   biggest   segment. 

See   Market   Segmentation.  

Make   or   Buy   Decision    -   a   choice   sometimes   faced   by   a   manufacturing   company   when 

considering   the   acquisition   of   a   new   product   -   to   lease   or   purchase   a   product   or   to 

manufacture   it   internally.  

Make-good    -   The   rescheduling   of   an   ad   or   commercial   by   an   advertising   media   operator 

when   it   has   been   incorrectly   printed,   broadcast,   or   distributed   or   when   unavoidably   cancelled 

or   pre-empted.  

Mall   Intercep t   -   a   type   of   marketing   research   interview;   typically,   respondents   are   chosen   in 

shopping   centers.  

MAN    -   acronym   used   in   selling   for   qualifying   new   prospects.   Does   the   prospect   have   the 

Money   to   pay?   Does   the   prospect   have   the   Authority   to   buy?   Does   the   prospect   have   a   Need 

for   the   product?   Also   referred   to   as   PAN   -   Pay,   Authority,   Need.  

Management   by   Objectives    -   an   evaluation   and   control   system   in   which   individual   sales 

people   set   goals   and   objectives   for   themselves   that   are   acceptable   to   management;   progress 

towards   these   goals   and   objectives   is   reviewed   periodically.  

Managerial   Judgment    -   a   forecasting   method   in   which   predictions   about   the   likely   level   of 

sales   for   a   speci�ed   future   period   are   made   by   experienced   senior   managers.  
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Manipulative   Selling   Techniques    -   selling   practices   in   which   the   salesperson   attempts   to 

overwhelm   the   prospective   buyer;   high-pressure   methods.   See   Non-Manipulative   Techniques.  

Manual   Submission    -   adding   a   URL   to   the   search   engines   individually   by   hand.  

Manufacturer’s   Brand    -   a   brand   owned   or   controlled   by   an   organization   the   primary 

commitment   of   which   is   to   production   rather   than   distribution;   also   called   a   National   Brand. 

See   Distributor’s   Brand;   Private   Brand.  

Manufacturers’   Agent    -   an   agent   or   representative   used   by   manufacturers   to   supplement   or 

even   replace   their   own   sales   sta�.   See   Outside   Sales   Facilities.  

Manufacturers’   Representative    -   independent   sales   representatives   that   are   not   employed 

by   the   companies   which   provide   the   products   and   services   they   sell...   manufacturers’   reps 

typically   represent   multiple   manufacturers   in   complementary   industries   and   sometimes 

represent   competing   lines   within   industries.   See   Manufacturer’s   Agent.  

Margin    -   the   di�erence   between   the   selling   price   of   a   product   or   service,   and   the   cost   of 

producing,   delivering   or   acquiring   the   product   or   service.  

Marginal   Analysis    -   the   determination   of   the   change   in   total   revenue   and   total   cost   that 

results   from   the   sale   of   one   or   more   units.  

Marginal   Costs    -   are   the   costs   associated   with   creating   an   additional   unit   of   product.   This   is 

similar   to   variable   costs,   which   are   the   costs   that   increase   directly   with   the   increase   in 

production   (unlike   �xed   costs).   Digital   products   typically   have   very   low   marginal   costs,   when 

compared   with   traditional   goods   (materials,   labor   etc.)   and   if   the   product   is   distributed   via   a 

web   site,   then   the   marginal   costs   can   be   zero.  

Marginal   Pro�t    -   the   change   in   the   total   pro�t   that   results   from   the   sale   of   an   additional   unit.  

Marginal   Revenue    -   the   change   in   total   revenue   that   results   from   selling   an   additional   unit.  

Marital   Status    -   whether   an   individual   is   married,   single,   divorced   or   widowed;   an   important 

variable   in   demographic   segmentation.   See   Demographic   Characteristics.  
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Mark-Down    -   if   a   �rm   reduces   an   item   to   sell   it   at   below   its   original   retail   price,   the   di�erence 

between   the   original   price   and   the   reduced   price   is   called   the   mark-down.  

Mark-Down   Ratio    -   the   di�erence   between   the   original   selling   price   of   an   article   and   the   price 

to   which   it   is   reduced   in   order   to   sell   it,   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   the   reduced   price;   that 

is,   if   a   �rm   sells   an   article   originally   priced   at   $20   for   a   reduced   price   of   $15,   the   mark-down   is 

$5   and   the   markdown   ration   is   33.3   per   cent,   $5   being   one   third   of   $15.  

Mark-Up    -   the   amount   added   by   a   wholesaler   or   retailer   to   the   cost   of   a   product   to   determine 

the   selling   price   to   the   customer.  

Mark-Up   Ratio    -   the   di�erence   between   the   buying   price   of   an   article   and   its   selling   price, 

normally   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   the   selling   price.  

Market    -   all   the   buyers   and   potential   buyers   of   a   product   who   profess   some   level   of   interest 

in   it   and   who   can   a�ord   it.  

Market   Accessibility    -   see   Accessibility.  

Market   Allocation   System    -   see   Free   Market   System;   Capitalist   System.  

Market   Area    -   a   geographical   area   containing   the   customers/users   of   a   particular   �rm/library 

for   speci�c   goods   or   services.   (The   library’s   legal   service   area.)  

Market   Atomization   Strategy    -   see   Complete   Segmentation;   Custom   Marketing.  

Market   Attractiveness    -   the   degree   to   which   a   market   o�ers   opportunities   to   an 

organization,   taking   into   account   the   market   size   and   growth   rate   and   the   level   of   competition 

and   other   constraints.  

Market-Based   Marketing   Organization    -   a   marketing   structure   of   an   organization   in   which 

sta�   specialists   have   responsibility   for   particular   markets   (rather   than   for   particular   products 

of   the   organization);   an   appropriate   structure   when   the   needs   of   each   market   served   by   the 

�rm   di�er   widely.   See   Market   Segmentation   Organization;   Product-Based   Marketing 

Organization.  
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Market   Broadening    -   a   strategy   in   which   a   company   looks   beyond   its   existing   product   to   the 

need   or   want   of   the   consumers   which   buy   it;   thus   a   company   which   makes   soap   powder, 

knowing   that   what   its   consumers   want   is   whiter   clothes,   might   expand   its   operations   to   make 

a   bleach.  

Market   Challenger    -   a   company   holding   a   major   market   share   and   competing   vigorously   with 

the   market   leader   for   outright   leadership.   See   Market   Follower;   Market   Leader;   Market 

Nicher.  

Market   Concentration    -   The   degree   to   which   relatively   few   �rms   account   for   a   large 

proportion   of   the   market;   also   know   as   the   concentration   ratio.  

Market   Coverage    -   The   number   of   available   outlets   in   a   given   line   of   retail   or   wholesale   trade, 

relative   to   a   saturation   level,   that   are   selling   a   manufacturer’s   brand   in   a   given   market   area.  

Market   Coverage   Strategies    -   Alternative   approaches   that   a   company   can   use   to   select   and 

target   market.   Five   common   market   coverage   strategies   are:   (1)   single   market   concentration, 

focusing   on   one   part   of   the   market;   (2)   product   specialization,   making   one   product   for   all 

markets;   (3)   market   specialization,   making   all   products   for   one   market;   (4)   selective 

specialization,   making   products   for   multiple   niches;   and   (5)   full   coverage,   making   a   product   for 

every   customer.  

Market   Demand    -   the   total   volume   of   a   product   or   service   bought/used   by   a   speci�c   groups 

of   customers/users   in   a   speci�ed   market   area   during   a   speci�ed   period.  

Market   Development    -   a   strategy   by   which   a   company   seeks   growth   by   taking   its   existing 

products   into   new   markets.  

Market   Diversi�cation    -   a   strategy   in   which   a   company   seeks   growth   by   adding   products   and 

markets   of   a   kind   unrelated   to   its   existing   products   and   markets.  

Market   Driven   Economy    -   an   economy   controlled   by   market   forces   rather   than   by 

government   action.  
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Market   Dynamics    -   changes   that   occur   within   the   market,   but   external   to   a   company   which 

in�uence   its   decision   making   and   impact   upon   its   performance.  

Market   Economy    -   1.   (environment   de�nition)   An   economic   system   in   which   decisions 

concerning   production   and   consumption   are   made   by   individuals   and   organizations   without 

intervention   by   a   central   planning   authority.   The   economic   “law   of   supply   and   demand” 

operate   relatively   unrestrained   by   governmental   direction,   as   contrasted   with   a   planned 

economy.   2.(economic   de�nition)   An   economy   in   which   decisions   about   what   and   how   much 

to   be   produced   and   marketed   are   made   by   the   collective   action   of   competitors   vying   for 

consumer   patronage.  

Market   Entry   Barrier    -   any   circumstance   or   feature   of   a   market   which   inhibits   or   deters   a 

�rm   from   entering   it;   the   greatest   market   entry   barrier   is   the   presence   of   a   �rmly   entrenched 

competitor   with   a   signi�cant   competitive   advantage.  

Market   Evolution    -   The   market   (or   industry)   life   cycles   describe   the   evolution   of   the   market. 

These   cycles   have   similar   shape   to   the   product   life   cycle   and   similarly,   have   a   number   of 

distinct   stages:   (1)   embryonic-the   product   class   and   industry   de�nitions   are   virtually 

synonymous,   di�usion   rates   are   gradual,   and   the   product;   (2)   growth-   the   industry   structure 

develops,   the   introduction   of   new   product   classes   becomes   easier   as   consumers   become 

more   knowledgeable,   and   the   channels   facilitate   the   marketing   of   new   product   classes 

established;   and   (3)   maturity-an   established   infrastructure   facilitates   rapid   introduction   and 

di�usion   of   new   product   variants   or   product   classes,   competitors   jockey   for   position,   and 

older   products   have   to   make   adjustments   to   protect   their   declining   position.  

Market   Expansion    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   an   organization   targets   existing   products   to 

new   markets;   market   development   by   targeting   new   geographic   markets,   new   demographic 

or   psychographic   segments,   or   totally   new   users.  

Market   Factor    -   any   external   variable   a�ecting   the   level   of   a   company’s   sales.  

Market   Follower    -   a   company   content   to   maintain   its   existing   market   share   behind   an 

established   market   leader.   See   Market   Challenger;   Market   Leader;   Market   Nicher.  
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Market   Forecast    -   the   anticipated   sales   for   a   market   as   a   whole   during   a   given   period,   taking 

into   account   prevailing   environmental   circumstances.  

Market   Growth   Rate    -   the   rate,   commonly   expressed   as   a   percentage   per   annum,   at   which   a 

market   is   increasing   in   size.  

Market   Growth    -   Market   Share   Matrix   Market   Index   -   a   combination   of   market   factors   used 

to   predict   the   likely   level   of   sales.  

Market   Leader    -   the   company   whose   products   hold   the   largest   market   share.   See   Market 

Challenger;   Market   Follower;   Market   Nicher.  

Market   Minimum    -   the   level   of   sales   that   a   �rm   can   expect   to   achieve   in   a   market   without 

promotional   e�ort   of   any   kind.  

Market   Niche    -   a   small   but   pro�table   segment   of   a   market   unlikely   to   attract   competitors.  

Market   Nicher    -   a   company   whose   products   serve   segments   too   small   to   be   of   interest   to 

�rms   with   larger   shares   of   the   market;   also   called   market   specialists,   threshold   �rms   or 

foothold   �rms.   See   Market   Challenger;   Market   Follower;   Market   Leader.  

Market   Opportunit y   -   a   newly   identi�ed   market   or   product   gap   within   a   market   that   a 

company   can   exploit.  

Market   Opportunity   Analysis    -   The   analysis   and   evaluation   of   probable   future   situations   by 

a   variety   of   techniques   to   identify   market   opportunities   that   a   company   can   pro�tably 

cultivate.   It   is   part   of   the   strategic   analysis   of   the   company’s   strengths,   weaknesses, 

opportunities,   and   threats.  

Market   Opportunity   Evaluation    -   the   matching   of   an   identi�ed   market   opportunity   to   an 

organization’s   objectives   and   resources.  

Market   Opportunity   Index    -   The   use   of   relevant   criteria   by   a   company   to   rank   future 

opportunities   that   have   been   identi�ed   and   facilitate   the   selection   of   the   most   promising 

opportunities.  
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Market   Penetration    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   a   company   concentrates   its   e�orts   on   its 

target   market   in   order   to   attract   a   higher   percentage   of   users   of   its   product.  

Market   Penetration   Pricing    -   an   approach   to   pricing   in   which   a   manufacturer   sets   a 

relatively   low   price   for   a   product   in   the   introductory   stage   of   its   life   cycle   with   the   intention   of 

building   market   share.   See   Market   Skimming   Pricing.  

Market   Penetration   Strategy    -   A   move   by   Management   to   increase   its   market   share   held   by 

current   products   in   currently   serviced   markets.   Market   share   may   be   increased   by   some 

combination   of   (1)   attracting   users   of   competitive   brands,   (2)   persuading   current   users   to 

increase   usage,   or   (3)   attracting   non-users   of   the   product   category.  

Market   Positioning    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   place   a   product   into   a   desired   position   in 

a   market   and   to   have   it   perceived   in   that   way   by   consumers.   See   Real   Positioning; 

Repositioning.  

Market   Potential    -   the   size   or   value   in   dollars   of   a   total   market   should   all   those   who   profess 

a   level   of   interest   in   a   product,   and   can   a�ord   to   buy,   purchase   it.  

Market   Pro�le    -   a   breakdown   of   a   facility’s   market   area   according   to   income,   demography, 

and   life   style   (often.)  

Market   Research    -   the   systematic   gathering   of   information   about   a   market   by   means   of 

survey,   observation   or   experimentation.   See   Marketing   Research.   The   systematic   gathering, 

recording   and   analyzing   of   data   with   respect   to   a   particular   market,   where   market   refers   to   a 

speci�c   user   group   in   a   speci�c   geographic   area.  

Market   Segment    -   a   group   or   sector   within   a   heterogeneous   market   consisting   of   consumers 

or   organizations   with   relatively   homogeneous   needs   and   wants;   those   within   a   market   who 

will   respond   to   a   given   set   of   marketing   stimuli   in   a   particular   way.   See   Market   Segmentation.  

Market   Segment   Expansion   Strategy    -   one   of   four   possible   market   segmentation 

approaches   (with   concentrated   segmentation   strategy,   product   line   expansion   strategy   and 

di�erentiated   segmentation   strategy)   available   to   a   �rm   in   relation   to   the   segment   or 
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segments   it   wishes   to   target;   in   a   market   segment   expansion   approach   a   �rm   targets   one 

product   to   several   segments   of   the   market,   thus   expanding   the   market   for   one   product.   See 

Segmentation   Strategies;   Concentrated   Segmentation   Strategy;   Product   Line   Expansion 

Strategy;   Di�erentiated   Segmentation   Strategy.  

Market   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   totally   heterogeneous   market   into   groups   or   sectors 

with   relatively   homogeneous   needs   and   wants.   The   process   of   subdividing   a   market   into 

distinct   subsets   of   users   that   behave   in   the   same   way   or   have   similar   needs.   Segments   for   the 

library   could   be   demographic   (Asian);   geographic   (branch-level);   psychographics 

(leisure-oriented);   customer   size   (largest   user   group   area);   bene�ts   (have   children   in   the   home 

learning   to   read.)  

Market   Segmentation   Organization    -   the   organization   of   a   �rm’s   marketing   activities   so   that 

a   separate   division   is   responsible   for   each   of   its   major   market   segments.   See   Organizational 

Structure.  

Market   Share    -   a   company’s   sales   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   the   sales   for   the   total 

industry.   A   proportion   of   the   total   sales/use   in   a   market   obtained   by   a   given   facility   or   chain.  

Market   Share   Protection   Strategy    -   marketing   decisions   and   actions   taken   by   a   �rm   to 

protect   its   current   market   share   from   competitors.  

Market   Skimming   Pricing    -   a   pricing   approach   in   which   the   producer   sets   a   high   introductory 

price   to   attract   buyers   with   a   strong   desire   for   the   product   and   the   resources   to   buy   it,   and 

then   gradually   reduces   the   price   to   attract   the   next   and   subsequent   layers   of   the   market.   See 

Market   Penetration   Pricing.  

Market   Specialist   -    see   Market   Nicher.   Market   Structure   -   The   pattern   formed   by   the   number, 

size,   and   distribution   of   buying   and   sellers   in   a   market.  

Market   Testing    -   introducing   a   new   product   and   marketing   program   into   a   market   on   a 

limited   basis   in   order   to   test   both   before   a   full   launch.   See   New   Product   Development.  
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Marketing    -   the   systematic   planning,   implementation   and   control   of   a   mix   of   business 

activities   intended   to   bring   together   buyers   and   sellers   for   the   mutually   advantageous 

exchange   or   transfer   of   products.   The   process   of   planning   and   executing   the   conception, 

pricing,   promotion,   and   distribution   of   ideas,   goods,   and   services   to   create   exchanges   that 

satisfy   individual   and   organizational   goals.  

Marketing   Advantage    -   the   competitive   edge   that   can   be   gained   by   more   accurately 

identifying   customer   needs   and   wants   and   by   developing   products   which   deliver   superior 

satisfactions,   or   by   being   more   e�ective   and   e�cient   in   positioning,   promotion   or   distribution. 

See   Cost   Advantage.  

Marketing   Analysis    -   see   Marketing   Audit.  

Marketing   Audit    -   the   periodic,   orderly,   objective   review,   analysis   and   evaluation   of   an 

organisation’s   marketing   structure,   goals,   strategies,   action   plans,   performance   and   results.  

Marketing   Budget    -   the   amount   allocated   for   expenditure   on   marketing   activities   in   a 

speci�ed   period.  

Marketing   Channels    -   the   path   or   route   taken   by   goods   and   services   as   they   move   from 

producer   to   �nal   consumer;   in   addition   to   the   goods   and   services   themselves,   title, 

information,   promotion   and   payment   also   move   along   the   marketing   channels   carry.   Also 

called   Channels   of   Distribution.   See   Channel   Flows;   Marketing   Intermediaries.  

Marketing   Communications    -   the   formal   and   informal   messages   that   sellers   transmit   to 

buyers;   the   systematic   (planned)   as   well   as   the   unsystematic   (unplanned)   promotion   by   a   �rm 

of   its   products   to   its   markets.  

Marketing   Concept    -   a   business   orientation   or   philosophy   that   holds   that   organisational 

success   is   dependent   upon   the   e�cient   identi�cation   of   the   needs   and   wants   of   target 

markets   and   the   e�ective   satisfaction   of   them.  

Marketing   Consultants    -   independent   marketing   specialists   hired   by   companies,   usually   on   a 

short-term   contract   basis,   to   advise   on   a   wide   range   of   marketing   matters,   including 
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marketing   planning   and   management,   marketing   research,   marketing   communications,   etc. 

See   Marketing   Intermediaries.  

Marketing   Control    -   activities   involved   in   checking   that   marketing   action   plans   are   producing 

the   desired   results,   and   the   taking   of   corrective   action   if   they   are   not.  

Marketing   Controller    -   an   individual,   usually   with   training   in   �nance   and   marketing, 

responsible   for   analyzing   and   evaluating   a   company’s   marketing   expenditures.  

Marketing   Cost   Analysis    -   a   tool   used   in   marketing   planning   in   which   the   costs   associated 

with   selling,   billing,   warehousing,   promoting   and   distributing   of   certain   products   or   product 

groups,   or   to   certain   customers   or   customer   groups,   are   examined   to   assess   their   pro�tability.  

Marketing   Database    -   data   brought   into   an   organization   through   marketing   research 

projects   or   a   marketing   information   system   and   used   as   an   aid   to   decision   making.   See 

Database   Marketing.  

Marketing   Department    -   a   division   within   a   company   with   responsibility   for   the   planning   and 

coordination   of   all   marketing   activities.  

Marketing   Department   Marketing    -   a   term   used   to   refer   to   the   orientation   of   an 

organization   that   has   established   a   separate   department   to   look   after   its   marketing   activities 

but   which   is   not   totally   imbued   with   the   marketing   philosophy.  

Marketing   Environment    -   the   internal   and   external   in�uences   that   a�ect   marketing 

decision-making   and   have   an   impact   on   its   performance.   See   Macro-environment; 

Micro-environment.  

Marketing   Era    -   the   period   following   the   end   of   the   Second   World   War   which   saw   the 

emergence   of   the   marketing   concept   as   the   prevailing   trend   in   business.  

Marketing   Ethics    -   the   standards   or   moral   principles   governing   the   marketing   profession.  

Marketing   Expense-To-Sales   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine 

whether   the      cost   of   the   marketing   activities   engaged   in   to   produce   the   level   of   sales   in   a   given 
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period   was   excessive;   total   marketing   expenses   are   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   total   sales 

revenue.  

Marketing   Implementation    -   the   activities   involved   in   putting   marketing   strategies   into 

action   in   order   to   achieve   marketing   objectives.   See   Marketing   Management.  

Marketing   Information   System    -   an   organizational   section   or   entity   whose   purpose   is   to 

gather,   organize,   store,   retrieve   and   analyze   data   relevant   to   a   �rm’s   past,   present   and   future 

operations   on   an   on-going   basis   in   order   to   provide   support   for   management’s   marketing 

decisions;   its   four   major   components   are   an   internal   records   bank   (internally   generated 

marketing   information);   a   marketing   intelligence   bank   (information   from   external   sources);   an 

analytical   bank   (statistical   techniques   and   mathematical   models);   and   an   “ad   hoc”   marketing 

research   bank   (research   into   non-recurring   problems).  

Marketing   Intelligence    -   information   gathered   from   sources   external   to   the   �rm   for   use   in 

decisionmaking.   See   Marketing   Information   System.  

Marketing   Intelligence   System    -   the   development   of   a   system   to   gather,   process,   assess, 

and   make   available   marketing   data   and   information   in   a   format   that   permits   marketing 

managers   and   executives   to   function   more   e�ectively.   Marketing   data,   when   analyzed,   may 

yield   information   that   can   then   be   processed   and   put   into   format   that   gives   intelligence   for 

planning,   policy   making,   and   decision   purposes.  

Marketing   Intermediaries    -   independent   �rms   which   assist   in   the   �ow   of   goods   and   services 

from   producers   to   end-users;   they   include   agents,   wholesalers   and   retailers;   marketing 

services   agencies;   physical   distribution   companies;   and   �nancial   institutions.   Also   referred   to 

as   Middlemen.   See   Marketing   Channels.  

Marketing   Management    -   the   analysis,   planning,   organization,   implementation   and   control 

of   the   marketing   activities   of   the   �rm.  

Marketing   Manager    -   The   generic   title   for   the   line   executive   responsible   for   designated 

marketing   functions   (such   as   marketing   research,   product   planning   and   market   planning, 

pricing,   distribution,   the   promotion   mix,   and   customer   services)   and   for   coordinating   with 
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other   departments   that   perform   marketing   related   activities   (such   as   packaging,   warehousing, 

older   �lling,   shipping,   design   of   new   and   improved   products,   credit,   billing,   collections, 

accounting,   legal,   transportation,   purchasing,   product   repair,   warranty   ful�llment,   and 

technical   assistance   to   customers).  

Marketing   Mix    -   The   mix   of   controllable   marketing   variables   that   the   �rm   uses   to   pursue   the 

desired   level   of   sales   in   the   target   market.   The   most   common   classi�cation   of   these   factors   is 

the   four-factor   classi�cation   called   the   “Four   Ps”   –price,   product,   promotion,   and   place   (or 

distribution).  

Optimization    of   the   marketing   mix   is   achieved   by   assigning   the   amount   of   the   marketing 

budget   to   be   spent   on   each   element   of   the   marketing   mix   so   as   to   maximize   the   total 

contribution   to   the   �rm.   Contribution   may   be   measured   in   terms   of   sales   or   pro�ts   or   in 

terms   of   any   other   organizational   goals.  

Marketing   Models    -   computer   based   simulations   of   realistic   marketing   situations   that   allow 

alternative   decisions   to   be   tested   for   optimum   results.  

Marketing   Myopia    -   shortsightedness   in   marketing;   a   failure   by   a   �rm   to   de�ne   its   mission 

broadly   enough   result   in   the   over-emphasis   of   product   and   the   under-emphasis   of   customer 

needs   and   wants.  

Marketing   Objectives    -   speci�c,   measurable   aims   or   expected   outcomes   of   marketing 

activity   to   be   achieved   in   a   given   period.  

Marketing   Opportunities    -   circumstances   in   the   external   environment   that   o�er   an 

organization   the   chance   to   satisfy   particular   consumer   needs   and   wants   at   a   pro�t.   An 

attractive   arena   of   relevant   marketing   action   in   which   a   particular   organization   is   likely   to 

enjoy   a   superior   and   competitive   advantage.  

Marketing   Opportunity   Analysis    -   the   systematic   examination   and   evaluation   of   the   �rm’s 

external   environment   in   order   to   identify   market   needs   and   wants   which   it   can   satisfy 

pro�tably.  
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Marketing   Organization    -   the   structure   of   the   marketing   function   within   the   organization; 

the   two   most   commonly   used   approaches   to   organizing   the   marketing   e�ort   are   a 

product-based   organization   and   a   market-based   organization.   See   Market-Based   Marketing 

Organization;   Product-Based   Marketing   Organization.  

Marketing   Orientation    -   see   Marketing   Concept.  

Marketing-Oriented   Company    -   one   that   subscribes   to   the   philosophy   that   to   survive   and 

prosper   it   must   satisfy   the   needs   and   wants   of   its   target   markets   more   e�ectively   and 

e�ciently   than   its   competitors.  

Marketing   Performance   Assessment    -   see   Marketing   Audit.  

Marketing   Plan    -   a   detailed,   written   account   and   timetable   of   the   objectives,   methods   to   be 

used   by   a   �rm   to   achieve   its   marketing   goals.   The   part   of   the   business   plan   outlining   the 

marketing   strategy   for   a   product   or   service.  

Marketing   Planning   Process    -   a   systematic   approach   to   the   achievement   of   marketing   goals. 

Steps   in   the   process   include   situation   analysis;   setting   of   objectives;   strategy   formulation; 

development   of   action   programs;   implementation;   and   control,   review   and   evaluation.  

Marketing   Program    -   the   combination   of   all   of   an   organization’s   marketing   plans.  

Marketing   Research    -   a   formal,   planned   approach   to   the   collection,   analysis,   interpretation 

and   reporting   of   information   required   for   marketing   decision-making.  

Marketing   Research   Brief    -   a   document   prepared   by   a   company   for   an   independent   market 

researcher   which   provides   background   and   describes   what   it   requires   -   objectives,   budget, 

terms,   timing,   etc.  

Marketing   Research   Objectives    -   the   aims   or   purpose   of   a   marketing   research   study; 

objectives   are   often   expressed   as   hypotheses   to   be   tested.  

Marketing   Research   -To-Sales   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine 

whether   the   amount   spent   on   marketing   research   in   a   given   period   was   excessive   in   relation 
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to   its   sales;   total   marketing   research   expenditure   is   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   total   sales 

revenue.  

Marketing   Services    -   services   that   are   produced   or   purchased   by   a   marketing   organization 

for   use   in   the   production,   pricing,   promotion   and   distribution   of   products   that   they 

themselves   market.   Services   commonly   produced   or   purchased   by   organizations   for   use   by 

their   own   marketing   departments   include   market   research,   advertising   and   promotion.  

Marketing   Services   Agencies    -   independent   companies   providing   assistance   to   �rms   in 

getting   products   to   their   target   markets;   they   include   marketing   research   agencies, 

advertising   agencies,   sales   promotions   specialists,   marketing   consultants,   etc.  

Marketing   Strategy    -   the   determination   of   a   �rm’s   objectives,   the   selection   of   its   target 

markets,   the   development   of   an   appropriate   marketing   mix   for   each,   and   the   allocation   of   the 

resources   necessary   to   achieve   its   goals.  

Marketing   Synergy    -   the   principle   in   marketing   that   the   whole   is   greater   than   the   sum   of   the 

parts;   putting   the   marketing   mix   variables   together   in   a   way   that   achieves   maximum   e�ect.  

Marketing   Vehicle    -   refers   to   host   that   is   used   to   carry   an   advertising   message.   Thus   with   the 

TV,   a   TV   program   would   represent   a   particular   vehicle,   that   attracts   a   speci�c   target   audience 

and   is   priced   at   a   certain   level.   In   the   case   of   the   web,   websites   that   host   banner 

advertisements   can   be   considered   vehicles   (Wired,   Yahoo,   etc.)   Other   business-related   sites 

on   the   web   are   those   focused   on   marketing   and   business   transactions,   rather   than   on 

developing   compelling   content   that   attracts   an   audience   in   order   to   sell   advertising   space.  

Maslow’s   Hierarchy   of   Needs    -   a   theory,   propounded   in   1954   by   Abraham   Maslow,   a   U.S. 

psychologist,   who   hypothesized   that   some   innate   human   needs   are   more   pressing   than 

others,   and   must   be   satis�ed   before   any   less   pressing   ones   can   be   attended   to.   He   arranged 

human   needs   into   �ve   categories   in   ascending   order   -   Physiological   Needs,   Safety   Needs, 

Belongingness   and   Love   Needs,   Esteem   Needs   and   Self-Actualization   Needs.  

Maslow’s   Theory   of   Motivation    -   the   theory   that   human   needs   are   hierarchical   in   nature   and 

that   a   person   must   satisfy   lower-order   needs   before   higher-order   needs   can   be   attended   to; 
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thus,   when   a   lower-order   need   is   satis�ed   it   ceases   to   be   a   motivator.   See   Maslow’s   Hierarchy 

of   Needs;   Freudian   Motivation   Theory;   Herzberg’s   Theory   of   Motivation.  

Mass   Marketing    -   a   marketing   philosophy   in   which   the   seller   views   the   market   as   a 

homogeneous   whole,   and,   therefore,   has   only   one   marketing   program   (the   same   product,   the 

same   price,   the   same   promotion   and   the   same   distribution   system)   for   everyone;   also 

referred   to   as   Unsegmented   Marketing   or   Undi�erentiated   Marketing.   See   Di�erentiated 

Marketing;   Product-Di�erentiated   Marketing;   Target   Marketing.  

Mass   Media   Advertising    -   advertising   in   a   non-selective   way   by   means   of   the   popular   media 

in   order   to   reach   the   widest   possible   audience. 

Mastermind    -   A   meeting   of   highly   motivated   people   who   share   a   common     goal   and   are 

looking   to   encourage   and   help   each   other   improve. 

Material   Management    -   a   relatively   recent   organizational   trend   in   purchasing   in   which   some 

companies   combine   several   functions   -   purchasing,   inventory   control,   production   scheduling, 

tra�c,   and   the   like   -   into   one   high-level   function   under   the   control   of   a   materials   manager.  

Materials   Handling    -   the   activities   involved   in   the   physical   handling   and   moving   of   inventory.  

Mathematical   Forecasting   Techniques    -   mathematically   stated   relationships   or   models 

used   to   derive   forecasts   from   historical   data.  

Maturity   Stage   of   Product   Life   Cycle    -   the   third   stage   (after   introduction   and   growth)   in   the 

life   of   a   typical   product;   in   maturity,   the   product   is   well-known,   has   some   loyal   customers   and 

strong   competition.   See   Product   Life   Cycle;   Introductory   Stage;   Growth   Stage;   Decline   Stage. 

Initial   rapid   growth   is   over   and   use/sales   level   o�.  

Micro-environment    -The   set   of   forces   close   to   an   organization   that   have   direct   impact   on   its 

ability   to   serve   its   customers,   including   channel   member   organizations,   competitors,   user 

markets,   publics   and   the   capabilities   of   the   organization.  

MBO    -   Management   by   Objectives  
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MCA    -   Media   Council   of   Australia   M-Commerce  

Mobile   Commerce    -   refers   to   access   to   the   internet   via   a   mobile   device,   such   as   a   cell   phone 

or   a   PDA.   Once   m-commerce   becomes   ubiquitous   (it   has   greater   rates   of   acceptance   in   places 

like   Europe   and   Japan   than   it   does   in   the   US   due   to   standards   that   have   developed   (Japan   the 

standard   is   I-mode,   in   europe   is   is   WAP),   it   will   change   the   utility   of   the   web   from   a   business 

standpoint.  

Me-Too   Competitive   Strategy    -   see   Follow-the-Leader   Strategy;   Breakthrough   Opportunities.  

Measurability    -   one   of   the   four   major   requirements   (with   actionability,   accessibility   and 

substantiality)   for   useful   market   segmentation;   Measurability,   sometimes   referred   to   as 

Identi�ability,   expresses   the   notion   that   the   size   and   purchasing   power   of   the   segment   must 

be   able   to   be   measured.   See   Accessibility;   Actionability;   Substantiality.  

Media   Evaluation    -   the   assessment   of   the   e�ectiveness   of   a   particular   media   vehicle.  

Media   Kit    -   a   resource   created   by   a   publisher   to   help   prospective   ad   buyers   evaluate 

advertising   opportunities.  

Media   Mix    -   the   combination   of   media   types   used   to   carry   the   advertiser’s   message.  

Media   Plan    -   a   blueprint   for   a   �rm’s   advertising,   giving   details   of   the   media   mix,   the   speci�c 

media   vehicles   and   the   media   schedule.  

Media   Schedule    -   a   plan   that   outlines   when   and   how   often   a   company   will   advertise.  

Media   Vehicle    -   a   speci�c   medium   for   the   transmission   of   an   advertiser’s   message.  

Medium,   Media    -   is   the   means   of   communication.   Commonly   referred   to   by   its   plural,   media. 

Typical   commercial   media   are   TV,   radio,   newspapers   and   magazines.   A   piece   of   paper   is   also   a 

medium,   as   it   can   carry   a   message,   communicated   between   the   sender   (the   author   of   the 

note/memo/story)   and   the   receiver   (those   reading   the   content   of   the   paper).   The   internet,   and 

its   various   components   are   media.  
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Megamarketing    -   a   term   coined   by   U.S.   marketing   academic,   Philip   Kotler,   to   describe   the 

type   of   marketing   activity   required   when   it   is   necessary   to   manage   elements   of   the   �rm’s 

external   environment   (governments,   the   media,   pressure   groups,   etc.)   as   well   as   the 

marketing   variables;   Kotler   suggests   that   two   more   P’s   must   be   added   to   the   marketing   mix   - 

public   relations   and   power.  

Megatrend    -   a   major   movement,   pattern   or   trend   emerging   in   the   macro   environment;   an 

emerging   force   likely   to   have   a   signi�cant   impact   on   the   kinds   of   products   consumers   will 

wish   to   buy   in   the   foreseeable   future.  

Membership   Group    -   a   reference   group   to   which   an   individual   belongs.   See   Aspirational 

Group;   Dissociative   Group.  

Memorized   Presentations    -   rote-learned   presentations   of   their   products   to   buyers   by 

salespeople;   also   called   Canned   Presentations.   See   Stimulus-Response   Approach.  

Launch   Your   Own   Digital   Products 

Business      –   Discover   How   To   Start,   Build 

and   Launch   Your   Own   Digital   Product 

Business   Without   Breaking   The   Bank…” 

Find   Out   How   To   Create   Your   First 

Digital   Product   For   Sale   And   Start 

Getting   Sales   On   Autopilot!   (Only   $4.95) 

Get   it   here:  

http://redheadmarketinginc.com/resources/launch-your-own-digital-products-business/ 
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Mention    -    when   your   brand   is   mentioned   on   a   website;   the   text   inclusion   of   a   monitored 

keyword   in   a   post   on   a   social   media   platform   i,e.   Social   Mention;   online   acts   of   self-expression 

in   which   individuals,   organizations   and   other   entities   invest   (at   least)   a   small   amount   of   social 

capital. 

Merchandise   Allowance    -   a   trade   sales   promotion   in   which   manufacturers   o�er   payments   or 

a   quantity   of   free   merchandise   to   buyers   for   in-store   promotion   of   their   products.  

Merchandisers    -   retail   stores   which   sell   �nished,   non-food   items;   four   types   of 

merchandisers   (categorized   on   the   basis   of   service,   price   and   product   line)   can   be   identi�ed: 

specialty   stores   (full-service,   high-price,   limited   product   line);   department   stores;   mass 

merchandisers;   and   discount   stores   (limited-service,   low-price,   wide   product   line).  
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Merchandising   Conglomerates    -   see   Multi-Channel   Marketing   System.  

Merchant    -   an   independent   marketing   intermediary.  

Merchant   Account    -   written,   commercial   bank   account   established   by   contractual   agreement 

between   a   merchant/business   and   a   bank   and/or   a   payment   gateway.   The   agreement 

contains   the   respective   rights,   warranties,   and   duties   with   respect   to   accepting   bankcards   like 

Visa   or   MasterCard.   You   must   apply   for   this   account   directly   from   your   bank,   or   from   the 

Payment   Processor.   A   special   account   where   money   from   credit   card   sales   is   �rst   routed   to 

and   held   before   transfer   to   your   own   business   account.   This   process   is   usually   fully 

automated   in   ecommerce   transactions.   Money   may   be   transferred   into   your   standard 

business   account   in   real-time   or   during   various   points   in   a   24   hour   period.   A   merchant 

account   is   a   crucial   part   of   ecommerce  

Merchant   Wholesaler    -   an   independent   marketing   middleman   buying   and   taking   title   to 

goods   and   reselling   them   to   retailers   or   industrial   users.   See   Full   Service   Wholesaler; 

Limited-Service   Wholesaler.  

Meta   Market    -   is   a   web-based   market   centered   around   an   event   or   an   industry,   rather   than   a 

single   product.   These   are   markets   of   complementary   products   that   are   closely   related   in   the 

minds   of   consumers   but   spread   across   di�erent   industries.  

Meta   Marketing    -   the   synthesis   of   all   managerial,   traditional,   scienti�c,   social   and   historical 

foundations   of   marketing   bringing   buyers   and   sellers   in   one   place   for   one   purpose. 

META   Tag   Generator    -   tool   that   will   output   META   tags   based   on   input   page   information.  

META   Tags    -   tags   to   describe   various   aspects   about   a   Web   page.   Used   to   identify   the   creator 

of   a   Web   page,   what   HTML   specs   the   page   follows,   and   the   keywords   and   description   of   the 

page.  

Microanalytical   Model    -   a   descriptive   model,   designed   to   communicate,   explain   or   predict 

some   real   system   or   process,   in   which   there   is   a   dependent   variable   and   a   relatively   large 

number   of   independent,   determinant   variables.   See   Model;   Macromodel.  
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Microblogging    -   The   practice   of   making   short   and   frequent   posts,   usually   only   a   few 

sentences   long.   Twitter   is   a   microblogging   site. 

Micro-environment    -   the   factors   or   elements   in   a   �rm’s   immediate   environment   which   a�ect 

its   performance   and   decision-making;   these   elements   include   the   �rm’s   suppliers, 

competitors,   marketing   intermediaries,   customers   and   public.   See   Macro-environment.  

Micro-markets    -   markets   in   which   the   volumes   of   demand   are   relatively   small   owing   to   the 

fragmentation   or   splintering   of   mass   markets;   markets   in   which   there   is   great   diversity   in   the 

needs   and   wants   of   customers.   See   Mass   Marketing.  

Micro-marketing    -   the   study   of   marketing   decision-making   from   the   perspective   of   an 

individual   �rm   or   organization.   See   Macromarketing.  

Microsales   Analysis    -   the   analysis   of   the   sales   performance   of   an   organization   during   a 

particular   accounting   period   by   close   examination   of   the   work   of   individual   representatives,   or 

of   speci�c   products,   regions,   territories,   etc,   which   failed   to   achieve   the   expected   results.  

Micro-scheduling    (of   Advertising   Expenditure)   -   the   allocating   of   the   total   expenditure   on 

advertising   within   a   short   period   in   order   to   obtain   maximum   impact.  

Micro-segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   market   into   smaller   groups   of   customers   on   the   basis 

of   more   narrowly   de�ned   needs   and   wants,   after   having   already   divided   or   segmented   it   on 

the   basis   of   broadly   de�ned   needs   and   wants.   See   Market   Segmentation;   Microsegmentation.  

Micro-transactions    -   are   small   transactions,   perhaps   of   the   order   of   a   cent.   They   are   being 

considered   for   digital   content   on   the   web   (a   magazine   selling   an   article   [unbundled]   rather 

than   an   entire   issue   ([bundled   with   additional   information   that   may   not   be   of   interest   to   the 

consumer]).  

Middle-of-the-Roaders    -   �rms   in   a   market   that   do   not   pursue   a   clear   marketing   strategy. 

Middleman   -   an   independent   marketing   intermediary;   an   agent,   wholesaler,   retailer,   etc.   See 

Marketing   Channels;   Marketing   Intermediaries.  
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Millennials    -   also   known   as   Generation   Y   or   the   Net   Generation,   are   the   demographic   cohort 

that   directly   follows   Generation   X;      the   last   generation   born   in   the   20th   century;      the   most 

ethnically   diverse   generation,   Millennials   tend   to   be   tolerant   of   di�erence. 

Minor   Points   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   a   salesperson   attempts   to   get   the   buyer   to 

agree   to   the   value   or   usefulness   of   various   smaller   attributes   and   features   of   a   product   so 

that   it   will   be   easier   to   get   a   favorable   response   to   the   bigger   decision   -   to   purchase   the 

product.  

Mission    -   see   Corporate   Mission.  

Mission   Statement    -   an   expression   of   a   company’s   history,   managerial   preferences, 

environmental   concerns,   resources,   and   competencies.   It   is   used   to   guide   the   company’s 

decision-making   process,   answering   the   questions   such   as:   what   is   our   business,   who   do   we 

serve,   etc.   See   Corporate   Mission   Statement.  

Missionary   Selling    -   selling   in   which   the   salesperson’s   role   is   to   inform   an   individual   with   the 

power   to   in�uence   others   to   buy   a   product,   rather   than   to   make   a   direct   sale   to   that   person;   a 

missionary   salesperson   is   also   known   as   a   Detailer.  

MkIS    -   Marketing   Information   System.  

Mobile   Games    -   a   mobile   game   is   a   commercial   product   that   is   distributed   to   the   customer 

using   mobile   operator’s   network.  

Mock   Purchase    -   a   tactic   in   which   a   person   poses   as   a   customer,   usually   to   obtain 

information   about   a   competitor’s   product   or   plans.  

Model    -   a   set   of   variables   and   their   interrelationships   that   are   designed   to   represent   some 

some   real   system   or   process.   See   Macromodel;   Microanalytical   Model.  

Model   Bank    -   a   variety   of   mathematical   models   used   in   a   marketing   information   system   to 

simulate   real   life   situations   to   assist   in   decision-making.  
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Modem    -   a   contraction   for   “modulation/demodulation,”   it   is   the   device   that   converts   a   digital 

bit   stream   into   an   analog   signal   (and   back   again)   so   computers   can   communicate   across 

telephone   lines.  

Modem   Speeds    -   the   speed   at   which   you   connect   to   the   Internet   through   your   computer’s 

modem.   They   include   14.4,   28.8,   33.6   and   ISDN.   T1   and   T3   are   high-speed   connections   that 

don’t   require   a   modem.  

Moderator    -   at   a   forum,   someone   entrusted   by   the   administrator   to   help   discussions   stay 

productive   and   within   the   guidelines.  

Modes   of   Transportation    -   the   range   of   methods   available   for   the   shipment   of   goods   -   air, 

rail,   road,   sea,   pipeline,   etc.  

Modi�ed   Rebuy    -   a   buying   situation   in   which   an   individual   or   organization   buys   goods   that 

have   been   purchased   previously   but   changes   either   the   supplier   or   some   other   element   of 

the   previous   order.   See   Buy   Classes;   New   Task   Buying;   Straight   Rebuy.  

Monadic   Rating    -   a   method   for   measuring   consumer   preferences   in   which   potential 

purchasers   are   asked   to   rate   their   liking   for   each   of   a   certain   number   of   products   on   a   scale; 

that   is,   on   a   seven   point   scale.   Product   A   may   be   rated   as   6,   Product   B   as   4,   and   Product   C   as 

1.   The   method   allows   researchers   not   only   to   derive   the   individual’s   preference   order,   but   also 

to   know   the   qualitative   levels   of   their   preferences   and   the   approximate   distance   between 

their   preferences.  

Money-Based   Competitors    -   other   organizations   o�ering   products   on   which   a   company’s 

potential   customers   might   spend   their   money.   See   Competitors;   Product-Based   Competitors.  

Money   hours    -   the   hours   in   a   sales   professional’s   day   where   she/he   can   talk   with   prospects 

and/   or   customers...   the   most   valuable   hours   of   a   salesperson’s   day.  

Monitoring   Time    -   part   of   the   non-monetary   price   a   consumer   pays   for   a   product;   the   time   it 

takes   individual   to   work   out   that   a   particular   product   item   needs   to   be   replenished.   See 

Non-Monetary   Price;   Time   Prices.  
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Monopolistic   Competition    -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   are   many   sellers   and   many 

buyers   of   products   which   can   be   di�erentiated   on   price   and   other   features.   See   Oligopolistic 

Competition;   Pure   Competition;   Pure   Monopoly.  

Monopoly    -   1   (environmental   de�nition)   A   market   situation   where   one   �rm   markets   all   the 

goods   or   services   and   can   in�uence   price.   2.   (economic   de�nition)   The   complete   control   of   an 

economic   good   for   which   there   is   no   substitute.  

Monopsony    -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   is   only   one   buyer.  

Moral   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   used   where   the   product   is   socially   or   politically   sensitive   and 

costs   are   di�cult   to   identify.  

Mores    -   the   cultural   norms   that   specify   behavior   of   vital   importance   to   society   and   embody   its 

basic   moral   values.  

Motivation    -   that   which   provides   the   inner   drive   for   a   person   to   act.   The   positive   or   negative 

needs,   goals,   desires   and   forces   that   impel   an   individual   toward   or   away   from   certain   actions, 

activities,   objects   or   conditions.   The   inner   needs   and   wants   of   an   individual—what   a�ects 

behavior.  

Motive    -   an   inner   state   directing   a   person   towards   the   satisfaction   of   a   need.   See   Learning 

Process.  

Mosaic    -   developed   by   the   NCSA,   the   National   Center   for   Supercomputing   Applications   at   the 

University   of   Illinois   in   Urbana   ,   this   is   the   breakthrough   browser   that   revolutionized   the 

Internet.   It   brought   click-ability   and   graphics   to   a   hard-to-navigate,   text-heavy   information 

system   and   made   the   Web   -   and   its   vast   commercial   possibilities   -   a   reality.  

Mousetrapping    -   the   use   of   browser   tricks   in   an   e�ort   to   keep   a   visitor   captive   at   a   site,   often 

by   disabling   the   “Back”   button   or   generating   repeated   pop-up   windows.  
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Movie   Tie-Ins    -   a   promotional   strategy   in   which   a   payment   is   made   to   a   movie   company   in 

return   for   prominent   featuring   of   a   particular   product   in   a   forthcoming   feature   �lm.   See 

Entertainment   Marketing;   Promotional   Partnership.  

Moving   Average    -   a   forecasting   method   using   the   average   volume   achieved   in   several   recent 

sales   periods   to   predict   the   volume   likely   to   be   sold   in   the   next   period.  

MPEG    -   the   �le   format   that   is   used   to   compress   and   transmit   movies   or   video   clips   online.  

MRO   Supplies    -   Maintenance,   Repair   and   Operating   supplies.  

Multi-channel   Marketing   System    -   a   system   in   which   a   producer   uses   more   that   one 

channel   of   distribution;   commonly,   producers   who   use   multi-channel   marketing   systems 

operate   their   own   retail   stores   as   well   as   sell   through   other   wholesalers   and   retailers. 

Multi-channel   retailers   are   also   called   Merchandising   Conglomerates.  

Multibrand   Strategy    -   the   use   of   more   than   one   brand   within   a   product   category   in   order   to 

counteract   brand   switching   and   to   increase   shelf   space   opportunities.  

Multichotomous   Question    -   a   close-ended   question   in   a   marketing   research   questionnaire 

in   which   a   respondent   must   choose   one   response   from   two   or   more   possible   alternatives.   See 

Dichotomous   Question.  

Multidimensional   Scaling    -   a   multivariate   statistical   technique   concerned   mainly   with   the 

relationships,   di�erences,   similarities,   interaction,   substitutability,   etc.   among   behavioral   data.  

Multiform   Corporations    -   highly   diversi�ed   conglomerates   with   many   unrelated   businesses.  

Multi-level   In-Depth   Selling    -   a   tactic   used   by   selling   organizations   where   the   buying   center 

of   a   large   and   important   company   includes   many   participants;   the   selling   team   spends 

maximum   time   with   company   personnel,   attempting   to   reach   as   many   as   possible   of   the 

decision   participants   at   all   levels.  

Multi-level   Marketing    -   a   form   of   direct   selling   in   which   distributors   of   a   product   attempt   to 

locate   and   sell   to   end-users   and   to   others   who   will   become   distributors.  
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Multi-level   Selling    -   1.   A   sales   approach   that   involves   using   company   employees   at   multiple 

levels   in   the   �rm’s   hierarchy   to   call   on   similar   levels   in   the   account.   For   example,   the   Vice 

President   of   Sales   would   call   on   the   Vice   President   of   Purchasing.   2.   A   strategy   used   by   direct 

selling   companies   to   have   independent   agents   serve   as   distributors   and   resell   merchandise   to 

other   agents   who   eventually   make   sales   to   consumers.  

Multi-mailing    -   direct   mail   campaign   using   both   e-mail   and   postal   direct   mail.   Multimodal 

Transportation   -   some   combination   of   rail,   sea,   road,   air   and   pipeline   services   for   the 

shipment   of   goods.  

Multinational   Corporation    -   an   organization   operating   in   several   countries,   often   having   a 

substantial   share   of   their   total   assets,   sales,   and   labor   force   in   foreign   subsidiaries.  

Multiple   Channel   System    -   the   use   of   more   than   one   channel   of   distribution   to   sell   a 

product,   eg.,   direct   mail,   direct   to   major   retailers,   through   wholesalers   to   smaller   retailers,   etc.  

Multiple   Exchanges    -   a   term   used   in   non-pro�t   marketing   in   reference   to   the   fact   that 

non-pro�t   organizations   must   deal   with   donors   in   receiving   funds   and   with   their   clients   in 

allocating   them.  

Multiple   Marketing   Channels    -   more   than   one   distribution   channel   serving   either   a   single 

market   or   di�erent   target   markets.   See   Multi-Channel   Marketing   System.  

Multiple   Niching    -   a   strategy   adopted   by   a   company   operating   simultaneously   in   more   than 

one   market   niche.   See   Market   Niche;   Single   Niching.  

Multiple   Packaging    -   the   practice   of   placing   several   units   of   a   product   (chocolate   bars,   soups, 

yogurt,   etc.)   in   one   container   when   o�ering   them   for   sale   in   order   to   increase   total   sales,   to 

help   introduce   a   new   product   or   to   win   consumer   acceptance.  

Multiple   Pricing    -   see   Flexible   Pricing.  
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Multiple   Publics    -   a   term   used   in   non-pro�t   marketing   in   reference   to   the   fact   that   non-pro�t 

organizations   must   market   themselves   to   their   donors   as   well   as   to   their   clients;   each   target 

requires   a   di�erent   marketing   approach.  

Multiple   Purpose   Trip    -   a   key   concept   in   central   place   theory   that   argues   consumers   prefer 

to   visit   more   than   one   store   per   trip,   generating   positive   externalities   for   neighboring   stores. 

This   view   has   mixed   reviews   in   the   library   �eld.  

Multiple   Segmentation   Approach    -   targeting   a   number   of   distinct   segments   in   the   same 

market   and   developing   a   separate   marketing   mix   for   each.  

Multiple   Sourcing    -   buying   supplies   from   several   vendors   so   that   the   risk   of   any   one   source 

being   unable   to   supply   is   minimized.  

Multiple   Unit   Pricing    -   o�ering   a   lower   price   per   unit   for   the   purchase   of   two   or   more 

products   of   the   same   type   when   bought   together   then   when   units   are   bought   singly.  

Multiple   Zone   Pricing    -   see   See   Delivered   Pricing;   Zone   Pricing  

Multipurpose   Internet   Mail   Extensions   (MIME)    -   a   method   of   encoding   a   �le   for   delivery 

over   the   Internet. 

Use   the   LinkedIn   Pro�t   System    to   Leverage 

LinkedIn   for   Pro�t   -Full   look   the   your   shoulder 

video   course   to   help   you   maximize   your   LinkedIn 

Pro�le,   Connections   and   Expertise   (Only   $9.97 
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NAM   Teams    -   see   National   Account   Marketing   Narrowcasting   -   a   term   used   in   reference   to 

cable   television   in   the   U.S.,   where   cable   TV   stations,   with   specialized   interests   such   as   sports, 

news,   weather,   movies,   etc.,   allow   advertisers   great   selectivity;   that   is,   advertisers   can 

narrowcast   their   messages   rather   than   broadcast   them.  

National   Account   Marketing    -   the   creation   of   marketing   teams   or   groups   (NAM   Teams) 

within   a   company   speci�cally   to   meet   the   needs   of   major   client   organizations;   the   teams   or 

groups   usually   consist   of   marketing   and   sales   personnel   as   well   as   engineers,   production 

specialists,   and   so   on.  

National   Accounts    -   major   accounts   that   are   sometimes   served   by   a   separate   sales   force 

because   of   their   importance.   Account   specialists   try   to   meet   their   special   needs   and   to 

develop   close   relationships   with   key   personnel.   Also   referred   to   as   Direct   Accounts   and   House 

Accounts.  

National   Advertising    -   any   advertising   that   is   placed   by   a   company,   organization,   or 

individual   that   operates   on   a   national   or   regional   (multi-state)   basis.   Some   of   the   advertising 

may   be   placed   directly   with   local   advertising   media,   but   it   is   likely   that   this   advertising   would 

be   part   of   the   nation-wide   advertising   e�ort   of   the   company,   organization,   or   individual.  
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National   Brand    -   a   brand   that   is   marketed   throughout   a   national   market.   It   contrasts   with 

regional   brand   and   local   brand.   It   usually   is   advertised   and   usually   is   owned   by   a 

manufacturer,   though   neither   is   necessary   for   the   de�nition   because   Kmart’s   brands,   for 

example,   are   obviously   national,   even   international.  

National   Introduction    -   the   immediate   launch   of   a   new   product   on   a   nationwide   scale. 

Because   of   the   risk   and   the   substantial   investment   in   production   and   marketing   that   a 

national   introduction   requires,   many   organizations   choose   rollout   approach   instead.   See 

Rollout.  

National   Marketing   Manager    -   a   marketing   manager   with   the   responsibility   for   the 

nation-wide   operations   of   a   marketing   division.  

National   Rate    -   The   price   charged   national   advertisers   for   space   and   time   in   local   advertising 

media.   Traditionally,   newspapers,   radio,   and   television   stations   have   charged   higher   rates   for 

national   advertising   than   for   local   advertising.  

National   Sales   Manager    -   a   sales   manager   with   responsibility   for   the   nation-wide   operations 

of   a   sales   division.  

Native   Advertising    -   a   type   of   advertising,   usually   online,   that   matches   the   style   and   function 

of   the   platform   upon   which   it   appears   such   as   a   blog,   website,   social   media   channel,   etc.   It 

may   shows   up   as   either   an   article   or   video,   created   by   an   advertiser   for   the   sole   purpose   of 

promoting   a   product.   Also   appears   as   a   'Sponsored   Post.' 

Natural   Environment    -   The   physical   forces   in   nature   including   climate,   weather,   and   natural 

resources   that   a�ect   a   �rm’s   market   or   its   ability   to   carry   out   its   marketing   activities.  

Navigation    -   the   tabs,   text   and   graphic   hyperlinks   that   always   let   prospects   know   both   where 

they   are   and   where   they   can   go.   Navigation   elements   must   always   be   available   and   obvious. 

Well-designed   navigation   will   lead   the   prospect   in   the   intended   direction.  
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Near-Pack   Premium    -   a   sales   promotion   in   which   a   gift   is   to   be   collected   from   elsewhere   in 

the   store   by   consumers   who   have   purchased   a   particular   product.   See   In-Pack   Premium; 

On-Pack   Premium;   Premiums;   With-Pack   Premium.  

Need-Directed   Consumers    -   one   of   three   broad   groups   of   consumers   (with   outer-directed 

consumers   and   inner-directed   consumers)   identi�ed   in   the   Stanford   Research   Institute’s 

survey   of   American   lifestyles.   Need-directed   consumers,   representing   about   ten   per   cent   of 

consumers   in   the   U.S.,   are   motivated   by   need   rather   than   by   choice.   See   Inner-directed 

consumers;   Outer-directed   consumers.  

Need-Gap   Analysis    -   an   approach   to   identifying   the   unmet   needs   of   consumers,   in   which 

respondents   are   asked   to   envisage   the   ideal   brand   or   product   and   then   to   rate   various 

existing   brands   or   products   on   key   attributes;   if   no   existing   brand   or   product   measures   up   to 

the   ideal,   a   gap   exists   which   could   be   �lled   by   a   new   brand   or   product.  

Need   Objection    -   an   objection   by   a   prospective   buyer   that   they   have   no   need   for   the   product 

o�ered   by   a   salesperson.   See   Objections.  

Need-Satisfaction   Approach    -   an   approach   to   selling   based   on   soliciting   information   to 

uncover   a   buyer’s   need   before   attempting   to   present   an   appropriate   product   from   the   range 

to   satisfy   it.  

Need   Satisfaction   Selling    -   A   type   of   customized   sales   presentation   in   which   the   salesperson 

�rst   identi�es   the   prospective   customer’s   needs   and   then   tries   to   o�er   a   solution   that   satis�es 

those   needs.  

Needs    -   innate   feelings   of   deprivation   in   a   person.   See   Wants.  

Negative   Demand    -   demand   for   products   which   consumers   dislike   and   would   prefer   not   to 

have   to   purchase.   Negative   demand   for   a   particular   product   exists   when   consumers, 

generally,   would   be   prepared   to   pay   more   than   the   price   of   the   product   to   avoid   having   to   buy 

it,   as   in   the   case   of   unpleasant   and   painful   medical   treatment.  
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Negotiated   Contract    -   a   formal   arrangement   for   the   supply   of   goods   or   services   at   a   price 

agreed   upon   by   both   the   buyer   and   seller.  

Negotiated   Price    -   a   price   agreed   upon   for   the   supply   of   goods   or   services   by   both   buyer   and 

seller.  

Negotiated   Rate    -   a   non-standard   charge   for   the   carriage   of   goods   agreed   to   by   both 

manufacturer   and   transport   company.  

Negotiated   Selling    -   a   selling   approach   in   which   a   salesperson   attempts   to   produce   a   win-win 

outcome   for   both   parties.   The   approach   entails   the   assumption   of   a   partnership   between 

buyer   and   seller,   the   salesperson   acting   as   a   counselor   to   assist   the   buyer   to   �nd   the   best 

solution   to   a   problem.  

Netiquette    –   network   etiquette,   the   etiquette   (code   of   conduct)   in   cyberspace;   using 

technology   to   e�ectively   communicate   with   others   personally   and   professionally   with 

courtesy,   knowledge   and   understanding.  

Netizen    -   an   active   Internet   user.  

Net   Monthly   Circulation    -   the   number   of   unique   Web   users   in   the   panel   that   visited   the   site 

over   the   course   of   the   reporting   period,   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   the   in-tab.  

Network   (ad   network)    -   an   aggregator   o   broker   of   advertising   inventory   from   many   sites,   for 

example,   24/7   Media.  

Networked   Economy    -   This   refers   to   the   fact   that   as   consumers,   we   are   now   connected 

together,   through   the   network   of   the   Internet.   This   increases   the   likelihood   of   consumers 

sharing   information,   as   the   cost   of   sharing   information   decreases   and   the   means   for   doing   so 

increases.   This   has   a   signi�cant   impact   on   the   �eld   of   marketing   and   brand   management.   No 

longer   do   marketers   control   the   messages   they   use   to   market   their   products   to   consumers. 

Consumers   now   communicate   with   one   another,   oftentimes   becoming   a   viable   source   of 

information   for   other   consumers.  
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Network   E�ect    -   the   phenomenon   whereby   a   service   becomes   more   valuable   as   more 

people   use   it,   thereby   encouraging   ever-increasing   numbers   of   adopters.  

Networking    -   establishing   an   informal   set   of   contacts   among   people   with   common   social   and 

business   interests   as   a   source   of   prospects,   for   the   exchange   of   information,   and   for   support.  

New   Account-Conversion   Ratio    -   a   measure   used   to   evaluate   salespeople   in   which   the 

conversion   rate   of   prospects   to   customers   is   calculated.  

Newbie    -   a   term   to   describe   anyone   new   to   an   area,   whether   it   be   a   particular   forum   online 

or   the   Internet.  

New   Media    -   content   made   available   using   di�erent   forms   of   electronic   communication 

made   possible   through   the   use   of   computer   technology;   content   available   on-demand 

through   the   Internet;   content   can   be   viewed   on   any   device   and   provides   way   for   people   to 

interact   with   the   content   in   real-time   with   the   inclusion   of   user   comments   and   making   it   easy 

for   people   to   share   the   content   online   and   in   social   with   friends   and   co-workers. 

New   Product   Committee    -   a   group   within   a   company   responsible   for   new   product   policies, 

including   the   assignment   of   priorities   to   options   and   ideas   for   new   products   and   the   �nal 

decision   on   whether   or   not   to   commercialize   them.  

New   Product   Department    -   a   permanent   department   within   a   company   responsible   for 

overseeing   the   development   of   all   new   products.  

New   Product   Development    -   the   creation   of   new   products   needed   for   growth   or   to   replace 

those   in   the   decline   stage   of   their   life-cycle;   the   stages   in   the   new   product   development 

process   are   commonly   listed   as   idea   generation;   screening;   concept   development   and   testing.  

New   Product   Duplication    -   the   introduction   by   a   company   of   a   product   that   is   known   to   the 

market   but   new   to   the   company.   See   Innovation;   Product   Extension. 
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New   Products    -   products   which   are   new   in   one   or   two   options   -   new   to   a   company   or   new   to 

a   market;   they   include   existing   products   which   have   been   improved   or   revised,   brand 

extensions,   additions   to   existing   line,   repositioned   products   targeted   at   to   new   markets,   and 

new-to-the-world   products.   See   Innovation;   New   Product   Development;   New-To-The-World 

Products;   Product   Extension.  

New   Task   Buying    -   an   organizational   buying   situation   in   which   the   organization   has   had   no 

previous   experience   with   the   purchase   of   product   of   the   kind   required.   See   Buy   Classes.  

New-To-The-World   Products    -   products   that   serve   a   purpose   for   which   no   product   has 

previously   existed.   See   New   Products.  

News   Clip    -   A   type   of   �lm   presentation   in   which   editorial   content   is   controlled   by   the   sponsor. 

It   is   provided   to   broadcast   media   for   their   use   as   deemed   appropriate.  

Newsfeed    -   An   electronic   transmission   of   news,   as   from   a   broadcaster   or   an   Internet 

newsgroup 

Newsgroup    -   a   discussion   group   on   Usenet   devoted   to   talking   about   a   speci�c   topic. 

Currently,   there   are   over   15,000   newsgroups.   Also   called   use   nets,   newsgroups   consist   of 

messages   posted   on   electronic   bulletin   boards.   Many   of   them   cover   professional   subjects   and 

societies   and   a   rich   sources   of   business   information;   others   are   junk   and   contain   little   but 

mindless   drivel.  

News   Release    -   information   of   timely   value   distributed   by   an   organization   to   promote   its 

views   or   product/services.   The   news   release   is   used   to   in�uence   the   media   to   communicate 

favorably   about   the   material   discussed.  

Newsletter    -   a   brief   digest   of   important   or   noteworthy   information.   A   method   of   reaching 

various   publics   quickly—e.g.,   the   friends   of   the   library   newsletter.  

New   Task   Purchase    -   a   type   of   business   purchase   decision   faced   by   buyers   considering   an 

important   purchase   where   the   buyer   has   never   or   rarely   made   before   and   therefore   will 

devote   considerable   time   evaluating   alternatives 
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Niche   /   Niche   Market    -   denoting   or   relating   to   products,   services,   or   interests   that   appeal   to 

a   small,   specialized   section   of   the   population.   a   market   in   which   a   limited   and   clearly   de�ned 

range   of   products   is   sold   to   a   speci�c   group   of   customers. 

Niche   Marketing    -   Concentrating   all   marketing   e�orts   on   a   small   but   speci�c   and   well 

de�ned   segment   of   the   population. 

No   Follow   Link    -   It   tells   search   engine   crawlers   not   to   follow   linked   websites   to   avoid 

association   with   spam   content   or   inadvertently   violating   webmaster   guidelines.  

Noise    -   any   in�uence   external   to   the   sender   or   receiver   which   distorts   the   message   in   the 

communication   process.   See   Communication   Process.  

Nominal   Scale    -   a   measurement   scale   in   which   numbers   are   assigned   to   attributes   of   objects 

or   classes   of   objects   solely   for   the   purpose   of   identifying   the   objects.   No-Name   Brand   -   see 

Generic   brand  
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No-Need   Objection    -   an   objection   raised   by   a   prospective   buyer   on   the   ground   that   the 

product   o�ered   by   a   salesperson   is   not   needed.  

Non-Cumulative   Quantity   Discount    -   a   one-time   reduction   in   list   price   for   a   quantity 

purchased.   See   Cumulative   Quantity   Discount.  

Non-Durable   Goods    -   A   good   that   is   (1)   made   from   materials   other   than   metals,   hard   plastic, 

and   wood,   (2)   is   rather   quickly   consumed   or   worn   out,   or   (3)   becomes   dated,   unfashionable, 

or   in   some   other   way   no   longer   popular.  

Non-Family   Households    -   singles   and   non-related   individuals   living   together;   the   increase   in 

the   number   of   non-family   households   is   an   important   feature   if   the   changing   Australian 

demography   in   recent   years.  

Non-Manipulative   Selling   Techniques    -   methods   used   in   selling   where   a   salesperson,   rather 

than   trying   to   force   an   unwanted   product   on   a   customer   by   high-pressure   means,   works   with 

the   customer   to   identify   a   genuine   need   and   to   provide   a   satisfying   solution.   See   Manipulative 

Selling   Techniques.  

Non-Monetary   Price    -   that   which   it   costs   a   consumer,   other   than   money,   to   buy   a   product; 

the   non-monetary   price   of   purchasing   a   product   includes   the   time   devoted   to   shopping   for   it 

and   the   risk   taken   that   it   will   deliver   the   expected   bene�ts.   Non-monetary   price   is   an 

important   concept   in   social   marketing   -   for   example,   the   price   of   avoiding   the   cancellation   of   a 

driver’s   license   is   the   abstinence   from   alcohol   when   driving.  

Non-Packaged   Goods    -   a   sub-category   of   consumer   non-durables;   for   example,   petrol   is   a 

non-packaged   consumer   non-durable   good.   See   Consumer   Non-Durables;   Packaged   Goods.  

Non-Price   Competition    -   competition   in   which   an   element   other   than   price   (eg.:   prestige, 

convenience,   taste   etc.)   is   the   major   means   of   di�erentiating   the   product   of   one   company 

from   that   of   a   rival.   See   Competitors;   Price   Competition.  
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Non-Probability   Sample    -   a   sample   in   which   the   chance   of   an   individual   within   the   total 

population   being   chosen   is   not   known.   A   sample   that   relies   on   personal   judgment   somewhere 

in   the   element   selection   process.  

Non-Pro�t   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   undertaken   by   a   �rm   whose   primary   objective   is 

one   other   than   pro�t;   sometimes   called   Non-Business   Marketing.  

Non-Pro�t   Organizations    -   organizations   that   buy   and   distribute   goods   and   services   for 

reasons   other   than   the   return   of   pro�t   to   their   owners.  

Non-Selling   Activities    -   tasks   other   than   selling   activities   which   form   part   of   a   sales   person’s 

duties   and   responsibilities   -   paperwork,   reports   and   sales   meetings,   for   example.  

Non-Store   Retailing    -   the   merchandising   of   goods   by   means   other   than   retail   shops; 

merchandising   by   mail   order,   vending   machines,   telephone,   door-to-door,   etc.  

Nonverbal   Communication    -   the   transmission   of   a   message   from   sender   to   receiver   without 

using   words.   See   Body   Language;   Kinesic   Communication;   Proxemic   Communication;   Tactile 

Communication.  

Norms    -   the   rules   of   behavior   that   are   part   of   the   ideology   of   the   group.   Norms   tend   to   re�ect 

the   values   of   the   group   and   specify   those   actions   that   are   proper   and   those   that   are 

inappropriate,   as   well   as   rewards   for   adherence   and   the   punishment   for   conformity.   Norms 

are   important   for   librarians   to   understand   when   serving   culturally   diverse   markets.  

Normative   In�uence    -   the   in�uence   exerted   on   an   individual   by   a   reference   group   to 

conform   to   its   norms.  

Northern   Light   Search    -   search   engine   located   at   www.northernlight.com  

NQT    -   New   Qualitative   Technologies   Nth   Sampling   -   when   a   subset   of   the   list   is   constructed 

based   on   every   Nth   individual.   For   example,   if   one   is   doing   Ninth-Testing,   every   ninth   person 

on   the   list   is   sent   an   email. 
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Objections    -   a   statement   of   challenge   or   rejection   by   a   prospect   or   customer   of   a   feature, 

bene�t,   product   or   service.   See   also   smoke   screen   objections  

Objective    -   The   desired   or   needed   result   to   be   achieved   by   a   speci�c   time.   An   objective   is 

broader   than   a   goal,   and   one   objective   can   be   broken   down   into   a   number   of   speci�c   goals. 

Like   goals,   objectives   serve   to   provide   guidance,   motivation,   evaluation,   and   control.  

Objective   and   Task   Method   of   Budgeting    -   a   budgeting   method   in   which   the   amount   to   be 

spent   on   sales   promotion,   advertising,   personal   selling,   etc   is   determined   by   the   desired   result 

of   the   activity   and   the   nature   of   the   tasks   necessary   to   achieve   it.  

Objectives    -   speci�c,   measurable   outcomes   or   results   that   an   organization   plans   to   achieve   in 

a   given   period.   The   desired   or   needed   result   to   be   achieved   by   a   speci�c   time.   An   objective   is 

broader   than   a   goal,   and   one   objective   can   be   broken   down   into   a   number   of   speci�c   goals.  

Observation    -   a   method   of   data   collection   in   which   the   situation   of   interest   is   watched   and 

the   relevant   facts,   actions   and   behaviors   are   recorded.   This   is   an   important   area   of   library   use 

which   is   usually   uncounted—what   people   are   actually   doing   in   the   library   e.g.,   browsing,   using 

the   computer,   reading   to   a   child,   etc.  

Observation   Method    -   a   method   of   obtaining   marketing   research   data   by   watching   human 

behavior;   mechanical   monitoring   devices   are   also   commonly   used.  

OccuPLAYtion™    –   Creating   an   environment   where   people   can   have   fun   at   work,   thus   enjoy 

increased   productivity   and   pro�ts.  
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Odd   Pricing    -   pricing   so   that   all   prices   end   in   an   odd   number,   as   in   $7.95,   $19.95;   sometimes 

referred   to   as   Odd-Even   Pricing.   See   Psychological   Pricing.  

Odd-Even   Pricing    -   A   form   of   psychological   pricing   that   suggests   buyers   are   more   sensitive   to 

certain   ending   digits.   Odd   price   refers   to   a   price   ending   in   an   odd   number   (e.g.,   1,3,5,7,9),   or   to 

a   price   just   under   a   round   number(e.g.,   $0.89,   $3.99,   $44.98).   Even   price   refers   to   a   price 

ending   in   a   whole   number   or   in   tenths(e.g.,   $.50,   $5.00,   $8.10,   $75.00).  

O�er    -   The   terms   and   conditions   (price,   quantity,   delivery   date,   shipping   costs,   guarantee, 

etc.)   under   which   a   product   or   service   is   presented   for   sales   to   potential   customers   in   direct 

response   advertising.  

O�-Invoice   Allowance    -   a   reduction   in   price   allowed   to   a   retailer   in   return   for   purchasing 

speci�c   quantities   of   goods   within   a   speci�ed   time;   the   purpose   of   the   allowance   is   to   push 

slow-moving   merchandise,   to   counter   competitive   programs,   to   introduce   new   products   or 

line   extensions,   or   to   “load”   channels   members.   Also   referred   to   as   a   Purchase   Allowance.  

O�-Premise   Buying    -   buying   that   is   done   by   wholesalers   and   retailers   through   buying   o�ces 

located   overseas   or   in   distant   locations.  

O�-Price   Retailer    -   a   retail   store   specializing   in   buying   leading   brand   items   in   bulk   for   resale 

at   discount   prices.  

Oligopolistic   Environment    -   A   market   situation   in   which   only   a   few   large   �rms   compete   in 

either   buying   or   selling   in   the   market.  

Oligopoly    -   is   a   market   form   in   which   a   market   is   dominated   by   a   small   number   of   sellers 

(oligopolists).   The   word   is   derived   from   the   Greek   for   few   sellers.   Because   there   are   few 

participants   in   this   type   of   market,   each   oligopolist   is   aware   of   the   actions   of   the   others. 

Oligopolistic   markets   are   characterized   by   interactivity.   The   decisions   of   one   �rm   in�uence, 

and   are   in�uenced   by,   the   decisions   of   other   �rms.  

Oligopsony    -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   are   only   a   few   buyers.  
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Omnibus   Survey    -   a   type   of   marketing   research   survey,   commonly   organized   by   a   major 

professional   marketing   research   company,   in   which   di�erent   cross   sections   of   the   community 

are   interviewed   by   probability   sampling   at   regular   intervals   about   buying   habits,   product   and 

brand   preferences,   etc;   called   an   “omnibus”   survey   because   any   marketer   can   join   in   (on   a 

regular   or   ad   hoc   basis),   for   a   fee,   to   add   questions.  

Online    -   it’s   where   you   are   right   now   -   and   where   the   rest   of   the   world   is   heading   to   get   its 

information   and   entertainment,   to   communicate,   and   to   buy   products   and   services.  

Online   Service    -   a   business   that   provides   its   subscribers   with   a   wide   variety   of   data 

transmitted   over   telecommunications   lines.   Online   services   provide   an   infrastructure   in   which 

subscribers   can   communicate   with   one   another,   either   by   exchanging   e-mail   messages   or   by 

participating   in   online   conferences   (forums).   In   additional,   the   service   can   connect   users   with 

an   almost   unlimited   number   of   third   party   information   providers.   Subscribers   can   get 

up-to-date   stock   quotes,   news   stories   hot   o�   the   wire,   articles   from   many   magazines   and 

journals   -   in   fact,   almost   any   information   that   has   been   put   in   electronic   form.   Of   course, 

accessing   all   this   data   carries   a   price.  

On-the-Job   Training    -   sales   training   given   in   the   �eld   rather   than   in   a   formal   classroom 

setting.   See   Curbside   Sales   Training;   Formal   Training.  

One   Level   Channel    -   a   marketing   channel   in   which   there   is   only   one   intermediary   (for 

example,   a   retailer)   between   manufacturer   and   end-user.   See   Marketing   Channels.  

On-Pack   Premium    -   a   common   form   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   a   gift   is   banded 

to   the   package   of   another   product   to   encourage   its   purchase.   See   Premiums;   In-Pack 

Premium;   Near-Pack   Premium;   With-Pack   Premium.  

One-Price   Policy    -   a   policy   of   o�ering   the   same   price   to   every   customer.   See   Di�erential 

Pricing.  

Open   Bid    -   a   system,   common   in   the   government   market,   of   calling   for   bids   from   selected 

suppliers.  
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Open   Dating    -   an   aspect   of   labeling   in   which   certain   products   are   required,   either   by   law   or 

under   voluntary   industry   codes,   to   be   marked   with   a   “use-by”   date   to   indicate   their   expected 

shelf   life;   also   called   Date   Stamping.  

Open   Promotion    -   a   sales   promotion   that   is   advertised   widely   and   available   to   all   who   wish   to 

enter.   See   Closed   Promotion.  

 

 

Successfully   Market   Your   Business   on   The   Top 
Social   Media   Sites    Use   Code    SAVE100  

to   save   $100   on   the  
New   Social   Media   Live   Program 

http://redheadmarketinginc.com/landingpage/social-media-live/  
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Open   Rates    -    Open   System    -   any   system   or   enterprise   (nation   or   business   �rm)   that   is 

a�ected   by   external   a   measure   primarily   used   by   marketers   as   an   indication   of   how   many 

people   "view"   or   "open"   the   commercial   electronic   mail   they   send   out.   It   is   most   commonly 

expressed   as   a   percentage   and   calculated   by   dividing   the   number   of   email   messages   opened 

by   the   total   number   of   email   messages   sent   (excluding   those   that   bounced.) 

Open-Ended   Question    -   questions   that   cannot   be   answered   with   a   “yes”   or   a   “no”,   generally 

begin   with   the   words,   what,   how   or   why   and   usually   encourage   a   prospect   or   customer   to 

expand   on   a   response   ...   as   a   result,   open-ended   questions   usually   help   the   salesperson   learn 

much   more   about   the   prospect   or   customer   than   a   close-ended   question.  
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Open-to-Buy    -   the   money   that   a   reseller   has   available   to   spend   on   stock   purchasing   at   any 

given   time.  

Opening   Sentence    -   the   �rst   complete   sentence   of   the   email   communication.  

Operating   Expenses    -   all   the   costs   incurred   by   a   �rm   in   carrying   out   its   day-to-day   activities.  

Operating   Statement    -   a   statement   of   the   �nancial   results   of   a   company’s   operations   during 

an   accounting   period.  

Opinion    -   a   belief   or   emotionally   neutral   cognition   the   individual   holds   about   some   aspect   or 

object   in   the   environment.  

Opinion   Leader    -   Not   all   individuals   in   a   group   or   all   consumers   in   a   society   wield   equal 

personal   in�uence   on   the   attitudes,   opinions,   and   behavior   of   others.   The   most   in�uential   are 

termed   the   opinion   leaders   or   the   ones   to   whom   others   turn   for   advice   and   information.  

Opportunity   Analysis    -   see   Marketing   Opportunity   Analysis.  

Opportunity   Cost    -   the   value   of   the   bene�t   forfeited   by   choosing   one   alternative   over 

another.  

Opportunity   Matrix    -   a   diagnostic   marketing   tool   providing   a   means   of   appraising 

environmental   attributes   to   alert   managers   to   the   bene�ts   associated   with   changing 

environmental   conditions   and   to   impending   dangers.   See   SWOT   Analysis.  

Opt-In   /   Opt-Out    -   opt-in   is   the   action   a   person   takes   when   he   or   she   actively   agrees,   by   email 

or   other   means,   to   receive   communications.   It   requires   tactics   and   mechanisms   to   encourage 

and   allow   people   to   become   recipients.   Opt-Out   is   the   action   a   person   takes   when   he   or   she 

chooses   not   to   receive   communications.   It   requires   tactics   and   mechanisms   by   which   people 

can   ask   to   be   removed   reliably   from   an   email   list.  

Opt-In   Email    -   email   that   is   explicitly   requested   by   the   recipient.  
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Opting-Up    -   the   subscriber   will   now   get   additional   emails   on   a   new   topic,   as   part   of   a   loyalty 

program,   or   from   a   sister   brand. 

Opt-Out    -   (1)   type   of   program   that   assumes   inclusion   unless   stated   otherwise,   (2)   to   remove 

oneself   from   an   opt-out   program.  

Optimal   Reorder   Frequency    -   see   Economic   Order   Quantity;   Just-In-Time   Inventory   System. 

Optimal   Reorder   Level   -   see   Economic   Order   Quantity;   Just-In-Time   Inventory   System.  

Optimizing    -   an   approach   to   planning   in   which   a   �rm   expresses   its   intention   to   do   things 

better   (as   opposed   to   “better   things”)   in   the   future.  

Order   Cycle   Time    -   the   time   between   placement   of   the   order   by   the   customer   and   the   receipt 

of   the   merchandise.  

Order   Filling   Costs    -   costs   associated   with   �lling   orders   -   warehousing,   transportation,   order 

processing,   billing   and   collection   of   payments.  

Order   Generation   Costs    -   costs   associated   with   obtaining   orders   -   advertising,   personal 

selling   and   sales   promotion.  

Order   Getter    -   a   salesperson   responsible   for   actively   persuading   customers   to   buy   rather 

than   simply   collecting   orders   that   the   customers   wish   to   place.   See   Order   Taker.  

Order   Processing    -   all   of   the   activities   related   to   �lling   a   customer’s   order   -   checking   the 

order,   prices,   terms,   customer   credit   and   stock   levels;   producing   an   invoice;   picking   the   goods 

from   the   warehouse;   packing   and   shipping   them,   and   collecting   payment.  

Order   Taker    -   a   salesperson   who   writes   up   orders   but   is   not   involved   in   persuading 

customers   to   buy.   See   Order   Getter.  

Organic   Tra�c    -   Unpaid,   unsponsored   and/or   unsolicited   tra�c   to   a   website,   typically   from 

search   engine   results   pages  
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Organization   Behavior    -   The   management   theory   and   practice   relating   to   how   and   why 

people   behave   as   they   do   within   organization   structures   and   how   managers   can   bring   about 

improvements   in   individual   and   group   performance.  

Organization   Chart    -   A   visual   representation   of   an   organization   structure.   It   identi�es   the 

organizational   unit   and   portrays   each   position   in   relation   to   others.  

Organization   Structure    -   The   formal   and   informal   framework   within   which   people   work   to 

achieve   organization’s   objectives.   It   includes   the   establishment   of   positions   along   with 

descriptions   of   their   duties,   responsibilities,   authority,   reporting   relationships,   and 

assignment   to   groups.   Organization   charts   are   used   to   show   where   positions   �t   within   the 

structure.  

Organization   Marketing    -   activity   related   to   the   marketing   of   an   association,   school,   college, 

hospital,   sporting   or   social   group,   club,   charitable   body,   etc.  

Organizational   Buyer    -   the   individual   responsible   for   the   �rm’s   purchasing.   See   Buying 

Center.  

Organizational   Buying    -   purchasing   done   by   organizations   for   resale   purposes,   for   use   in   the 

manufacture   of   other   goods   and   services,   or   for   the   operation   of   their   businesses.  

Organizational   Buying   Behavior    -   the   study   of   the   motives   and   actions   of,   and   the 

in�uences   upon,   organizations   while   engaged   in   purchasing   goods   and   services.  

Organizational   Goals    -   an   organization’s   broad,   longer-term   aims   or   performance 

expectations   as   opposed   to   its   organizational   objectives   that   are   of   a   more   speci�c   nature   and 

generally   cover   a   shorter,   speci�ed   period   of   time.  

Organizational   Markets    -   the   sum   of   all   industrial,   institutional,   reseller   and   government 

markets   whose   buyers   purchase   products   for   use   in   making   other   products,   for   resale,   or   in 

the   operation   of   their   businesses.  
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Organizational   Objectives    -   the   sum   of   all   industrial,   institutional,   reseller   and   government 

markets   whose   buyers   purchase   products   for   resale,   for   use   in   the   manufacture   of   other 

products,   or   in   the   operation   of   their   businesses.  

Organizational   Services    -   see   Industrial   Services.  

Organizational   Structure    -   the   way   in   which   a   �rm   has   arranged   its   lines   of   authority   and 

communication,   and   allocated   duties   and   responsibilities;   the   structure   may   be   of   a   divisional, 

geographic   or   functional   kind   or   some   combination   of   these.   See   Functional   Organization; 

Geographic   Organization;   Line   Organization;   Product   Organization.  

Out-of-Stock   Costs    -   the   cost   of   sales   lost   when   a   particular   item   is   not   available   when 

ordered   by   a   customer.  

Out-Put   Evaluation -   an   objective   measure   of   use   performance,   such   as   circulation   per   capita 

of   a   library   population,   reference   transactions   per   capita,   etc.  

Out-Suppliers    -   suppliers   with   whom   the   buying   organization   has   not   had   dealings   previously 

and   therefore   considers   risky.   See   In-Suppliers.  

Outbound   Link    -   A   link   to   a   site   outside   of   your   site  

Outbound   Telemarketing    -   telemarketing   in   which   a   company   uses   trained   salespeople   to 

sell   to   customers   by   telephone.   See   Inbound   Telemarketing.  

Outdoor   Advertising    -   advertising   by   means   of   posters   and   signs,   stationary   or   mobile.  

Outer-Directed   Consumers    -   one   of   three   broad   groups   of   consumers   (with   inner-directed 

consumers   and   need-directed   consumers)   identi�ed   in   the   Stanford   Research   Institute’s 

survey   of   American   lifestyles;   outer-directed   consumers   buy   “with   an   eye   to   appearances   and 

to   what   other   people   think.”   This   group   represents   about   two-thirds   of   consumers   in   the   U.S. 

See   Value   and   Life   Style   Program   (VALS);   InnerDirected   Consumers;   Need-Directed 

Consumers. 

Outlier    -   a   person   or   thing   situated   away   or   detached   from   the   main   body   or   system. 
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Outreach    -   techniques   and   activities   a   business   can   undertake   to   develop   relationships 

between   people   in   their   industry   with   the   aim   to   boost   the   exposure   of   their   brand. 

Outside   Order-Taker    -   a   salesperson   who   visits   customers   to   write   up   orders   but   is   not 

responsible   for   persuading   them   to   buy.   See   Inside   Order-Taker.  

Outside   Sales   Facilities    -   manufacturers’   agents   and   representatives,   sales   agents,   dealers, 

distributors,   etc.   available   to   supplement   or   even   to   replace   a   �rm’s   own   sales   force.  

Over,   Short,   and   Damage    -   A   traditional   term   used   in   transportation   and   warehousing   to 

describe   an   inventory   situation.   After   a   physical   inventory,   it   is   possible   to   be   “over”   (have   too 

much   in   inventory),   be   “short”   (have   a   shortage   of   inventory),   or   have   damaged   inventory   that 

is   not   usable.   The   same   term   may   be   applied   to   an   intermediary.   It   may   be   an   accounting 

adjustment   in   some   systems. 

 

Package    -   the   wrapping,   packet,   carton,   bottle,   box,   etc.,   used   for   containment,   protection   or 

promotion   of   a   product.   See   Packaging.  

Package   Modi�cation    -   making   any   change   to   the   attributes   (shape,   color,   size,   graphics, 

lettering,   etc.)   of   a   package.  

Packaged   Goods    -   a   sub-category   of   consumer   non-durable   goods;   toothpaste,   shampoo   and 

soap   powder   are   packaged   consumer   non-durables.   See   Consumer   Non-Durables; 

Non-Packaged   Goods.  
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Packaging    -   the   materials   (glass,   aluminum,   cardboard,   etc)   originally   intended   merely   to 

contain   and   protect   a   product;   in   recent   years   the   role   of   packaging   has   been   broadened   so 

that,   in   addition   to   containment   and   protection,   its   purpose   is   to   attract   attention,   provide 

additional   product   information,   and   assist   in   promotion.  

Page    -   all   websites   are   a   collection   of   electronic   “pages.”   Each   Webpage   is   a   document 

formatted   in   HTML   that   contains   text,   images,   or   media   objects   such   as   RealAudio   player   �les, 

QuickTime   videos,   etc.   .   The   homepage   is   typically   a   visitor’s   �rst   point   of   entry   to   a   website. 

Pages   can   be   static   or   dynamically   generated.  

Page   Impressions    -   Impressions   refers   to   the   number   of   times   a   page   is   accessed   over   a   �xed 

period   of   time.   Thus   if   a   page   receives   1,000   impressions   per   day,   then   that   page   is   accessed 

1,000   over   the   course   of   the   day.   This   term   is   often   confused   with   hits,   which   is   actually   an 

incorrect   use   of   this   term   (hits   and   number   of   impressions   would   be   the   same   if   the   page   was 

simply   a   text   page   with   no   additional   �les   associated   with   it).  

Page   Rank    -   Google   uses   this   system   to   give   high-quality   sites   a   higher   ranking.   The   rankings 

are   from   1   to   10.  

Page   Requests    -   the   opportunity   for   an   HTML   document   to   appear   in   a   browser   window   as   a 

direct   result   of   a   visitor’s   interaction   with   a   website   (IAB).   The   page   request   is   for   a   browser   to 

“get”   a   page   from   a   site   and   is   recorded   by   the   server   log.  

Page   Views    -   number   of   times   a   user   requests   a   page   that   may   contain   a   particular   ad. 

Indicative   of   the   number   of   times   an   ad   was   potentially   seen,   or   “gross   impressions.”   Page 

views   may   overstate   ad   impressions   if   users   choose   to   turn   o�   graphics   (often   done   to   speed 

browsing).  

Paid   Inclusion    –   Advertising   program   where   pages   are   guaranteed   to   be   included   in   a   search 

engine’s   index   in   exchange   for   payment,   though   no   guarantee   of   ranking   well   is   typically 

given. 
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Panel   Test    -   a   technique   used   to   pre-test   advertising,   new   products,   etc.;   a   group   of 

individuals   selected   from   the   target   market   are   asked   to   evaluate   alternative   versions   (of   an 

advertisement,   new   product,   etc.).  

 

Paragraph   Length   (Average)    -   the   average   number   of   sentences   in   a   paragraph,   determined 

by   dividing   the   total   number   of   sentences   in   a   document   by   the   total   number   of   paragraphs. 

Shorter   paragraphs   encourage   readers   to   stay   focused   and   move   through   the   document.  

Parasitic   Advertising    -   advertising   by   one   group   that   has   an   adverse   e�ect   upon   another 

group.   For   example,   the   advertising   of   lamb   may   reduce   sales   of   beef,   the   advertising   of 

apples   may   reduce   sales   of   pears.  

Pareto’s   Principle    -   the   idea   or   notion   in   business,   commonly   known   as   “the   80:20   rule”, 

which   says   that   eighty   per   cent   of   the   revenue   comes   from   twenty   per   cent   of   the   products, 

that   eighty   per   cent   of   the   sales   volume   is   derived   from   twenty   per   cent   of   the   customer 

accounts,   etc;   named   after   Vilfredo   Pareto,   the   nineteenth   century   economist   and   sociologist.  

Paretopoly    -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   are   a   few   large   sellers   and   many   smaller   ones. 

Paretopsony   -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   are   a   few   large   buyers   and   many   smaller 

ones.  

Pass-Along   Rate    -   the   percentage   of   people   who   pass   on   a   message   or   �le.  

Pass-Along   Readers    -   The   members   of   the   audience   of   a   print   media   vehicle   who   do   not 

subscribe   to   the   publication   but   obtain   their   copies   from   people   who   do   subscribe.   They   are 

also   called   secondary   readers   in   contrast   to   subscribers,   who   are   called   primary   readers.  

Pass-Up   Method    -   handling   a   buyer’s   objection   by   attempting   to   ignore   or   “pass   o�”   the 

buyer’s   objection,   especially   if   there   is   reason   to   believe   that   the   objection   is   not   made 

seriously   and   does   not   warrant   a   response.   See   Objections.  
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Patent    -   1.   (product   development   de�nition)   The   legal   right   of   exclusive   use   and   license 

granted   by   a   government   to   the   person   who   invents   something.   An   invention   is   patentable   if   it 

is   a   useful,   novel,   and   non-obvious   process,   machine,   manufacture,   or   composition   of   matter. 

2.   (legislative   de�nition)   Patents   (and   patent   laws)   provide   the   owner   the   exclusive   right   to 

produce   and   sell   the   invention   for   a   period   of   seventeen   years.   Patents   are   considered 

incentives,   the   inherent   inconsistency   between   antitrust   laws,   which   are   designed   to   foster 

competition,   and   patent   laws,   which   restrict   competition.  

Patronage   Discount    -   The   o�ering   of   a   price   reduction   based   on   previous   customer 

relationship   or   preferred   customer   standing.   Such   a   discount   is   usually   o�ered   because   of   an 

established   relationship   between   the   seller   and   buyer.  

Patronage   Motives    -   the   motives   that   drive   an   individual/user   toward   selection   of   a   particular 

outlet,   retailer,   or   supplier   of   services.  

Pay-per-click    -   an   advertising   pricing   model   in   which   advertisers   pay   agencies   based   on   how 

many   consumers   clicked   on   a   promotion.   Condemned   by   advertisers   and   agencies   alike   for   its 

many   marketing   vagaries   and   technical   loopholes.  

Pay-Per-Click   Search   Engine   (PPCSE)    -   search   engine   where   results   are   ranked   according   to 

the   bid   amount   and   advertisers   are   charged   only   when   a   searcher   clicks   on   the   search   listing.  

Pay-Per-Impression    -   an   advertising   pricing   model   in   which   advertisers   pay   agencies   based 

on   how   many   consumers   see   their   promotions.  

Pay   Per   Lead   (PPL)    -   online   advertising   payment   model   in   which   payment   is   based   solely 

based   on   qualifying   leads.  

Pay-Per-Sale   (PPS)    -   an   advertising   pricing   model   in   which   advertisers   pay   agencies   based   on 

how   many   consumers   actually   buy   something   as   a   direct   result   of   the   promotion.   Despised   by 

agencies   for   the   wretched   accountability   it   brings   to   their   lives.  

Payback   Period    -   the   time   taken   for   a   new   product   to   recover   its   investment   cost   and   to 

generate   pro�ts;   used   as   a   measure   of   performance   for   new   products.  
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Payment   Threshold    -   the   minimum   accumulated   commission   an   a�liate   must   earn   to   trigger 

payment   from   an   a�liate   program.  

PayPal    –   an   online   payment   service   that   lets   its   users   make   purchases   and   receive   payments 

via   a   user-de�ned   email   address. 

PDM    -   Physical   Distribution   Management;   Product-Di�erentiated   Marketing.  

Peeper    –   a   person   who   attends   an   online   event   -   you   know   they   are   there   you   can   see   their 

presence   you   can’t   get   rid   of   them   and   they   don’t   participate   in   the   conversation.  

Peer   Army    -   a   mutually   bene�cial   network   of   connected   peers   who   do   something   new   for 

customers   (and   earn   the   rewards   that   follow!) 

Penetrated   Market    -   the   individuals   or   organizations   in   a   particular   market   who   have   already 

purchased   the   product.  

Penetration   Price   Policy    -   A   pricing   policy   that   sets   a   low   initial   price   in   an   attempt   to 

increase   market   share   rapidly.   This   policy   is   e�ective   if   demand   is   perceived   to   be   fairly 

elastic.  

Penetration   Pricing    -   The   strategy   of   setting   a   product’s   price   relatively   low   in   order   to 

generate   a   high   sales   volume.   The   strategy   is   commonly   associated   with   pricing   new   products 

that   do   not   have   identi�able   price-market   segments.  

People-Based   Services    -   services   in   which   people,   rather   than   equipment   or   machinery,   play 

the   major   role   in   delivery;   for   example,   people   play   the   major   role   in   the   delivery   of   �nancial 

planning   services.   See   Equipment-Based   Services.   

Per   Capita   Income    -   average   income   per   person   in   a   population.   A   nation’s   or   other 

geographic   market’s   total   income   divided   by   the   number   of   persons   in   its   population.  

Per   Diem   Expense   Plan    -   the   payment   of   travel   and   accommodation   expenses   to   a 

salesperson   at   a   �xed   daily   rate.  
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Perceived   Quality    -   The   amount   of   quality   buyers   believe   a   product   or   service   has.   Perceived 

quality   is   usually   based   on   some   information   or   cues   about   the   product,   e.g.,   its   price,   brand 

name,   or   country   of   origin.  

Perceived   Risk    -   1.   (consumer   behavior   de�nition)   The   expected   negative   consequences   of 

performing   an   action   such   as   purchasing   a   product.   2.   (consumer   behavior   de�nition)   Most,   if 

not   all,   decisions   contain   some   risk,   be   it   monetary,   physical,   psychological,   or   social.   The 

degree   of   the   risk   that   is   perceived   to   exist   by   the   individual   making   a   purchase   or   behavioral 

decision   has   been   termed   perceived   risk   in   the   consumer   behavior   literature.  

Percent   Bounced   Back    -   the   number   of   emails   that   were   returned   as   undeliverable   divided 

by   the   total   number   of   emails   sent,   multiplied   by   100.  

Percent   Opened    -   the   number   of   emails   opened   divided   by   the   total   number   of   emails   sent, 

multiplied   by   100.  

Percent   Removes    -   the   number   of   requests   for   opt-out   or   removal   divided   by   the   total 

number   of   emails   sent,   multiplied   by   100.  

Percent-of-sales   Budgeting    -   An   advertising   budget   method   in   which   advertising   expenses 

are   established   as   a   �xed   percentages   of   past,   current,   or   future   sales   levels.  

Percentage-of-Sales   Method    -   a   method   of   setting   a   budget   for   promotion   in   which   the   sum 

to   be   expended   in   a   given   period   is   a   �xed   percentage   of   the   sales   income   for   the   previous 

period.  

Perception    -   the   way   in   which   an   individual   interprets   stimuli   received   by   the   senses. 

Perception   is   the   cognitive   impression   that   is   formed   of   “reality”   which   in   turn   in�uences   the 

individual’s   actions   and   behavior   toward   that   object.  

Perceptual   Mapping    -   a   tool   or   process   used   in   marketing   research   for   charting   the   way 

individuals   selected   from   the   target   market   perceive   di�erent   companies,   products   or   brands; 

also   called   Position   Mapping.  
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Perfect   Competition    -   A   market   model   that   assumes   pure   competition   plus   perfect 

knowledge,   perfect   freedom   of   movement,   and   perfect   substitutability   of   the   factors   of 

production.  

Performance   Allowance    -   a   discount   or   price   reduction   given   to   a   wholesaler   or   retailer   who 

promises   to   perform   some   additional   activity   (special   display,   etc.)   to   sell   a   greater   quantity   of 

product.  

Performance   Appraisal    -   an   evaluation   of   the   activities   and   e�ectiveness   of   a   salesperson, 

marketing   o�cer,   etc.   during   a   given   period.  

Performance   Price    -   the   value   to   a   consumer   of   the   time   saved   by   using   a   new   product   to 

complete   a   speci�ed   task;   the   performance   price   can   often   o�set   other   “time   prices.”   See 

Non-Monetary   Price;   Time   Price.  

Performance   Risk    -   concern   in   the   buyer’s   mind   that   the   product   being   considered   for 

purchase   will   not   work   e�ciently;   also   called   Functional   Risk.   See   Risk.  

Periscope    -      a   live   video   streaming   app   for   iOS   and   Android   that   lets   you   explore   the   world 

through   someone   else’s   eyes. 

Perishability    -   one   of   the   four   characteristics   (with   inseparability,   intangibility   and   variability) 

which   distinguish   a   service;   perishability   expresses   the   notion   that   a   service   cannot   be   made 

in   advance   and   stored.   See   Services   Marketing;   Inseparability;   Intangibility;   Variability.  

Permission    -   the   idea   of   only   sending   email   messages   to   those   recipients   who   have   agreed 

(or   asked)   to   receive   them.   The   de�nition   of   permission   is   the   subject   of   considerable   debate 

in   the   email   marketing   community.  

Permission-Based   Failure    -   a   negative   result   that   occurs   because   one   does   not   fully   attempt 

to   achieve   an   outcome   because   of   a   message   sent   by   in�uential   individuals   that   is   perceived 

as   a   “permission   to   fail”   or   implied   acceptance   of   the   reduced   attempt...   common   statements 

prompting   implied   acceptance   include—   “What   happens…   happens.”   or   “The   important   thing 

is   that   you   tried.”  
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Permission   Marketing    -   marketing   centered   around   getting   customer’s   consent   to   receive 

information   from   a   company.  

Person   Income    -   1.   The   national   income   adjusted   for   corporate   pro�ts   and   government 

transfer   payments.   2.   The   current   income   received   by   persons   from   all   sources,   less 

contributions   for   social   insurance   –   e.g.,   Social   Security.  

Person   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   aimed   at   creating   target   market   awareness,   and   a 

favourable   opinion,   of   a   particular   person.  

Personal   Income    -   the   wages,   salary,   etc.   earned   by   an   individual.   The   current   income 

received   by   persons   from   all   sources   less   contributions   for   social   insurance—e.g.,   Social 

Security   (US).  

Personal   Interview    -   a   face-to-face   meeting   with   a   client,   job   applicant,   buyer,   marketing 

research   respondent,   etc.   A   direct,   face-to   face   conversation   between   a   representative   of   the 

research   organization   (the   interviewer)   and   a   respondent   or   interviewee.  

Personal   Selling    -   a   form   of   promotion   utilizing   the   services   of   a   sales   team;   one   of   the   major 

controllable   variables   (with   advertising,   sales   promotion   and   publicity)   of   the   promotion   mix. 

See   Promotion   Mix.  

Personality    -   the   distinctive   character   of   an   individual;   used   as   a   basis   for   the   psychographic 

segmentation   of   a   market   in   which   individuals   of   relatively   similar   personality,   with   similar 

needs   or   wants,   are   grouped   into   one   segment.   See   Psychographic   Segmentation.   Consistent 

pattern   of   responses   to   the   stimuli   from   both   internal   and   external   sources.   The   tone   the 

email   communicates:   excited,   cheerful,   playful,   serious,   concerned,   helpful,   etc.   The 

personality   of   the   document   should   be   consistent   with   the   personality   of   the   business   and   the 

o�er.   It   should   remain   consistent   throughout   any   one   email   and   consistent   across   all   emails 

in   a   campaign.   (For   “personality”   as   it   pertains   to   your   prospects,   see   WIIFM.)  
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Personality   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   heterogeneous   market   into   homogeneous 

groups   on   the   basis   of   personality   characteristics   and   enduring   patterns   of   behavior   such   as 

aggressiveness,   compliance   or   compulsiveness.   See   Psychographic   Segmentation.  

Personalization    -   the   practice   of   writing   the   email   to   make   the   recipient   feel   that   it   is   more 

personal   and   was   sent   with   him   or   her   in   mind.   This   might   include   using   the   recipient’s   name 

in   the   salutation   or   subject   line,   referring   to   previous   purchases   or   correspondence,   or 

o�ering   recommendations   based   on   previous   buying   patterns.  

Perspective   shifts    -      shock   customers   into   a   radically   new   appreciation   of   the   value   you’re 

o�ering;   Same   price.   New   perspective. 

Persuasion   Factor    -   the   ability   of   the   ad   copy   to   persuade   the   recipient   to   take   action.  

Persuasive   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   persuade   (rather   than   to   inform   or   remind).  

PERT    -   acronym   for   Program   Evaluation   and   Review   Technique;   a   quantitative   technique   used 

as   a   managerial   tool   in   planning   and   controlling   complex   programs.   Common   use   has   been 

made   of   PERT,   originally   introduced   for   use   in   the   aerospace   industry,   in   the   coordinating, 

timing   and   scheduling   of   the   many   activities   in   the   new   product   development   process.  

PCMIA    -   acronym   for   a   Personal   Computer   Memory   Card   Industry   Association.   Many   laptop 

computers   use   these   devices   as   modems.  

PDF    (portable   document   format)   -   word   processing   software,   business   applications   like   the 

originals.   Must   have   Adobe   Acrobat   Reader   to   view.  

PDF   Files    -   Adobe’s   portable   document   format   (pdf)   is   a   translation   format   used   primarily   for 

distributing   �les   across   a   network   or   on   a   website.   Files   with   a   .pdf   extension   have   been 

created   in   another   application   and   then   translated   into   .pdf   �les   so   they   can   be   viewed   by 

anyone,   regardless   of   platform.  

Phantom   Freight    -   a   freight   charge   imposed   upon   a   customer   in   excess   of   the   true   freight 

cost   incurred   by   the   supplier.   For   example,   in   the   base-point   pricing   approach,   a   local 
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customer   will   be   charged   a   phantom   freight   when   the   freight   charge   is   calculated   from   an 

arbitrarily-chosen,   possibly   distant,   central   point.   See   Base-Point   Pricing.  

Phishing    -      the   attempt   to   acquire   sensitive   information   such   as   usernames,   passwords,   and 

credit   card   details   (and   sometimes,   indirectly,   money),   often   for   malicious   reasons,   by 

masquerading   as   a   trustworthy   entity   in   an   electronic   communication. 

 

Phygital    -   blending   the   physical   and   digital   to   create   an   ecosystem   between   the   brand   and 

consumer   across   the   two   worlds. 

Physical   Distribution    -   the   storage,   handling   and   movement   of   goods   within   an   organization 

and   their   shipment   to   customers.  
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Physical   Distribution   Managemen t   -   the   management   and   control   of   the   activities   involved 

in   the   storage,   handling   and   movement   of   goods   within   an   organization   and   in   their   shipment 

to   customers.  

Physical   Inventory    -   an   inventory   determined   by   actual   count   and   evidenced   by   a   listing   of 

quantity,   weight,   or   measure.   Number   of   volumes,   periodicals,   videos   a   library   owns.  

Physical   Risk    -   concern   in   the   buyer’s   mind   that   the   product   being   considered   for   purchase 

will   be   harmful,   unhealthy   or   cause   injury.  

Physiological   Needs    -   innate   human   feelings   of   deprivation   related   to   an   individual’s 

biological   well-being.   See   Psychological   Needs.  

Physiological   Motives    -   The   needs   that   must   be   satis�ed   if   the   organism   is   to   survive.   These 

are   the   basic   biological   drives   such   as   the   need   for   food   and   air,   relief   of   pain,   bowel   and 

bladder,   and   other   basic   physiological   processes.   The   sex   drives,   although   driven   by 

hormones   and   other   biological   processes,   is   heavily   over-laden   with   social   needs   and   drives 

and   hence   can   be   classi�ed   as   either   a   physiological   or   a   social   drive.  

Physiological   Reaction   Technique    -   A   method   of   assessing   attitudes   in   which   the   researcher 

monitors   the   subject’s   response,   to   the   controlled   introduction   of   some   stimulus.  

PID    (Personal   Information   Destination)   -   there   are   millions   of   pages   of   information   on   the 

web,   but   if   you   are   looking   for   a   speci�c   item,   there   is   only   one   page   -   or   very   few   -   that 

contains   exactly   the   information   you   need.   That’s   your   PID.   Think   of   it   as   a   needle   in   a 

haystack.  

Piggyback    -   a   system   of   transportation   requiring   the   transfer   of   containers   from   truck   to   rail.  

Piggyback   Marketing    -   An   arrangement   whereby   one   manufacturer   obtains   distribution   of 

products   through   another’s   distribution   channel.  
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Piggybacking    -   a   low-cost   market   entry   tactic   in   which   manufacturers   of   products   arrange   for 

manufacturers   of   complementary,   non-competing   products   to   represent   their   products   in 

another   country   or   region.  

Pinterest    -      a   visual   social   network   typically   used   by   ecommerce   marketers,   but   not   without 

its   fair   share   of   top-notch   B2B   and   B2C   content   marketers.   Businesses   and   consumers   alike 

use   the   website   to   post   images   and   photos   they   like   so   fellow   users   can   repin   (share)   that 

content. 

Pioneering   Advertising    -   advertising   which   is   intended   to   create   primary   rather   than 

selective   demand;   commonly   used   at   the   introductory   stage   of   the   product’s   life   cycle.   

Pioneer   Selling    -   Selling   a   new   and   di�erent   product,   service,   or   idea.   In   this   situation,   it   is 

often   di�cult   for   salespeople   to   establish   a   need   in   the   buyer’s   mind.  

Pioneering   Stage    -   A   non-speci�c   period   early   in   the   life   cycle   of   a   new   type   of   product   during 

which   the   pioneers   are   trying   to   build   primary   demand   for   the   product   type   more   than 

secondary   demand   for   their   particular   brands.  

Place    -   one   of   the   four   controllable   variables   (with   product,   price   and   promotion)   of   the 

marketing   mix;   the   delivery   of   a   good   or   service   to   a   consumer;   also   referred   to   as 

Distribution.   See   Distribution;   Marketing   Mix.  

Place   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   promote   an   awareness,   and   favorable 

opinion,   of   a   particular   place   or   region.  

Place   Strategy    -   the   element   of   a   �rm’s   decision-making   concerned   with   developing   an 

e�cient   and   e�ective   means   of   storing   and   handling   �nished   products   and   of   getting   them 

e�ciently   to   the   target   market.  

Place   Utility    -   the   value   given   to   a   product   by   virtue   of   the   fact   that   it   is   where   it   is   wanted.  

Plain   Vanilla    -   slang   term   for   a   product   with   only   the   most   basic   features;   see   Bells   and 

Whistles.  
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Planned   Cannibalization    -   the   expected   loss   of   sales   of   a   product   in   a   line   to   a   more   recent 

product   introduction;   planned   cannibalization   might   occur   when   a   company   wants   its 

customers   to   switch   to   another   of   its   own   products   rather   than   to   a   product   of   a   competitor. 

See   Cannibalization.  

Planned   Economy    -   also   called   Controlled   Allocation   System;   Command   System;   see   also   Free 

Market   System;   Capitalist   System.  

Planned   Obsolescence    -   a   tactic   by   which   a   manufacturer   deliberately   seeks   to   make   earlier 

versions   of   its   product   appear   undesirable   in   the   eyes   of   consumers   who   have   purchased 

them   in   order   to   expand   the   market   for   later   versions.   This   is   accomplished   by   improving   the 

characteristics   of   later   versions   or   by   altering   consumers’   perceptions   of   the   desirability   of   the 

models   they   have   already   purchased.  

Planning    -   see   Strategic   Planning;   Marketing   Planning;   Sales   Planning.  

Planning   Horizon    -   the   total   timespan   covered   by   a   �rm’s   marketing   plans;   the   length   of   the 

planning   horizon   is   commonly   determined   by   the   degree   of   uncertainty   in   the   environment.  

Playsumer    -   Surprise.   Entertainment.   Amusement.   People   will   relish   brands   that   bring   some 

much   needed   fun   to   the   consumer   arena.   Introducing   competitive   and   participatory   games, 

embracing   humor,   or   celebrating   the   unexpected   will   make   life   –   and   consumption   –   less 

boring   and   simply   more   enjoyable. 

PLC   -   Product   Life   Cycle   Plug-in    -   a   program   application   that   can   easily   be   installed   and   used 

as   part   of   a   Web   browser.   Once   installed,   a   plug-in   application   are   recognized   by   the   browser, 

and   its   function   is   integrated   into   the   mail   HTML   �le   being   presented.  

Podcast    –   a   series   of   audio   or   video   �les   that   are   syndicated   over   the   Internet   and   stored   on 

client   computing   devices   for   later   playback. 

Point   of   Action    (POA)   (see   also   Calls   to   Action)   -   speci�c   locations   in   a   presentation   that   o�er 

the   opportunity   and   encourage   the   prospect   to   take   action.  
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Point-Of-Purchase    (POP)   -   promotional   materials   placed   at   the   contact   sales   point   designed 

to   attract   user   interest   or   call   attention   to   a   special   o�er,   e.g.,   ‘Sign   up   for   Summer   Reading 

Program.  

Point-of-Purchase   Displays    -   a   form   of   promotion   used   to   support   personal   selling   and 

advertising;   displays,   consisting   of   packages,   signs,   display   cartons   and   so   on   (more   common 

in   the   marketing   of   consumer   goods)   are   used   to   provide   additional   product   information   and 

to   impel   on-the-spot   buying.  

Point-Of-Sale    (POS)   -   a   data   collection   system   that   electronically   receives   and   stores   bar   code 

information   derived   from   a   sales   transaction.   This   could   be   the   zip   codes   for   library   users, 

facilitating   the   library   in   determining   geographic   market   in   which   users   reside.  

Polygon    -   A   trade   area   whose   boundaries   conform   to   streets,   political   boundaries,   and   other 

physical   characteristics   rather   than   being   concentric   circles.  

Polyopoly    -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   are   no   large   sellers   but   many   small   ones.  

Polyopsony    -   a   market   situation   in   which   there   are   no   large   buyers   but   many   small   ones.  

Pooling    -   A   process   of   combining   shipments   that   are   consigned   to   the   same   destination.   This 

service,   often   provided   by   a   third   party   provider,   improves   physical   distribution   productivity   in 

the   handling   of   multi-unit   shipments.  

POP    (Point   of   Presence)   -   POP   is   a   service   provider’s   location   for   connecting   to   users. 

Generally,   POPs   refer   to   the   location   where   people   can   dial   into   the   provider’s   host   computer. 

Most   providers   have   several   POPs   to   allow   low-cost   access   via   telephone   line.  

Pop-up    -   big   screen,   box,   or   message   that   suddenly   appears   on   the   computer   screen   during   a 

session.  

Pop-Up   Ad    -   an   ad   that   displays   in   a   new   browser   window.  

Pop-Under   Ad    -   an   ad   that   displays   in   a   new   browser   window   behind   the   current   browser 

window.  
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Population    -   in   marketing   research,   the   total   group   that   a   researcher   wishes   to   study;   also 

called   the   Universe.   The   totality   of   cases   that   conforms   to   some   designated   speci�cations.  

Population   Characteristics    -   variables   including   age,   gender,   income,   marital   status, 

education,   nationality,   race,   religion,   etc.   upon   which   a   population   may   be   segmented.  

Portable    -   refers   to   the   ease   of   mobility   of   the   medium.   A   portable   medium   is   one   that   can   be 

carried   with   the   consumer,   wherever   the   consumer   is.   Newspapers   and   magazines   are   more 

portable   that   the   TV   or   the   web,   the   radio   falls   between   the   extremes.   As   the   web   becomes 

wireless,   its   portability   (and   hence   utility)   will   increase.  

Portal    -   a   website   or   service   that   o�ers   a   broad   array   of   resources   and   services,   such   as 

e-mails,   forums,   search   engines,   and   online   shopping   malls.   The   �rst   Web   portals   were   online 

services,   such   as   AOL,   that   provided   access   to   the   Web,   but   by   now   most   of   the   traditional 

search   engines   have   transformed   themselves   into   Web   portals   to   attract   and   keep   a   larger 

audience. 

Portfolio    -   1.   (advertising   de�nition)   A   collection   of   the   best   creative   work   done   by   an   art 

director   or   copywriter,   used   in   job   interviews   to   demonstrate   the   individual’s   talent,   skill,   and 

experience.   2.   (product   development   de�nition)   A   set   of   things   that   are   developed   and/or 

marketed   in   relationship   to   each   other.   It   is   most   often   applied   to   that   group   of   projects 

currently   active   in   a   research   laboratory,   but   may   apply   to   all   new   projects   underway.  

Portfolio   Analysis    -   the   systematic   evaluation   or   assessment   of   a   company’s   businesses   or 

products;   two   variables   frequently   used   in   the   evaluation   are   market   attractiveness   (including 

market   growth   rate)   and   business   strength   (including   relative   market   share).  

Portfolio   Tests    -   a   method   of   pre-testing   an   advertisement;   after   looking   through   a   portfolio 

of   di�erent   versions   of   a   particular   advertisement,   respondents   chosen   from   the   target 

market   are   asked   to   recall   in   detail   those   which   they   can   remember.  
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Position   Analysis    -   The   analysis   of   existing   products   including   the   manufacturing   program   of 

the   present   company   and   of   the   subsidiaries,   analysis   of   competitors’   market   shares,   a 

technical   and   economic   evaluation   of   all   products   in   comparison   with   competitors’   products, 

assessment   of   manufacturing   capacity,   assessment   of   sales   capacity   in   the   �eld   and   in   the 

home   organization,   appraisal   of   product   knowledge   within   the   group,   analysis   of   custom 

duties   and   tari�s,   and   some   study   of   innovations   to   be   expected   in   the   future.  

Position   Mapping    -   see   Perceptual   Mapping   Positioning   -   see   Market   Positioning   Positive   Sum 

Relationship   -   is   a   relationship   between   two   entities   which   are,   as   a   sum,   better   o�   from   the 

participation   of   that   relationship.  

Possession   Utility    -   the   value   given   to   a   product   by   virtue   of   the   fact   that   the   purchaser   has 

the   legal   right   to   own   and   use   it   freely.  

POST-DEMOGRAPHIC   CONSUMERISM    People   –   of   all   ages   and   in   all   markets   –   are 

constructing   their   own   identities   more   freely   than   ever.   As   a   result,   consumption   patterns   are 

no   longer   de�ned   by   ‘traditional’   demographic   segments   such   as   age,   gender,   location, 

income,   family   status   and   more. 

Post-Purchase   Evaluation    -   the   quick   mental   assessment   of   a   low-involvement   product   by   a 

consumer   after   purchase.   See   Low-Involvement   Product.  

Post-Purchase   Satisfaction    -   the   pleasure   that   a   carefully   selected   high-involvement   product 

gives   to   a   consumer   after   purchase.   See   High-Involvement   Product.  

Poster    -   an   outdoor   advertising   medium;   a   billboard.  

Post-Testing    -The   testing   of   advertising   e�ectiveness   after   the   audience   is   exposed   to   the 

advertising   in   the   marketplace.  

Potential   Market    -   Set   of   users   who   profess   some   level   of   interest   in   a   designed   market   o�er.  
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Potential   Rating   Index   for   Zip   Markets:   (PRIZM)    -   A   database   combining   Census   data, 

nationwide   consumer   surveys,   and   interviews   with   hundreds   of   people   across   the   country 

into   a   geo-demographic   segmentation   system.  

POTS   (Plain   Old   Telephone   Service)    -   unless   you   are   reading   this   at   a   high-tech   company   or 

large   corporation   with   ISDN   or   T1   lines,   chances   are   you   accessed   over   POTS,   copper   wire   that 

transmit   at   about   28.8K   -   which   means   sur�ng   for   you   is   a   fairly   slow   business.  

Poverty   Level    -   the   poverty   level   is   based   solely   on   money   income   and   updated   every   year   to 

re�ect   changes   in   the   consumer   price   index,   used   to   classify   families   as   being   above   or   below 

the   poverty   level.  

PPP   (Point   to   Point   Protocol)    -   the   language   that   enables   a   computer   to   use   telephone   lines 

and   a   modem   to   connect   to   the   Internet.   Gradually   replacing   SLIP   as   the   preferred   means   of 

connection.  

PR    -   Public   Relations.  

Pre-Approach   Stage    -   the   �rst   stage   in   the   selling   process;   the   stage   in   which   a   salesperson 

prospects   for   new   accounts,   quali�es   them   and   prepares   to   make   contact   with   the   client.  

Pre-emptive   Pricing    -   The   practice   of   setting   prices   low   so   as   to   discourage   competition   from 

entering   the   market.  

Pre-Industrialized   Countr y   -   characteristics   -   1.)   Low   literacy   rates   and   high   percentage   of 

employment   in   agriculture;   2.)   low   population   density   and   low   degree   of   urbanization;   3.) 

linguistic   heterogeneity   and   a   small   percentage   of   working-age   population;   4.)   industrial 

sectors   nonexistent   and   undeveloped;   5.)   heavy   reliance   on   foreign   sources   for   all 

manufacturers   and   principal   engagement   in   agricultural   endeavors.  

Pre-print    -   An   advertising   printed   at   the   retailer’s   expense   and   distributed   as   a   free-standing 

insert   with   a   newspaper.  
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Pre-print   Advertising    -   Any   advertising   material   printed   ahead   of   a   publication’s   regular 

press   run,   often   on   a   printing   press   other   than   regular   publication   press.   The   pre-print 

advertising   is   inserted   into   the   publication   during   its   regular   printing   and   binding   process. 

Pre-print   advertising   includes   a   variety   of   approaches,   including   multi-page   inserts,   free 

standing   inserts,   reply   cards   and   reply   envelopes,   and   ads   printed   on   a   paper   stock   that   is 

di�erent   from   the   paper   stock   on   which   the   publication   is   printed.  

Pre-Testing    -   the   testing   of   a   questionnaire,   advertisement,   etc   on   respondents   selected   from 

the   target   market   before   using   it   in   a   full-scale   research   study,   campaign,   etc.   See 

Questionnaire   Pretesting.  

Pre-Ticketing    -   the   practice   by   a   vendor   of   placing   a   tag   on   each   product   sold   listing   its 

particular   style,   size,   color,   etc.;   the   pre-ticketing   is   designed   to   make   re-ordering   easier   for   a 

reseller.  

Predatory   Pricing    -   a   pricing   practice   by   which   a   company   hopes   to   inhibit   or   eliminate 

competition   by   charging   lower   than   normal   prices   for   its   products   in   certain   geographic 

regions.  

Premium   Pricing    -   see   High-Price   Strategy.   Premiums   -   a   type   of   sales   promotion   in   which 

merchandise   is   given   free   or   at   a   reduced   price   to   purchasers   of   products   or   visitors   to   a 

store.  

Presentation    -   the   manner   in   which   the   communication   describes   and   displays   the   products 

or   services.  

Presentation   Sales    -   The   core   of   the   personal   selling   process   in   which   the   salesperson 

transmits   the   information   about   the   product   and   attempts   to   persuade   the   prospect   to 

become   a   customer.  
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Press   Conference    -   a   meeting   to   which   media   personnel   are   invited   by   a   government   body, 

organization   or   company   seeking   to   make   a   public   announcement,   usually   to   gain   favorable 

publicity   or   to   o�set   some   negative   reaction.   A   convening   of   media   by   a   person   or 

organization   to   explain,   announce   or   expand   on   a   particular   subject.  

Press   Optimization    –   The   optimizing   of   press   releases   for   search   engines.  

Press   Release    -   an   announcement   released   to   the   news   media   by   a   government   body, 

organization   or   �rm,   usually   to   obtain   publicity   or   to   o�set   some   negative   reaction   to   it   or   its 

products;   also   called   a   News   Release.  

Pressure   Group    -   any   group   of   individuals   who   work   together   to   exert   an   in�uence   upon   the 

decisionmaking   of   a   company   to   achieve   some   speci�c   outcome.  

Pressure   Selling    -   see   High   Pressure   Selling.  

Prestige   Builder    -   the   highest-priced   item   in   a   product   line.   See   Product   Line;   Tra�c   Builder.  

Prestige   Pricing    -   a   pricing   strategy   in   which   prices   are   set   at   a   high   level,   recognizing   that 

lower   prices   will   inhibit   sales   rather   than   encourage   them   and   that   buyers   will   associate   a   high 

price   for   the   product   with   superior   quality;   also   called   Image   Pricing.   See   Psychological   Pricing.  

Prestige   Products    -   items   of   superior   quality;   high   status   merchandise.  

Price    -   the   value   agreed   upon   by   the   buyer   and   the   seller   in   an   exchange;   one   of   the   four 

controllable   variables   (with   product,   promotion   and   place)   of   the   marketing   mix.   See 

Marketing   Mix.   The   formal   ratio   that   indicates   the   quantities   of   money   goods   or   services 

needed   to   acquire   a   given   quantity   of   goods   or   services.  

Price   Adjustments    -   allowances,   discounts,   etc.   granted   by   a   seller   to   meet   the   requirements 

or   circumstances   of   speci�c   buyers.  

Price   Band    -   the   range   within   which   a   product   can   be   priced   as   dictated   by   competitive 

intensity   and   the   perceived   value   of   the   product   to   consumers.  
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Price   Bundling    -   a   pricing   strategy   in   which   various   products   sold   to   a   customer   together   are 

o�ered   at   a   price   less   than   the   sum   of   the   prices   of   the   products   sold   individually.  

Price   Ceiling    -   A   price,   usually   imposed   by   law,   above   which   market   prices   are   not   permitted 

to   rise;   also   called   a   Ceiling   Price.   See   Price   Floor.  

Price   Competition    -   a   competitive   situation   in   which   price   is   used   as   the   major   means   of 

di�erentiating   the   product   of   one   �rm   from   that   of   a   rival.   See   Non-price   Competition.  

Price   Control    -   A   legal   Limitation   placed   on   market   prices   by   a   government.  

Price   Cycle    -   the   regular,   periodic   �uctuation   in   the   price   of   a   product,   especially   of   an 

agricultural   product,   owing   to   expansion   or   contraction   in   its   supply.  

Price   Discounting    -   see   Discount.   Price   Discrimination   -   a   pricing   strategy,   generally   illegal,   in 

which   a   seller   charges   di�erent   prices   to   marketing   intermediaries   for   the   same   product.   See 

Di�erential   Pricing.  

Price-Elastic   Segments    -   segments   of   the   market   that   are   more   responsive   to   price   changes 

than   other   segments   of   the   market.   See   Price   Elasticity   .  

Price   Elasticity    -   buyers’   sensitivity   to   price;   measured   by   the   percentage   change   in   quantity 

demanded   that   results   from   a   percentage   change   in   price.   See   Price   Inelasticity.  

Price   Elasticity   of   Demand    -   A   measure   of   the   sensitivity   of   demand   to   changes   in   price.   It   is 

formally   de�ned   as   the   percentage   change   in   quantity   demanded   relative   to   a   given 

percentage   change   in   price.  

Price   Fixing    -   agreement   or   collusion   between   competitors   to   maintain   certain   �xed   price 

levels   to   avoid   competition.   See   Horizontal   Price   Fixing;   Vertical   Price   Fixing. 

Price   Floor    -   A   price,   usually   imposed   by   law,   below   which   market   prices   are   not   permitted   to 

drop;   also   called   a   Floor   Price.   See   Price   Ceiling.  
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Price   Gouging    -   a   monopolistic   pricing   technique   in   which   the   seller   takes   advantage   of   the 

lack   of   competition   by   charging   unusually   high   prices   relative   to   a   product’s   cost.  

Price   Incentives    -   a   common   form   of   sales   promotion   in   which   price   reductions   are   o�ered 

to   consumers   to   encourage   them   to   buy   a   particular   product   earlier   or   in   larger   quantity.  

Price   Inelasticity    -   buyers’   insensitivity   to   price;   when   the   percentage   change   in   quantity 

demanded   is   less   than   the   percentage   change   in   price,   consumers   are   price-insensitive.   See 

Price   Elasticity.  

Price   Leader    -   1.   (pricing   de�nition)   In   competitive   situation,   the   seller   who   normally   initiates 

price   change   in   the   market.   2.   (retailing   de�nition)   An   item   of   merchandise   pricing   abnormally 

low   for   the   purpose   of   attracting   customers.  

Price   Leadership    -   a   situation   that   occurs   when   one   or   a   few   companies,   usually   larger 

companies,   are   consistently   the   �rst   to   institute   price   changes.  

Price   Lining    -   pricing   di�erent   products   in   a   product   line   at   various   price   points,   depending 

on   size   and   features,   to   make   them   a�ordable   to   a   wider   range   of   customers.  

Price   Objection    -   an   objection   raised   by   a   prospective   buyer   on   the   grounds   of   price,   credit 

terms,   discounts,   allowances,   freight   charges,   etc.   related   to   the   cost   of   a   product   o�ered   by   a 

salesperson.  

Price   Packs    -   a   type   of   sales   promotion   in   which   consumers   are   o�ered   a   reduction   in   the 

regular   price   of   a   product;   the   amount   of   the   reduction   is   usually   marked,   or   “�agged,” 

prominently   on   the   label   or   package;   also   called   a   “cents-o�”   deal.  

Price   Promotion    -   The   advertising   of   a   price   for   a   product   or   service.   Usually,   the   price   being 

promoted   is   a   reduction   from   a   previously   established   price   and   may   take   the   form   of   a   lower 

price,   a   coupon   to   be   redeemed,   or   a   rebate   to   be   received.  

Price   Sensitivity    -   see   Price   Elasticity.   Price   Sensitivity   Meter   -   A   research   method   for 

establishing   the   range   of   prices   that   buyers   are   willing   to   pay   for   a   product   or   service.  
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Price   Space    -   the   price   di�erence   between   items   in   a   product   line;   having   the   right   amount   of 

price   space   is   often   critical   as   too   little   space   may   confuse   buyers   and   too   much   space   may 

leave   gaps   which   can   be   exploited   by   competitors.   See   Product   Line.  

Price-Taker    -   any   �rm   that   is   unable   to   in�uence   the   general   level   of   commodity   prices   by 

altering   the   quantity   of   the   product   produced;   a   �rm   operating   in   a   perfectly   competitive 

market   situation   is,   necessarily,   a   price-taker.   Price-takers   are   sometimes   also   referred   to   as 

Quantity   Adjusters   as   their   chief   decision   is   to   adjust   the   amount   they   produce   to   a   given 

price.   See   Perfect   Competition.  

Price   Wars    -   a   con�ict   situation   likely   to   occur   in   industries   where   products   cannot   be   greatly 

di�erentiated;   a   decrease   in   price   by   one   company   will   attract   a   large   number   of   customers   to 

it,   forcing   other   companies   to   retaliate   by   cutting   the   price   even   further.  

Price-Value   Relationship    -   the   connection   that   consumers   make   between   price   and   quality; 

products   with   a   higher   price   are   commonly   perceived   to   be   of   better   quality.  

Pricing    -   marketing   activity   concerned   with   the   setting   of   prices   for   new   products   and   the 

adjustment   of   prices   for   existing   products.  

Pricing   Pandemonium    -   Pricing:   more   �uid   and   �exible   than   ever. 

Pricing   Strategy    -   the   element   of   a   �rm’s   decision-making   concerned   with   the   setting   of 

prices   that   will   attract   the   target   market   and   allow   pro�t   objectives   to   be   met.  

Primary   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   create   demand   for   a   class   or   category   of 

product   rather   than   for   a   brand.   See   Generic   Advertising;   Pioneering   Advertising.  

Primary   Data    -   information   that   is   obtained   directly   from   �rst-hand   sources   by   means   of 

surveys,   observation   or   experimentation.   See   Secondary   Data   .  

Primary   Demand    -   demand   for   a   product   class   rather   than   for   a   particular   brand   within   the 

class.  
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Primary   Packaging    -   a   product’s   immediate   container   or   wrapper.   See   Secondary   Packaging; 

Shipping   Packaging.  

Principle   of   Integrating   Interests    -   a   technique   used   in   selling   in   which   the   salesperson, 

knowing   the   buyer’s   personal   interests   or   buying   motives,   places   emphasis   on   these   in   the 

presentation   rather   than   on   the   features   or   bene�ts   of   the   product.  

Privacy    -   the   quality   or   condition   of   being   free   from   unsanctioned   intrusion.   Communications 

need   to   reassure   the   prospect   through   clear,   accessible   and   enforced   assurances   so   he/she 

can   feel   comfortable   about   providing   personal   information   and   transacting   business.  

Private   Brand    -   a   brand   owned   by   a   wholesaler   or   retailer;   also   called   a   private   label.   See 

Manufacturer’s   Brand.  

Private   Carrier    -   any   form   of   transport   operated   by   an   independent   organization   and   used 

for   the   shipment   of   goods.   See   Common   Carrier;   Contract   Carrier   Private   Label   -   see   Private 

Brand. 

Private   Sector    -   Activities   outside   the   public   sector   that   are   independent   of   government 

control,   usually,   but   not   always   carried   on   for   a   pro�t.  

Private   Treaty    -   a   market   agreement   arranged   by   a   buyer   and   seller   in   private   negotiation.  

Proactive   Marketing   Strategies    -   marketing   activities   that   anticipate   competitive   action   and 

attempt   to   forestall   it;   o�ensive   strategies.   See   Reactive   Marketing   Strategies.  

Probabilistic   Models    -   a   statistical   tool   in   which   the   probability   that   an   event   will   occur   again 

is   estimated   using   historical   data;   for   example,   in   sales   forecasting   past   purchasing   behavior   is 

used   to   estimate   the   degree   of   probability   with   which   consumers   will   purchase   the   same   item 

again.  
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Probability   Mixture   Mode l   -   A   stochastic   model   for   representing   the   behavior   (e.g.,   brand 

choice   or   media   viewing)   of   a   set   of   individuals.   This   type   of   model   is   characterized   by   two 

components.   First,   a   particular   family   of   probabilistic   models   (such   as   a   Poisson   process)   is 

selected   to   represent   the   behavior   of   any   single   individual   (for   example,   the   number   of 

product   purchases   made   by   the   individual).   Second,   there   is   an   explicit   realization   that 

individuals   di�er   from   each   other   (heterogeneity).  

Probability   Sample    -   a   sample   in   which   each   individual   within   a   total   population   has   a   known 

chance   of   being   chosen.  

Problem   Recognition,   in   Organizational   Buying    -   The   recognition   that   the   current   product 

or   service   can   be   replaced   by   a   better   product   or   service   or   that   a   cheaper   way   to   operate 

exists.   It   is   followed   by   a   search   for   information   and   evaluation   of   whether   new   purchases   are 

justi�ed.   Problem   recognition   may   be   stimulated   internally   (by   a   value   analysis   or   adult,   for 

example)   or   externally   (by   exposure   to   an   advertisement   or   by   a   salesperson’s   visit).  

Problem   Situation   Mode l   -   a   model   of   a   problem   situation   faced   by   a   decision-maker, 

constructed   (often   by   a   marketing   researcher)   in   order   to   get   as   clear   a   picture   as   possible   of 

the   problem.  

Problem   Solution   Approach    -   A   selling   approach   in   Which   the   Salesperson   identi�es   the 

customer’s   problems   and   several   alternative   solutions,   then   analyzes   the   advantages   and 

disadvantages   of   the   solution   and   helps   the   customer   select   the   best   option.  

Problem-Solving   Approach    -   an   approach   to   selling   in   which   the   salesperson   works   with   the 

buyer   to   evaluate   alternative   solutions   to   a   problem   and   to   select   the   best;   a   consultative 

approach   intended   to   build   long-term   relationships   with   clients.   Also   called   Depth   Selling.  

Process   Materials    -   a   classi�cation   of   goods   bought   by   organizations   for   incorporation   into   a 

product;   the   process   materials   cannot   be   recognized   in   the   �nished   product.  

Procurement   Costs    -   the   costs   involved   in   reordering   an   inventory   item;   the   costs   include   the 

cost   of   processing   and   transmitting   the   order   as   well   as   the   cost   of   the   item   itself.  
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Product    -   a   bundle   of   need-satisfying   tangible   and   intangible   attributes   o�ered   to   a   buyer   by 

a   seller.   See   Actual   Product;   Augmented   Product;   Core   Product.   A   bundle   of   attributes   or 

features,   functions,   bene�ts   and   uses   capable   of   exchange,   usually   in   tangible   or   intangible 

forms.   The   library’s   products   include   materials   to   use,   questions   answered,   online   searching, 

etc.  

Product   Adaptation    -   The   strategy   of   developing   new   products   by   modifying   or   improving   on 

the   product   innovations   of   others.   This   contrasts   with   the   strategies   of   pioneering   and 

imitation. 

Product   Adoption   Process    -   the   sequence   of   stages   that   individuals   and   �rms   go   through   in 

the   process   of   accepting   new   products.   The   stages   vary   greatly   in   usage,   but   tend   to   include   1. 

becoming   aware   of   the   new   product,   2.   seeking   information   about   it,   3.   developing   favorable 

attitudes   toward   it,   4.   trying   it   out   in   some   direct   or   indirect   way,   5.   �nding   satisfaction   in   the 

trial,   and   6.   adopting   the   product   into   a   standing   usage   or   repurchase   pattern.  

Product   Advertising    -   advertising   in   which   a   company   promotes   a   particular   good   or   service.  

Product   Approach    -   A   method   used   by   salespeople   to   approach   prospects   in   which 

salespeople   demonstrate   the   product   features   and   bene�ts   as   they   walk   up   to   the   prospects.  

Product   Attributes    -   distinctive   tangible   and   intangible   features   of   a   product   that 

demonstrate   its   value   to   a   user.  

Product   Audit    -   a   systematic   appraisal   of   a   �rm’s   product   mix   to   evaluate   its   strengths   and 

weaknesses   and   to   assess   the   available   opportunities.  

Product   Category    -   the   speci�c   generic   to   which   a   good   or   service   belongs;   for   example, 

while   Coke   is   a   brand   name,   the   product   category   to   which   it   belongs   is   soft   drinks.  

Product   Class    -   A   group   of   products   that   are   homogeneous   or   generally   considered   as 

substitutes   for   each   other.   The   class   is   considered   as   narrow   or   broad   depending   on   how 

substitutable   the   various   products   are.  
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For   example,   a   narrow   product   class   of   breakfast   meats   might   be   bacon,   ham,   and   sausage.   A 

broad   class   would   include   all   other   meat   and   meat   substitutes   even   occasionally   sold   for 

breakfast   use.  

Product   Concept    -   the   understanding   of   the   dynamics   of   the   (business)in   order   to   showcase 

the   best   qualities   and   maximum   features   of   the   product.   Marketers   spend   a   lot   of   time   and 

research   in   order   to   target   their   intended   audience. 

Product   Development    -   a   growth   strategy   in   which   the   �rm   develops   new   products   for 

existing   markets.  

Product-Di�erentiated   Marketing    -   a   marketing   philosophy   in   which   the   seller   views   the 

market   as   a   homogeneous   whole,   but   produces   two   or   more   products   for   it;   the   products, 

di�ering   in   attributes   (price,   style,   quality,   etc),   are   designed   to   o�er   variety   rather   than   to 

satisfy   the   needs   and   wants   of   di�erent   market   segments.   See   Mass   Marketing;   Target 

Marketing.  

Product   Di�erentiation    -   a   strategy   that   attempts   (through   innovative   design,   packaging, 

positioning,   etc.)   to   make   a   clear   distinction   between   products   serving   the   same   market 

segment. 

Product   Elimination    -   the   decision   to   drop   a   product   (for   example,   in   the   decline   stage   of   its 

life   cycle)   in   order   to   use   the   costs   associated   with   it   to   enhance   pro�ts   or   to   release   resources 

that   could   be   more   e�ectively   used   in   other   ways.  

Product   Extension    -   the   introduction   of   a   product   that   is   known   to   the   company   but   which 

has   features   or   dimensions   which   are   new   to   consumers;   three   types   of   product   extensions 

are   possible:   revisions,   additions   and   repositioning.   See   Innovation;   New   Product   Duplication.  

Product   Failure    -   a   product   that   does   not   meet   management   expectations   in   the 

marketplace.  

Product   Flanking    -   a   competitive   marketing   strategy   in   which   a   company   produces   its   brands 

in   a   variety   of   sizes   and   styles   to   gain   shelf   space   and   inhibit   competitors.  
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Product   Form   Competitors    -   �rms   o�ering   slightly   di�erent   variants   of   the   same   basic 

product.  

Product   Innovation    -   1.   The   act   of   creating   a   new   product   or   process.   It   includes   invention   as 

well   as   the   work   required   to   bring   an   idea   or   concept   into   �nal   form.   2.   A   particular   new 

product   or   process.  

Product   Introduction    -   The   �rst   stage   of   the   product   life   cycle,   during   which   the   new   item   is 

announced   to   the   market   and   o�ered   for   sale.   Most   methods   of   market   testing   are 

considered   pre-introduction,   but   many   marketers   call   the   market   rollout   an   introduction 

because   of   the   commitment   implied   in   the   method.   If   successful   during   the   introduction,   the 

new   product   enters   the   second   (growth)   stage.  

Product   Item    -   a   product   variant   with   its   own   distinctive   attributes   (price,   packaging,   etc.); 

also   called   a   Stock-Keeping   Unit   and   a   Stock-Taking   Unit.  

Product   Knowledge    -   detailed   knowledge   of   a   product’s   features   and   bene�ts   required   by   a 

salesperson   to   persuade   a   prospect   to   purchase.   Product   Leveraging   -   see   Brand   Leveraging.  

Product   Liability    -   the   onus   or   responsibility   imposed   by   legislation   on   a   manufacturer   to 

warn   consumers   appropriately   about   possible   harmful   e�ects   of   a   product,   to   foresee   how   it 

might   be   misused,   etc.  

Product   Life   Cycle    -   a   concept   which   draws   an   analogy   between   the   span   of   a   human   life   and 

that   of   a   product,   suggesting   that,   typically,   a   product’s   life   consists   of   four   stages   - 

introductory,   growth,   maturity   and   decline;   the   concept   is   used   as   a   tool   to   formulate 

marketing   strategies   appropriate   to   each   of   the   stages.   The   four   stages   products   go   through 

from   birth   to   death:   introductory,   growth,   maturity,   and   decline.  

Product   Line    -   a   group   of   products   manufactured   or   distributed   by   an   organization,   similar   in 

the   way   they   produced   or   marketed;   for   example,   Gillette   markets   a   line   of   razors   and   blades, 

a   line   of   toiletries,   a   line   of   pens   and   a   line   of   cigarette   lighters.  
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Product   Line   Brand   Name    -   a   brand   name   applied   to   several   products   within   a   product   line. 

See   Product   Line;   Individual   Brand   Name;   Family   Brand;   Corporate   Branding.  

Product   Line   Expansion   Segmentation   Strategy    -   one   of   four   possible   segmentation 

strategies   (with   concentrated   segmentation   strategy,   market   segment   expansion   strategy   and 

di�erentiated   segmentation   strategy)   available   to   a   �rm   in   relation   to   the   segment   or 

segments   it   wishes   to   target;   in   a   product   line   expansion   segmentation   approach   a   �rm   o�ers 

several   products   to   one   segment.  

Product   Line   Extension    -   adding   depth   to   an   existing   product   line   by   introducing   new 

products   in   the   same   product   category;   product   line   extensions   give   customers   greater   choice 

and   help   to   protect   the   �rm   from   a   �anking   attack   by   a   competitor.   See   Product   Line;   Product 

Line   Depth;   Product   Line   Stretching.  

Product   Line   Featuring    -   a   strategy   in   which   certain   items   in   a   product   line   are   given   special 

promotional   attention,   either   to   boost   interest   (at   the   lower   end   of   the   line)   or   image   (at   the 

upper   end).   See   Product   Line.  

Product   Line   Filling    -   introducing   new   products   into   a   product   line   at   about   the   same   price   as 

existing   products.   See   Product   Line.  

Product   Line   Length    -   the   number   of   di�erent   products   in   a   product   line.   See   Product   Line.  

Product   Line   Modernization    -   a   strategy   in   which   items   in   a   product   line   are   modi�ed   to   suit 

modern   styling   and   tastes   and   re-launched.   See   Product   Line.  

Product   Line   Pruning    -   reducing   the   depth   of   a   product   line   by   deleting   less   pro�table 

o�erings   in   a   particular   product   category.   See   Product   Line.  

Product   Line   Retrenchment    -   reducing   the   width   of   a   product   mix   by   decreasing   the 

diversity   of   items   o�ered   across   product   categories;   product   line   retrenchment   is   common 

following   the   failure   of   brand   leveraging   to   launch   a   brand   into   a   related   category.  
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Product   Line   Stretching    -   introducing   new   products   into   a   product   line.   See   Product   Line; 

Downward   Stretching;   Two-way   Stretching;   Upward   Stretching. 

Product   Management   System    -   a   system   that   ensures   that   total   marketing   control   of   a 

product   line   or   brand   rests   with   the   person   who   has   pro�t   responsibility   for   it.  

Product   Manager    -   an   individual   given   responsibility   for   the   planning   and   coordinating   of   a 

�rm’s   marketing   activities   related   to   a   single   product,   product   line   or   market.  

Product   Mix    -   the   variety   of   distinct   product   lines   and   items   manufactured   or   distributed   by 

an   organization.   See   Product   Item;   Product   Line.   The   full   set   of   products   o�ered   by   an 

organization   e.g.,   books,   videos,   etc.  

Product   Mix   Consistency    -   the   degree   of   closeness   or   relatedness   between   product   lines   in 

the   product   mix.   See   Product   Line;   Product   Mix.  

Product   Modi�cation    -   any   substantial   change   made   to   the   attributes   (size,   shape,   color, 

style,   price,   etc.)   of   a   product;   modi�cation   of   a   product   is   usually   undertaken   in   an   attempt   to 

revitalize   it   in   order   to   increase   demand.  

Product   Objection    -   an   objection   by   a   prospective   buyer   to   the   quality   or   characteristics   of 

the   goods   o�ered   by   a   salesperson.   See   Objections.  

Product   Organization    -   the   deployment   of   a   �rm’s   sales   force   or   the   organization   of   its 

marketing   activities   so   that   a   separate   division   is   responsible   for   each   of   its   major   products   or 

product   groups.   See   Organizational   Structure.  

Product   Orientation    -   a   management   philosophy,   concept,   focus   or   state   of   mind   which 

emphasizes   the   quality   of   the   product   rather   than   the   needs   and   wants   of   the   target   market; 

the   orientation   assumes   that   consumers   will   favor   products   that   o�er   the   most   quality, 

performance   and   features   and   that   the   organization’s   objectives   will   be   most   readily   achieved 

by   a   concentration   on   these.  

Product   Portfolio    -   the   mix   of   products   manufactured   or   distributed   by   a   company.  
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Product   Portfolio   Analysis    -   an   examination   of   each   of   the   products   manufactured   or 

distributed   by   the   company   to   assess   future   marketing   strategies.  

Product   Position   Map    -   a   tool   used   in   comparing   consumer   perception   of   the   di�erences 

between   products   or   brands;   consumers   are   asked   to   mark   the   particular   location   of   a 

product   on   a   two-dimensional   “map,”   where   the   axis   of   the   map   are   attributes   felt   by 

consumers   to   be   important.   See   Perceptual   Mapping.  

Product   Positioning    -   see   Market   Positioning.   The   way   users/consumers   view   competitive 

brands   or   types   of   products.   This   can   be   manipulated   by   the   organization/library.   The   library’s 

video   collection,   available   for   free,   is   competitive   with   local   video   stores   that   charge,   if   video 

collections   are   comparable.   If   the   collections   are   not,   the   library   is   di�erentiating   the   video 

collection   from   the   video   store.  

Product   Positioning   Strategy    -   marketing   decisions   and   actions   intended   to   create   a 

particular   place   for   a   product   in   the   market   and   in   the   minds   of   consumers;   a   product 

positioning   strategy   may   attempt   to   di�erentiate   a   marketing   o�er   from   a   competitor’s   or   to 

appear   similar   to   it.  

Product   Recall    -   the   advertised   request   by   a   company   that   a   product   be   returned   to   it   by 

those   who   have   already   purchased   it;   a   product   recall   is   often   deemed   desirable   when   a 

product   proves   to   be   unsafe   or   unreliable.  

Product   Strategy    -   the   element   of   a   �rm’s   decision-making   concerned   with   developing   the 

most   appropriate   products   for   its   target   market.  

Product   Testing    -   exposing   consumers   to   a   new   product,   in   �nal   or   prototype   form,   so   that 

they   might   compare   it   to   their   usual   brand   and   rate   it;   the   results   of   product   testing   will 

indicate   to   the   company   whether   further   evaluation   of   the   product   in   test   markets   is 

desirable.   See   Concept   Development   and   Testing;   New   Product   Development.  
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Product   Trade   Life   Cycle    -   An   empirical   cycle   that   recognizes   the   relationship   between 

production,   consumption,   trade,   and   the   product   life   cycle   for   certain   countries   at   certain 

times   in   history.   The   model   shows   how   production   of   mature   products   with   stabilized 

technologies   has   relocated   from   the   U.S.   to   the   less   developed   countries   of   the   world   as 

companies   take   advantage   of   lower   wage   and   other   factor   costs   in   various   parts   of   the   world.  

Product   Warranty    -   see   Warranty;   Express   Warranty;   Implied   Warranty.  

Product-Based   Marketing   Organization    -   a   marketing   structure   of   an   organization   in   which 

sta�   specialists   have   responsibility   for   various   products   of   the   organization   (rather   than   for 

particular   markets);   most   appropriate   when   customer   needs   are   di�erentiated   by   product. 

See   Market-Based   Marketing   Organization.  

Product-Di�erentiated   Marketing    -   an   approach   to   marketing   in   which   a   company 

disregards   market   segmentation   but   produces   goods   and   services   which   are   di�erent   from 

others   on   the   market.  

Product-Market   De�nition    -   The   boundaries   of   a   market   are   de�ned   by   choices   of   distinct 

categories   along   four   dimensions:   1.   customer   functions,   or   the   pattern   of   bene�ts   being 

provided   to   satisfy   the   needs   of   customers;   2.   technology,   which   represents   the   various   ways 

a   particular   function   can   be   performed;   3.   customer   segments,   which   describes   whose   needs 

are   being   served   and   where   they   are   geographically   located;   and   4.   the   sequence   of   stages   of 

the   value-added   system.  

Product-Push   Approach    -   an   approach   to   the   generation   of   new   product   ideas   in   which   a 

company’s   strengths   rather   than   market   needs   are   given   prime   emphasis.   See   Demand-Pull 

Approach.  

Production    -   1.   (Economic   de�nition)   -   the   addition   of   utilities   to   goods   or   the   rendering   of 

services   possessing   utility.   2.   (Marketing   de�nition)   The   creation   of   form   utility,   i.e.,   all 

activities   used   to   change   the   appearance   or   composition   of   a   good   or   service   with   the   intent 

of   making   it   more   attractive   to   potential   and   actual   users.  
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Production   Goods    -   a   classi�cation   of   industrial   goods;   goods   purchased   by   industrial   �rms 

for   use   in   the   manufacture   of   their   �nished   products.   See   Industrial   Product   Classes.  

Production   Orientation    -   a   management   philosophy,   concept,   focus   or   state   of   mind   which 

emphasizes   production   techniques   and   unit-cost   reduction   rather   than   the   needs   and   wants 

of   the   target   market;   the   orientation   assumes   that   consumers   will   favor   those   products   that 

are   the   most   readily   available   and   at   the   most   a�ordable   prices   and   that   a   concentration   on 

e�ciencies   in   production   and   distribution   will   most   readily   achieve   the   �rm’s   objectives.  

Pro�t   and   Loss   Statement    -   an   accounting   statement   showing   income,   expenditure   and 

pro�t   over   a   given   period.  

Pro�t   Center    -   a   division   of   an   organization   with   responsibility   for   generating   its   own   income, 

and   with   accountability   for   pro�ts.  

Pro�t   Maximization   Objective    -   A   �rm   sets   as   its   major   objective   the   maximization   of 

long-run   pro�ts.   If   not   stated,   this   is   often   the   assumed   objective   of   the   �rm.   There   are, 

however,   many   other   variables   that   may   provide   the   basis   of   objectives   for   a   �rm.   Other 

objectives   relate   to   such   variables   as   sales   growth,   market   share,   risk   diversi�cation, 

innovation,   etc.  

Pro�t   Objective   in   Pricing    -   setting   prices   with   short-run   pro�ts   rather   than   long-term 

market   share   in   mind.  

Pro�t   Sharing    -   a   compensation   system   in   which   employees   are   awarded   a   share   of   the 

company’s   pro�ts   to   encourage   increased   productivity.  

Pro�t-Volume   Ratio    -   The   dollar   contribution   per   unit   divided   by   the   unit   price.   The 

pro�t-volume   ratio   indicates   the   rate   at   which   �xed   costs   are   recovered   reached,   the   rate   at 

which   pro�ts   are   earned   as   sales   volume   increases.  

Pro�tability   Control    -   marketing   e�ort   intended   to   assess   the   level   of   pro�tability   of   each 

product   in   the   portfolio,   of   each   market   segment,   of   each   marketing   channel,   etc.  
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Progressive   Commission    -   a   sales   commission   system   in   which   the   commission   rate 

increases   as   the   salesperson   sells   more   goods.   See   Regressive   Commission.  

Promotion    -   one   of   the   four   controllable   variables   (with   product,   price   and   place)   of   the 

marketing   mix.  

Promotion   Manager    -   an   individual   within   an   organization   responsible   for   promotional 

activities   and   campaigns.  

Promotialize    -   to   promote   or   sell   something   while   socializing   -   generally   online   through   social 

networking 

Promotion   Mix    -   The   various   communication   techniques   such   as   advertising,   personal   selling, 

sales   promotion,   and   public   relations/   product   publicity   available   to   the   marketer   to   achieve 

speci�c   goals.  

Promotional   Adaptation    -   a   strategy   in   which   the   same   product   is   sold   in   di�erent 

geographic   locations   but   with   a   unique   promotional   strategy   for   some   or   all   of   the   di�erent 

locations.  

Promotional   Advertising    -   Advertising   intended   to   inform   prospective   customers   of   special 

sales.   It   announces   the   arrival   of   new   and   seasonal   goods,   and   it   features,   creates,   and 

promotes   a   market   for   the   merchandise   items   in   regular   stock.  

Promotional   Allowance    -   a   price   reduction   or   discount   granted   by   a   manufacturer   to   a 

member   of   the   marketing   channel   in   return   for   some   form   of   special   promotion   of   a 

particular   product.  

Promotional   Budget    -   the   sum   allocated   in   a   particular   accounting   period   for   expenditure   on 

promotion.  

Promotional   Campaign    -   a   coordinated   series   of   promotional   e�orts   built   around   a   single 

theme   and   designed   to   achieve   a   speci�c   objective.  
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Promotional   Partnership    -   an   alliance   between   a   manufacturer   of   a   product   and   another 

company   for   the   purposes   of   promotion;   for   example,   Coca-Cola   Co.   may   form   a   promotional 

partnership   with   20th   Century   Fox   Film   Corp.,   agreeing   to   pay   that   company   to   display   the 

soft   drink   prominently   in   a   forthcoming   feature   �lm.   See   Movie   Tie-Ins;   Entertainment 

Marketing.  

Promotional   Pricing    -   the   temporary   pricing   of   goods   and   services   at   lower   than   normal 

levels   for   a   special   promotional   e�ort.  

Promotional   Stock    -   merchandise   o�ered   at   a   reduced   price   to   a   reseller   for   some   special 

promotion   or   festive   occasion;   also   referred   to   as   Seasonal   Stock.  

Promotional   Strategy    -   the   element   of   a   �rm’s   decision-making   concerned   with   choosing   the 

most   appropriate   mix   of   advertising,   sales   promotion,   personal   selling   and   publicity   for 

communication   with   its   target   market.  

Promotional   Warranty    -   a   warranty   designed   to   reduce   the   perceived   �nancial   or 

performance   risk   that   a   consumer   might   perceive   in   purchasing   an   expensive   product.   See 

Warranty;   Express   Warranty;   Implied   Warranty;   Protective   Warranty.  

Prospect    -   as   a   noun...   an   individual   or   organization   with   a   need   for   a   particular   product   or 

service,   the   potential   for   or   existence   of   an   understanding   of   that   need   and   the   potential   to 

ultimately   purchase   the   product   or   service...   sometimes   confused   with   a   suspect.   As   a   verb... 

to   proactively   seek   out   potential   buyers   of   a   product   or   service   and   approach   them   through 

personal   contact   (in   person,   over   the   phone,   one-to-one   email   or   fax)   with   the   intent   to   sell 

should   a   need   exist   for   a   potential   customer.   See   Sales   Leads;   Suspect.   A   suspect   who   actively 

expresses   interest   in   the   product   or   service  

Prospecting    -   the   �rst   step   in   the   selling   process;   the   activity   of   seeking   out   potential 

customers.   See   Sales   Leads.  

Prospecting   Plan    -   a   systematic   approach   to   �nding   new   customers   involving   the   setting 

aside   of   time   after   allowing   for   calls   on   existing   customers   speci�cally   for   prospecting.  
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Protectionism    -   Trade   policies   of   governments   aimed   at   protecting   domestic   industries   by 

limiting   the   volume   of   imports.  

Protective   Warranty    -   see   Warranty;   Express   Warranty;   Implied   Warranty;   Promotional 

Warranty.  

Protocol    -   a   set   of   rules   that   governs   how   information   is   to   be   exchanged   between   computer 

systems.   Also   used   in   certain   structured   chat   rooms   to   refer   to   the   order   in   which   people   may 

speak.  

Prototype    -   a   sample   or   early   version   of   a   new   product   made   or   built   speci�cally   for   using   as 

a   trial   or   testing.  

Proxemic   Communication    -   a   form   of   nonverbal   communication   or   body   language   in   which 

messages   are   conveyed   from   one   person   to   another   by   the   changing   space   that   separates 

them   during   a   conversation.   See   Kinesic   Communication;   Nonverbal   Communication;   Tactile 

Communication.  

Psychodrama    -   a   qualitative   marketing   research   technique   in   which   respondents   are   asked   to 

engage   in   impromptu   role-playing   exercises   intended   to   have   them   reveal   their   feelings   about 

certain   products   or   brands.   See   Qualitative   Marketing   Research.  

Psychodrawing    -   a   nonverbal,   qualitative   marketing   research   technique   in   which   respondents 

use   colors,   shapes,   symbols,   etc.   to   express   their   feelings   about   certain   products   or   brands. 

See   Qualitative   Marketing   Research.  

Psychographic   Analysis    -   a   technique   that   investigates   how   people   live,   what   interests   them, 

what   they   like—also   called   lifestlye   analysis   or   AIO   because   it   relies   on   a   number   of 

statements   about   a   person’s   activities,   interests   and   opinions.  

Psychographic   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   heterogeneous   market   into   relatively 

homogeneous   groups   on   the   basis   of   their   attitudes,   beliefs,   opinions,   personalities   and 

lifestyles;   sometimes   called   “State-of-Mind”   Segmentation.   Dividing   markets   into   segments   on 

the   basis   of   consumer   lifestyles.  
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Psychography    -   the   study   of   the   attitudes,   beliefs,   opinions,   personalities   and   lifestyles   of 

individuals   in   a   population.  

Psychological   Discounting    -   the   advertising   of   a   product   at   a   heavily   reduced   price.  

Psychological   Drives    -   Those   drives   that   are   not   based   on   the   basic   biological   needs   of   the 

individual   but   rather   are   social   in   origin.   The   need   for   self-actualization,   status,   and 

belongingness   are   examples.  

Psychological   Needs    -   innate   human   feelings   of   deprivation   related   to   an   individual’s   mental 

well-being.   See   Needs;   Physiological   Needs.  

Psychological   Pricing    -   pricing   intended   to   in�uence   the   customer’s   perception   of   the   actual 

price   of   a   product;   two   common   forms   of   psychological   pricing   are   odd   pricing   and   prestige 

pricing.  

Psychological   Repositioning    -   the   attempt   by   a   �rm   to   alter   the   beliefs   of   prospective   buyers 

about   the   key   attributes   of   its   product   o�ering,   especially   where   the   buyers   generally 

underestimate   its   quality.   See   Market   Positioning;   Real   Positioning;   Repositioning;  

Psychological   Risk    -   see   Risk;   Emotional   Risk.  

Psychological   Set    -   a   consumer’s   mindset;   his   or   her   positive   or   negative   feelings   or 

predispositions   towards   a   particular   brand   or   company.   The   consumer’s   mindset   is   formed   by 

his   or   her   needs,   perceptions   and   attitudes.   See   Attitudes;   Needs;   Perception.  

Public   Opinion    -   the   consensus   view   of   a   population   on   a   topic.  

Public   Policy    -   a   course   of   action   pursued   by   the   government   pertaining   to   people   as   a   whole 

on   which   laws   rest. 

Public   Policy   Environment    -   that   part   of   a   �rm’s   external   environment   which   consists   of 

controversial   issues   or   matters   of   concern   to   governments,   the   media   or   in�uential   pressure 

groups;   factors   in   this   environment   may   have   an   in�uence   on   a   �rm’s   decision-making   or   an 

impact   upon   its   performance.  
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Public   Relations    -   the   relationship   that   exists   between   an   organization   and   its   several   publics; 

e�orts   to   in�uence   this   relationship   by   obtaining   favorable   publicity.   Form   of   communication 

management   that   seeks   to   make   use   of   publicity   and   other   non-paid   forms   of   promotion   and 

information   to   in�uence   feelings,   opinions   or   beliefs   about   the   agency/library   and   its 

o�erings.   This   is   a   traditional   form   of   communication   for   library   management,   as   paid 

advertising   media   is   rarely   used.  

Public   Sector    -   those   marketing   activities   that   are   carried   out   by   government   agencies   for 

public   service   rather   than   for   pro�t.  

Public   Service   Announcement   (PSA)    -   an   advertisement   or   commercial   that   is   carried   by   an 

advertising   vehicle   at   no   cost   as   a   public   service   to   its   readers,   viewers,   or   listeners.   While   the 

no   cost   aspect   is   appealing,   a   library   or   other   agency   utilizing   this   media   quickly   realizes   there 

is   no   control   on   the   most   e�ective   time   of   placement.  

Publicity    -   corporate   or   product   promotion   that   is   obtained   free   of   charge.  

Pu�ng    -   the   legitimate   practice   of   making   obviously   exaggerated   claims   in   advertising,   eg., 

“cleaner   than   clean.”  

Pull   Marketing    -   a   marketing   approach   designed   to   draw   customers   to   a   brand   through 

search   engine   optimization   (SEO)   and   other   non-intrusive   methods.   The   ultimate   goal   is   to 

strengthen   consumer   awareness   of   a   brand   and   products   and   foster   demand. 

Pull   Strategy    -   promotion   to   end-users   (mainly   by   means   of   advertising,   sales   promotion   and 

publicity)   rather   than   to   members   of   the   marketing   channel   (mainly   by   personal   selling)   to 

facilitate   the   �ow   of   goods   or   services   from   producer   to   �nal   consumer.   See   Push   Strategy; 

Push-Pull   Strategy.  

Pulsing    -   scheduling   advertising   campaigns   in   fairly   regular   bursts   followed   by   periods   of 

relative   or   complete   inactivity.   See   Continuity;   Flighting.  
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Puppy   Dog   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   a   salesperson   urges   an   indecisive   prospect   to 

“take   it   home,   play   with   it   overnight,”   believing   that   once   the   product   is   in   the   customer’s 

possession   he   or   she   will   be   unwilling   to   part   with   it.  

Purchase   Allowance    -   see   O�-Invoice   Allowance.  

Purchase   Intentions    -   the   likelihood   that   a   consumer   will   buy   a   particular   product   resulting 

from   the   interaction   of   his   or   her   need   for   it,   attitude   towards   it   and   perceptions   of   it   and   of 

the   company   that   produces   it.  

Purchase   Laboratory    -   See   Accelerated   Test   Marketing.  

Purchase   Probability   Scale    -   a   tool   used   in   marketing   research   surveys   of   buying   intentions; 

respondents   are   asked   to   rate   the   likelihood   of   their   purchase   of   a   particular   product   on   a 

scale   ranging,   for   example,   from   “de�nitely   not”   to   “certain   to   buy.”  

Purchasing   O�cer    -   an   individual   within   an   organization   responsible   for   purchasing   the 

goods   and   services   it   requires.   See   Buying   Center.  

Purchasing   Performance   Evaluation    -   the   establishment   of   criteria   by   which   the 

performance   of   purchasing   o�cers   can   be   assessed   and   of   incentive   systems   so   that   good 

purchasing   can   be   rewarded.  

Pure   Competition    -   a   marketing   situation   in   which   there   are   a   large   number   of   sellers   of   a 

product   that   cannot   be   di�erentiated   and,   thus,   no   one   �rm   has   a   signi�cant   in�uence   on 

price.   Other   prevailing   conditions   are   ease   of   entry   of   new   �rms   into   the   market   and   perfect 

market   information.   Also   referred   to   as   Perfect   Competition   and   Atomistic   Competition.  

Pure   Monopoly    -   a   marketing   situation   in   which   there   is   only   one   seller   of   a   product.   See   Pure 

Competition.  

Push    -   is   the   delivery   (“pushing”)   of   information   that   is   initiated   by   the   server   rather   than 

being   requested   (“pulled”)   by   a   user.   Pointcast   is   the   best-known   push   service   that   pushes 

information   based   on   the   user’s   pro�le.  
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Push   Marketing    -      promotional   strategy   where   businesses   attempt   to   take   their   products   to 

the   customers;   the   idea   that   marketers   are   attempting   to   push   their   products   at   consumers 

Push   Money    -   a   direct   payment   of   money   o�ered   to   the   sales   force   of   a   reseller   by   a 

manufacturer   to   encourage   greater   e�orts   with   a   particular   product   or   range.  

Push   Strategy    -   promotion   to   members   of   the   marketing   channel   (mainly   by   means   of 

personal   selling)   rather   than   promotion   to   end-users   (mainly   by   means   of   advertising,   sales 

promotion   and   publicity)   to   facilitate   the   �ow   of   goods   or   services   from   producer   to   �nal 

consumer.   See   Pull   Strategy;   Push-Pull   Strategy.  

Push-Pull   Strategy    -   promotion   of   goods   or   services   both   to   end-users   and   members   of   the 

marketing   channel   to   facilitate   its   �ow   from   producer   to   �nal   consumer.   See   Pull   Strategy; 

Push   Strategy.  

Pyramid   Selling    -   a   selling   system,   in   which   members   of   a   sales   organization   derive   their 

earnings   by   selling   to   newly   introduced   members   of   the   distribution   network   (who   pay   a   fee 

to   enter)   rather   than   to   end-users. 

 

QR   Code    -   A   physical   icon   that   can   be   scanned   to   open   a   web   page   on   your   phone. 

Quali�ed   Available   Market    -   the   individuals   and   organizations   in   a   particular   market   who 

are   interested   in   a   product,   can   a�ord   it,   and   who   are   not   prevented   from   purchasing   by   any 

access   barrier   or   legal   restriction.  
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Qualify    -   to   determine   the   purchasing   potential   of   a   suspect,   prospect   or   customer  

Qualifying    -   The   process   of   determining   whether   a   suspect   has   the   characteristics   that   enable 

the   suspect   to   be   classi�ed   as   a   prospect.  

Qualifying   the   Prospect    -   asking   questions   to   discover   whether   a   prospective   buyer   has   a 

need   for   the   product,   can   a�ord   it,   and   has   the   authority   to   buy.  

Qualitative   Marketing   Research    -   marketing   research   that   is   not   generally   quanti�able; 

research   which   seeks   insights   into   a   marketing   situation   but   which   does   not   require   statistical 

accuracy.   Qualitative   research   techniques   include   focus   groups,   depth   interviews   and 

projection   techniques   such   as   free   associations,   psychodrawing   and   psychodrama.  
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Qualitative   Objectives    -   objectives   which   cannot   be   expressed   in   quanti�able   terms;   for 

example,   a   salesperson   might   set   as   an   objective   in   a   speci�c   period   the   acquisition   of   certain 

product   knowledge,   or   the   forming   of   a   close   business   relationship   with   the   buyer   from   a 

major   account.   See   Quantitative   Objectives.  

Quality   Circles    -   a   management   technique   with   its   origin   in   Japanese   industry,   developed   as   a 

means   of   increasing   productivity;   groups   of   autonomous   workers,   responsible   for   their   own 

output,   meet   together   voluntarily   to   plan   their   work   so   that   a   better   quality   product   results 

and   so   that   the   work   of   other   autonomous   groups   further   down   the   production   line   is   not 

delayed.  

Quality   Controls    -   measures   taken   by   organizations   to   ensure   that   all   legal   requirements, 

and   consumer   expectations,   of   their   products   are   met;   good   product   performance,   achieved 

by   e�cient   quality   control,   helps   to   ensure   that   consumers   will   become   repeat   purchasers.  

Quality   Creep    -   a   phenomenon   which,   in   a   counter-productive   way,   impels   a   manufacturer   to 

enhance   a   product   over   time,   increasing   its   price   and   thereby   diminishing   its   appeal   to   the 

market   segment   for   which   it   was   originally   intended.  

Quality   Of   Life    -   sometimes   measured   by   income,   wealth,   safety,   recreation   and   education 

facilities,   education   health,   aesthetics,   leisure   time   and   the   like.  

Quality   Modi�cation    -   any   change   made   to   the   quality   of   a   product.  

Quantitative   Marketing   Research    -   marketing   research   that   can   be   quanti�ed;   the   collection 

of   data   that   can   be   expressed   in   numerical   terms.  

Quantitative   Objectives    -   objectives   which   can   be   expressed   in   speci�c   numerical   terms;   for 

example,   a   salesperson   might   set   as   an   objective   for   his   or   her   territory   “to   increase   sales 

revenue   of   Product   X   by   10%   in   1991.”  

Quantity   Discount    -   a   price   reduction   made   to   encourage   a   purchaser   to   order   a   larger 

quantity   than   would   otherwise   have   been   purchased.   A   reduction   in   price   for   volume 

purchases.  
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Query    -   a   request   for   information,   usually   to   a   search   engine.  

Question   Marks    -   a   classi�cation   of   products   or   strategic   business   units   used   in   the   Boston 

Consulting   Group   Product   Portfolio   Analysis.   Question   Marks   are   products   characterized   by 

low   market   share   in   a   high   growth   market;   also   called   Problem   Children.  

Question   Method    -   handling   a   buyer’s   by   making   the   prospect   answer   his   or   her   own 

objection.  

Questionnaire    -   an   instrument   used   for   soliciting   responses   in   a   marketing   research   survey;   a 

list   of   questions.   A   document   that   is   used   to   guide   what   questions   are   to   be   asked 

respondents   and   in   what   order,   sometimes   lists   the   alternative   responses   that   are   acceptable.  

Questionnaire   Pre-testing    -   the   uses   a   trial   of   a   questionnaire   to   be   used   in   a   marketing 

research   study   on   a   small   sample   of   respondents   from   the   target   group   prior   to   its   full-scale 

use   in   order   to   eliminate   ambiguities   and   other   design   problems   .  

Quick   Ratio    -   one   of   three   �nancial   ratios   commonly   used   to   evaluate   a   �rm’s   liquidity; 

calculated   by   dividing   current   assets   less   stock   on   hand   by   current   liabilities.   See   Acid-Test 

Ratio;   Current   Ratio.  

Quick   Response   (QR)    -   A   �nished   product   inventory   management   system   that   times 

replenishment   to   actual   daily   sales.   Under   this   system,   the   retailer   maintains   lean   inventories 

through   frequent   store   deliveries   exchanged   daily   between   the   retail   outlet   and   distributors 

or   manufacturers   in   order   to   time   product   delivery   closer   to   actual   demand.  

Quota    -   a   sales   target   (in   revenue   and/   or   units)   for   a   speci�ed   time   period...   also   referred   to 

as   a   goal,   budget   or   forecast.   Any   restriction   imposed   by   law   on   the   quantity   of   a   product   that 

can   be   produced   or   imported;   a   form   of   protectionism.   See   Protectionism;   Sales   Quota.  

Quota   Sample    -   a   non-probability   sample,   chosen   without   regard   to   location,   representation, 

etc.   from   individuals   who   meet   certain   speci�ed   criteria.  
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Quotation    -   A   promise   from   a   potential   supplier   stating   the   supplier’s   willingness   to   supply 

and   deliver   the   item(s)   required   (by   a   potential   buyer)   within   a   certain   period   of   time   at   a 

certain   price.   It   is   a   response   to   a   buyer’s   request   for   quotation. 

 

R&D    -research   and   development   -   The   volume   of   purchase   and   the   amount   of   time   that 

typically   occurs   between   consumer   or   retailer   purchasing   occasions   for   a   speci�c   product.  

Range    -   the   maximum   distance   a   consumer   is   ordinarily   willing   to   travel   for   goods   or   services; 

as   such   it   determines   the   outer   limit   of   a   store’s   market   area.  

Rank    -   an   ad’s   standing   in   comparison   to   other   ads,   based   on   the   graphical   click-through   rate. 

Rank   provides   advertisers   with   information   on   an   ad’s   performance   across   sites.  

Rate    -   1.   (advertising   de�nition)   the   cost   of   a   unit   of   space   or   time   in   an   advertising   media 

vehicle.   2.   (physical   distribution   de�nition)   a   charge   usually   expressed   in   dollar   terms   for   the 

performance   of   some   transportation   or   distribution   service.  

Rating    -   The   percentage   of   the   total   potential   audience   who   are   exposed   to   a   particular   media 

vehicle.   In   television,   a   rating   is   the   number   of   households   with   their   television   sets   tuned   to   a 

particular   program   for   a   speci�ed   length   of   time   divided   by   the   total   number   of   households 

that   have   television.   In   print   media,   ratings   are   computed   using   survey   data   about   actual 

readership   rather   than   information   about   circulation.  

Rate   Card    -   document   detailing   prices   for   various   ad   placement   options.  
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Rating    -   The   percentage   of   the   total   potential   audience   who   are   exposed   to   a   particular   media 

vehicle.  

Rational   Appeals   in   Advertising    -   advertising   messages,   usually   product-feature   based,   in 

which   advertisers   attempt   to   achieve   their   objectives   by   appeals   to   logic   and   reason   rather 

than   to   the   emotions.   See   Emotional   Appeals   in   Advertising.  

Rational   Buying   Motives    -   reasons   for   buying   that   are   based   on   logic   or   judgment   rather 

than   on   emotion.  

Rationalization    -   An   ego   defense   in   which   unattainable   goals   are   perceived   to   be   undesirable 

(sour   grapes)   and   those   that   are   attainable   are   perceived   to   be   remarkably   adequate.  

Raw   Materials    -   a   classi�cation   of   industrial   goods   that   are   basic   materials   that   become   part 

of   a   physical   product   in   the   manufacturing   process.  
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Reach    -   the   percentage   of   the   target   audience   that   will   be   exposed   to   at   least   one 

advertisement   during   the   speci�ed   period   of   the   campaign.   The   number   of   people   or 

households   exposed   to   a   particular   advertising   media   or   media   schedule   during   a   speci�ed 

time.  

Reactive   Marketing   Control   Systems    -   evaluation   and   control   systems   in   which 

management   �nds   that   marketing   performance   is   not   satisfactory   and   takes   corrective   action; 

after-the-fact   and   steering   control   are   reactive   systems.   See   Proactive   Marketing   Control 

Systems;   Adaptive   Control   System;   After-the-Fact   Control   System;   Steering   Control   System.  

Reactive   Marketing   Strategies    -   marketing   activities   forced   upon   an   organization   by 

competitive   action;   defensive   strategies.   See   Proactive   Marketing   Strategies.  

Reach   of   Communication    -   Reach   refers   to   the   number   of   people   a   communication   can 

reach.   TV   typically   has   high   reach,   although   cable   programs   are   more   focused   and   therefore 

the   reach   is   more   limited   as   the   programs   are   more   targeted.  

Readability    -   the   degree   to   which   the   copy   is   well   written   as   well   as   optimized   for   reading   on 

the   web.   The   readability   of   text   is   a�ected   by   many   factors   including,   but   not   limited   to:   the 

color   of   the   text   in   relation   to   the   background   color,   the   font,   the   spacing   between   words   and 

between   lines   of   text,   the   length   of   lines   of   text,   how   blocky   and   dense   the   paragraphs 

appear,   text   justi�cation,   the   complexity   of   the   grammar   and   the   education   level   of   your 

audience.  

Readership   Test    -   A   test   of   advertising   e�ectiveness   of   print   media   in   which   a   sample   of 

readers   of   a   particular   issue   of   a   publication   are   asked   whether   they   noticed   and/or   read 

particular   ads.   It   is   also   called   a   recognition   test.  

Real   Audio    -   a   commercial   software   program   that   plays   audio   on   demand   without   waiting   for 

long   �le   transfers.   For   instance,   you   can   listen   to   National   Public   Radio’s   entire   broadcast   of 

“All   Things   Considered”   on   the   Internet. 
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Real   Positioning    -   the   modi�cation   of   a   product   o�ering   so   that   it   delivers   more   satisfactorily 

the   bene�ts   which   buyers   of   this   kind   of   product   desire.   See   Market   Positioning; 

Repositioning.  

Real   Time    -   events   that   happen   in   real   time   are   happening   virtually   at   that   particular   moment. 

When   you   chat   in   a   chat   room   or   send   an   instant   message,   you   are   interacting   in   real   time 

since   it   is   immediate.  

Rebate    -   A   return   of   a   portion   of   the   purchase   price   in   the   form   of   cash   by   the   seller   to   the 

buyer.  

Recall    -   see   Product   Recall.  

Recall   Tests    -   a   means   of   evaluating   the   e�ectiveness   of   a   company’s   recent   advertising   by 

asking   respondents   to   bring   to   mind   advertisements   they   have   read,   heard   or   viewed.   See 

Aided   Recall;   Unaided   Recall.  

Receiver    -   the   target   of   a   message   in   the   communication   process.  

Reciprocal   Links    -   Links   between   two   sites,   often   based   on   an   agreement   by   the   site   owners 

to   exchange   links.  

Reciprocity    -   1.   (Industrial   de�nition)   a   buying   arrangement   in   which   two   organizations   agree 

to   purchase   one   another’s   products.   2.   (Sales   de�nition)   a   special   relationship   between   two 

companies   that   agree   to   purchase   products   from   each   other.  

Recognition   Tests    -   a   means   of   evaluating   the   e�ectiveness   of   a   �rm’s   recent   advertising; 

respondents   are   shown   an   advertisement,   asked   if   they   have   seen   it   before,   and,   if   so,   are 

quizzed   on   its   contents.  

Recoverable   Draw    -   a   draw   that   can   be   recovered   or   retrieved   by   an   employer   regardless   of 

employment   status   of   the   individual   who   received   the   draw...   the   recoverable   amount   is   equal 

to   any   draw   paid   to   the   individual   that   exceeds   commissions   earned.  
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Recycling    -   the   collection   and   processing   of   used   materials   for   reuse.   (added   goal   to   save 

natural   resources).  

Redemption    -   the   conversion   of   a   sales   promotion   coupon   to   a   purchase.  

Redemption   Rate    -   the   number   of   sales   promotion   coupons   converted   to   purchases 

expressed   as   a   percentage   of   the   number   distributed.  

Reduced   Price   Pack    -   a   type   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   two   or   more   units   of   the 

same   product   are   banded   together   and   sold   at   a   lower   price.  

Reference   Groups    -   all   of   those   whose   in�uence   plays   some   part   in   the   buying   behavior   of 

consumers.   See   Aspirational   Reference   Group;   Contactual   Reference   Group.   A   group   that   the 

individual   tends   to   use   as   the   anchor   point   for   evaluating   his/her   own   beliefs   and   attitudes. 

Teenagers   in�uence   their   peers   regarding   library   use.  

Referral    -   the   strongest   form   of   advertising   and/or   one   of   the   best   forms   of   a   lead;   used   to 

describe   a   prospect   that   is   given   to   a   salesperson   by   a   current   customer   or   prospect;   requests 

for   referrals   are   often   forgotten   by   even   the   best   salespeople.  

Referral   Selling    -   selling   to   customers   whose   names   have   been   suggested   by   previous 

satis�ed   customers.  

Referrer    -   When   visiting   a   webpage,   the   referrer   or   referring   page   is   the   URL   of   the   previous 

webpage   from   which   a   link   was   followed 

Re�ective   Probes    -   neutral   statements   of   the   salesperson   rea�rming   or   repeating   a 

customer’s   comment   in   order   to   stimulate   the   customer   to   provide   more   information.  

Regional   Brands    -   manufacturers’   brands   sold   only   in   certain   regions.  

Regional   Edition    -   The   subdivision   of   a   national   magazine’s   circulation   into   geographic 

regions,   so   that   advertisers   can   purchase   only   the   portion   of   the   publication’s   circulation   that 

applies   to   their   immediate   needs.   A   region   within   speci�c   states.  
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A   demographic   edition   operates   on   the   same   principle,   except   that   the   subdivisions   are   based 

on   various   demographic   characteristics   of   the   publication’s   circulation.  

Regional   Shopping   Center    -   a   major   retail   shopping   complex   serving   a   distinct   geographic 

area   of   a   city   or   state,   housing   at   least   one   major   full-line   department   store   and   a   number   of 

other   retailers   and   service   providers.  

Registered   Design    -   a   form   of   legal   protection   against   the   copying   by   a   competitor   of   the 

external   appearance   of   a   product.  

Registration    -   a   process   for   site   visitors   to   enter   information   about   themselves.   Sites   use 

registration   data   to   enable   or   enhance   targeting   of   ads.   Some   sites   require   certain   registration 

in   order   to   access   their   content.   Some   sites   use   voluntary   registration.   Fee-based   sites 

conduct   registration   in   the   form   of   a   transaction   (taking   a   credit   card   to   pay   for   the   content).   A 

registered   user   is   a   user   who   visits   a   website   and   elects,   or   is   required,   to   provide   certain 

information.   Non-registered   users   may   be   denied   access   to   a   site   requiring   registration.  

Regressive   Commission    -   a   sales   commission   system   in   which   the   rate   of   commission   paid 

decreases   with   the   quantity   of   goods   sold.   See   Progressive   Commission.  

Regression   Analysis    -   a   statistical   technique   to   derive   an   equation   that   relates   a   single, 

continuous   criterion   variable   to   one   or   more   continuous   predictor   variables.  

Regulatory   Environment    -   that   part   of   the   �rm’s   external   marketing   environment   on   which 

legal   and   political   forces   act   to   change   regulations   that   a�ect   the   marketing   e�ort;   regulation 

changes   can   pose   threats   or   present   opportunities.  

Reilly’s   law    -   a   model   used   in   trade   area   analysis   to   de�ne   the   relative   ability   of   two   cities   to 

attract   users   from   the   area   between   them.  

Reinforcement    -   the   reward   or   punishment   delivered   by   a   particular   response   to   a   stimulus. 
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Reinforcement   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   reassure   purchasers,   to   tell   them   that 

they   have   done   the   right   thing   in   buying   the   particular   product   and   to   explain   how   to   get   the 

best   results   and   most   satisfaction   from   its   use;   the   purpose   of   reinforcement   advertising   is   to 

maintain   market   share.  

Reinforcement   Advertising    -   advertising   to   reassure   the   buyer   that   the   right   product   has 

been   purchased.   Relationship   Building   -   undertaking   strategies   and   tactics   aimed   at 

developing   a   positive   and   ideally   long-term   relationship   with   the   prospect   or   customer.  

Relationship   Marketing    -   Marketing   with   the   conscious   aim   to   develop   and   manage 

long-term   and/   or   trusting   relationships   with   customers,   distributors,   supplies,   or   other 

parties   in   the   marketing   environment.  

Relationship   Selling    -   selling   in   which   the   primary   objective   is   the   building   of   long-term 

relationships   with   customers   from   which   repeat   business   will   �ow.  

Relative   Advantage    -   the   degree   to   which   a   new   product   is   superior   to   an   existing   one;   a 

major   determinant   of   the   rate   of   adoption   of   a   new   product.   See   Adoption   Rate   Determinants.  

Relative   Market   Share    -   the   size   of   a   company’s   share   of   the   market   compared   to   that   of 

competitors.  

Reliability    -   the   accuracy   with   which   data   in   a   marketing   research   study   has   been   collected;   a 

reliable   marketing   research   study   should   produce   similar   results   if   repeated.  

Remarketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   encourage   renewed   use   of   a   product   in   which 

market   interest   has   declined.  

Reminder   Advertising    -   advertising   aimed   at   reminding   a   target   market   that   a   product   is 

available   as   opposed   to   informing   or   persuading   it;   typically   associated   with   products   in   the 

mature   stage   of   their   life   cycle.   Also   referred   to   as   Retentive   Advertising.   See   Advertising 

Objectives.  
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Rental   List   (or   Acquisition   list)    -   a   list   of   prospects   or   a   targeted   group   of   recipients   who 

have   opted-in   to   receive   information   about   certain   subjects.   Using   permission-based   rental 

lists,   marketers   can   send   e-mail   messages   to   audiences   targeted   by   interest   category, 

profession,   demographic   information   and   more.  

Reorder   Frequency    -   see   Economic   Order   Quantity.  

Reorder   Level    -   see   Economic   Order   Quantity.  

Reply   Card    -   An   addressed   card   inserted   between   pages   of   a   magazine   or   newspaper.  

Repositioning    -   arranging   for   a   product   or   brand   to   occupy   some   other   clear   and   distinctive 

position   in   the   market   and   in   the   minds   of   target   consumers   than   that   which   it   presently 

occupies;   repositioning   may   be   necessary   or   desirable   if   sales   expectations   are   not   being   met, 

or   to   allow   for   the   introduction   to   the   market   of   a   new   product   or   brand,   or   similar.   See 

Market   Positioning.  

Repurpose   -     To   use   or   convert   for   use   in   another   format   or   product:   i.e.   an   ebook   into   an 

ecourse,   an   ecourse   into   a   webinar,   a   webinar   into   a   live   event,   etc. 

Request   for   Proposal   (RFP)    -   A   request   issued   by   a   potential   buyer   desiring   bids   from   several 

potential   vendors   for   a   product   or   service   satisfying   speci�cations   describing   the   buyer’s 

needs.  

Request   for   Quotation   (RFQ)    -   A   document   transmitted   to   a   potential   supplier   requesting 

price   and   delivery   terms   on   a   speci�c   item   or   set   of   items.   A   supplier   responds   to   an   RFQ   with 

a   quotation.  

Representative    -   see   Sales   Representative.  

Research   Design    -   the   controlling   plan   for   a   marketing   research   study   in   which   the   methods 

and   procedures   for   collecting   and   analyzing   the   information   to   be   collected   is   speci�ed.  
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Research   Process    -   A   sequence   of   steps   in   the   design   and   implementation   of   a   research 

study,   including   problem   formulation,   determination   of   sources   of   information   and   research 

design,   determination   of   data   collection   method,   design   of   data   collection   forms,   design   of 

sample   and   collection   of   the   data,   and   the   research   report.  

Research   Objectives    -   see   Marketing   Research   Objectives.  

Researcher-Controlled   Sampling    -   a   form   of   non-probability   sampling   in   which   the 

researcher   selects   the   respondents   in   a   marketing   research   study.   It   may   result   in   researcher 

bias.  

Reseller    -   a   middleman;   one   who   buys   merchandise   to   resell   it   at   a   pro�t.  

Reseller   Market    -   the   market   consisting   of   wholesalers   and   retailers   who   buy   products   for 

resale   purposes.  

Respondent    -   a   person   who   is   asked   for   information   using   either   written   or   verbal 

questioning,   typically   employing   a   questionnaire   to   guide   the   questioning.  

Response   Bias    -   the   inclination   of   respondents   in   a   marketing   research   survey   to   give   the 

answer   that   they   believe   the   interviewer   wants   to   hear.  

Response   Elasticity    -   a   measure   of   the   degree   to   which   individuals   or   groups   respond   to   a 

marketing   program.  

Response   Selling    -   a   elementary   form   of   selling,   common   in   retailing,   in   which   the 

salesperson   simply   responds   to   the   customer’s   demands;   little   creativity   or   persuasion   is 

used.  

Response   Time    -   the   time   taken   by   a   �rm   to   answer   a   customer   inquiry   about   the   status   of   an 

order.  

Responsive   Design    -   Web   applications   that   change   appearance   based   on   the   device   being 

used. 
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Responsiveness    -   the   degree   to   which   people   control   their   emotions   when   relating   to   others; 

used   in   selling   as   an   indicator   of   social   style.   See   Social   Styles;   Amiable;   Analytical;   Driver; 

Expressive.  

Restraint   of   Trade    -   any   action   that   damages   in   some   way   another’s   opportunity   to   carry   on 

a   business.  

Retail   Advertising    -   advertising   by   retailers   direct   to   consumers.  

Retail   Buyer    -   an   individual   employed   by   a   retailer   primarily   to   buy   merchandise   for   resale 

through   the   store.  

Retail   Image    -   the   perception   that   consumers   have   of   a   particular   store   and   of   the   experience 

of   shopping   there.  

Retail   Life   Cycle    -   A   theory   of   retail   competition   that   states   that   retailing   institutions,   like   the 

products   they   distribute,   pass   through   an   identi�able   cycle.   This   cycle   can   be   partitioned   into 

four   distinct   stages:   (1)   innovation,   (2)   accelerated   development,   (3)   maturity,   and   (4)   decline.  

Retail   Mix    -   the   mix   of   variables,   including   location,   merchandise,   communications,   price, 

services,   physical   attributes   and   personnel,   which   form   the   overall   strategic   marketing 

components   of   retailing.  

Retailers    -   members   of   the   distribution   channel   who   sell   directly   to   the   consumer.  

Retailer   Cooperative    -   a   wholesaling   operation   established   by   a   group   of   retailers   to   give 

themselves   a   buying   advantage.  

Retailing    -   the   activity   of   selling   to   buyers   who   are   buying   for   their   own   ultimate 

consumption.  

Retargeting    -   When   previous   users   are   encouraged   to   return   to   your   website   via 

advertisements   usually   with   a   very   speci�c   call   to   action.  

Retentive   Advertising    -   see   Reminder   Advertising.  
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Return   Days    -   the   number   of   days   an   a�liate   can   earn   commission   on   a   conversion   (sale   or 

lead)   by   a   referred   visitor.  

Return   on   Assets   Managed    -   a   measure   of   a   �rm’s   pro�tability;   after-tax   pro�t   expressed   as 

a   percentage   of   assets   used   to   make   it.  

Return   on   Equity    -   a   measure   of   a   �rm’s   pro�tability;   pro�t   achieved   in   a   given   period   is 

expressed   as   a   percentage   of   the   total   amount   invested   in   the   �rm   by   its   owners.  

Return   on   Investment    -   a   measure   of   a   �rm’s   pro�tability   in   which   pro�ts   are   expressed   as   a 

percentage   of   investment.  

Reusable   Container    -   a   type   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   potential   customers   are 

encouraged   to   buy   a   particular   product   because   it   is   packaged   in   a   container   that   can   be   used 

for   some   other   useful   purpose   when   empty.  

Reverse   Marketing    -   A   proactive,   market-oriented   approach   to   procurement.  

Reverse   Marketing   Channel    -   a   marketing   channel   in   which   goods   (to   be   recycled   or 

reprocessed)   �ow   backward   from   consumer   to   intermediaries   to   producer;   also   called   a 

Backward   Marketing   Channel.  

Reverse   Pricing   Model    -   refers   to   a   model   that   allows   the   consumer   to   establish   his/her 

requirements   and   o�er   those   requirements   for   bid   by   the   seller.   Thus   rather   than   the   seller 

marketing   a   product   to   the   buyer,   the   reverse   is   occurring.  

Reverse   Reciprocity    -   a   practice   in   which   a   �rm   gives   supply   preference   to   another   from 

which   it   buys.  

Revolving   Credit    -   A   consumer   credit   plan   that   combines   the   convenience   of   a   continuous 

charge   account   and   the   privileges   of   installment   payment.   It   is   commonly   used   for   purchase 

of   merchandise   on   a   non-secured   basic.  
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RFC   (Request   for   Comment)    -   the   documents   that   contain   the   protocols,   standards,   and 

information   that   de�ne   the   Internet.   Gathered   and   published   by   the   Internet   Engineering   Task 

force,   a   consensus-building   body   made   up   of   institutions   and   corporations   involved   with 

online   communications,   they   are   preceded   by   RFC   and   followed   by   a   number.   RFC   archives 

can   be   found   at   InterNIC.  

RFP    -   request   for   proposal.  

Rich   Media    -   interactive   multimedia   presentations   on   Internet   direct   mail,   banner   ads   and 

Web   pages.  

Risk    -   the   chance   a   purchaser   takes   that   the   product   will   not   function   as   expected   or   satisfy 

the   required   use.   See   Emotional   Risk;   Financial   Risk;   Performance   Risk;   Physical   Risk;   Social 

Risk.  

Risk   Analysis    -   As   a   stage   in   the   preparation   of   a   strategic   plan,   internal   vulnerabilities   of   the 

business   and   external   threats   need   to   be   identi�ed.   The   risks   with   the   highest   probability   of 

occurring   and/or   those   that   would   cause   the   most   damage   need   to   be   identi�ed   in   order   that 

appropriate   action   may   be   taken.   The   importance   of   any   speci�c   risk   factor   is   equal   to   the 

negative   (or   positive)   consequences   of   the   factor   multiplied   by   the   likelihood   of   its   occurrence.  

Risk   Avoidance    -   measures   including   acquiring   information,   seeking   reassurance   from   family 

and   friends,   obtaining   advice   from   experts,   etc.   taken   by   purchasers   to   reduce   the   level   of 

anxiety   they   experience   when   buying.  

ROAS    -   return   on   ad   spend. 

Robots   or   Bots    -      a   software   application   that   runs   automated   tasks   (scripts)   over   the   Internet. 

Typically,   bots   perform   tasks   that   are   both   simple   and   structurally   repetitive,   at   a   much   higher 

rate   than   would   be   possible   for   a   human   alone.  

ROI   (Return   on   Investment)    -   a   term   used   in   the   �nancial   world   and   by   management   to 

de�ne   the   monetary   value   created   or   expected   to   be   gained   by   an   investment   of   capital... 
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typically   used   as   a   hard   value   measurement   during   the   decision   making   process   of   the   sales 

process   or   to   measure   the   success   of   a   purchase   after   implementation   and   use.  

Roles    -   the   behavior   that   is   expected   of   people   in   standard   situations.  

Role   Playing    -   an   exercise   commonly   used   in   sales   training   in   which   one   person   acts   the   part 

of   a   salesperson   and   another   a   buyer   to   practice   selling   skills.  

Rollout    -   the   launch   of   a   new   product   on   a   region-by-region   basis   as   opposed   to   a   national 

introduction;   the   rollout   is   intended   to   minimize   the   risk   and   to   reduce   the   investment   in 

production   and   marketing.   See   National   Introduction;   New   Product   Development.  

Rough    -   A   dummy   of   a   print   advertising   layout   or   an   early   version   of   a   television   storyboard 

prepared   by   art   directors   and   copywriters   to   help   them   realize   the   advertising   idea   and 

discuss   it   sometimes   with   clients.  

Router    -   the   hardware   or   software   that   handles   connection   between   networks   online.   In 

other   words,   it   tells   your   computer   where   to   go.  

Route   Sales   Force    -   a   sales   team   consisting   of   salespeople   who   call   on   existing   customers   to 

take   orders   for   the   company’s   products;   the   route   sales   force   does   not   sell   in   the   traditional 

sense,   but   merely   inspects   a   retailer’s   shelves   and   restocks   them   as   required.  

Routine   Rebuy    -   see   Straight   Rebuy.  

Routine   Response   Behavior    -   a   buying   situation   in   which   the   buyer   has   had   considerable 

past   experience;   also   called   Automatic   Response   Behavior   or   Habitual   Response   Behavior. 

See   Extensive   Problem   Solving;   Limited   Problem   Solving.  

Routing    -   the   planning   of   the   best   route   to   be   followed   by   a   sales   representative   in   making   a 

series   of   sales   calls;   good   routing   raises   both   the   number   of   calls   the   representative   is   able   to 

make   and   the   ratio   of   selling   time   to   non-selling   time.  

Run   Of   Network   (RON)    -   ad   buying   option   in   which   ad   placements   may   appear   on   any   pages 

on   sites   within   an   ad   network.  
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Run-of-press   (ROP)    -   The   positioning   of   ads   anywhere   within   the   pages   of   a   newspaper   or 

magazine   as   the   sta�   of   the   publication   prepares   the   various   pages   for   printing.  

Run-of-Site   (ROS)    -   ad   buying   option   in   which   ad   placements   may   appear   on   any   pages   of   the 

target   site.  

Run-Out   Strategy    -   a   strategic   decision   to   allow   a   product   in   the   decline   stage   of   its   life-cycle 

to   continue   to   be   sold,   especially   if   the   product   has   a   sizable   hard-core   market   which   insists 

on   buying   it;   often,   the   marketer   may   raise   the   price   a   little   to   obtain   a   slight   premium   price 

while   paring   all   promotional   costs.   See   Decline   Stage;   Product   Lifecycle.  

Rural   Population    -   the   part   of   the   total   population   not   classi�ed   as   urban 

 

SFA -   sales   force   automation   -   term   generally   used   to   describe   a   software   solution   that   assists 

an   organization   in   managing   the   sales   process...   also   see   CRM  

S-Type   Response    -   a   response   to   an   advertisement   or   an   advertising   campaign   that   is   slow   to 

take   e�ect   but   gradually   gathers   pace.   See   C-Type   Response.  

Safety   Needs    -   the   desire   of   humans   for   safety,   shelter,   security   and   warmth.   See   Maslow’s 

Hierarchy   of   Needs.  

Safety   Recall    -   the   request   by   a   manufacturer   for   the   return   of   a   particular   batch   or   model   of 

a   product   (for   repair,   replacement   or   credit)   when   the   product   has   been   found   to   be   defective 

or   unsafe.  
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Safety   Stock    -   a   level   of   stock   over   and   above   expected   requirements   held   in   inventory   as   a 

precaution   against   unusually   heavy   demand,   delays   in   supply,   etc.  

Salary    -   compensation   paid   periodically   to   a   person   independent   of   performance   (in   sales   or 

levels   of   use   stimulated.)  

Salary   Plan    -   a   sales   force   compensation   method   in   which   salespeople   are   paid   a   straight 

salary;   a   salary   plan   approach   provides   security   and   stability   but   may   not   provide   the 

incentive   associated   with   commission   payments.   See   Straight   Salary.  

Sale   Advertising    -   advertising,   common   in   retailing,   which   announces   the   sale   of   products   at 

temporarily   or   permanently   reduced   prices.  

Sale   of   Goods   Acts    -   various   state   legislation   aimed   at   safeguarding   consumers   by   ensuring 

that   goods   o�ered   for   sale   are   of   reasonable   quality   and   �t   for   their   intended   purpose.  

Sales    -   the   top   line   of   the   income   statement   and   the   driving   force   of   all   organizations,   ideas 

and   progress...   also   used   to   describe   the   greatest   profession   in   history   and   greatest   skill   one 

can   ever   have.  

Sales   Administration-to-Sales   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine 

whether   the   amount   spent   on   sales   administration   in   a   given   period   was   excessive;   total 

expenditure   on   sales   administration   is   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   total   sales   revenue   for 

the   same   period.  

Sales   Analysis    -   the   breakdown   of   sales   �gures   by   region,   product,   customer,   market,   etc.   for 

a   given   period   as   a   control   measure.  

Sales   Aptitude   Tests    -   tests   used   to   determine   the   suitability   of   applicants   for   positions   in   the 

sales   force.  

Sales   Branch    -   a   manufacturer’s   o�ce   established   simply   to   facilitate   sales;   no   manufacturing 

is   done   at   this   location.  
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Sales   Calls    -   the   visits   salespeople   make   to   a   buyer’s   premises   in   order   to   sell   their 

companies’   products.  

Sales   Contests    -   sales   promotions   aimed   at   members   of   a   company’s   sales   force;   sales 

contests   are   competitions   designed   to   boost   sales   and   lift   performance   by   o�ering   awards   or 

prizes   to   top-achievers   in   a   sales   team   in   a   given   period.  

Sales   E�ect   of   Advertising    -   the   e�ectiveness   of   an   advertisement   or   advertising   campaign   in 

boosting   sales   of   a   product;   generally   hard   to   measure   as   sales   may   be   in�uenced   by   factors 

other   than   advertising,   such   as   the   product’s   price,   its   other   features,   its   availability   and   the 

actions   of   competitors.   See   Advertising   E�ectiveness.  

Sales   E�ect   Research    -   marketing   research   to   assess   the   e�ect   an   advertisement   or   some 

other   promotional   activity   is   having,   or   has   had,   on   sales   of   the   product   being   advertised.   See 

Advertising   E�ectiveness.  

Sales   Engineer    -   a   salesperson   hired   primarily   for   engineering   knowledge   or   strong   technical 

skills.  

Sales   Force   Composite    -   a   method   of   forecasting   future   demand   for   a   product   by   adding 

together   what   each   member   of   the   sales   force   expects   to   be   able   to   sell   in   his   or   her   territory.  

Sales   Force   Mix    -   the   mix   of   individual   territory   representatives,   national   account   sales   teams, 

telemarketers,   etc.   in   a   �rm’s   total   sales   force  

Sales   Forecast    -   an   estimation   of   the   likely   volume   of   sales,   measured   in   dollars   and   units,   for 

a   future   planning   period;   typically,   sales   forecasting   is   done   on   the   basis   of   past   trends,   sales 

force   estimations,   survey   of   consumer   buying   intentions,   managerial   judgment,   or 

quantitative   models.  

Sales   Itinerary    -   a   written   schedule   of   planned   sales   calls,   specifying   the   date,   location   and 

objective   of   each   call.  
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Sales   Kit    -   a   collection   of   sales   materials,   such   as   brochures,   calendars,   signs   and   posters, 

prepared   to   explain   a   particular   promotion   to   retailers;   it   will   usually   include   a   full   advertising 

schedule.  

Sales   Leads    -   telephone   inquiries,   letters,   responses   to   advertising   or   direct   mail,   etc.   that 

direct   a   salesperson   to   a   prospective   customer.  

Sales   Literature    -   printed   materials   (brochures,   catalogues,   price   lists,   etc.)   to   be   used   as 

selling   aids.  

Sales   Management    -   the   process   of   planning,   organizing,   controlling   and   evaluating   the 

activities   of   the   sales   force.  

Sales   Manager    -   The   sales   manager   is   responsible   for   planning,   organizing,   directing,   and 

controlling   the   personal   selling   function.   There   are   usually   several   levels   of   sales   management 

ranging   from   the   general   sales   manager   to   the   �rst   line   �eld   supervisor   of   salespeople.  

Sales   Manual    -   a   set   of   printed   materials   containing   product   descriptions   and   related 

information   for   the   guidance   of   sales   representatives   and   their   customers.  

Sales   O�ce    -   premises   of   an   organization   used   as   a   base   for   all   or   part   of   the   sales   team   but 

not   for   carrying   inventory.   Sales   Orientation   -   see   Selling   Concept.  

Sales   Party    -   a   form   of   non-store   retailing   in   which   a   manufacturer’s   products   are   displayed, 

for   group   selling,   at   an   in-home   party.  

Sales   Personnel   Recruitment    -   identifying   appropriate   sources   of   sales   personnel   and 

attracting   applicants   to   the   �rm.  

Sales   Planning    -   the   assessment   of   the   current   situation   in   a   sales   region,   the   setting   of 

objectives,   the   formulation   of   strategies   and   tactics,   and   the   establishment   of   control   and 

evaluation   procedures.  
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Sales   Potential    -   an   organization’s   expected   sales   of   a   product   in   a   given   market   for   a 

speci�ed   period;   the   share   of   the   total   market   that   a   �rm   can   reasonably   expect   to   attain   in   a 

given   time.   See   Market   Potential.  

Sales   Presentation    -   a   salesperson’s   persuasive   demonstration   or   display   of   a   product   to   a 

prospective   buyer   in   order   to   make   a   sale.  

Sales   Process    -   a   �ve-step   expert   process   that   directs   a   prospect   from   the   start   of   a   sale   to 

the   close   and   beyond.   The   steps   begin   with   Prospecting   (largely   a   marketing   function), 

continue   through   establishing   Rapport,   Presenting,   Qualifying   and   culminate   in   the   Close. 

Overall,   the   sales   process   is   linear,   although   there   are   always   interactive   elements.  

Sales   Promotion    -   a   form   of   promotion   which   encourages   customers   to   buy   products   by 

o�ering   incentives,   such   as   contests,   coupons,   sweepstakes,   samples,   free   gifts   and   so   on;   one 

of   the   four   major   elements   (with   advertising,   personal   selling   and   publicity)   of   the   promotion 

mix.  

Sales   Promotion-to-Sales   Ratio    -   a   marketing   control   measure   used   to   determine   whether 

the   amount   spent   on   sales   promotion   was   excessive;   total   expenditure   on   sales   promotion   in 

a   given   period   is   expressed   as   a   percentage   of   total   sales   revenue   for   the   same   period.  

Sales   Quota    -   a   sales   assignment,   goal   or   target   set   for   a   salesperson   in   a   given   accounting 

period;   commonly   used   types   of   sales   quotas   are   dollar   volume   quotas,   unit   volume   quotas, 

gross   margin   quotas,   net   pro�t   quotas   and   activity   quotas.  

Sales   Rally    -   a   meeting   or   conference   held   speci�cally   to   motivate   members   of   the   sales   team 

to   greater   e�orts   with   a   particular   product   or   product   range.  

Sales   Report    -   a   salesperson’s   detailed   record   of   sales   calls   and   results   for   a   given   period; 

typically,   a   sales   report   will   include   information   such   as   the   sales   volume   per   product   or 

product   line,   the   number   of   existing   and   new   accounts   called   upon,   and   the   expenses 

incurred   in   making   the   calls.   See   Call   Report.  
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Sales   Representative    -   a   salesperson;   an   individual   employed   to   sell   goods   on   behalf   of   a 

producer   or   some   other   member   of   a   marketing   channel   by   contacting   prospective   customers 

and   developing   in   them   an   interest   in   the   company’s   products.  

Sales   Resistance    -   anything   the   prospective   buyer   says   or   does   to   prevent   or   delay   the 

salesperson   from   closing   the   sale.   See   Objections.  

Sales   Tactics    -   the   planned   day-to-day   activities   of   the   sales   team   when   implementing   the 

strategies   it   hopes   will   achieve   its   objectives.  

Sales   Tasks    -   the   job   activities   carried   out   by   salespeople;   these   may   include   direct   selling 

tasks   (making   product   presentations   to   prospective   buyers,   etc.),   indirect   selling   tasks   (mailing 

sales   literature   to   new   and   prospective   accounts,   etc.)   and   non-selling   tasks   (attending   sales 

meetings,   writing   call   reports,   etc.).  

Sales   Territory    -   a   segment   of   the   �rm’s   market   assigned   to   a   salesperson   or   a   group   of 

salespeople.   While   a   sales   territory   is   typically   de�ned   by   customers   within   a   geographic 

boundary,   it   can   also   be   de�ned   by   customer   types.  

Sales   Territory   Performance   Modelling    -   a   method   of   evaluating   sales   territory   performance 

in   which   a   model   depicting   the   environmental   factors   that   may   have   impacted   upon   it,   and 

upon   the   salesperson   assigned   to   it,   is   constructed;   the   model   assists   a   sales   supervisor   to 

better   understand   the   quality   of   the   performance.  

Sales   Training    -   formal   or   informal   coaching   in   sales   methods,   product   knowledge,   and 

account   handling   given   to   a   sales   representative   by   another   more   experienced   salesperson,   a 

sales   manager   or   a   specialist   sales   trainer.  

Sales   Volume    -   the   total   revenue   produced   or   the   total   number   of   units   of   a   product   sold   in   a 

given   period.  
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Sales   Volume   Analysis    -   a   detailed   study   of   an   organization’s   sales,   in   terms   of   units   or 

revenue,   for   a   speci�ed   period;   the   analysis   of   sales   volume   (by   sales   region   or   territory, 

industry,   customer   type,   etc.)   is   commonly   used   as   an   aid   in   determining   the   e�ectiveness   of 

the   selling   e�ort.  

Sales   Wave   Experiment    -   a   technique   used   to   test   consumer   reaction   to   new   products   prior 

to   full-scale   commercialization;   new   products   are   placed   in   consumer   homes   to   determine   the 

reaction   to   them,   and   the   rate   at   which   the   products   are   repurchased   is   tracked.  

Sales-Response   Function    -   a   measure   of   the   likely   level   of   sales   in   a   given   period   at   di�erent 

levels   of   expenditure   on   any   of   the   major   marketing   mix   variables.  

Sample    -   1.   (marketing   research   de�nition)   the   selection   of   a   subset   of   elements   from   a   larger 

group   of   objects.   2.   (Sales   promotion   de�nition).   A   small   portion   of   a   product   that   is   made 

available   to   prospective   purchasers   to   demonstrate   the   product’s   value,   or   use   and   to 

encourage   future   purchase.  

Samples    -   products   distributed   free   of   charge   to   prospective   buyers   to   promote   future 

purchases.  

Sample   Survey    -   a   cross-sectional   study   in   which   the   sample   is   selected   to   be   representative 

of   the   target   population   and   in   which   the   emphasis   is   on   the   generation   of   summary   statistics 

such   as   averages   and   percentages.  

Sampling    -   a   promotional   activity   in   which   consumers   are   allowed   to   experience   a   good   or 

service   free   of   charge   or   at   a   greatly   reduced   cost.  

Sampling   Error    -   a   measure   of   the   extent   to   which   the   chosen   sample   in   a   marketing 

research   study   can   be   expected   to   represent   the   total   population   on   the   characteristics   being 

studied.  

Sampling   Frame    -   the   source   from   which   sampling   units   (respondents)   are   chosen   in   a 

marketing   research   study   commonly   used   sampling   frames   are   telephone   books   and   electoral 

rolls.  
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Sampling   Plan    -   a   scheme   outlining   the   group   (or   groups)   to   be   surveyed   in   a   marketing 

research   study,   how   many   individuals   within   the   group   are   to   be   chosen,   and   on   what   basis 

that   choice   is   to   be   made.  

Sampling   Principle    -   the   idea   that   a   small   number   of   randomly   chosen   units   (the   sample)   of   a 

total   population   (the   universe)   will   tend   to   have   the   same   characteristics,   and   in   the   same 

proportion,   as   the   population   as   a   whole.  

Sample   Survey    -   A   cross   sectional   study   in   which   the   sample   is   selected   to   be   representative 

of   the   target   population   and   in   which   the   emphasis   is   on   the   generation   of   summary   statistics 

such   as   averages   and   percentages.  

Sampling   Unit    -   the   individual   members   chosen   from   a   total   population   as   respondents   in   a 

marketing   research   study.  

Satisfaction/Dissatisfaction    -   A   positive   or   negative   reaction   to   a   purchase   decision   or 

product   after   purchase.  

SBU    -   Strategic   Business   Unit.  

Scalable    -   refers   to   the   ease   and   �exibility   of   increasing   the   output   of   a   given   product,   or   the 

reach   of   a   medium   (marginal   cost   of   increasing   output   or   reach).   The   cost   of   increasing   output 

(reach   of   medium)   by   one   unit.   The   web   and   digital   products   are   highly   scalable.  

Scaled   Response    -   questions   requiring   respondents   to   a   survey   to   rate   a   company,   product, 

service,   etc.   on   a   scale   provided.  

Scanner    -   an   electronic   device   that   automatically   reads   imprinted   codes,   as   the   product   is 

pulled   across   the   scanner.   The   library   �eld   is   successfully   using   these   for   circulation   and   other 

use   counts.  
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Scannable   Text   (also   called   Skimmable   Text)    -   highlighted,   bolded,   bulleted   or   otherwise 

visually   distinguished   content   that   allows   the   reader   to   quickly   scan   block   text   and   distill   the 

overall   point   and   essential   features   of   the   communication.   More   correctly,   scannable   text   is 

“skimmable”   text   -   text   the   reader   can   easily   skim   through   to   determine   the   essence   of   the 

communication.  

Scanner   Systems    -   electronic   equipment   that   allows   product   bar   codes   to   be   read;   the 

information   recorded   by   the   scanning   devices   is   used   in   marketing   decision   making,   including 

inventory   control.   See   Bar   Codes.  

Scrambled   Assortment    -   an   assortment   strategy   in   which   a   reseller   decides   to   carry 

dissimilar   or   unrelated   lines   to   generate   additional   sales;   for   example,   a   news   agency   might 

add   indoor   plants   and   house   wares   to   its   range   of   newspapers,   stationery   and   books.   Also 

known   as   Scrambled   Merchandising.   See   Assortment   Strategies;   Broad   Assortment;   Deep 

Assortment;   Exclusive   Assortment.  

Screener    -   an   individual   within   an   organization   who   is   responsible   for   evaluating   the   potential 

value   of   a   salesperson’s   product   or   service   to   a   particular   decision   maker   and   taking   action 

accordingly   (i.e.,   passing   them   along   to   the   appropriate   person,   asking   them   to   send 

something   in   the   mail,   etc.)...   see   gatekeeper.  

Screening    -   an   early   stage   in   the   new   product   development   process   when   ideas   for   new 

products   are   sifted   or   screened   to   identify   those   that   the   �rm   might   pro�tably   develop;   two 

broad   approaches   to   idea   screening   are   possible:   managerial   judgment   and   customer 

evaluation.   See   Drop   Error;   Go   Error;   New   Product   Development. 

Screening   Interview    -   an   early   stage   in   the   sales   hiring   process   when   supervisors   meet   with 

applicants   to   arouse   further   interest   in   the   most   promising   and   to   identify   those   who   are 

unsuitable.  

Screen   Name    -   the   name   you   use   to   represent   yourself   online.  
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Search   Engine    -   a   program   that   searched   documents   for   speci�ed   keywords   and   returns   a   list 

of   the   documents   where   the   keywords   were   found.   Although   search   engine   is   a   really   general 

class   of   programs,   the   term   is   often   used   to   speci�cally   describe   systems   like   AltaVista   and 

Excite   that   enable   users   to   search   for   documents   on   the   World   Wide   Web   and   Usenet 

newsgroups.  

Search   Engine   Marketing    -   Services   o�ered   by   specialized   internet   marketing   organizations 

that   may   include   traditional   search   engine   optimization,   market   intelligence   reporting   and 

tra�c   building.  

Search   Engine   Optimization    -   the   process   of   choosing   targeted   keyword   phrases   related   to   a 

site,   and   ensuring   that   the   site   places   well   when   those   keyword   phrases   are   part   of   a   Web 

search.  

Search   Engine   Placement    -   used   to   describe   a   website’s   search   engine   position   in   the   listings 

of   search   engine   queries.  

Search   Engine   Positioning    -   search   engine   positioning   describes   attempting   to   improve   a 

website’s   speci�c   search   engine   position   in   the   search   engine   listings.  

Search   Engine   Promotion    -   also   used   to   describe   the   services   o�ered   by   most   search   engine 

marketing   companies,   Search   Engine   Promotion   is   the   act   of   improving   website   tra�c,   brand 

awareness   and   rankings   with   search   engines. 

Search   Engine   Submission    -   the   act   of   supplying   a   URL   to   a   search   engine   in   an   attempt   to 

make   a   search   engine   aware   of   a   site   or   page.  

Seasonal   Discount    -   a   reduced   price   to   encourage   the   purchase   of   a   particular   product   in   the 

o�season;   perhaps   better   thought   of   as   an   “out-of-season”   discount.   See   Discount.  

Seasonal   Forecast   Adjustments    -   the   adjustment   of   monthly   forecasts   based   on   time   series 

projections   of   historical   data   to   take   account   of   short-term   changes   in   volume   caused   by 

seasonal   variations.  
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Seasonal   Stock    -   inventory   additional   to   expected   needs   kept   in   case   of   an   unusually   heavy 

seasonal   demand   or   for   promotional   campaigns;   also   referred   to   as   Promotional   Stock.  

Secondary   Data    -   information   that   is   obtained   from   previously   published   materials,   such   as 

books,   magazines,   newspapers,   government   census   publications   and   company   reports   and 

�les.   See   Primary   Data.  

Secondary   Packaging    -   a   box   or   other   protective   wrapping   in   which   the   product   in   its   primary 

package   is   kept   until   ready   for   use.   See   Primary   packaging;   Shipping   Packaging.  

Secondary   Research    -   the   collection   of   marketing   research   data   using   previously   published 

sources.   See   Primary   Research.  

Secondary   Shopping   District    -   a   cluster   of   stores   outside   the   central   business   district   that 

serves   a   large   population   within   a   section   or   part   of   a   large   city.  

Segmentation    -   see   Market   Segmentation.  

Segmentation   Bases    -   the   basic   dimensions   -   geographic,   demographic,   psychographic   and 

behavioristic   -   upon   which   a   heterogeneous   market   can   be   divided   into   relatively 

homogeneous   groups.  

Segmentation   Strategies    -   speci�c   marketing   approaches   available   to,   or   taken   by,   a   �rm   in 

relation   to   the   market   segment   or   segments   it   wishes   to   target;   four   speci�c   segmentation 

strategies   are   available   -   concentrated   segmentation   strategy,   market   segment   expansion 

strategy,   product   line   expansion   strategy   and   di�erentiated   segmentation   strategy.   See 

Concentrated   Segmentation   Strategy;   Market   Segment   Expansion   Strategy;  

Select    -   acronym   for   situation   analysis;   explicit   statement   of   the   problem;   laying   out   the 

research   design   and   collecting   data;   evaluating   the   data   and   making   a   decision;   creating   a 

plan   to   implement   the   decision   and   testing   the   correctness   of   the   decision   -   a   six-step 

approach   to   the   process   of   marketing   research.  
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Selective   Advertising    -   advertising   intended   to   create   demand   for   a   speci�c   brand   rather 

than   for   the   whole   product   category   or   class.  

Selective   Binding   Programs   for   Advertisers    -   the   customizing   of   magazines   and   similar   print 

media   for   speci�c   groups   of   subscribers   and   advertisers;   in   selective   binding   programs,   same 

issue   of   a   magazine   can   be   tailored   for   di�erent   audiences.  

Selective   Demand    -   demand   for   a   speci�c   brand   within   a   particular   product   class.  

Selective   Distortion    -   the   perceptual   process   that   occurs   when   people   subconsciously   try   to 

make   new   information   �t   their   old   ideas   about   something.   See   Selective   Exposure;   Selective 

Retention.  

Selective   Distribution    -   making   a   product   available   in   more   than   one   outlet,   but   not   in   as 

many   as   are   willing   to   stock   it;   also   referred   to   as   Selective   Selling.   See   Distribution   Intensity.  

Selective   Exposure    -   the   perception   by   an   individual   of   certain,   more   relevant,   facts   or 

advertisements   but   not   of   others;   also   called   Selective   Perception.   See   Selective   Distortion; 

Selective   Retention.  

Selective   Perception    -   1.   The   conscious   or   unconscious   increase   in   attention   for   stimuli   and 

information   consistent   with   a   person’s   attitudes   or   interests,   or   conscious   or   unconscious 

discounting   of   inconsistent   stimuli.   2.   The   ability   of   the   individual   to   protect   himself   or   herself 

from   the   chaos   and   confusion   of   excessive   and   con�icting   incoming   stimuli.  

Selective   Retention    -   the   perceptual   process   in   which   people   subconsciously   are   most   apt   to 

remember   information   that   con�rms   previously   held   attitudes.   See   Selective   Exposure; 

Selective   Distortion.  

Selective   Selling    -   see   Selective   Distribution.  

Self-Concept    -   the   ideas,   attitudes,   and   perceptions   people   have   about   themselves.  
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Self-Liquidator    -   a   form   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   money   and   proof   of   purchase 

of   a   product   (package   tops,   labels,   etc.)   are   traded   in   for   an   item   of   merchandise,   usually   sold 

below   normal   retail   price;   also   called   a   self-liquidating   premium.  

Self-Serve   Advertising    -   advertising   that   can   be   purchased   without   the   assistance   of   a   sales 

representative.  

Self   Service    -   the   type   of   operation   in   which   the   customer/user   is   exposed   to   merchandise 

(browsing   and   self-selection)   without   assistance,   unless   customer/user   seeks   assistance.  

Sell-O�   Period    -   the   duration   of   a   particular   sales   promotion;   the   time   from   the   launch   of   the 

sales   promotion   to   the   end   of   the   special   o�er.  

Sell-Through   Quantity    -   the   quantity   of   merchandise   required   for   a   sales   promotion.  

Seller’s   Market    -   a   market   in   which   there   is   a   shortage   of   particular   goods   or   services   for   sale.  

Selling   Agent    -   An   agent   who   operates   on   an   extended   contractual   basis.   The   agent   sells   all   of 

a   speci�ed   line   of   merchandise   or   the   entire   output   of   the   principal,   and   usually   has   full 

authority   with   regard   to   prices,   terms,   and   other   conditions   of   sales.   The   agent   occasionally 

renders   �nancial   aid   to   the   principal.  

Selling   Concept    -   the   philosophy   or   orientation   of   an   organization   that   emphasizes 

aggressive   selling   to   achieve   its   objectives;   �rms   characterized   by   this   approach   often   rely 

upon   pressure   selling   and   manipulative   sales   techniques   to   win   business.  

Selling   Formulas    -   various   formulae   used   by   salespeople   to   guide   their   presentations   to 

buyers.   See   AIDA;   Formula   Selling.  

Selling   Orientation   (Wood)    -   a   company-centered   rather   than   a   client-centered   approach   to 

conduct   of   business.   This   orientation   tends   to   ignore   what   the   customer/user   really   wants   and 

needs.  
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Selling   Process    -   the   separate,   but   related,   stages   forming   the   activity   of   personal   selling; 

these   include   pre-approach,   approach,   need   identi�cation,   presentation,   handling   objections, 

closing   the   sale   and   post-sale   follow-up.  

Selling   Proposition    -   see   Unique   Selling   Proposition.  

Selling   Up    -   a   practice   in   selling   aimed   at   convincing   the   customer   to   buy   a   higher-priced   item 

than   the   one   originally   inquired   about.  

Selling-In    -   the   process   of   educating   the   sales   force   and   distributors   to   sell   a   new   product   as 

part   of   the   preparation   for   its   launch;   the   development   of   sales   kits,   brie�ngs   on   the   target 

market   and   competition,   and   outlining   the   organization’s   plans   to   create   consumer   demand 

may   be   involved.   See   Commercialization;   New   Product   Development.  

Seminar   Selling    -   bringing   together   a   number   of   prospective   buyers   at   the   same   time   for   a 

sales   presentation.  

Sender    -   the   originator   of   the   message   in   the   communication   process;   also   called   the   Source. 

See   Communication   Process.  

Sensory   Retailing    -   a   recent   trend   in   retailing   in   which   the   retailer   attempts   to   position   the 

store   and   attract   customers   by   making   a   visit   to   it   an   exciting   visual,   auditory,   etc.   experience. 

See   Atmospherics.  

Sentence   Length   (Average)    -   the   average   number   of   words   in   a   sentence,   determined   by 

dividing   the   total   number   of   words   in   a   communication   by   the   total   number   of   sentences.   In 

general,   shorter   sentences   best   capture   and   retain   a   reader’s   interest.   Long   sentences   can   be 

confusing.  

SEO    -   Search   Engine   Optimization.  

Sequential   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   heterogeneous   market   into   relatively 

homogeneous   groups   on   one   basis   (for   example,   geographically),   followed   by   further 

segmentation   on   some   other   basis   (for   example,   end-user   type).  
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Served   Market    -   that   part   of   the   total   market   that   a   company   decides   to   target;   also   called 

the   Target   Market.  

Server    -   the   backbone   of   the   Internet,   the   computers   that   are   linked   by   communication   lines 

and   “serve   up”   information   in   the   form   of   text,   graphics,   and   multimedia   to   online   computers 

that   request   data   -   that’s   you.  

Service    -   an   intangible   product;   any   product   o�ering   that   is   essentially   intangible.  

Service   Form   Competitors    -   organizations   o�ering   products   of   di�erent   types   that   can   help 

an   individual   to   ful�ll   a   particular   desire.   For   example,   a   person   who   wants   to   do   a   creative 

hobby   course   could   enroll   in   a   photography   course   conducted   by   the   YWCA   or   a   painting 

course   conducted   by   the   Council   of   Adult   Education;   these   course   providers   are   service   form 

competitors.  

Service   Inseparability    -   see   Inseparability.   Service   Intangibility   -   see   Intangibility.  

Service   Management   System    -   the   equivalent   of   a   product   management   system   for   service 

organizations.  

Service   Mark    -   a   mark,   sign,   symbol,   slogan,   etc.   that   performs   the   same   function   for   a 

service   as   a   trademark   does   for   a   tangible   product.  

Service   Mix    -   the   range   of   services   o�ered   by   a   services   marketing   company.  

Service   Sector    -   the   part   of   industry   or   business   that   deals   with   the   marketing   and   selling   of 

intangible   products   rather   than   physical   goods.   Service   Variability   -   see   Variability.  

Service-Firm-Sponsored   Retail   Franchising    -   a   system   of   service   product   delivery   in   which 

an   organization   producing   a   service   (e.g.   car   rental,   restaurants,   �nancial   services,   etc.)   sets   up 

a   number   of   independently-owned   franchised   outlets   in   locations   convenient   to   its 

customers.   See   Franchising.  
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Services   Characteristics    -   the   features   of   services   that   distinguish   them   from   tangible 

products;   these   are   intangibility,   variability,   inseparability   and   perishability.   See   Inseparability; 

Intangibility;   Perishability;   Variability.  

Services   Marketing    -   the   marketing   of   intangible   products,   such   as   hairdressing,   cleaning, 

insurance   and   travel.   Services   Selling   -   the   selling   of   intangible   products.  

Session    -   a   series   of   transactions   or   hit   made   by   a   single   user.   If   there   has   been   no   activity   for 

a   period   of   time,   followed   by   the   resumption   of   activity   by   the   same   user,   a   new   session   is 

considered   started.   Thirty   minutes   is   the   most   common   time   period   used   to   measure   a 

session   length.  

Shareware    -   software   programs   that   are   openly   available   and   usually   can   be   downloaded 

online.   They   are   often   free,   though   not   always.  

Shelf   Life    -   the   period   of   time   in   which   a   product   can   remain   on   display   in   a   retail   store   before 

the   expiration   of   its   “use   by”   date.  

Shelf   Management    -   the   process   of   determining   the   number   and   location   of   shelf   facings   in   a 

retail   store.   See   Shelf   Facings.  

Shelf-Talker    -   a   sign   or   tag   used   in   a   retail   store   to   focus   customer   attention   on   a   promoted 

product;   especially   useful   in   in-aisle   promotions   when   products   are   di�cult   to   shelve   in 

special   ways.  

Shipping   Packaging    -   outer   packaging   (cartons,   for   example)   in   which   products   are   packed 

for   storage   and   transport.   See   Primary   Packaging;   Secondary   Packaging.  

Shockwave    -   a   plug-in   that   allows   for   a   multimedia   movies   to   play   through   a   browser.  

Shopping   Cart    -   software   used   to   make   a   site’s   product   catalogue   available   for   online 

ordering,   whereby   visitors   may   select,   view,   add/delete,   and   purchase   merchandise.  

Shopping   Cart   Technology    -   provides   turnkey   solutions   for   e-tail   sites.   These   solutions 

include   web   site   connectivity   with   a   product   database,   capability   for   users   to   “store”   purchase 
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intent   before   the   �nal   transaction   (this   requires   interaction   with   your   cookie   �le)   and   payment 

processing.  

Shopping   Goods    -   consumer   goods   that   the   customer   typically   compares   for   suitability, 

quality,   price,   features,   etc.   before   selection   and   purchase.   See   Convenience   Goods;   Specialty 

Goods.   Goods   and   products   can   be   classi�ed   as   convenience,   shopping   or   specialty.   A 

shopping   good   is   one   that   more   time   is   spent   selecting   (browsing)   than   a   quick   convenience 

good.  

Short-Run   Average   Cost    -   the   average   cost   per   unit   of   production   of   a   set   or   group   of 

products   in   the   short   term.   Note   that   in   the   long   term,   the   average   cost   may   be   lower   due   to 

the   e�ect   of   experience.   See   Average   Cost;   Long-Run   Average   Cost.  

Short-Term   Pro�t   Maximization    -   a   pricing   objective   in   which   a   �rm   aims   to   make   as   much 

pro�t   as   possible   as   quickly   as   possible;   maximum   market   penetration   and   long-term   pro�t 

considerations   are   ignored.  

Shovelware    -   is   the   software   that   is   in�ated   in   value   by   “shoveling”   in   all   kinds   of   information, 

usually   free   to   anyone   and   generally   worthless.   The   term   is   being   expanded   by   usage   to   the 

Web,   where   a   lot   of   irrelevant   information   is   shoveled   onto   many   sites.  

Shrinkage    -   a   term   used   in   retailing   to   refer   to   the   theft   of   merchandise   by   customers   and 

employees;   measures   to   control   shrinkage   include   mirrors,   video   cameras,   security   guards 

and   alarms   that   sound   when   tagged   merchandise   is   carried   out   of   the   store.  

SIC   (Standard   Industrial   Classi�cation)   codes    -   classi�es   establishments   by   the   type   of 

activity   in   which   they   are   engaged.  

Signature   �le   (sig.   �le)    -   a   tagline   or   short   block   of   text   at   the   end   of   an   e-mail   message   that 

identi�es   the   sender   and   provides   additional   information   such   as   company   name   and   contact 

information.   Use   it   to   convey   a   bene�t   and   include   a   call-to-action   with   a   link.  
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Silent   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   the   salesperson   presents   or   demonstrates   the 

product   to   the   prospective   buyer   and   then   deliberately   stops   talking;   the   salesperson   simply 

waits   for   a   favorable   response   from   the   buyer.   See   Close.  

Simulated   Test   Market    -   A   form   of   market   testing   in   which   consumers   are   exposed   to   new 

products   and   to   their   claims   in   a   staged   advertising   and   purchase   situation.   Output   of   the   test 

is   early   forecast   of   sales   and/or   market   share,   based   on   mathematical   forecasting   models, 

management   assumption,   and   input   of   speci�c   measurements   from   the   simulation.  

Simulated   Test   Marketing    -   Test   marketing   done   by   �rms   in   shopping   malls   or   consumers’ 

homes   as   a   prelude   to   a   full-scale   marketing   test   for   the   product.  

Simulated   Store   Test    -   a   form   of   pre-testing   of   new   product   introductions   prior   to   full-scale 

commercialization;   to   study   their   behavior   towards   the   new   products,   consumers   selected 

from   the   target   market   are   asked   to   shop   in   test   supermarket   facilities   into   which   the   new 

products   have   been   placed.  

Single   Brand   Name    -   a   brand   name   which   is   not   accompanied   by   any   other   family   or 

corporate   brand   name;   for   example,   “Surf”   washing   powder;   “Pal”   dog   food,   etc.   Sometimes 

called   an   Individual   Brand   name.   See   Individual   Brand   Name;   Corporate   Branding;   Family 

Brand;   Product   Line   Brand   Name.  

Single   Niching    -   a   strategy   followed   by   companies   that   operate   in   only   one   market   niche.   See 

Market   Niche;   Multiple   Niching.  

Single-Line   Store    -   a   retail   store   selling   a   wide   assortment   of   goods   in   a   basic   line,   such   as 

women’s   clothing,   hardware,   cosmetics.  

Single-Product   Strategy    -   the   decision   by   a   producer   to   o�er   only   one   product   variant   with 

few,   if   any,   options.  

Single-Source   Data    -   marketing   research   information,   collected   from   the   same   source   -   by 

people   meters   and   scanning   devices,   for   example   -   that   makes   it   possible   to   link   an 

individual’s   purchasing   behavior   to   speci�c   media   exposure.  
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Singles   Market    -   a   market   segment,   regarded   as   both   a   lifestyle   and   a   demographic   category, 

which   includes   widowed   and   divorced   people   as   well   as   “never-been-married”   singles.  

Sink-or-Swim   Sales   Training    -   the   practice   of   throwing   new   sales   recruits   straight   into   the 

�eld   without   formal   training   so   that   they   have   to   learn   fast   or   risk   losing   their   jobs.   See   Sales 

Training.  

Situation   Analysis    -   the   process   of   gathering   information   on   the   internal   and   external 

environments   to   assess   the   �rm’s   current   strengths,   weaknesses,   opportunities   and   threats 

and   to   guide   its   goals   and   objectives.   See   SWOT   Analysis.  

Skimming    -   see   Market   Skimming   Pricing.   Skimming   Price   Policy   -   A   method   of   pricing   that 

attempts   to   �rst   reach   those   willing   to   buy   at   a   high   price   before   marketing   to   more 

price-sensitive   customers.  

SKU    -   Stock-Keeping   Unit.   Skyscraper   Ad   -   an   online   ad   signi�cantly   taller   than   the   120x240 

vertical   banner.  

Sliding   Commission    -   a   compensation   method   in   which   salespeople   are   paid   commissions   at 

a   changing   rate   depending   on   the   quantity   sold.   See   Progressive   Commission;   Regressive 

Commission.  

Sliding   Down   the   Demand   Curve    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   the   initial   price   is   set   at   the 

highest   possible   level   and   then   gradually   reduced   to   attract   successive   waves   of   purchasers   as 

demand   diminishes.  

SLIP   (Serial   Line   Internet   Protocol)    -   SLIP   refers   to   a   method   of   Internet   connection   that 

enables   computers   to   use   phone   lines   and   a   modem   to   connect   to   the   Internet   without   having 

to   connect   to   a   host.  

Slippage    -   in   sales   promotion,   the   percentage   of   purchasers   who   fail   to   redeem   an   o�er   made 

with   the   purchase.  
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Slogan    -   the   verbal   or   written   portion   of   an   advertising   message   that   summarizes   the   main 

idea   in   a   few   memorable   words—a   tag   line.  

Slotting   Allowance    -   a   fee   paid   by   a   manufacturer   to   a   supermarket   chain   for   shelf   space   for 

a   new   product;   also   referred   to   as   the   Stocking   Allowance,   Introductory   Allowance,   Shelf   Fee 

or   Street   Money.  

Small   Order   Problem    -   the   problem   of   coping   with   sales   orders   which   are   so   small   that   the 

cost   of   �lling   them   o�sets   the   pro�t.  

Smarketing    -   “ A   fun   phrase   used   to   refer   to   the   practice   of   aligning   Sales   and   Marketing   e�orts. ” 

—   Hubspot 

Smart   Card    -   an   ultra-thin   card,   similar   to   a   bankcard   or   credit   card,   containing   computer 

chips   capable   of   receiving,   storing   and   transmitting   signi�cant   amounts   of   data   with 

marketing   applications.  

SMDS   (Switched   Multimegabit   Data   Services)    -   a   high-speed   data   transmission   service   that 

provides   wide   area   connectivity   through   the   public   telephone   network.  

Smoke   Screen    -   an   objection   given   by   a   prospect   or   customer   that’s   not   the   primary   objection 

to   moving   forward...   it’s   usually   given   to   divert   the   salesperson   from   addressing   the   primary 

objection   of   the   prospect   or   customer   and/or   simply   because   the   prospect   or   customer   feels 

they   must   object   at   least   once   or   twice   to   strengthen   their   position   in   a   negotiation   or   sales 

process.  

Snail   Mail    -   a   term   for   traditional   land   and   airmail   services,   which   takes   days   to   deliver   a 

message   versus   seconds   for   delivery   of   e-mail.  

Snapchat    -   A   social   app   that   allows   users   to   send   and   receive   time-sensitive   photos   and 

videos   known   as   "snaps,"   which   are   hidden   from   the   recipients   once   the   time   limit   expires 
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Social   Advertising    -   the   advertising   designed   to   education   or   motivate   target   audiences   to 

undertake   socially   desirable   actions.   The   process   of   advertising   via   social   media   platforms 

such   as   facebook.   Twitter   etc. 

Social   Audit    -   a   review   and   evaluation   of   the   social   bene�ts   and   social   costs   pertaining   to   a 

particular   product.  

Social   Bookmarking    -      a   centralized   online   service   which   enables   users   to   add,   annotate,   edit, 

and   share   bookmarks   of   web   documents 

Social   Class    -   the   level   of   society   to   which   an   individual   belongs   such   as   individuals   perceive 

themselves   as   being   members   of   either   the   upper-middle   class,   middle   class   or   working   class.  

Social   Indicator    -   the   data   and   information   that   facilitate   the   evaluation   of   how   well   a   society 

or   institution   is   doing.  

Social   Listening    -   the   act   of   tracking   online   conversations   for   exact   words,   phrases   or   brand 

names 

Social   Marketing    -   the   design,   implementation   and   control   of   marketing   activity   intended   to 

promote   social   causes   or   ideas   within   a   target   group   in   a   society;   a   form   of   non-pro�t 

marketing.  

Social   Media    -   media   designed   to   be   disseminated   through   social   interaction,   created   using 

highly   accessible   and   scalable   publishing   techniques. 

Social   Mission    -   corporate   statement   that   describes   how   their   company   views   its   role   in 

making   the   world   a   better   place. 

Social   Monitoring    -   using   social   monitoring   tools   to   enhance   engagement   and   to   see   what 

people   are   saying   about   your   brand.   However,   a   term   that   often   gets   lumped   with   social 

monitoring   is   social   listening. 
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Social   Proof    -   a   psychological   phenomenon   in   which   people   seek   direction   from   those   around 

them   to   determine   how   they   are   supposed   to   act   or   think   in   a   given   situation;   informational 

social   in�uence. 

Social   Responsibility   in   Marketing    -   the   recognition   by   marketers   that   the   well-being   of 

society   and   customer   satisfaction   are   as   important   as   pro�ts   in   assessing   marketing 

performance.  

Social   Risk    -   concern   or   uncertainty   in   the   buyer’s   mind   that   the   purchase   of   the   product 

under   consideration   will   not   be   approved   of   by   others.   See   Risk.  
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Social   Selling    -   the   process   of   developing   relationships   as   part   of   the   sales   process   by 

monitoring   social   networks   to   determine   which   decision   makers   they   should   target, 

leveraging   shared   contacts   for   referrals   and   introductions.   Social   selling   can   also   take   o�ine. 

Sociocultural   Environment    -   that   part   of   the   �rm’s   external   marketing   environment   in   which 

social   or   cultural   changes   (that   is,   changes   to   the   value   system   of   a   society)   act   to   a�ect   the 

�rm’s   marketing   e�ort;   the   changing   sociocultural   environment   may   pose   threats   or   present 

opportunities.  

Socioeconomic   Variables    -   factors   of   a   social   and   economic   nature   (occupation,   income,   etc.) 

which   indicate   a   person’s   status   within   a   community.  

Soft   Goods    -   These   are   generally   felt   to   be   the   clothing   portion   of   non-durable   goods.   They 

may   also   include   bolt   goods   and   notions.  

Soft   Sell    -   a   low-pressure   selling   situation;   a   selling   situation   in   which   the   buyer   has   no   feeling 

of   being   coerced.   See   Hard   Sell.  

Sole   Survivor    -   the   �nal   stage   in   the   family   life   cycle;   two   sub-categories   are   used   by 

marketers   in   examining   consumer   behavior   -   sole   survivor,   working   and   sole   survivor,   retired. 

Also   called   Solitary   Survivor.   See   Family   Life   Cycle.  

Solo   Mailing    -   a   database   innovation   in   which   a   customized   marketing   piece   is   prepared   to 

appeal   to   one   individual’s   interests.  

Sound   Bite    -   The   basic   element   of   a   broadcast   news   story,   consisting   of   a   newsmaker 

speaking   on   camera   in   10   to   20   second   blocks.  

Sourcing    -   1.   (global   marketing   de�nition)   The   what,   where,   and   how   of   production   to   supply 

the   customers   targeted   in   the   marketing   plan.   2.   (industrial   de�nition)   Another   term   for 

procurement.   Single,   dual,   and   multiple   sourcing   refer   to   the   number   of   suppliers   from   whom 

one   buys   a   particular   product.  
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Source   Attractiveness    -   in   personal   selling,   the   likeability   or   personableness   of   the 

salesperson.  

Source   Credibility    -   in   personal   selling,   the   believability   of   the   salesperson.  

Source   Objection    -   an   objection   by   a   prospective   buyer   levelled   against   the   �rm   represented 

by   the   salesperson.  

Super-Engagement    -      to   increase   the   engagement   of   already   highly   engaged   subscribers 

fostering   more   opportunities   with   active   subscribers. 

Spam    -   inappropriate   commercial   message   of   extremely   low   value   delivered   via   e-mail.  

Spam/UCE    -   unsolicited   commercial   email.   The   term   normally   given   to   commercial   email   sent 

without   the   recipient’s   permission.   Those   accused   of   sending   UCE   can   run   into   trouble, 

ranging   from   impolite   responses   through   loss   of   Internet   access   accounts   to   destruction   of 

reputations   and   infrastructure.  

Special   Event    -   A   sales   promotion   program   comprising   a   number   of   sales   promotion 

techniques   built   around   a   seasonal,   cultural,   sporting,   musical   event,   or   other   activity.  

Special   Event   Pricing    -   reducing   prices   in   retail   stores   at   certain   times   of   the   year   (e.g., 

immediately   after   Christmas)   to   attract   customers.  

Special   Interest   Groups    -   groups   of   consumers   with   concerns   about   particular   products   or 

product   categories;   for   example,   special   interest   groups   have   spoken   out   about   the   marketing 

of   cigarettes,   high-sugar   breakfast   cereals   for   children,   fast   foods   with   low   nutritional   value, 

etc.  

Special   Rate    -   see   Commodity   Rate.  

Speciality   Merchandise   Wholesaler    -   a   wholesaler   that   specializes   in   one   product   line   (or   a 

few   product   lines)   but   carries   the   line   or   lines   in   considerable   depth.  
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Specialty   Retailing    -   retail   stores   o�ering   limited,   specialized   lines   but   carrying   a   deep 

assortment   within   the   lines.  

Specialty   Advertising    -   an   advertiser’s   message   printed   on   small   items   such   as   diaries, 

note-pads   and   key   rings,   usually   to   give   away   without   obligation   to   prospective   customers. 

The   placement   of   advertising   messages   on   a   wide   variety   of   items   of   interest   to   the   target 

markets   such   as   calendars,   co�ee   cups,   pens,   hats,   note   paper,   t-shirts,   etc.  

Specialty   Distributor    -   a   distributor   that   concentrates   on   one   product   line   but   carries   a   deep 

assortment   within   the   line.  

Specialty   Goods    -   consumer   goods   for   which   the   customer   has   strong   preference   and   is 

prepared   to   search   for   extensively   to   select   and   purchase   the   most   suitable.   See   Convenience 

Goods;  

Shopping   Goods   Specialty   Store    -   a   retail   store   typically   carrying   only   one,   or   part   of   one, 

product   line   but   having   considerable   depth   within   the   line;   examples   include   stores   selling 

only   jogging   shoes   for   women,   or   men’s   hats.  

Spider    -   a   term   used   to   describe   search   engines   such   as   Google,   Bing   or   Yahoo!   because   of 

the   way   that   cruise   all   over   the   World   Wide   Web   to   �nd   information.   It   is   a   software   program 

that   combs   the   Web   for   new   sites   and   updated   information   on   old   ones,   like   a   spider   looking 

for   a   �y.  

Spi�    -   1.   (sales   de�nition)   A   payment   made   by   a   producer’s   salesperson   to   a   reseller’s 

salesperson   to   motivate   the   reseller   to   sell   the   producer’s   products.   2.   (sales   promotion 

de�nition)   A   cash   payment   made   to   salespeople   at   the   retail   level   to   in�uence   them   to 

promote   and   sell   the   manufacturer’s   brand   or   a   speci�c   item   in   the   line   rather   than   a 

competitive   item.  

Splash   Page    -   a   bridge   between   a   banner   advertisement   and   an   advertiser’s   website   that 

provides   product   information   and   hotlinks.   Splash   pages   are   replacing   many   homepages   - 

particularly   on   sites   more   involved   with   news   and   publishing   -   as   gateways   into   Web   content. 
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They   start   with   a   bigger   “splash,”   more   graphics,   and   timely   information,   and   change   often, 

like   the   cover   of   a   magazine.  

Split   Run    -   The   placement   of   two   or   more   di�erent   ads   for   the   same   advertiser   in   alternate 

copies   of   the   same   media   vehicle   in   order   to   compare   the   e�ectiveness   of   the   di�erent 

advertising   messages.  

Sponsored   Links    -   pay   Per   Click   ads   displayed   at   the   top   and   on   the   right   side   of   search 

engine   results.  

Sponsor   Training    -   pairing   sales   recruits   with   experienced   salespeople   who   are   responsible 

for   their   training   in   the   �eld.  

Sponsorship    -   see   Corporate   Sponsorship.   Advertising   that   seeks   to   establish   a   deeper 

association   and   integration   between   an   advertiser   and   a   publisher,   often   involving 

coordinated   beyond-the-banner   placements.  

Spoo�ng   -    The   practice   of   changing   the   sender's   name   in   an   email   message   so   that   it   looks   as 

if   it   came   from   another   address. 

Spot   Broadcast    -   The   purchasing   by   a   national   advertiser   of   radio   and   television   time   on   a 

local   or   market-by-market   basis.   This   contrasts   with   the   purchase   of   nation-wide   exposure   by 

using   national   television   networks   or   national   cable   television   channels.  

Spot   Buy    -   in   advertising,   the   buying   of   media   time   in   a   few   selected   markets   only.  

Spotter    -   a   person   who   receives   a   fee   for   providing   a   salesperson   with   leads   to   prospects   to 

whom   sales   are   made.  

Spreadsheet    -   an   accountant’s   worksheet;   electronic   spreadsheets   consist   of   a   grid   of   rows   of 

columns   enabling   speci�c   marketing   data   to   be   organized   in   a   standardized   way.   See 

Spreadsheet   Analysis.  

Spreadsheet   Analysis    -   the   analysis   of   data   using   special   computer   software   to   anticipate 

marketing   performance   under   a   given   set   of   circumstances.  
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SRO   Technique    -   Standing   Room   Only.   -   A   closing   technique   in   which   the   salesperson   tries   to 

get   a   quick   commitment   to   a   purchase   by   telling   the   buyer   that   the   demand   for   the   product   is 

heavy   and   that   only   a   limited   quantity   is   left.   See   Close.  

Stabilizing   Price    -   a   price   set   for   a   product   with   the   intention   of   keeping   prices   steady   within 

an   industry   in   order   to   avoid   a   price   war.  

Stag�ation    -   a   term   coined   to   describe   a   situation   that   exists   in   an   economy   when   high 

unemployment,   rising   prices   and   wages   occur   together.  

Stakeholder    -   person   with   an   interest   or   concern   in   something,   especially   a   business;   one   of   a 

group   of   publics   with   which   a   company   must   be   concerned.   Key   stakeholders   for   a   library 

could   be   users,   employees,   board   members,   vendors   or   others   who   have   a   relationship   with 

the   library.  

Standard   Advertising   Unit   (SAU)    -   The   system   of   standard   sizes   of   newspaper   space 

adopted   by   newspapers   in   order   to   introduce   a   measure   of   uniformity   to   the   complex   process 

of   buying   space   in   a   variety   of   newspapers   in   an   assortment   of   market   areas.  

Standard   Product   Classes    -   categories   into   which   products   are   grouped   using   formal 

systems   such   as   the   Australian   Standard   Industrial   Classi�cation   and   the   Australian   Standard 

Commodity   Classi�cation.   See   Australian   Bureau   of   Statistics;   Casual   Product   Classes.  

Standards    -   are   very   important   in   order   to   establish   a   robust   networked   marketplace   (A 

marketplace   that   relies   on   connectivity   across   consumers   and   multiple   vendors,   etc.)   If   a 

market   is   fragmented   with   incompatible   proprietary   standards,   it   is   not   e�ective   in   serving   all 

customers   and   businesses   alike.   Once   a   standard   is   established,   the   market   may   increase   in 

size   signi�cantly.  

Standard   Test   Market    -   a   form   of   test   market   in   which   the   company   selects   a   small   number 

of   representative   cities   in   which   to   trial   the   full   marketing   mix   prior   to   a   new   product   launch. 

See   Test   Marketing.  
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Standardized   Marketing   Mix    -   a   strategy   employed   by   a   multinational   company   in 

attempting   to   use   one   marketing   mix   to   sell   its   products   worldwide;   the   approach   minimizes 

cost   but   may   result   in   a   smaller   market   than   would   be   possible   with   a   unique   marketing 

program   for   each   country.   See   Customized   Marketing   Mix.  

Staples    -   a   sub-category   of   convenience   goods   consisting   of   frequently   purchased   foodstu�s. 

See   Convenience   Goods.  

Staple   Good    -   A   convenience   product   such   as   sugar   or   potatoes   that   is   bought   often   and 

consumed   routinely.   Staples   often   o�er   little   di�erentiation   and   are   sold   importantly   on   the 

basis   of   price.   These   sometimes   are   called   commodity   products,   but   industrial   products   can 

be   commodities,   too.  

Starch   Readership   Report    -   a   technique   for   post-testing   advertising   e�ectiveness   devised   in 

1923   by   Daniel   Starch,   at   that   time   a   lecturer   at   the   Harvard   Business   School;   interviewers   ask 

selected   readers   of   magazines   to   recall   particular   advertisements.  

Stars    -   products   in   the   portfolio   characterized   by   high   market   share   in   a   rapidly   growing 

market.   See   Boston   Consulting   Group   Product   Portfolio   Analysis   Matrix.  

Stated   Objection    -   the   reason   given   by   a   prospective   buyer   for   not   accepting   the   product 

o�ered;   the   stated   objection   may   conceal   the   true   objection.   See   Objections;   Invalid 

Objections;   Valid   Objections.  

Static   Rotation    -   advertisements   rotated   based   on   the   entry   of   users   into   a   screen. 

Regardless   of   the   amount   of   time   a   user   spends   with   a   screen.   Advertisements   will   remain   on 

the   screen   for   the   entire   time   and   will   not   change.  

Statistical   Bank    -   a   range   of   statistical   techniques   used   in   analysis   in   a   marketing   information 

system   to   discover   the   degree   of   reliability   of   the   data   collected   and   the   relationships   within   it. 

See   Marketing   Information   System.  
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Status   Quo   Strategy    -   a   reactive   marketing   strategy   characterized   by   a   desire   to   avoid 

confrontation   with   competitors;   the   company   seeks   to   keep   things   in   the   industry   the   way 

they   were,   and   thus   avoid   the   expensive   task   of   taking   on   a   competitor   directly.  

Status   Seekers    -   The   relentless,   often   subconscious,   yet   ever-present   force   that   underpins 

almost   all   consumer   behaviour. 

STATUS   TESTS    -   force   consumers   to   actively   prove   their   worth   to   the   brands   they   want   to   buy 

from. 

Steam    -   A   model   for   predicting   the   sales   over   time   for   a   new,   frequently-purchased 

consumer-product   based   on   panel   data.   The   approach   explicitly   considers   heterogeneity 

across   households   in   their   purchase   behavior,   and   models   repeat   purchase   as   a   function   of 

the   household’s   depth   of   repeat   level.  

Steering   Control   System    -   a   system   of   marketing   control   in   which   allows   for   the   detection   of 

unsatisfactory   marketing   performance   during,   rather   than   at   the   end   of,   a   planning   period   so 

that   prompt   corrective   action   can   be   taken;   a   reactive   marketing   control   system.   See   Adaptive 

Control   System;   After-the-Fact   Control   System;   Proactive   Control   System;   Reactive   Control 

System.  

Stickiness    -   a   measure   used   to   gauge   the   e�ectiveness   of   a   site   in   retaining   individual   users. 

The   term   is   typically   used   in   promotional   material   when   tra�c   numbers   are   too   low   to   be 

e�ective   in   lauding   a   site’s   performance.   Never   mind   the   quantity,   feel   the   stick.   Sticky   refers 

to   a   website   people   want   to   stay   on   and   frequently   revisit.  

Stimulational   Marketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   stimulate   demand   for   a   product 

among   those   who   are   neither   aware   of   it   nor   interested   in   it.  

Stimulus-Response   Approach    -   an   approach   to   selling   which   relies   on   the   salesperson’s 

ability   to   say   the   right   thing   (stimulus)   in   order   to   obtain   a   favorable   reaction   from   the   buyer 

(response);   often   referred   to   as   the   Canned   Approach   because   a   script   is   commonly   used.  

Stock-Keeping   Unit    -   see   Product   Item.  
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Stock   Point    -   the   level   at   which   stock   needs   to   be   re-ordered.  

Stock   Turnover    -1.   (physical   distribution   de�nition)   The   number   of   times   average 

stock-keeping   units   are   sold   during   a   speci�c   time   period   (usually   one   year).   2.   (retailing 

de�nition)   An   index   of   the   velocity   with   which   merchandise   moves   into   and   out   of   a   store   or 

department.  

Stocking   Allowance    -   see   Slotting   Allowance.  

Stockless   Purchasing    -   a   practice   in   which   the   vendor   retains   responsibility   for   carrying   the 

bulk   of   the   inventory   and   supplies   items   to   a   reseller   on   short   notice.  

Stock   Turn   Rate    -   a   measure   of   the   operating   e�ciency   of   a   business;   it   indicates   the   “turn 

over”   (that   is,   sales   of   the   average   level   of   stock   held   in   inventory)   in   an   operating   period.   Also 

called   the   Stock   Turnover   Rate.  

Store   Audit    -   a   source   of   retail   store   information   collected   by   marketing   research   �rms   (A.C. 

Neilson,   for   example)   and   supplied   to   manufacturers   on   a   subscription   basis;   the   information 

is   compiled   by   subtracting   end   of   period   inventory   for   a   product   from   inventory   at   the 

beginning   of   the   period   plus   shipments.   See   Syndicated   Marketing   Research   Firms.  

Store   Layout    -   the   interior   layout   of   the   store/library   for   the   ease   of   user   movement   through 

the   store   to   provide   maximum   exposure   of   good   and   attractive   display.   Retail   store   layout,   is 

also   successfully   applicable   to   library   layout.  

Store   Loyalty    -   1.(consumer   behavior   de�nition)   The   degree   to   which   a   consumer 

consistently   patronizes   the   same   store   when   shopping   for   particular   types   of   products.   2. 

(retailing   de�nition)   A   condition   in   which   a   customer   regularly   patronizes   a   speci�c   retailer.  

Storyboard    -   a   tool   used   in   planning   a   television   commercial;   a   poster   showing   a   series   of 

miniature   television   screens   depicting   the   sequence   of   scenes   in   a   commercial   with   the   words 

to   accompany   each   picture   written   below   it.  
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Straight   Commission   Plan    -   A   sales   force   compensation   plan   that   uses   commissions   as   the 

sole   basis   for   pay.   A   commission   is   payment   for   achieving   a   given   level   of   performance. 

Salespeople   are   paid   for   results.   Usually,   commission   payments   are   based   on   the   pro�table 

products   or   customers.  

Straight   Rebuy    -   a   purchase   in   which   the   customer   buys   the   same   goods   in   the   same 

quantity   on   the   same   terms   from   the   same   supplier.   See   Buy   Classes;   Modi�ed   Rebuy;   New 

Task   Buying.  

Straight   Salary    -   a   compensation   method   in   which   a   salesperson   receives   salary   but   no 

commission   on   sales.   See   Salary   Plan.  

Strategic   Business   Unit    -   a   separate   operating   division   of   a   company   with   some   degree   of 

autonomy;   commonly   referred   to   as   an   SBU.  

Strategic   Control    -   the   regular   and   systematic   checking   that   the   company’s   strategies   are 

appropriate   to   its   marketing   opportunities   and   resources.  

Strategic   Gap    -   the   di�erence   between   a   company’s   pro�t   objectives   for   a   given   future   period 

and   its   projected   level   of   pro�t   for   the   same   period.  

Strategic   Group    -   any   group   of   companies   that   pursue   the   same   clear   strategies   to   achieve 

their   marketing   objectives.  

Strategic   Market   Planning    -   the   planning   process   that   yields   decisions   in   how   a   business   unit 

can   best   compete   in   the   markets   it   elects   to   serve.   The   strategic   plan   is   based   upon   the 

totality   of   the   marketing   process.  

Strategic   Marketing   Concept    -   a   philosophy,   focus,   orientation   or   concept   which   emphasizes 

the   proper   identi�cation   of   marketing   opportunities   as   the   basis   for   marketing   planning   and 

corporate   growth;   unlike   the   marketing   concept   which   emphasizes   consumer   needs   and 

wants,   the   strategic   marketing   concept   emphasizes   both   consumers   and   competitors.   See 

Marketing   Concept.  
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Strategic   Marketing   Plan    -   a   plan   outlining   marketing   opportunities   matched   to   the 

resources   and   abilities   of   the   company.  

Strategic   Planning    -   the   process   of   determining   the   company’s   objectives   and   courses   of 

action   and   the   allocation   of   the   necessary   resources   to   achieve   them.  

Strategic   Pro�t   Model    -   a   tool   used   to   assess   a   �rm’s   pro�tability;   return   on   equity   is 

calculated   by   multiplying   the   net   pro�t   margin   by   the   asset   turnover   to   obtain   the   return   on 

assets   that,   in   turn,   is   multiplied   by   the   �nancial   leverage.   See   Asset   Turnover;   Financial 

Leverage;   Net   Pro�t   Margin;   Return   on   Assets;   Return   on   Equity.  

Strategic   Window    -   the   point   of   time   at   which   the   right   environmental   conditions   exist   for   a 

particular   marketing   opportunity;   also   referred   to   as   a   Window   of   Opportunity.  

Strategy    -   This   describes   the   direction   the   business   will   pursue   within   its   chosen   environment 

and   guides   the   allocation   of   resources   and   e�ort.   It   also   provides   the   logic   that   integrates   the 

perspectives   of   functional   departments   and   operating   units,   and   points   them   all   in   the   same 

direction.   The   strategy   statement   for   a   strategic   business   unit   is   composed   of   three   elements: 

1.   a   business   de�nition   that   speci�es   the   area   in   which   the   business   will   compete;   2.   a 

strategic   thrust   that   describes   whether   a   competitive   advantage   is   to   be   gained   by   focusing 

the   scope   or   by   exploiting   an   asymmetry   in   the   position   of   the   business;   and   3.   supporting 

functional   strategies   that   are   activities   designed   for   consistency   and   comparability   with   other 

activities   and   the   strategic   thrust.  

Strati�ed   Sample    -   a   form   of   probability   sample   where   respondents   are   chosen   from   a 

random   sample   of   homogeneous   sub-groups   (according   to   a   common   characteristic)   into 

which   the   total   population   has   been   divided.   See   Cluster   Sample.  

Strip   Center    -   a   shopping   center   in   which   the   stores   are   located   along   a   suburban   roadway.  

Style   Flexing    -   a   deliberate   attempt   on   the   part   of   a   salesperson   to   adjust   his   or   her 

communication   style   to   suit   the   personality   of   the   buyer.   See   Adaptive   Selling.  
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Subcultures    -   broad   groups   of   consumers   within   a   society’s   culture   having   similar   values 

which   distinguish   them   from   the   rest   of   society.   The   segments   within   a   culture,   which   share 

distinguishing   meanings,   values,   and   patterns   of   behavior   that   di�er   from   those   of   the   overall 

culture.  

Subliminal   Advertising    -   Advertising   messages   that   are   supposedly   disguised   so   that   they 

are   not   able   to   be   overtly   seen   and/or   heard   yet   are   nevertheless   e�ective   in   persuading 

members   of   the   audience.   There   is   no   scienti�c   e�ective   communication   and,   if   there   were 

convincing   evidence   of   e�ectiveness,   the   approach   would   likely   be   prohibited   as   a   deceptive 

business   practice.  

Subliminal   Perception    -   the   receipt   and   interpretation   of   stimuli   received   through   the   senses 

at   a   subconscious   level.   A   psychological   view   that   suggests   that   attitudes   and   behaviors   can 

be   changed   by   stimuli   that   are   not   consciously   perceived.  

Subheads   (or   Subheadings)    -   titles   within   the   body   of   the   email   communication   that 

distinguish   discrete   sections,   topics,   o�ers,   promotions,   etc.  

Subject   Line    -   the   title   of   the   email   communication.   This   is   the   �rst   (and   hopefully   not   last) 

element   of   the   communication   recipients   will   see   when   they   access   their   email.   It   has   to   grab 

attention   and   be   credible   or   the   email   will   not   get   opened.  

Suboptimization    -   a   situation   occurring   in   large   companies   when   departmental   or   divisional 

leaders   attempt   to   achieve   the   objectives   of   their   particular   sections   at   the   expense   of   other 

sections.  

Substantiality    -   one   of   the   four   major   requirements   (with   accessibility,   actionability   and 

measureability)   for   useful   market   segmentation;   substantiality   expresses   the   notion   that   the 

segment   chosen   as   the   target   market   must   be   large   enough   to   be   pro�table.   Also   referred   to 

as   Signi�cance.   See   Accessibility;   Actionability;   Measurability.  

Substantiation    -   an   FTC   requirement   that   advertisers   have   a   reasonable   basis   for   their 

advertising   claims.  
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Substitute   Products    -   products   that   buyers   perceive   as   having   some   characteristics   and 

utilities   in   common   (for   example,   potatoes   and   rice).  

Suggestion   Selling    -   a   practice   in   which   the   salesperson   seeks   to   increase   the   value   of   the 

sale   by   suggesting   related   lines,   special   promotions   or   seasonal   merchandise   to   complement 

the   original   purchase;   also   called   Suggestive   Selling.  

Summated   Rating    -   A   self-report   technique   for   attitude   measurement   in   which   subjects   are 

asked   to   indicate   their   degree   of   agreement   or   disagreement   with   each   of   a   number   of 

statements;   a   subject’s   attitude   score   is   the   total   obtained   by   summing   the   scale   values 

assigned   to   each   category   checked.  

Summative   Close    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   the   salesperson   summarizes   the   features 

and   bene�ts   of   the   product   of   prime   interest   to   the   buyer   point   by   point.   See   Close.  

Sunk   Costs    -   refer   to   costs   that   are   non-recoverable   �xed   costs.   Digital   products   usually   have 

signi�cant   sunk   costs   (when   compared   to   other   �xed   costs)   in   the   form   of   research   & 

development   and   intellectual   property   (patents   etc.)   for   the   product.  

Super   A�liate    -   an   a�liate   capable   of   generating   a   signi�cant   percentage   of   an   a�liate 

program’s   activity.  

Super   Saturday    -   or   Panic   Saturday   is   the   last   Saturday   before   Christmas,   a   major   day   of 

revenue   for   American   retailers,   marking   the   end   of   the   shopping   season.   Super   Saturday 

targets   last-minute   shoppers   with   one-day   sales   and   special   o�ers. 

Super   Specialty   Store    -   a   retail   store   selling   only   one   line   of   a   very   superior   quality   product   or 

o�ering   a   very   superior   quality   service   in   a   limited   range   of   goods.  

Supplement    -   A   special,   pre-printed   section   of   a   newspaper   or   magazine   that   is   then   inserted 

during   the   regular   printing   process   for   the   publication.   Supplements   usually   contain   both 

editorial   matter   and   ads.   Supplements   inserted   in   a   variety   of   newspapers   (often   appearing 

on   Sundays)   are   called   syndicated   supplements.  
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Suppliers    -   individuals   or   organizations   from   which   businesses   purchase   the   goods   and 

services   they   require   in   order   to   operate.  

Supply   Chain    -   refers   to   the   distribution   channel   of   a   product,   from   its   sourcing,   to   its   delivery 

to   the   end   consumer   (also   known   as   the   value   chain).   The   supply   chain   is   typically   comprised 

of   multiple   companies   who   are   increasingly   coordinating   activities   via   an   extranet.  

Suppression   �le:    A   list   of   email   addresses   you   have   removed   from   your   regular   mailing   lists, 

either   because   they   have   opted   out   of   your   lists   or   because   they   have   noti�ed   other   mailers 

that   they   do   not   want   to   receive   mailings   from   your   company. 

Sur�ng    -   exploring   the   World   Wide   Web.   Commonly   known   as   “Sur�ng   the   Net.”  

Surround   Session    -   advertising   sequence   in   which   a   visitor   receives   ads   from   one   advertiser 

throughout   an   entire   site   visit.   Survey   -   a   method   of   obtaining   primary   data   in   a   marketing 

research   study   by   the   use   of   interviews,   either   face-to-face,   by   telephone   or   by   mail.  

Survey   of   Buyer   Intentions    -   a   forecasting   technique   in   which   known   purchasers   of   a 

product   are   asked   to   predict   their   requirements   for   a   given   future   period.  

Suspects    -   an   individual   or   organization   with   the   potential   of   need   for   a   particular   product   or 

service...   sometimes   confused   with   a   prospect.  

Sustainable   Competitive   Advantage    -   the   competitive   edge   sought   by   a   �rm   which   will   allow 

it   to   satisfy   customer   needs   while   maintaining   an   advantage   over   its   rivals   because   of   the 

uniqueness   of   its   products   or   its   lower   production   or   marketing   costs.  

Sweepstakes    -   a   type   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   purchasers   of   a   particular 

product   are   given   an   opportunity   of   winning   attractive   prizes;   winners   are   chosen   purely   by 

chance.   Also   called   a   Lottery.  

SWOT    -   Strengths,   Weaknesses,   Opportunities   and   Threats.  

SWOT   Analysis    -   an   examination   of   the   internal   environment   of   a   �rm   (mission,   objectives, 

strategies,   resources,   trends,   etc)   to   identify   particular   strengths   and   weaknesses,   and   its 
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external   environment   (demographic,   economic,   technological,   social   and   cultural,   legal   and 

political,   and   natural   forces)   to   identify   particular   opportunities   and   threats.   See   SWOT.  

Symbiotic   Marketing    -   a   marketing   method   in   which   one   manufacturer   sells   its   �nished 

product   to   another   for   resale   under   the   second   manufacturer’s   label   where   that 

manufacturer   already   has   access   to   the   market   through   a   well-established   distribution 

system.  

Symbiotic   Relationship    -   is   a   relationship   between   two   entities   that   is   mutually   bene�cial   for 

the   participants   of   the   relationship. 

SYMPATHETIC   PRICING    -   imaginative   discounts   that   relieve   lifestyle   pain   points   or   o�er   a 

helping   hand   in   di�cult   times.  

Synchromarketing    -   marketing   activity   intended   to   shift   the   pattern   of   demand   to   that   it 

equates   more   suitably   with   the   ideal   pattern   of   supply.  

Syncratic   Decision    -   a   purchase   decision   in   which   both   husband   and   wife   have   equal 

in�uence.   See   Autonomic   Decision.  

Syndicated   Marketing   Research   Firms    -   marketing   research   agencies   who   specialize   in 

gathering   consumer   and   product   information   and   selling   it   to   subscribers   who   use   it   as 

secondary   marketing   data   for   a   variety   of   marketing   purposes.  

Synergy    -   when   the   result   is   greater   than   the   sum   of   the   parts.   Synergy   is   created   when   things 

work   in   concert   together   to   create   an   outcome   that   is   in   some   way   of   more   value   than   the 

total   of   what   the   individual   inputs   is 

SYSOP    -   the   person   responsible   for   the   day-to-day   operations   of   a   computer   system   or 

network.   In   large   corporations,   this   person   can   be   the   head   of   the   IS   (information   systems) 

department.  

Systematic   Sample    -   a   sample   drawn   strictly   according   to   a   pre-determined   formula;   for 

example,   every   eighth,   or   twelfth,   or   twentieth,   etc.   name   is   chosen.  
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Systems   Buying    -   buying   a   complete   solution   to   a   problem   or   need   rather   than   a   number   of 

component   parts;   for   example,   an   organization   may   purchase   an   entire   accounting   system 

from   one   supplier   rather   than   computers   from   one   supplier,   software   from   another,   sta� 

training   from   another,   and   so   on.  

Systems   Selling    -   selling   a   complete   solution   to   a   problem   or   need   rather   than   one   or   more 

of   the   component   parts.   For   example,   a   swimming   pool   manufacturer   might   also   sell 

landscaping,   �ltration   equipment,   pool   chemicals,   etc.   See   Systems   Buying. 

 

T-O   Technique    -   a   closing   technique   commonly   used   in   retailing   where   one   salesperson 

“turns   over”   the   customer   to   another   if   he   or   she   fails   to   close   the   sale.   See   Close.  

Tactic    -   a   detailed,   speci�c   plan   or   course   of   action   by   which   a   strategy   is   to   be   implemented. 

See   Strategy.  

Tactics    -   short-term   actions   undertaken   to   achieve   implementation   of   a   broader   strategy.  

Tactical   Planning    -   planning   of   the   shorter-term   tactics   to   be   used   in   implementing   strategies 

to   be   employed   in   achieving   planned   marketing   objectives.  

Tactile   Communication    -   a   form   of   nonverbal   communication   or   body   language   in   which 

touching,   handshaking,   kissing,   etc.   conveys   a   message   from   sender   to   receiver.   See   Kinesic 

Communication;   Nonverbal   Communication;   Proxemic   Communication.  

Tagging    -   see   Dealer   Listing.  
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Takeover   Ads    –A   type   of   display   advertising   typically   reserved   for   high   pro�le   brands   and 

products   (consumer   goods,   new   mass   media   releases,   sporting   events)   on   high   tra�c   online 

publications 

Tamper-Proo�ng    -   the   sealing   of   packages   of   products   in   such   a   way   as   to   make   deliberate, 

undetected   interference   with   them,   for   malicious   or   nuisance   purposes,   virtually   impossible.  

Tangible   Product    -   see   Actual   Product.  

Tangible   Product   Attributes    -   elements   of   a   product   that   have   physical   dimensions   or   are 

discernible   by   the   senses.   See   Intangible   Product   Attributes.  

Tangible   Symbol    -   a   service   mark   or   design,   usually   of   solid   appearance,   used   by   some 

service   organizations   as   a   means   of   positioning   their   intangible   o�erings.   See   Service   Mark.  

Target   Audience   Rating   Points    -   a   commonly   used   measure   of   the   gross   cumulative 

exposure   of   an   advertising   campaign.  

Target   Margin   on   Sales    -   the   desired   pro�t   on   each   sale;   used   to   determine   the   selling   price 

where   the   average   total   cost   is   known.  

Target   Market    -   the   group   whose   needs   and   wants   the   company   wishes   to   satisfy.   The 

particular   segment   of   a   total   population   on   which   the   retailer   focuses   its   merchandising 

expertise   to   satisfy   that   sub-market   in   order   to   accomplish   its   pro�t   objectives.  

Target   Market   Identi�cation    -   the   process   of   using   income,   demographic,   and   lifestyle 

characteristics   of   a   market,   and   census   information   for   small   areas   to   identify   the   most 

favorable   locations.  

Target   Marketing    -   communicating   with   a   speci�c   group   of   consumers   with   similar 

characteristics,   within   a   broader   group   of   consumers   who   purchase   the   type   of   product. 

Banners   or   other   promotions   aimed,   on   the   basis   of   demographic   analysis,   at   one   speci�c 

subsection   of   the   market.  
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Target   Price    -   a   price   that   is   set   in   order   to   achieve   a   set   percentage   return   on   investment   or 

a   certain   level   of   pro�t   on   net   sales.   See   Target   Return   Pricing.  

Target   Public    -   the   group   whose   needs   and   wants   are   served   by   a   nonpro�t   organization.  

Target   Return   on   Investment    -   a   pricing   method   that   seeks   the   achievement   of   a   desired 

return   on   investment.  

Target   Return   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   a   formula   is   used   to   calculate   the   price   to 

be   set   for   a   product   to   return   a   desired   pro�t   or   rate   of   return   on   investment   assuming   that   a 

particular   quantity   of   the   product   is   sold.  

Targeting    -   sending   the   right   message   to   the   right   recipient   at   the   right   time.  

Targeted   Revenue    -   the   desired   income   from   sales   of   the   goods   and   services   produced.  

Tari�    -   a   government   tax   or   duty   on   imported   goods.  

TARPS    -   Target   Audience   Rating   Points.  

TCP   (Transmission   Control   Protocol)    -   TCP   works   with   IP   to   ensure   that   packets   travel   safely 

on   the   Internet.   This   is   the   method   by   which   most   Internet   activity   takes   place.  

Team   as   in   Organization    -   a   team   is   an   organizational   device   bringing   together   persons   with 

di�erent   skills   to   work   toward   a   goal   as   de�ned   by   the   manager   appointing   the   team.   The 

manager   may   be   a   working   member   of   the   team   or   the   team   may   work   on   its   own,   selecting 

its   leader   from   within   the   team.  

Team   Selling    -   the   use   of   two   or   more   representatives   from   a   selling   company   to   present   a 

product   to   a   buying   organization;   the   selling   team   may   include   sales   and   technical   specialists.  

Tear   Sheet    -   an   advertisement   torn   from   a   newspaper   or   magazines,   sent   to   an   agency   or 

advertiser   as   evidence   of   insertion.  
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Teaser    -   a   message,   or   part   of   a   message,   designed   to   arouse   curiosity   and   interest,   but 

without   revealing   too   much   detail   in   itself.   You   can   use   appropriate   teaser   copy   in   the   subject 

line   to   encourage   prospects   or   customers   to   read   the   email.  

Technical   Sales   Representative    -   a   salesperson   hired   primarily   for   his   or   her   technical   or 

scienti�c   expertise.  

Technological   Environment    -   that   part   of   the   �rm’s   external   environment   in   which   changes 

in   technology   a�ect   the   �rm’s   marketing   e�ort;   the   changing   technological   environment   may 

pose   threats   or   present   opportunities.  

Technology    -   1.   (economic   de�nition)   A   nation’s   accumulated   competence   to   provide   goods 

and   services.   2.   (environment-de�nition)   The   purposeful   application   of   scienti�c   knowledge; 

an   environmental   force   that   consists   of   inventions   and   innovations   from   applied   scienti�c   and 

engineering   research.  

Telemarketing    -   a   cost-e�ective   method   of   selling   to   prospective   customers   and   of 

maintaining   contact   with   existing   customers   using   the   telephone   and   other   advanced 

telecommunications   technologies.  

Telephone   Interviews    -   a   rapid   and   moderately   inexpensive   means   of   gathering   marketing 

research   data   via   telephone.  

Tele-shopping    -   a   form   of   non-store   or   in-home   retailing   in   which   the   consumer   can   purchase 

goods   and   services   shown   on   television;   the   purchaser   telephones   an   order,   or   orders   with 

the   aid   of   a   computer,   and   the   products   are   delivered   to   the   home.   See   Home   Shopping; 

Non-Store   Retailing.  

Terminal   Market    -   the   market   to   which   commodity   products   are   shipped   from   local   and 

regional   markets   for   processing   and   packing   for   �nal   shipment   to   wholesalers   and   retailers.  

Terminology    -   words   that   communicate   speci�cs   about   the   features   and   bene�ts   of   the 

product   or   service,   or   features   and   bene�ts   of   the   sales   process.   Content   needs   to 

communicate   e�ectively   in   language   that   avoids   jargon,   does   not   require   insider   knowledge 
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and   is   understood   easily.   In   email   campaigns,   it   is   particularly   important   that   terminology 

avoid   clichés   and   “spam   words”   such   as   “free,”   “limited   time   o�er,”   etc.  

Terms   of   Purchase    -   The   conditions   in   a   purchase   agreement   with   a   vendor   that   includes   the 

type(s)   of   discounts   available   and   responsibility   for   transportation   costs.  

Terms   of   Sale    -   The   conditions   in   a   sales   contract   with   customers   including   such   issues   as 

charge   for   alterations,   delivery,   or   gift   wrapping,   or   the   store’s   exchange   policies. 

Tertiary   Trade   Zone    -   The   outermost   ring   of   a   trade   area.   It   includes   customers   who   only 

occasionally   shop   at   a   store   or   shopping   center.   It   is   also   known   as   fringe   trade   area.  

Test   Market    -   a   city,   region   or   state   used   to   test   market   reaction   to   a   new   product   and 

marketing   program   before   full   commercialization   begins;   test   markets   can   also   be   simulated 

by   bringing   together   selected   individuals   from   the   target   market.   See   New   Product 

Development.  

Testimonials    -   written   recommendations   from   satis�ed   purchasers   of   a   product   to   be   used   in 

selling   it   to   new   prospects.  

Text   Ad    -   advertisement   using   text-based   hyperlinks.  

Text   Advertisements    -   are   text   links   that   are   paid   for   by   the   sponsors   of   the   target   page   of 

the   advertisement.  

Text   Link   Exchange    -   network   where   participating   sites   display   text   ads   in   exchange   for 

credits   that   are   converted   (using   a   predetermined   exchange   rate)   into   ads   to   be   displayed   on 

other   sites.  

Theory-in-Use   Model    -   a   decision-making   tool   employing   previous   learning   and   experience; 

theory-in-use   models   incorporate   statements   such   as   “if   action   X   is   taken,   then   result   Y   will 

occur.”  
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Third-Line   Forcing    -   an   arrangement   in   which   a   manufacturer   sells   a   product   to   a   reseller 

only   on   the   condition   that   the   reseller   also   buys   another   product   from   some   other 

(nominated)   manufacturer.  

Throughput    -   the   amount   of   data   transmitted   through   the   Internet   connectors   in   response   to 

a   given   request.   The   more   “throughput”   you   deliver   to   your   customers,   the   better   (if   you’re 

charging   enough).  

Thought-Leader   Survey    -   a   technique   sometimes   used   in   the   exploratory   stage   of   marketing 

research   where   personal   interviews   are   conducted   with   community   leaders   or   experts   who 

may   be   expected   to   shed   some   light   on   a   problem   to   be   investigated.  

Threat   Matrix    -   see   SWOT   Analysis.  

Thrust   Marketing    -   a   term   used   to   refer   to   situations   in   which   sales   managers   change   their 

titles   to   marketing   managers   but   continue   to   ignore   the   satisfaction   of   customer   needs   and 

wants,   emphasizing   instead   the   selling   of   the   products   their   �rms   can   make   most   cheaply   and 

easily.  

Thumb   Nail    -   a   rough   sketch   for   a   layout   for   a   piece   of   print   advertising.  

Tie-In   Arrangements    -   an   arrangement   in   which   a   manufacturer   sells   a   product   to   a   reseller 

only   on   condition   that   the   reseller   also   buys   another   less   popular   product;   also   called   a   Tying 

Contract.   Tie-In   Arrangements   are   usually   illegal   under   the   Trade   Practices   Act.  

Time   Analysis    -   a   time   management   technique   in   which   the   amount   of   time   allocated   to   each 

job   activity   is   recorded   and   later   reviewed   in   order   to   plan   for   more   productive   use   of   the 

available   time.   See   Time   Management.  

Time   Management    -   the   perception   of   time   as   a   valuable   asset   and   the   systematic 

structuring   of   it   to   conserve   resources   and   maximize   productivity.  
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Time   Prices    -   the   shopping   time,   travel   time,   waiting   time,   performance   time   and   monitoring 

time   that   are   part   of   the   total   price   a   consumer   pays   for   a   product.   See   Monitoring   Time; 

Non-Monetary   Price;   Performance   Time.  

Time   Utility    -   the   value   given   to   a   product   by   virtue   of   the   fact   that   it   is   available   at   the   time   it 

is   required.   See   Utility.  

Time-E�cient   Retailing    -   a   recent   trend   in   retailing   in   which   retailers   attempt   to   position 

themselves   by   emphasizing   the   speed   and   convenience   of   their   services,   which   include 

non-store   retailing,   such   as   computer,   credit   card   and   telephone   shopping.  

Timing    -   1.   Scheduling   the   email   campaign   to   reach   the   audience   at   the   most   opportune   time 

so   it   is   most   likely   to   be   read.   Timing   might   be   seasonal   (for   example,   vacation   or   school), 

dependent   on   holidays,   etc.   or   mailings   might   go   out   on   a   standard   schedule   2.   Choosing   the 

most   appropriate   interval   between   emails   in   a   campaign,   to   maximize   overall   e�ectiveness.  

Timing   Objection    -   an   objection   by   a   prospective   buyer   to   the   timing   of   the   purchase   of   the 

goods   o�ered   by   a   salesperson;   the   buyer   indicates   that   the   goods   are   not   required   at   this 

particular   time.   See   Objections.  

Tipping   Point    -   is   the   point   at   which   the   growth   of   the   company’s   installed   base   accelerates 

signi�cantly.   It   occurs   with   products   that   are   able   to   take   advantage   of   spiral   marketing.   A 

tipping   point   can   also   refer   to   the   nature   of   the   market,   and   how   its   balance   turns   to   favor 

one   company   over   another.   Thus   once   one   company   experiences   a   positive   spiral   from 

network   e�ects,   its   competitor(s)   will   experience   a   negative   spiral,   and   the   market   will   have 

tipped   to   favor   the   market   leader.  

Title   Flow    -   the   transfer   of   title   or   ownership   of   products   as   they   pass   from   one   member   to 

the   next   in   a   channel   of   distribution.   See   Marketing   Channels.  

Title   Tag    -   HTML   tag   used   to   de�ne   the   text   in   the   top   line   of   a   Web   browser,   also   used   by 

many   search   engines   as   the   title   of   search   listings.  
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Top-Down   Approach   to   Planning    -   an   approach   to   planning   in   which   senior   management 

determines   objectives,   strategies,   tactics,   etc.,   with   minimal   input   from   subordinates.   See 

Marketing   Planning.  

Top-Down   Approach   to   Promotion   Budgeting    -   an   approach   to   promotion   budgeting   in 

which   the   amount   to   be   spent   on   promotion   is   determined   by   senior   management   with 

minimal   input   from   subordinates.  

Top-Down   Approach   to   Sales   Forecasting    -   an   approach   to   forecasting   that   takes   the 

company’s   objectives   rather   than   market   conditions   as   its   basis.   See   Bottom-Up   Forecasting.  

Top   10    -   the   top-ten   search   engine   results   for   a   particular   search   term.  

Total   Costs    -   the   sum   of   the   �xed   and   variable   costs   incurred   in   the   production   of   any   given 

quantity   level.  

Tracker    -   A   model   using   three   waves   of   survey   data   to   predict   12-month   test   market   sales   for 

a   new   consumer   non-durable   product.   The   approach   views   potential   customers   as 

proceeding   sequentially   through   stages   of   awareness,   initial   product   trial,   and   repeat 

purchase.  

Tracking    -   collecting   and   evaluating   the   statistics   from   which   one   can   measure   the 

e�ectiveness   of   an   email   or   an   email   campaign.  

Trade   Allowance    -   A   short-term   special   o�er,   made   by   marketers   to   channel   members   as   an 

incentive   to   stock,   feature,   or   in   some   way   participate   in   the   co-operative   promotion   of   a 

product.  

Trade   Area    -   1.   a   geographical   area   containing   the   customers   of   a   particular   �rm   or   group   of 

�rms   for   speci�c   goods   or   services   2.   A   geographic   sector   containing   potential   customers   for   a 

particular   retailer   or   shopping   center.  
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Trade   Barriers    -   economic   and   �nancial   measures,   including   tari�s,   quotas,   documentation 

requirements,   etc.   imposed   by   some   countries   to   limit   the   in�ow   of   foreign   goods   to   protect 

local   industries.  

Trade   Discount    -   an   allowance   or   price   reduction   in   payment   for   a   channel   member’s 

participation   in   the   distribution   network;   also   called   a   Functional   Discount.   See   Discount.  

Trade   Publications    -   magazines,   newsletters,   journals,   directories,   etc   which   serve   the 

interests   of   particular   industries;   often   used   by   salespeople   as   a   source   of   leads.  

Trade   Sales   Promotion    -   an   incentive   o�ered   to   resellers   to   encourage   them   to   buy   more   of 

a   particular   product   and   to   sell   it   more   aggressively.  

Trade   Selling    -   selling   products   to   wholesalers   and   retailers   for   resale   purposes.  

Trade   Show    -   an   exhibition   at   which   manufacturers,   vendors,   businesses   and   organizations 

display   their   products   and   services   to   promote   to   their   intended   prospects.  

Trademark    -   a   name,   design   or   symbol   registered   for   the   exclusive   use   by   the   trademark 

owner   to   distinguish   its   product   or   service.  

Traders    -   the   earliest   form   of   salespeople,   existing   in   most   ancient   societies;   typically,   traders 

had   ownership   in   the   goods   they   sold.  

Trading   Areas    -   major   cities   and   centers   of   business,   often   used   as   the   basis   of   sales   territory 

organization   to   minimize   problems   caused   by   the   inequality   of   territories   drawn   on   strictly 

geographical   lines.  

Trading   Down    -   adding   a   lower-priced   version   of   a   product   to   the   range,   generally   to   capture 

a   new   market   segment   not   served   e�ectively   because   the   original   version   of   the   product   was 

too   expensive   for   it.   See   Trading   Up.  

Trading   Stamps    -   a   form   of   sales   promotion   used   by   retailers   in   which   customers   receive 

stamps   or   coupons   in   proportion   to   the   amount   of   their   purchases;   the   stamps   can   be 

redeemed   later   for   merchandise.  
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Trading   Up    -   adding   a   higher-priced,   higher-quality   version   of   a   product   to   the   range, 

generally   to   increase   sales   of   the   lower-priced   model   through   consumer   association   of   its 

image   with   the   more   prestigious   model.   See   Trading   Down.  

Tra�c   Builder    –   a   promotional   tactic   using   direct   mail.   Designed   to   draw   consumers   to   the 

mailer’s   location;   the   lowest-priced   item   in   a   product   line.   See   Prestige   Builder;   Product   Line.  

Tra�c   (customer-browser)    -   When   applied   to   retailing,   this   refers   to   those   people   who 

frequent   the   store,   (shopping   area   or   website)   within   a   particular   period   of   time.  

Transactional   Functions    -   one   of   the   three   kinds   of   functions   (with   facilitating   functions   and 

logistical   functions)   performed   by   intermediaries   in   a   marketing   channel;   transactional 

functions   are   the   activities   associated   with   buying   products   and   reselling   them,   and   the   risks 

incurred   in   keeping   the   products   in   stock.   See   Facilitating   Functions;   Logistical   Functions.  

Transfer   Price    -   the   price   charged   by   one   division   of   a   large   company   for   the   shipment   of   its 

goods   from   one   pro�t   center   to   another.  

Transit   Advertising    -   advertising   that   appears   on   public   transportation   or   on   waiting   areas 

and   bus   stops.  

Transit   Rate    -   A   rate   that   allows   the   through   shipment   of   goods   to   be   interrupted   for 

intermediate   processing.   Even   though   the   goods   are   stopped   enroute   to   the   ultimate 

destination,   a   through   rate   is   changed   similar   to   a   rate   that   would   be   charged   if   the   goods   had 

not   stopped   enroute   to   their   ultimate   destination.  

Transparency    -   operating   in   such   a   way   that   it   is   easy   for   others   to   see   what   actions   are 

performed.   It   has   been   de�ned   simply   as   " the   perceived   quality   of   intentionally   shared 

information   from   a   sender" .   Transparency   is   practiced   in   companies,   organizations, 

administrations,   and   communities.   It   guides   an   organization's   decisions   and   policies   on   the 

disclosure   of   information   to   its   employees   and   the   public,   or   simply   the   intended   recipient   of 

the   information. 
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Transportation    -   A   marketing   function   that   adds   time   and   place   utility   to   the   product   by 

moving   it   from   where   it   is   made   to   where   it   is   purchased   and   used.   It   includes   all   intermediate 

steps   in   the   process.  

Travelling   Salesperson    -   A   man   or   woman   who   travels   in   a   given   territory   to   solicit   business 

orders   or   sell   merchandise.  

Trend   Analysis    -   a   forecasting   method   in   which   likely   future   sales   are   estimated   by   statistical 

analysis   of   previous   sales   patterns. 

 

Trendjacking    -   taking   advantage   of   a   major   social   trend   and   using   the   buzz   to   get   those 

people   to   engage   with   your   own   brand.  

Trendspotter    -   person   who   spots   (�nds)   the   latest   trends. 

Trendwatching    -   a   change   taking   place   long   term   or   short   term.   A   trend   can   be   short   term 

manifestations,   e.g.   a   fashion,   design,   assumption. 
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Trial    -   A   psychological   term   denoting   the   number   of   a   practice   run,   such   as   a   5-trial   learning 

experience,   or   a   series   of   repetitions   of   a   learning   experience.   It   is   also   used   to   imply   a 

sampling   of   a   product   before   repurchase.  

Trial   Close    -   a   technique   used   in   selling   to   assess   the   buyer’s   readiness   to   make   a   purchase 

decision.   A   trial   close   usually   takes   the   form   of   questions   that   ask   for   decisions   on   minor 

selling   points;   if   the   salesperson   gets   favorable   responses   to   these   questions,   he   or   she   can 

more   con�dently   attempt   to   close   the   sale.   See   Close.  

Trial   Objective    -   one   of   a   three   possible   aims   or   objectives   (with   loading   objective   and   loyalty 

objective)   of   a   consumer   sales   promotion;   purchasers   are   o�ered   incentives   to   try   a   new 

product.   See   Loading   Objective;   Loyalty   Objective.  

Trickle-Across   Concept    -   the   notion   that   the   adoption   of   a   particular   fashion   will   spread 

horizontally   within   several   socioeconomic   classes   at   the   same   time.   See   Trickle-Down 

Concept;   Trickle-Up   Concept.  

Trickle-Down   Concept    -   the   notion   that   the   adoption   of   a   particular   fashion   will   �ow 

downward   from   one   socioeconomic   layer   or   consumers   to   the   next.   See   Trickle-Across 

Concept;   Trickle-Up   Concept.  

Trickle-Up   Concept    -   the   notion   that   the   adoption   of   a   particular   fashion   will   �ow   upward 

from   one   socioeconomic   layer   of   consumers   to   the   next.   See   Trickle-Across   Concept; 

Trickle-Down   Concept.  

Try-On-For-Size   Method    -   a   buyer-based   approach   to   pricing   in   which   salespeople   test 

resellers’   reactions   to   the   proposed   price   of   a   forthcoming   product   before   a   �nal   decision   on 

price   is   made.  

Tryvertising    -   is   all   about   consumers   becoming   familiar   with   new   products   by   actually   trying 

them   out.   It   is   a   new   breed   of   product   placement,   in   the   real   world,   integrating   your   goods 

and   services   into   daily   life   in   a   relevant   way,   so   that   consumers   can   make   up   their   minds 

based   on   their   experience,   not   your   messages.   (source   Trendwatching.com)  
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Turnover    -   the   number   of   times   that   an   average   inventory   of   goods   is   sold   during   a   �scal   year 

or   some   designated   period.   Care   must   be   taken   to   ensure   that   the   average   inventory   and   net 

sales   are   both   reduced   to   the   same   denominator;   that   is,   divide   inventory   at   cost   into   sales   at 

cost   or   divide   inventory   at   selling   price   into   sales   at   selling   price.   Do   not   mix   cost   price   with 

selling   price.   The   turnover,   when   accurately   computed,   is   one   measure   of   the   e�ciency   of   a 

business.  

Twitter    -   Social   platform   that   requires   you   to   share   information   and   comments   within   the 

con�nes   of   140   characters 

Two   Level   Channel    -   a   marketing   channel   in   which   there   are   two   levels   of   intermediaries   (for 

example,   a   wholesaler   and   a   retailer)   between   the   manufacturer   and   the   end-user.  

Two   Tier   A�liate   Program    -   a�liate   program   structure   whereby   a�liates   earn   commissions 

on   their   conversions   as   well   as   conversions   of   webmasters   they   refer   to   the   program.  

Two-Way   Stretching    -   introducing   new   products   into   a   product   line   at   both   the   higher   and 

lower   priced   ends   at   the   same   time.   See   Downward   Stretching;   Product   Line   Stretching; 

Upward   Stretching.  

Tying   Contract    -   an   agreement,   usually   illegal,   which   forces   an   intermediary   (wholesaler, 

retailer,   etc)   to   purchase   other   products   in   the   line   in   order   to   obtain   the   product   actually 

required.  

Type   Face    -   Any   one   of   a   wide   variety   of   systematically   designed   styles   or   patterns   used   to 

present   letters   of   the   alphabet,   numbers,   and   punctuation   marks.   A   font   is   a   particular   point 

size   and   style   variation   (such   as   italic)   with   a   given   typeface.  

Typesetting    -   The   process   of   choosing   appropriate   type-faces   (or   fonts),   reproducing   the 

headlines   and   other   text   in   an   appropriate   size   (or   point   size),   and   placing   the   type   in   the 

proper   place   on   the   page. 
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Umbrella   Pricing    -   a   pricing   situation   common   in   oligopolistic   market   situations   where   the 

larger   �rms,   by   keeping   prices   high,   create   room   for   smaller   companies   to   operate   pro�tably 

below   them.  

Unaided   Recall   Test    -   a   means   of   evaluating   the   e�ectiveness   of   a   company’s   recent 

advertising;   without   help   from   the   researcher,   selected   respondents   from   the   target   market 

are   asked   to   bring   to   mind   advertisements   they   have   seen   or   heard   recently.   See   Aided   Recall 

Test;   Recall   Test.  

Unbundling    -   eliminating   one   or   more   of   the   elements   of   a   �rm’s   product   o�ering;   for 

example,   a   �rm   selling   computers   might   discontinue   its   o�er   of   free   training   with   each 

computer   sold,   deciding   instead   to   charge   separately   for   it.   See   Bundling.  

Under-delivery    -   delivery   of   less   impressions,   visitors,   or   conversions   than   contracted   for   a 

speci�ed   period   of   time.  

Undernet    -   an   alternative   IRC   that   is   accessed   through   a   normal,   or   public   chat   area.   Its 

access   is   limited,   and   it   is   usually   used   for   private   conversations.   But   be   warned:   unless   you 

are   behind   a   sophisticated   �rewall,   little   on   the   Net   is   truly   private.  

Unfair   Advertising    -   Advertising   that   is   likely   to   harm   the   consumer.   The   FTC   has   the   power 

to   regulate   unfair   advertising   that   falls   within   a   very   speci�c   legal   de�nition.  

Unfair   Competition    -   1.   The   rivalry   among   sellers   through   the   use   of   practices   deemed   to   be 

unfair   by   judicial,   legal,   or   administrative   agencies   such   as   selling   products   below   cost   to   drive 
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a   competitor   out   of   business,   or   dumping   goods   in   foreign   markets   2.   A   business   practice   that 

is   not   considered   ethical   in   a   trade   or   industry.  

Uniform   Delivered   Price    -   a   pricing   method,   sometimes   referred   to   as   “postage   stamp” 

pricing,   in   which   all   customers   pay   the   same   freight   costs   regardless   of   their   distance   from   the 

dispatch   point;   also   called   Single-Zone   Pricing.   See   Zone   Pricing.  

Unique   Forwarders    -   the   number   of   unique   individuals   who   forwarded   an   email.  

Unique   Selling   Proposition   (USP)    -   the   particular   quality,   feature   or   bene�t   of   a   product 

which   a   competitor’s   product,   although   similar,   cannot   or   does   not   o�er;   commonly   referred 

to   as   the   USP.   The   concise   and   memorable   phrase   that   concisely   and   powerfully   describes   the 

unique   value   of   your   business   and   creates   excitement   in   the   prospect.   Your   Products   and/or 

services   di�erentiating   factors.  

Unique   Users    -   the   total   number   of   di�erent   users,   or   di�erent   computer   terminals,   that 

have   visited   a   website.   This   measures   using   advanced   tracking   technology   or   user   registration.  

Unique   Visitors    -   individuals   who   have   visited   a   Web   site   (or   network)   at   least   once   during   a 

�xed   time   frame.   Unit   Cost   -   see   Average   Cost.  

Unit   Pricing    -   an   aspect   of   labeling   in   which,   either   by   law   or   under   voluntary   industry   codes, 

marketers   are   required   to   mark   the   price   per   unit   of   standard   measure   on   certain   product 

items   as   well   as   the   price   of   the   item   so   that   shoppers   in   retail   stores   can   compare   packs   of 

varying   weight   and   volume.  

Unit   Volume   Quota    -   a   common   form   of   sales   assignment,   goal   or   target   used   to   measure   a 

salesperson’s   performance;   the   salesperson   is   expected   to   sell   a   certain   number   of   units   of 

the   product   or   product   range   in   each   budget   period.   Other   commonly   used   types   of   quota   are 

dollar   volume   quota,   gross   margin   quota,   net   pro�t   quota   and   activity   quota.   See   Sales   Quota.  

UPC   -   Universal   Product   Code    -   The   American   system   of   computer-assisted   product 

identi�cation.  
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Upload    -   to   send   a   �le   from   one   computer   to   another   via   modem   or   other   telecommunication 

method.  

 

Universality    -   a   feature   of   ideas   marketing   that   distinguishes   it   from   other   forms   of 

marketing;   universality   means   that   ideas   can   be   made   (and,   therefore,   marketed)   by   anyone.  

Unplanned   Cannibalization    -   the   unexpected   loss   of   sales   from   one   product   to   another 

more   recently   introduced   product   in   the   line;   unplanned   cannibalization   is   more   likely   when 

there   is   little   signi�cant   di�erence   between   the   two   products.   See   Cannibalization;   Planned 

Cannibalization.  

Unsegmented   Marketing    -   see   Mass   Marketing;   Undi�erentiated   Marketing.  
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Unsought   Goods    -   a   category   of   goods   and   services   which   the   buyer   (a)   is   unaware   of,   or   (b) 

would   prefer   not   to   think   about   buying;   commonly   quoted   examples   include   cemetery   plots, 

encyclopedias   and   life   insurance.   See   Convenience   Goods;   Shopping   Goods;   Specialty   Goods.  

Up-front   Buys    -   The   purchasing   of   both   broadcast   and   print   early   in   the   buying   season.  

Up-Selling   /   Cross-Selling    -   presenting   customers   with   an   opportunity   to   purchase   related 

products,   services   or   accessories   to   products   they   have   shown   an   interest   in   or   previously 

purchased.  

Upside   Elasticity    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   sensitivity   of   consumers   to   an   increase   in 

the   price   of   a   particular   product;   upside   elasticity   means   that   there   will   be   a   signi�cant   drop   in 

consumer   demand   as   prices   increase.   See   Upside   Inelasticity;   Downside   Elasticity;   Downside 

Inelasticity.  

Upside   Inelasticity    -   a   term   used   in   reference   to   the   sensitivity   of   consumers   to   an   increase 

in   the   price   of   a   particular   product;   upside   inelasticity   means   that   there   will   be   no   signi�cant 

change   in   demand   as   prices   increase.   See   Upside   Elasticity;   Downside   Elasticity;   Downside 

Inelasticity.  

Upward   Stretching    -   introducing   a   new   product   into   a   product   line   at   the   higher   priced   end 

of   the   market.   See   Downward   Stretching;   Two-Way   Stretching.  

URL   (Uniform   Resource   Locator)    -   an   HTTP   address   used   by   the   World   Wide   Web   to   specify 

a   certain   site.   This   is   the   unique   identi�er,   or   address,   of   a   Web   page   on   the   Internet.   URL   can 

be   pronounced   “you-are-ell”   or   “earl.”   It   is   how   Web   pages,   FTPs,   gophers,   newsgroups,   and 

even   some   email   boxes   are   located.  

Urban   Population    -   persons   living   in   places   of   2,500   or   more   inhabitants   incorporated   as 

cities,   villages,   boroughs,   or   area   designated   as   such   by   the   Census,   with   some   exceptions.  

Usability    -   the   ability   to   implement   e�ectively   the   body   of   knowledge   concerning   the 

human-computer   interface   in   order   to   remove   any   obstacles   impeding   the   experience   and 

process   of   online   interactions.  
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Usage   Rate    -   a   measure   of   the   quantity   of   a   product   consumed   by   a   user   in   a   given   period; 

users   may   be   subdivided   as   heavy,   moderate   and   light.   See   Behavioristic   Segmentation.  

Usenet    -   internet   message   boards,   also   known   as   newsgroups.   Each   board   has   a   theme,   and 

there   are   tens   of   thousands   of   usenets   concerning   every   imaginable   topic.   Many   of   them 

cover   professional   subjects   and   societies   and   are   rich   sources   of   business   information;   others 

are   junk   and   contain   little   but   mindless   drivel.  

Use   up   rate    -   the   volume   or   length   of   time   required   by   a   consumer   to   move   from   one 

purchase   occasion   to   another.  

User   Generated   Content    -   any   form   of   content   such   as   blogs,   wikis,   discussion   forums,   posts, 

chats,   tweets,   podcasts,   digital   images,   video,   audio   �les,   advertisements   and   other   forms   of 

media   that   was   created   by   users   of   an   online   system   or   service,   often   made   available   via 

social   media   websites. 

Users    -   those   individuals   in   the   buying   center   who   will   actually   use   the   product   being 

considered   for   purchase.   See   Buying   Center.  

Utility    -   the   inherent   quality   or   ability   of   a   product   to   satisfy   a   want.   See   Economic   Utility; 

Form   Utility;   Information   and   Image   Utility;   Place   Utility;   Time   Utility;   Possession   Utility. 

 

Valid   Hits    -   a   further   re�nement   of   hits,   valid   hits   that   deliver   all   information   to   a   user. 

Excludes   hits   such   as   redirects,   error   messages,   and   computer   generated   hits.  
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VALS   -   Values   and   Lifestyles    -   VALS   is   a   psychographic   segmentation   approach   developed   at 

Stanford   Research   Institute   International.  

VAR-   Value   Added   Reseller    -   term   generally   used   to   describe   an   organization   that   sells 

another   organization’s   product   after   adding   features   to   it.  

Valid   Objection    -   a   truthful   objection   raised   by   a   prospective   buyer   to   a   good   or   service 

o�ered   by   a   salesperson;   some   valid   objections   are   answerable,   while   others   (no   money,   no 

need   for   the   product)   are   not.   See   Objections;   Hidden   Objection;   Invalid   Objection.  

Validity    -   in   marketing   research,   the   obtaining   of   the   right   information   for   the   purposes   of   the 

study.  

Value    -   the   power   of   any   good   to   command   other   goods   in   peaceful   and   voluntary   exchange; 

the   overall   appeal   and   usefulness   of   the   product   or   service   to   the   prospect.  

Value   Added    -   1.An   economic   concept   referring   to   the   value   that   a   �rm   adds   to   the   cost   of   its 

inputs   as   a   result   of   its   activities,   thereby   arriving   at   the   price   of   its   outputs.   2.   A   measure   of 

the   contribution   to   a   product’s   worth   by   any   organization   that   handles   it   on   its   way   to   the 

ultimate   user.   Value   added   is   measured   by   subtracting   the   cost   of   the   product   from   the   price 

that   the   organization   got   for   it.  

Value-Added   Consumer   Orientation    -   a   recognition   by   the   company   that   the   price 

consumers   are   prepared   to   pay   for   its   product   will   depend   on   the   bene�ts   received   and   not 

just   on   the   physical   product   itself.  

Value-Added   Wholesaling    -   providing   greater   wholesaler   services   and   lowering   the   cost   of 

these   services   to   retailers   to   improve   productivity   and   pro�tability.  

Value-Added   Tax    -   a   tax   based   on   the   amount   by   which   value   has   been   added   to   a   product   at 

each   stage   of   production.   (also   referred   to   as   VAT)  

Value   Analysis    -1.   An   analytical   procedure   to   study   the   cost   versus   the   bene�ts   of   a   currently 

purchased   material,   component,   or   design   in   order   to   reduce   the   cost/bene�t   ratio   as   mush 
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as   possible.   It   is   also   called   value   engineering.   When   performed   by   a   seller,   it   is   often   referred 

to   as   value-in-use   analysis.   2.   A   systematic   study   of   a   product   wherein   the   analyst   keeps 

asking.   “ Can   the   cost   of   the   part,   this   subassembly,   or   this   step   be   reduced   in   any   way,   or   even 

eliminated? ”  

Values   and   Lifestyles   Research    -   A   research   method   which   psychologically   groups 

consumers   based   on   certain   characteristics   such   as   their   values,   lifestyles,   and   demographics.  

Value   and   Life-Style   System   (VALS)    -   a   system   developed   at   Stanford   Research   Institute   for 

classifying   the   American   adult   population   into   nine   distinct   groups   on   the   basis   of   their   values 

and   lifestyles.  

Value   Pricing    -   a   pricing   approach   in   which   the   selling   price   of   a   good   or   service   is   based   on 

the   company’s   assessment   of   the   highest   value   of   the   product   to   the   consumer;   that   is,   on 

what   the   consumer   is   willing   to   pay   for   it.   See   Competition-Oriented   Pricing;   Cost-Plus   Pricing; 

Target   Return   Pricing.  

Value   Proposition    -   a   clear   statement   of   who   the   target   market   for   a   particular   product   is,   of 

what   key   bene�ts   the   product   will   deliver,   and   of   the   price   that   will   be   charged.  

Value   Retailing    -   positioning   a   retail   store   as   one   in   which   consumers   receive   greater   overall 

value-to-cost   bene�ts   (if   not   necessarily   lower   prices)   than   in   competitors’   stores.  

Values    –   1.   The   beliefs   about   the   important   life   goals   that   consumers   are   trying   to   achieve.   2. 

Beliefs   widely   shared   by   members   of   a   culture   about   what   is   desirable   or   good   (nutritious 

food,   French   wines,   free   speech,   or   honesty)   and   what   is   undesirable   or   bad.   If   a   value   is 

accepted   by   the   individual,   it   can   become   a   major   in�uence   on   his   or   her   behavior.   3.   The 

important,   enduring   ideals   or   beliefs   that   guide   behavior   within   a   culture   or   for   a   speci�c 

person  

Vampiring    -   a   colloquial   term   used   in   reference   to   a   situation   in   which   a   celebrity   (from   the 

media,   arts,   sporting   world,   etc)   is   so   dominant   in   an   advertisement   or   advertising   campaign 

that   the   advertiser’s   message   tends   to   be   diminished.  
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Van   Distributor    -   a   specialty   wholesaler   making   frequent   and   regular   deliveries   of 

fast-moving   consumer   goods,   mainly   cigarettes   and   foodstu�s,   to   retailers.  

Variability    -   one   of   the   four   characteristics   (with   inseparability,   intangibility   and   perishability) 

which   distinguish   a   service;   variability   expresses   the   notion   that   a   service   may   vary   in 

standard   or   quality   from   one   provider   to   the   next   or   from   occasion   to   the   next.   Also   referred 

to   as   Heterogeneity.   See   Services   Marketing;   Inseparability;   Intangibility;   Perishability.  

Variable   Costs    -   costs   that   vary   directly   with   the   volume   or   quantity   produced;   variable   costs 

plus   �xed   costs   equal   total   costs.   See   Fixed   Costs;   Total   Costs.  

Variable   Cost,   Average    -   The   sum   of   all   variable   costs,   i.e.,   those   costs   that   vary   directly   with 

the   number   of   units   produced   and   marketed,   divided   by   the   number   of   units   currently 

produced.  

Variable   Cost,   Total    -   The   sum   of   all   costs   directly   incurred   by   production   and   marketing   of   a 

given   number   of   units.   Variable   Pricing   -   see   Flexible   Pricing.  

Variety    -   the   number   of   di�erent   classi�cations   of   goods   carried   in   a   particular 

merchandising   unit.   How   many   di�erent   children’s   authors   are   represented   in   the   juvenile 

collection?  

Variety   Seeking   Decisions    -   purchase   decisions   made   by   consumers   who   are   willing   to   try   a 

diversity   of   brands   for   variety   and   to   avoid   boredom;   variety   seeking   decisions   occur   when   the 

degree   of   involvement   with   a   product   is   low.  

VAT   -   Value   Added   Tax    -   a   tax   based   on   the   amount   by   which   value   has   been   added   to   a 

product   at   each   stage   of   production.  

Vehicle    -   A   speci�c   channel   or   publication   for   carrying   the   advertising   message   to   a   target 

audience.   For   example,   one   medium   would   be   magazines,   while   one   vehicle   would   be   Life 

magazine.  
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Vending   Machine    -   a   coin-operated   device   that   can   be   used   to   dispense   a   variety   of 

consumer   products   (food,   cigarettes,   etc)   and   services   (automatic   teller   machines   at   banks). 

Vendor   -   a   seller   or   supplier.  

Vendor   Analysis    -   the   rating   by   a   buying   organization   of   all   possible   suppliers   of   a   product   on 

a   scale   to   select   the   most   appropriate;   also   referred   to   as   Vendor   Rating.   See   Value   Analysis.  

Vendor   Loyalty    -   the   allegiance   a   �rm   gives   to   a   supplier;   straight   rebuys   usually   re�ect 

vendor   loyalty   but   they   are   sometimes   due   to   inertia.   Vendor   Rating   -   see   Vendor   Analysis.  

Vendor   Selection   Strategy    -   the   decision-making   that   occurs   when   a   �rm   selects   a   supplier   in 

order   to   minimize   the   risk   of   choosing   the   wrong   one.   Strategies   used   include   the   rating   of 

vendors   on   a   scale;   the   practice   of   choosing   vendors   from   an   approved   list;   multiple   sourcing; 

and   choosing   the   lowest   priced   vendor   to   minimize   the   potential   for   �nancial   loss.  

Venture   Team    -   key   people   from   various   departments   of   an   organization   given   responsibility 

for   the   development   of   a   new   product   from   concept   to   commercialization.  

Venue    -   A   word   used   to   describe   di�erent   Pay   Per   Click   providers.   For   example   Overture   is   a 

provider   that   sends   its   listings   to   Yahoo!   and   MSN   among   others.  

Vertical   Discount    -   A   reduced   rate   o�ered   to   advertisers   who   purchase   airtime   on   a 

broadcast   medium   for   a   limited   amount   of   time,   e.g.,   one   week.  

Vertical   Banner    -   a   banner   ad   measuring   120   pixels   wide   and   240   pixels   tall.  

Vertical   Channel   Con�ict    -   discord   among   members   at   di�erent   levels   of   a   marketing 

channel,   for   example   manufacturer-wholesaler   or   wholesaler-retailer   discord.   See   Channel 

Con�ict 

Vertical   Co-operative   Advertising    -   shared   advertising   by   two   or   more   members   at   di�erent 

levels   of   a   channel   of   distribution,   each   paying   part   of   the   total   cost.   See   Co-operative 

Advertising;   Horizontal   Co-operative   Advertising.  
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Vertical   Decisions    -   management   decisions   that   coordinate   the   �ow   of   goods   and   services, 

title,   information,   payment   and   promotion   along   the   channels   of   distribution.   Vertical 

Diversi�cation   -   see   Vertical   Integration.  

Vertical   Integration    -   a   strategy   for   growth   in   which   a   company   adds   new   facilities   to   existing 

manufacturing   or   distribution   facilities;   vertical   integration   can   be   either   forward   or   backward. 

Also   called   Vertical   Diversi�cation.   See   Backward   Integration;   Forward   Integration.   See   also 

Horizontal   Integration.  

Vertical   Market    -   A   situation   in   which   an   industrial   product   is   used   by   only   one   or   a   very   few 

industry   or   trade   groups.   The   market   is   narrow   but   deep   in   the   sense   that   most   prospective 

customers   in   the   industry   may   need   the   article.   A   market   for   a   product   that   is   used   in   one   (or 

few)   industries.   See   Horizontal   Market.  

Vertical   Marketing   System    –   the   channel   systems   consisting   of   horizontally   coordinated   and 

vertically   aligned   establishments   that   are   professionally   managed   are   centrally   coordinated   to 

achieve   optimum   operating   economies   and   maximum   market   impact.  

The   three   types   of   vertical   marketing   systems   are   administered   vertical   marketing   system, 

contractual   vertical   marketing   system,   and   corporate   vertical   marketing   system.  

Vertical   Merger    -   The   joining   or   combination   of   two   or   more   companies   at   di�erent   stages   in 

the   production   or   marketing   process,   such   as   the   combination   of   IBM,   a   manufacturer   of 

microprocessors.  

Vertical   Price   Fixing    -   agreement   between   producers   and   retailers   to   maintain   the   producers’ 

recommended   retail   price;   vertical   price   �xing   is   resale   price   maintenance,   a   practice   now 

illegal   in   Australia.   See   Price   Fixing;   Horizontal   Price   Fixing.  

Vertical   Publications    -   Publications   in   which   editorial   content   deals   with   the   interests   of   a 

speci�c   industry,   e.g.,   National   Petroleum   Magazine   and   Retail   Baking   Today.  

Vicarious   Learning    -   the   changes   in   an   individual’s   behavior   brought   about   by   observing   the 

actions   of   others   and   the   consequences   of   those   actions.   Research   indicates   that   immigrant 
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adults   often   learn   about   the   reading   land   library   habit   through   their   children’s   same 

experiences   at   school.  

V.I.D.    -   Very   important   data. 

Video   News   Release   (VNR)    -   A   publicity   device   designed   to   look   and   sound   like   a   television 

news   story.   The   publicist   prepares   a   60-   to   90-second   news   release   on   videotape,   which   can 

then   be   used   on   television   stations   as   is   or   after   further   editing.   It   is   more   sophisticated   than   a 

news   clip.  

Videotex    -   a   home   shopping   technology;   an   interactive   system   allowing   subscribers   to   the 

system   to   access   information   about   products   on   their   normal   TV   screens   by   means   of   a   small 

computer   terminal,   and   to   order   items   directly.   See   Home   Shopping.  

Viewer    -   another   name   for   a   help   application.  

Vignette    -   (1)   An   illustration   that   has   soft   edges,   often   produced   by   using   cutouts   or   masks. 

(2)   A   photograph   or   halftone   in   which   the   edges,   or   parts   of,   are   shaded   o�   to   a   very   light 

gray.   A   product   display   grouping   with   a   speci�c   theme,   color   scheme,   or   overall   look.  

Viral   Content    -      Any   piece   of   media   that   suddenly   (often   inexplicably)   becomes   an   online 

sensation. 

Viral   Design    -   elements   and   functions   included   in   a   communication   that   encourage   and   allow 

recipients   to   pass   the   o�er   along   to   others,   thereby   leveraging   the   marketing   e�ort   (“tell   a 

friend,”   “please   forward,”   etc.).  

Viral   E�ect    -   a   measurable   outcome   of   the   degree   to   which   recipients   of   a   communication 

refer   the   o�er,   products,   services   or   company   to   others.  

Viral   Forwards    -   the   number   of   referrals   sent.  
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Viral   Marketing    -   the   act   of   marketing   a   product   or   service   using   tactics   that   encourage 

individuals   to   pass   along   a   marketing   message   to   other   individuals   in   order   to   have   the 

message   delivered   at   an   exponential   rate   and   at   very   little   to   no   cost   to   the   marketer...   a 

successful   viral   marketing   campaign   encourages   prospects   and   customers   to   market   a 

product   or   service   for   the   marketing   company   or   individual.  

Viral   Responses    -   the   number   of   recipients   who   received   the   referral,   opened   it   and   clicked 

on   a   link.  

Virtualoso    –   Someone   who   creates   new   technologies   and   develops   opportunities   for   others 

to   expand   their   online   experience;   visionary,   creative   online   inventor.  
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Virtual   Experience   Economy    -   a   perception   of   being   physically   present   in   a   non-physical 

world.   The   perception   is   created   by   surrounding   the   user   of   the   VR   system   in   images,   sound 

or   other   stimuli   that   provide   an   engrossing   total   environment.   The   type   of   extraordinary 

experiences   (high-quality   interactive   virtual   content   on   demand),   people   pay   for;   something 

that   makes   them   experience   something   extraordinary,   something   that   touches   them, 

something   that   teaches   them. 

Virus    -   a   virus   is   a   program   that   can   be   downloaded   onto   your   computer   or   network   from   the 

Internet.   Some   are   harmless,   while   others   are   programmed   to   destroy   your   system,   trash 

your   �les,   and   disable   your   software.   No   kidding.   So   be   careful.   Use   antivirus   programs.   They 

take   a   few   extra   minutes   everyday   to   use,   but   the   protection   is   worth   it.  

Vision    -   a   guiding   theme   that   articulates   the   nature   of   the   business/library   and   its   intentions 

for   the   future,   based   upon   how   management   believes   the   environment   will   unfold.   A   vision   is 

informed,   share,   competitive   and   enabling.  

Visits    -   a   sequence   or   requests   made   by   one   user   at   one   site.   If   a   visitor   does   not   request   any 

new   information   for   a   period   of   time,   known   as   the   time-out   period,   then   the   next   request   by 

the   visitor   is   considered   a   new   visit.   To   enable   comparison   among   sites,   I/PRO   uses   a 

thirty-minute   time-out.  

Visual   Clarity    -   a   function,   in   large   part,   of   layout   and   design:   Pages   are   easy   to   scan;   text   and 

graphics   are   clear;   prospects   can   �nd   what   they   are   looking   for   quickly   and   easily.  

Visual   Content    -   visual   material   such   as   photos,   infographics,   video,   presentations,   and   social 

media   images,   that   appears   online   or   o�;   content   that   communicates   or   compliments   the 

valuable   information   in   a   visual   way;      visuals   that   align   with   your   brand   and   help 

communicate   the   ideas   you’re   sharing 

Visual   Front    -   An   open   storefront   design   that   has   no   vision   barrier   between   the   interior   and 

exterior.  

Visual   Mail    -   E-mail   containing   graphics,   animation,   and   sound,   pioneered   by   E-PostDirect.  
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Vlog    -   in   contrast   to   written   content   on   a   blog,   posts   and   updates   are   in   video   form,   often 

supplemented   with   a   text   paragraph   to   introduce   and   describe   the   contents   of   the   video. 

VMS    -   Vertical   Marketing   System.   Voice   -   a   grammatical   property   of   verbs   that   indicates   a 

relationship   between   the   subject   and   the   action   expressed   by   the   verb.   “Birds   build   nests”   is 

written   in   the   active   voice   and   emphasizes   the   subject   -   birds.   “Nests   are   built   by   birds”   is 

written   in   the   passive   voice   and   emphasizes   the   action   -   building   nests.   Active   voice   is   far 

more   persuasive   in   driving   action.  

Voice-Over    -   The   technique   of   using   the   voice   of   an   unseen   speaker   during   �lm,   slides,   or 

other   voice   material.  

Voice-pitch   Analysis   (VOPAN)    -   An   advertising   research   technique   of   analyzing   a   subject’s 

voice   during   their   responses,   to   test   their   feelings   and   attitudes   about   an   ad.  

Volume   Analysis    -   a   technique   or   method   of   marketing   control   in   which   sales   volume   in 

dollars   or   units   or   physical   volume   in   units   is   measured   over   a   given   period   in   an   attempt   to 

identify   underachieving   salespeople,   sales   territories,   etc.  

Volume   Segmentation    -   the   division   of   a   market   into   segments   on   the   basis   of   the   varying 

volume   of   demand   for   the   product   by   individuals,   groups   or   types   of   customers;   typically,   the 

segments   are   ranked   to   denote   heavy   usage,   medium   usage   or   light   usage.  

Voluntary   Chain    -   a   group   or   chain   of   retailers   working   together   on   a   non-contractual   basis 

to   achieve   economies   of   scale   in   buying,   advertising,   etc.  

Voucher    -   a   type   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   vouchers   (or   coupons)   sent   by   mail   or 

included   in   newspaper   advertisements,   etc.   can   be   exchanged   for   merchandise   to   encourage 

trial   of   a   new   product.  

VRML   (Visual   Reality   Modeling   Language)    -   this   is   an   online   programming   language   for 

creating   three-dimensional   programs.   Looks   pretty,   but   at   current   bandwidths   it’s   pre-e-e-etty 

slow. 
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WAIS    (Wide   Area   Information   Server)   -   WAIS,   pronounced   “ways,”   search   for   data   through 

online   gopher   databases.   Unless   you   are   looking   for   scienti�c   information,   look   somewhere 

else.  

Wants    -   the   form,   shaped   by   culture   and   individual   personality,   in   which   basic   human   needs 

are   given   expression.   For   example,   the   need   to   satisfy   hunger   might   be   expressed   as   a   want 

of   meat   by   one   person,   and   as   a   want   of   fruit   by   another.   See   Needs.   The   wishes,   needs, 

cravings,   demands   or   desires   of   human   beings.  

Warehouse    -   a   physical   facility   used   primarily   for   the   storage   of   goods   held   in   anticipation   of 

sale   or   transfer   within   the   marketing   channel.  

Warehouse,   Automated    -   a   facility   where   machine   power   such   as   conveyors,   automatic 

sortation,   ASAR,   and   other   materials   handling   applications   have   been   implemented   to   speed 

the   receiving,   handling,   picking,   and   shipping   of   product   within   the   facility.  

Warehouse,   Bonded    –   a   warehouse   that   is   bonded   to   insure   the   owners   of   the   stored   goods 

against   loss.  

Warehouse,   Private    -   a   private,   or   corporate,   warehouse   is   a   facility   that   is   operated   by   the 

buyer   or   the   seller   of   the   product.   It   may   be   used   to   store   raw   materials   in   anticipation   of 

production,   work   in   process,   or   �nished   goods   awaiting   shipment   to   the   buyer.  

Warehouse,   Public    -   1.   a   for-hire   facility   that   is   available   to   any   business   requiring   storage   or 

handling   of   goods.   The   public   warehouse   usually   operates   on   a   monthly   contract   and   charges 
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for   storage   plus   a   handling   fee   for   receiving   goods   and   moving   goods   out   of   storage.   2.   A 

storage   facility   generally   privately   owned   that   does   not   take   title   to   the   goods   it   handles.   It 

may   issue   receipts   that   can   be   used   as   security   for   loans.  

Warehouse   Retailing    -   the   retailing   of   certain   type   of   merchandise,   particularly   groceries, 

drugs,   hardware,   home   improvement,   and   home   furnishings,   in   a   superstore   type   of 

warehouse   atmosphere.   The   facilities   are   typically   in   low-rent,   isolated   buildings   with   a 

minimum   of   services   o�ered,   and   the   consumer   performs   o�ered,   and   the   consumer 

performs   the   bulk   of   the   functions   in   self-service   mode.  

Warranty    -   a   guarantee   by   a   manufacturer   that   a   product   will   be   repaired   or   replaced   or   the 

purchase   price   refunded   if   it   is   found   to   be   defective   within   a   speci�ed   period,   if   it   does   not 

perform   the   task   for   which   it   was   intended   or   if   it   does   not   meet   the   purchaser’s   reasonable 

expectations.   See   Express   Warranty;   Implied   Warranty;   Promotional   Warranty;   Protective 

Warranty.  

Waste   Circulation    -   (1)   Advertising   in   an   area   where   the   product   or   service   is   not   available   or 

has   no   sales   potential.   (2)   Persons   in   an   advertiser’s   audience   who   are   not   potential 

consumers.  

Watch-and-Win   Sweepstake    -   a   sales   promotion   in   which   consumers   must   watch   a 

particular   TV   program   to   hear   contest-winning   numbers,   etc   announced   in   spots   during   the 

program.  

Wave   Scheduling    -   An   advertising   strategy   that   consists   of   scheduling   space   in   the   media   in 

intermittent   periods,   e.g.,   two   weeks   on,   two   weeks   o�.  

Wealth    -   1.   all   material   objects   that   have   an   economic   value   possessed   by   a   nation.   2.   The 

aggregate   of   all   possessions   of   economic   goods   owned   by   a   person.  

Wearable   Technology    -   wearables,   fashionable   technology,   wearable   devices,   tech   togs,   or 

fashion   electronics   are   clothing   and   accessories   incorporating   computer   and   advanced 

electronic   technologies. 
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Wear   Out    -   The   point   reached   when   an   advertising   campaign   loses   it’s   e�ectiveness   due   to 

repeated   overplay   of   ads.  

Web   Analytics    -   a   tool   that   collects   data   on   web   site   users   behavior.   E-commerce   companies 

often   use   Web   analytics   software   to   measure   such   concrete   details   as   how   many   people 

visited   their   site,   how   many   of   those   visitors   were   unique   visitors   how   they   came   to   the   site 

(i.e.,   if   they   followed   a   link   to   get   to   the   site   or   came   there   directly),   what   keywords   they 

searched   with   on   the   site’s   search   engine,   how   long   they   stayed   on   a   given   page   or   on   the 

entire   site,   what   links   they   clicked   on   and   when   they   left   the   site.  

Web   Browser    -   a   software   application   that   allows   for   the   browsing   of   the   World   Wide   Web.  

Web   Client    -   The   client   refers   to   the   user   end   of   the   web.   Thus   the   web   browser   (Internet 

Explorer   or   Netscape)   serves   as   a   client.   This   is   in   contrast   to   the   server,   which   hosts   the   web 

information.  

Web   Design    -   the   selection   and   coordination   of   available   components   to   create   the   layout 

and   structure   of   a   Web   page.  

Web   Directory    -   organized,   categorized   listings   of   Web   sites.  

Webinar    -   is   a   seminar   which   is   conducted   over   the   World   Wide   Web.   It   is   a   type   of   web 

conferencing   -   Online   seminar   that   typically   contains   audio   and   video.  

Webmaster -   the   individual   assigned   to   administering   a   corporation   or   organization’s   website. 

This   person   lays   out   the   information   trees,   designs   the   look,   codes   HTML   pages,   handles 

editing   and   additions,   and   checks   that   links   are   intact.   In   addition,   he   or   she   monitors,   routes, 

and   sometimes   responds   to   email   generated   by   the   site.  

Web   Page    -   an   HTML   document   on   the   Web,   usually   one   of   many   together   that   make   up   a 

Web   site.  

Web   Ring    -   a   means   for   navigating   a   group   of   related   sites   primarily   by   going   forward   and 

backward.  
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Website    -   a   collection   of   �les   that   are   arranged   on   the   World   Wide   Web   under   a   common 

address   and   allows   retrieval   via   a   browser.  

Web   Site   Tra�c    -   the   amount   of   visitors   and   visits   a   Web   site   receives.  

Web   Site   Usability    -   the   ease   with   which   visitors   are   able   to   use   a   Web   site.  

Web   Spider    -   a   spider   (also   known   as   a   crawler)   is   used   by   a   search   engine   to   identify   web 

pages   in   order   to   be   cataloged   in   the   database   of   the   search   engine   (web   site   designers   can 

also   submit   web   pages   to   be   cataloged   in   a   search   engine).   Spiders   therefore   help   search 

engines   to   keep   up   with   the   evolution   of   web   content   by   crawling   through   the   web   seeking 

new   sites.   To   control   spiders   in   terms   of   cataloging   a   web   site,   a   designer   can   include   a 

robots.txt   �le   that   includes   pages   that   cannot   be   cataloged.  

Weight    -   (1)   an   adjustment   made   in   a   survey   sample   to   correct   for   demographic   or 

geographic   imbalances.   (2)   Number   of   exposures   of   an   advertisement.   Weighting   -   a   method 

of   rating   the   degree   of   importance   of   a   factor   or   variable.  

Weight-out    -   a   legal   practice   used   to   maintain   the   price   points   of   consumer   goods   (typically, 

packaged   foods   or   beverages)...   the   size   or   weight   of   a   package   is   lowered   in   order   to 

maintain   the   company’s   margin   on   that   particular   product   without   raising   the   price   and 

potentially   a�ecting   sales   levels   for   “price”   sensitive   consumers.  

We   We   Test    -   developed   by   Future   Now,   Inc.,   this   metric   provides   a   general   measure   of   the 

degree   to   which   your   communication   is   customer-centered.   It   compares   the   number   of 

customer-oriented   words   (you,   your,   etc.)   in   the   communication   to   the   number   of   self-   or 

company-referential   words   (we,   our,   I,   me,   etc.).  

What   if...Method    -   a   closing   technique   in   which   the   salesperson   attempts   to   isolate   the   last 

remaining   objection   or   obstacle   to   the   sale   and   closes   it   contingent   upon   being   able   to 

remove   the   obstacle;   also   called   the   Contingent   Method.  

Wheel   of   Retailing   Theory    -   a   theory   of   retail   institutional   change   that   explains   retail 

evolution   with   an   institutional   life   cycle   concept.  
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Wheel   of   Retailing    -   a   hypothesis   of   M.P.   McNair   explaining   the   patterns   of   change   in 

retailing;   the   hypothesis   is   that   new   types   of   retailers   cut   prices   by   lowering   or   eliminating 

customer   services,   but   once   established   they   increase   prices   and   customer   services   and   so 

become   vulnerable   themselves   to   new,   low-price   retailers.  

White   Papers    -   be   an   authoritative   report   on   a   major   issue,   as   by   a   team   of   experts;a 

government   report   outlining   policy;   or   a   short   treatise   whose   purpose   is   to   educate   (contrast 

position   paper)   industry   customers.   It   is   called   white   paper   because   it   was   originally   bound   in 

white.  

White   Space    -   unoccupied   parts   of   a   print   advertisement,   including   between   blocks   of   type, 

illustrations,   headlines,   etc.   Who   Is   -   a   utility   that   returns   ownership   information   about 

second-level   domains.  

Whois    –   a   utility   that   returns   ownership   information   about   second-level   domains. 

Wholesale   Merchant    -   see   Merchant   Wholesaler.  

Wholesale   Price   Index   (WPI)    -   A   relative   measure   maintained   by   the   U.S.   government   of 

average   price   change   in   commodities   sold   in   wholesale   markets   in   the   United   States.  

Wholesaler    -   A   merchant   establishment   operated   by   a   concern   that   is   primarily   engaged   in 

buying,   taking   title   to,   usually   storing   and   physically   handling   goods   in   large   quantities,   and 

reselling   the   goods   to   retailers   or   to   industrial   or   business   users.   A   marketing   intermediary 

engaged   in   buying   from   manufacturers   in   bulk   to   resell   to   retailers   or   industrial   buyers   in 

smaller   quantities.  

Wholesaler   Sponsored   Co-operative    -   A   form   of   contractual   vertical   marketing   system   that   is 

an   example   of   forward   integration.   Retailers   achieve   vertical   system   advantages   by   a�liating 

with   a   sponsoring   wholesaler.  

Wholesaler-Sponsored   Voluntary   Chains    -   groups   of   retailers   formed   by   a   wholesaler   into   a 

coordinated   marketing   system   to   achieve   economies   of   scale   and   to   lessen   con�ict.  
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Wholesaling    -   the   activity   of   selling   to   buyers   for   resale   or   to   further   their   own   business 

operations.  

WIIFM   -   “ What’s   In   It   For   Me? ”    -   this   question   always   underlies   and   informs   a   prospect’s 

decision   whether   to   take   the   suggested   action.   Beyond   addressing   the   critical   value 

propositions   and   bene�ts   that   will   interest   prospects,   all   communications   must   accommodate 

their   deeply   felt,   emotional   needs   and   take   into   account   the   di�erent   personality   pro�les 

which   in�uence   prospects’   di�erent   shopping   styles.   (Driver,   Analytical,   Amiable   and   Social   are 

the   four   acknowledged   dominant   personality   pro�les).  

Wildcat    -   a   business   with   a   high   level   of   opportunity   and   a   high   level   of   threat.  

Will-Call    -   the   products   ordered   by   customers/users   in   advance   of   the   time   delivery   desired.  

Window   of   Competitive   Opportunity    -   see   Strategic   Window.  

Winner   Takes   All    -   phenomena,   for   digital   marketplaces,   highlights   the   notion   that   markets 

tend   to   favor   the   market   leader   to   such   an   extent,   other   competitors   can   be   driven   out   of   the 

marketplace.   This   is   a   result   of   two   issues.  

Win-Win   Negotiation    -   A   negotiating   philosophy   in   which   the   negotiators   attempts   to 

uncover   bases   of   agreement   that   bene�t   both   parties.  

With-Pack   Premium    -   a   type   of   consumer   sales   promotion   in   which   a   free   or   low-cost   gift   is 

o�ered   to   purchases   of   a   particular   product;   the   gift   is   either   inside   the   package   of   the 

product   or   �xed   to   the   outside   of   it.   See   Premiums;   In-Pack   Premium;   Near-Pack   Premium; 

On-Pack   Premium.  
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Womenomics    -   a   paradigm   shift   in   the   way   individuals   and   companies   approach   work,   due   to 

an   increase   in   value   of   women   in   the   workforce   and   changing   attitudes   of   women   towards 

priorities   of   balancing   work   and   personal   life. 

Word   Association    -   A   questionnaire   containing   a   list   of   words   to   which   respondents   are 

instructed   to   reply   with   the   �rst   word   that   comes   to   mind.  

Word-of-Mouth   Communication   (WOM)    -   1.   This   occurs   when   people   share   information 

about   products   or   promotions   with   friends.   2.   The   information   imparted   by   a   consumer   or 

individual   other   than   the   sponsor.   It   is   sharing   information   about   a   product,   promotion,   etc., 

between   a   consumer   and   a   friend,   colleague,   or   other   acquaintance.   For   example,   a 
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particularly   good   price   he   or   she   received   on   a   product.   Research   has   found   that 

word-of-mouth   communication   about   products   is   more   likely   to   be   negative   than   positive.  

Word   Length    -   the   average   number   of   letters   in   a   word,   determined   by   dividing   the   total 

number   of   letters   in   a   communication   by   the   total   number   of   words.   Unless   meaning   is 

compromised,   choose   the   shorter   word   over   the   longer   word.  

Word   Painting    -   A   technique   used   in   the   radio   broadcast   industry   that   uses   highly   descriptive 

words   to   evoke   images   in   reading   material   as   an   attempt   to   place   the   listener   into   the   scene.  

Workplace-Selling   Program    -   a   direct-selling   strategy   in   which   manufacturers   sell   their 

products   to   consumers   at   their   place   of   work;   for   example,   Avon   employs   working   women   to 

sell   its   cosmetics   in   their   o�ces.  

World   Brand    -   a   global   brand;   a   brand   that   sells   in   many   di�erent   countries.   For   example, 

Coca-Cola,   McDonald’s,   Nike,   Starbucks.   See   Global   Brands.  

Worldwide   Adaptation    -   a   strategy   used   in   global   marketing   in   which   slightly   di�erent 

variations   of   a   product   are   sold   in   each   country,   using   promotion   and   distribution   strategies 

which   have   also   been   modi�ed   to   suit   the   particular   needs   of   each   country. 

World   Wide   Web   (WWW   or   Web)    -   the   Web   computer   users   to   access   information   across 

systems   around   the   world   using   URLs   to   identify   �les   and   systems,   and   hypertext   links   to 

move   between   �les   on   the   same   or   di�erent   systems.   The   Web   is   a   client/server   information 

system   that   supports   the   retrieval   of   data   in   the   form   a   text,   graphics,   and   multimedia   in   a 

uniform   HTML   format.      Allowing   hypertext   links   and   interactivity   on   an   unprecedented   level, 

its   introduction   transformed   a   sleepy,   academic   communications   system   into   a   powerful 

marketing   tool   linking   businesses   and   customers   around   the   world. 
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XML   Sitemap    is   a   model   of   a   website's   content   designed   to   help   both   users   and   search 

engines   navigate   the   site.   A   sitemap   can   be   a   hierarchical   list   of   pages   (with   links)   organized 

by   topic,   an   organization   chart,   or   an   XML   document   that   provides   instructions   to   search 

engine   crawl   bots. 

 

Yahoo    -   portal   located   at   www.yahoo.com  
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Yield   Management    -   The   practice   of   pricing   to   maximize   the   amount   of   revenue   received   per 

unit   sold.   It   is   commonly   associated   with   the   pricing   practices   of   airline,   hotel,   and   other 

sellers   of   “perishable”   products.  

Youinverse           term   used   to   describe   a   person   who   is   selfcentered   and   only   has   knowledge   of 

himself. 

YOLO       You   Only   Live   Once 

 

Young   Single-Stage    -   A   sociological   concept   that   describes   changes   in   families   across   time. 

Emphasis   is   placed   on   the   e�ects   of   marriage,   divorce,   births,   and   deaths   on   families   and   the 

changes   in   income   and   consumption   through   various   family   stages.  

YouTube    -   the   world’s   largest   video-sharing   website   on   which   users   can   upload,   share,   and 

view   videos.  
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Yuppie    -   commonly   used   term   to   describe   a   lifestyle-based   market   segment   consisting   of 

“young,   urban   professionals”.   See   Psychographic   Segmentation.  

Yuppie   Puppies    -   see   Baby   Bouncers. 

 

‘zine    -   magazines   that   are   published   digitally,   rather   than   on   paper.   Same   as   mainstream, 

while   others   are   oddball   and   cover   almost   every   topic   imaginable.  

Zapping    -   The   act   of   using   a   remote   control   to   change   television   channels   when   an 

advertisement   begins.   Advertisers   are   concerned   that   this   will   be   harmful,   but   it   is   still   unclear 

what   e�ect   zapping   will   have   on   advertising   e�ectiveness.  

Zero   Based   Budgeting    -   a   method   of   budgeting   in   which   past   sales   and   previous   expenditure 

levels   are   ignored;   the   company   formulates   its   pro�t   goals,   determines   the   actions   that   will   be 

required   to   achieve   its   goals,   and   estimates   the   expenditures   that   will   be   necessary   to   carry 

out   the   actions.  

Zero   Level   Channel    -   see   Direct   Marketing   Channel.  

Zero   Population   Growth    -   a   total   fertility   rate   of   2,210   or   2.12   births   per   1,000   women.   It   is 

the   rate   at   which   a   population   reaches   zero   population   growth. 

ZIP   Code    -   a   geographical   classi�cation   system   developed   by   the   U.S.   government   for   mail 

distribution,   a   nested   numeric   range   of   5   to   9   numbers. 
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Zipping    -   The   act   of   fast   forwarding   through   commercials   while   watching   a   previously   taped 

show   on   a   VCR.   Advertisers   are   concerned   about   the   e�ect   of   zipping   on   advertising 

e�ectiveness,   but   any   e�ect   is   not   yet   known.   In   fact,   viewers   may   pay   more   attention   to 

advertising   while   zipping   to   be   able   to   stop   fast   forwarding   in   time   when   the   show   resumes.  

 

Zone   Pricing    -   a   pricing   method   in   which   all   customers   within   a   de�ned   zone   or   region   are 

charged   the   same   price;   more   distant   customers   pay   a   higher   price   than   those   closer   to   the 

company’s   dispatch   point.   Also   called   Multiple   Zone   Pricing.   See   Geographic   Pricing   -  
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Leading   Sales   and   Marketing   Trade   Associations, 
Industry   and   Professional   Groups   around   the   Globe 

The   Advertising   Association    -    http://www.adassoc.org.uk       A   federation   of   24   trade   bodies 

representing   marketing   industries.   Provides   links   to   members,   position   papers,   events   diary 

and   career   guide. 

The   Advertising   Educational   Foundation    -    http://www.aef.com       A   source   for   educational 

information   about   the   social   and   economic   role   of   the   industry.   Includes   news,   events 

calendar   and   interviews   with   top   marketers. 

American   Association   of   Advertising   Agencies    -    http://www.aaaa.org    National   trade 

association   founded   in   1917   that   represents   the   industry   in   the   United   States.   Site   o�ers   a 

database   for   advertisers   to   search   for   a   new   agency;   member   pro�les   and   links   to   their   sites; 

legislative   issues;   career,   award   and   event   information. 

Association   for   the   Advancement   of   Relationship   Marketing   (AARM)    - 

http://www.aarm.org    Provides   a   forum   for   the   advancement   and   understanding   of   the 

disciplines   of   relationship   marketing. 

Association   of   National   Advertisers    -    http://www.ana.net       A   membership   organization 

representing   300   companies   with   8,000   brands.   Provides   links   to   members,   resource   center, 

job   opportunities   and   events   and   seminar   calendar. 

Australasian   Professional   Services   Marketing   Association    -    http://www.apsma.com.au 

Membership   association   for   professional   services   marketers   in   Australia   and   New   Zealand. 

Includes   events,   articles   and   newsletter. 

Brand   Activation   Association   (BAA)    -    http://www.baalink.org/       is   the   national   non-pro�t 

trade   association   dedicated   to   the   industry   of   marketing   disciplines   that   motivate   behavior, 

activate   response   and   build   brands. 
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British   Market   Research   Association    -    http://www.bmra.org.uk       Trade   association   for   the 

UK   market   research   industry.   Details   its   raison   d’etre,   guidelines   and   provides   an   online 

database   of   member   companies   as   well   as   a   buyer-supplier   matching   service. 

Business   Marketing   Association   (BMA)    -    http://www.marketing.org       Serves   the   professional, 

educational   and   career   development   needs   of   business-to-business   marketers. 

The   Canadian   Institute   of   Marketing    -    http://www.cinstmarketing.ca    The   organization   for 

marketing   professionals   in   Canada. 

Canadian   Hotel   Marketing   &   Sales   Executives    -    http://www.chmse.com    The   mission   of 

CHMSE   is   to   advance   the   marketing   and   sales   profession   of   the   hotel   industry.   Chartered 

Institute   of   Marketing   -   http://www.cim.co.uk   Information   resource   for   marketing   and   sales 

professionals. 

Communications   Marketing   Association    -    https://cma-cmc.org/    Serves   the   manufacturers, 

representatives,   distributors   and   manufacturers   in   the   wireless   communication   industry. 

Coupon   Professionals    -    http://www.couponpros.org       Organization   for   marketing 

professionals   who   work   or   have   interests   in   the   consumer   promotion   business. 

Digital   Analytics   Association    -    http://www.digitalanalyticsassociation.org/    The   DAA   unites 

and   fosters   the   interests   of   industry   practitioners,   vendors,   consultants   and   educators   who 

use,   sell,   install,   implement,   consult,   teach   or   train   in   the   �eld   of   web   analytics.      Advancing   the 

use   of   data   to   understand   and   improve   the   digital   world   through   professional   development 

and   community. 

Digital   Content   Next    -    http://digitalcontentnext.org/    Information   for   and   about   the   digital 

publishing    industry   from   the   leading   trade    association    dedicated   to   representing   the 

interests   of   high-quality   digital   content.   
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Digital   Media   Association   (DiMA)     http://www.digmedia.org/    the   ambassador   for   the   digital 

media   industry:   webcasters,   online   media,   digital   services,   and   technology   innovators.   DiMA   is 

the   leading   advocate   for   a   stable   legal   environment   in   which   to   build   ideas   into   industries,   and 

inventions   into   pro�ts. 

The   Direct   Marketing   Association    -    https://thedma.org/    Trade   association   for   users   and 

suppliers   in   the   direct,   database   and   interactive   marketing   �elds,   o�ering   seminars   and 

resources,   and   lobbying   for   favorable   laws   and   regulations. 

Direct   Marketing   of   Asia   Association    -    http://www.dm-asia.org    Association   for 

users/suppliers   in   the   direct,   database,   and   interactive   marketing   �eld.   It   acts   as   a   forum   for 

networking,   provides   training   courses   and   organizes   events. 

Direct   Selling   Association    -    http://www.dsa.org       USA   trade   association   of   �rms   that 

manufacture   and   distribute   goods   and   services   directly. 

eMarketing   Association    -    http://www.emarketingassociation.com       Professional   association 

for   companies   and   individuals   involved   in   the   practice   of   e-marketing   and   the   integration   of 

on   and   o�-line   marketing. 

European   Financial   Marketing   and   Management   Association   (EFMMA) 

- http://www.efma.com    Association   for   retail   �nance   bankers   and   insurers   focused   on 

providing   information   services   and   networking   opportunities. 

Florida   Direct   Marketing   Association    -    http://www.fdma.org          Supports   members   in   direct 

response   and   direct   marketing. 

HSMAI    –   Hospitality   Sales   and   Marketing   Association   -    http://www.hsmai.org    Individual 

membership   organization   serving   sales   and   marketing   professionals   in   all   segments   of   the 

hospitality   industry. 

Interactive   Advertising   Bureau    -    http://www.iab.net/       Not-for-pro�t   trade   association 

focusing   on   advertising   issues   across   all   interactive   formats. 
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Interactive   Marketing   Association   Alliance    -    http://imaalliance.org/    Is   an   independent 

subsidiary   of   The   Direct   Marketing   Association,   is   a   non-pro�t   trade   association   for   interactive 

marketers. 

International   Advertising   Association    -    http://www.iaaglobal.org       Connects   advertising 

associations   from   all   over   the   world.   Acts   as   an   industry   educator   and   knowledge   transfer 

facilitator. 

International   Advertising   Association    -   Romania   -    http://www.iaa.ro    Over   75   local   media 

and   advertising   companies   are   members   of   IAA   Romania.   The   site   features   a   complete 

presentation   of   the   Romanian   branch   of   IAA. 

International   Internet   Marketing   Association    -    http://imanetwork.org/       The   IIMA   is   an 

organization   that   helps   marketers   understand   the   value   and   potential   of   marketing   on   the 

web   and   strives   to   raise   all   marketers’   abilities   to   a   new   level. 

International   News   Media   Association    -    http://www.inma.org       A   non-pro�t   membership 

association   dedicated   to   promoting   advanced   marketing   principles   within   the   newspaper 

industry. 

Japan   Marketing   Association    -    http://www.jma2-jp.org/english/    Aims   to   develop   and 

disseminate   marketing   knowledge   and   technologies   in   Asia   Paci�c   region. 

Legal   Marketing   Association   (LMA)    -    http://www.legalmarketing.org       Provides   professional 

support   and   education   as   well   as   opportunities   for   intellectual   and   practical   information 

exchange. 

Magnet   -   Marketing   and   Advertising   Global   Network    -    http://www.magnetglobal.org       A 

group   of   non-competing,   independently   owned   advertising   agencies   in   major   markets 

throughout   the   world. 

Marketing   Association   of   Australia   and   New   Zealand   (MAANZ)    - 

https://www.marketing.org.nz/    International   Internet-based   educational   and   professional 

association   headquartered   in   Australia. 
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Marketing   Research   Association    -    http://www.marketingresearch.org/    Membership, 

industry   news,   events   and   links   to   leading   marketing   research   �rms. 

Marketing   Research   and   Intelligence   Association    -    http://mria-arim.ca/    Canadian-based 

group   with   comprehensive   site   direct   toward   marketing,   advertising,   social   and   political 

researchers. 

Market   Research   Society    -    https://www.mrs.org.uk/    Exists   to   set   and   enforce   the   ethical 

standards   to   be   observed   by   research   practitioners,   and   to   provide   a   framework   of 

quali�cations   and   membership   grades. 

Market   and   Social   Research   Society   of   Australia    -    http://www.amsrs.com.au/       Dedicated   to 

increasing   the   standard   and   understanding   of   market   research. 

Medical   Marketing   Association    -    http://medicalmarketingassociation.org/       Provides 

education   and   professional   development   to   promote   excellence   in   the   marketing   of 

pharmaceutical,   diagnostics,   medical   devices   and   biologics. 

Mexican   Association   of   Marketing   and   Public   Opinion   Research   Agencies    - 

http://www.amai.org    Association   of   marketing   and   opinion   research   companies   in   Mexico. 

De�nes   common   quality   norms   and   standards   in   methods,   techniques,   terminology,   and 

analysis   criteria   as   related   to   marketing   research   in   Mexico. 

Mobile   Marketing   Association    -    http://www.mmaglobal.com/       Focus   of   this   group   is   on 

marketing   via   wireless   means   including   advertising   and   SMS   messaging   through   cell   phones 

and   PDAs. 

National   Retail   Federation   (NRF)     https://nrf.com/    is   the   world’s   largest   retail   trade 

association,   representing   retailers   from   the   United   States   and   more   than   45   countries. 

Online   Publishers   Association   (UK)    -    http://www.ukaop.org/    The   UK   Association   of   Online 

Publishers   (AOP)   is   an   industry   body   representing   online   publishing   companies   that   create 

original,   branded,   quality   content. 
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Professional   Association   for   Customer   Engagement   (PACE)    - 

http://www.paceassociation.com/    PACE   is   the   only   non-pro�t   trade   organization   dedicated 

exclusively   to   the   advancement   of   companies   that   use   a   multi-channel   approach   to   engaging 

their   customers,   both   business   to   business   and   business   to   consumer.   These   channels 

include   contact   centers,   email,   chat,   social   media,   web   and   text. 

The   Publishers   Advertising   and   Marketing   Association    (PAMA)    http://pama-ny.org/    o�ers 

professionals   the   opportunity   to   meet   some   of   publishing’s   most   prominent   leaders,   network 

and   share   innovative   marketing   ideas   with   peers,   and   gain   insights   into   the   book   industry 

Produce   Marketing   Association    -    http://www.pma.com          is   a   trade   organization   representing 

companies   from   every   segment   of   the   global   fresh   produce   and   �oral   supply   chain.   PMA 

helps   members   grow   by   providing   connections   that   expand   business   opportunities   and 

increase   sales   and   consumption.  

Sales   and   Marketing   Executives   International    -    http://www.smei.org       Worldwide 

association   of   sales   and   marketing   management. 

Search   Engine   Marketing   Professional   Organization     http://www.sempo.org/home 

Professional   group   serving   the   search   and   digital   marketing   industry   and   marketing 

professionals   engaged   in   it;   dedicated   to   improving   the   understanding   of   search   engine 

marketing. 

Social   Research   Association    -    http://the-sra.org.uk/    News   and   information   relating   to 

training   days,   seminars,   conferences   and   events. 

Society   for   Marketing   Professional   Services    -    http://www.smps.org/    is   a   community   of 

marketing   and   business   development   professionals   working   to   secure   pro�table   business 

relationships   for   their   A/E/C   companies.  

Word   of   Mouth   Marketing   Association     http://www.womma.org/       Supports   those   using 

referral   methods   to   achieve   marketing   objectives. 
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World   Association   for   Opinion   and   Marketing   Research   Professionals   (ESOMAR)    - 

http://www.esomar.org       ESOMAR   endeavours   to   facilitate   the   exchange   of   insights   and 

experiences   between   providers   and   users   of   market   research   to   optimise   use   of   research 

data   into   the   decision   making      to   promote   the   value   of   market   and   opinion   research   in 

e�ective   decision-making   process. 

World   Federation   of   Advertisers    -    http://www.wfanet.org/en    The   worldwide   body   to 

represent   the   interests   of   advertisers   on   anything   connected   with   marketing   and 

communications. 

Download   a   free   copy   of   the   Smart   Marketing   Planner   here: 
http://quirkymarketingcalendar.com/free-marketing-planner/ 
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